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Preface
About ten years ago the Mathematics Department at which I am employed was forced to
get involved in teaching a first year course in Computer Science. One half of the course
was based on the book Introduction to Functional Programming 1 by Richard Bird and
Philip Wadler and used David Turner’s Miranda 2 as programming language. I taught
this course several times, the first time at least with an appalling lack of knowledge of
what Computer Science is all about. The present study has grown out of what I have
learnt from this undertaking. Its intention is to give a mathematical account of how I
believe students could be taught to think about functional programming languages and
to explain how such languages work.
For those who understand something of the terminology used to describe the semantics
of programming languages, this intention can be stated more precisely as follows: I
present a certain denotational semantics for a rudimentary functional programming
language and show that this is equivalent to the operational semantics defined in terms
of an explicit algorithm.
This account is certainly not meant as a text for the kind of course from which it arose,
and in fact it has nothing to say about the art of functional programming. It endeavours
rather to provide a mathematical basis for such a course, and is aimed at those who
would regard such a basis as being important, i.e, at an audience of mathematicians.
The kind of functional programming languages to be dealt with are those like Miranda,
Haskell and ML, in which objects, usually functions, are defined by equations. The
meaning of such equations will be given directly without resorting to the lambda calculus
(and so the study is not really suitable for dealing with a language such as Lisp). In fact,
this avoidance of the lambda calculus should not pass without comment. It seems that
almost all the accounts offering a mathematical explanation of functional programming
are written either by computer scientists or logicians. They are therefore written in a
language foreign to the very large majority of ‘ordinary’ mathematicians. (Just as most
arts graduates are proud of never having understood any mathematics, so it seems that
most mathematicians are just as proud of the fact that they do not really know what
logic is all about.) I hope that the present study is at least written in a language with
which this group of logically challenged people is familiar.
The mathematical framework which will be employed is to some extent determined by
the languages the study seeks to explain. For example, data types in Miranda, Haskell
and ML are defined by specifying a signature, and the equations in these languages
are built up out of terms taken from corresponding term algebras. This means that
some elementary concepts from universal algebra can hardly be avoided. Moreover, one
is then more-or-less forced to use the fact that term algebras are initial as a basis for
giving equations a meaning. This can be seen as an instance of the ‘initial algebra
semantics’ philosophy propagated by the ADJ group3.
1 Prentice Hall, Hemel Hempstead (1988)
2 Miranda is a trademark of Research Software Limited.
3 consisting of J.A. Goguen, J.W. Thatcher, E.G. Wagner and J.B. Wright, for example
in Initial algebra semantics and continuous algebras, Journal ACM, 24, 68–95, 1977
iii
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There are two topics which are not treated here, and whose omission should at least be
commented upon. The first concerns local definitions. These have not been considered
in order to keep the presentation as simple as possible, but in principle their inclusion
would not cause any difficulty and requires no additional mathematical concepts. The
second topic is that of polymorphism. It could be claimed that this has also been
omitted to simplify the presentation. However, its inclusion would require a new, and
much less elementary, mathematical framework.
As already indicated, the main result presented here is a statement about the equivalence
of operational and denotational semantics. The proof of the hard part of this result (the
completeness of the operational semantics) has been strongly influenced by the proofs
of similar statements in Glynn Winskel’s book The Formal Semantics of Programming
Languages 4. I highly recommend Winskel’s book.
I have tried to keep the account self-contained, and have thus included all the standard
results – together with their proofs – which are needed from universal algebra, category
theory (which is only used in a very rudimentary and superficial way) and domain theory.
However, although the formal mathematical prerequisites are minimal and regardless of
what my original intention was, it is probably realistic to suppose that the presentation
has ended up at the graduate level. It is not assumed that the reader knows anything
about functional programming, but some experience of this topic would, of course, not
be amiss.
The usual thanks to secretaries and the suchlike for typing the manuscript are in the
present case redundant: I typed it all myself. This means that all errors occurring here,
regardless of what kind, are entirely due to me.
Chris Preston
Bielefeld
May 2001
4 The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts (1993)
Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Computing with equations: Some examples
Our intention is to explain how and why functional programming languages work and in
particular what it means for functions to be defined by equations. In the introduction
we present and analyse some simple examples with the hope of giving the reader a
rough idea of what this is all about. This chapter can be omitted or skimmed through
by anyone having a solid knowledge of functional programming. The reader should be
warned that it contains some statements which are vague and others which are only a
first approximation to the truth. Moreover, the examples have been chosen to illustrate
points which will be important later, and not as gems from the Art of Programming.
The examples involve lists, and the following notation will be employed for such objects:
If X is a non-empty set then the set
⋃
n≥0X
n will be denoted by X∗ , this being
considered as the set of all finite lists of elements from X . If m ≥ 1 then the element
(x1, . . . , xm) of X
m ⊂ X∗ will always be denoted simply by x1 · · · xm . The single
element in X0 is denoted by ε and represents the empty list. If m = 0 then an
expression such as x1 · · · xm is to be interpreted as ε . Lists can be constructed using
either of the mappings ⊳ : X ×X∗ → X∗ and ⊲ : X∗ ×X → X∗ defined by
x ⊳ s =
{
x x1 · · · xm if s = x1 · · · xm with m ≥ 1 ,
x if s = ε .
s ⊲ x =
{
x1 · · · xm x if s = x1 · · · xm with m ≥ 1 ,
x if s = ε .
Each element of X∗ \ {ε} has a unique representation of the form x ⊳ s with x ∈ X
and s ∈ X∗ , as well as a unique representation of the form s˘ ⊲ x˘ with x˘ ∈ X and
s˘ ∈ X∗ .
Now let N denote the set {0, 1, 2, . . .} of natural numbers (and note that we regard 0
as being a natural number), and consider the function sqs : N→ N∗ defined by
sqs (n) =
{
ε if n = 0 ,
1 4 · · · n2 if n ≥ 1 .
Clearly this function satisfies the relationship (or equation)
sqs (n) =
{
ε if n = 0 ,
sqs (n− 1) ⊲ n2 if n ≥ 1 .
Moreover, using induction on n , it is easy to see that sqs is the unique function having
this property. This gives a simple characterisation of sqs as the unique solution of an
equation involving ε and ⊲ . In order to make things a little less simple, the problem
1
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will now be posed of finding a similar equation for sqs , but using ⊳ instead of ⊲ . This
new characterisation will be arrived at by first looking at some auxiliary functions: Let
shunt : N∗ × N∗ → N∗ be the function defined by
shunt (m1 · · · mp, n1 · · · nq) = mp · · · m1 n1 · · · nq ;
in particular shunt (a, ε) = rev (a) for all a ∈ N∗ , with rev : N∗ → N∗ defined by
rev (m1 · · · mp) = mp · · · m1 .
Furthermore, let sqrs : N→ N∗ be the function defined by
sqrs (n) = n2 (n− 1)2 · · · 1
(with of course sqrs (0) = ε ). Then sqs can clearly be obtained as the composition
of the functions sqrs and rev . The reason for this indirect and somewhat roundabout
approach is that the functions shunt and sqrs have simple characterisations in terms
of ε and ⊳ . On the one hand, the following relationships are valid:
sqrs (n) =
{
ε if n = 0 ,
n2 ⊳ sqrs (n− 1) if n ∈ N \ {0} ,
shunt (a, b) =
{
b if a = ε ,
shunt (c,m ⊳ b) if a = m ⊳ c .
On the other hand, it is easily seen that shunt and sqrs are the unique functions
having these properties. (In the case of the function shunt this follows by induction
on the length of the list a .) Putting things together, and adding an auxiliary function
sq : N→ N which just squares its argument, now gives us the four equations:
sqrs (n) =
{
ε if n = 0 ,
sq (n) ⊳ sqrs (n− 1) if n ∈ N \ {0} ,
sq (n) = n× n ,
shunt (a, b) =
{
b if a = ε ,
shunt (c,m ⊳ b) if a = m ⊳ c ,
sqs (n) = shunt (sqrs (n), ε) .
The functions sqrs : N → N∗ , sq : N → N , shunt : N∗ × N∗ → N∗ and sqs : N → N∗
can be considered to be defined by these equations in as much as they are their unique
solution, i.e., they are the unique set of functions satisfying these equations. (Saying
that the functions satisfy the equations of course means that they satisfy them for all
n ∈ N and all a, b ∈ N∗ .)
But there is another, more practical, sense in which sqrs , sq , shunt and sqs are defined
by the equations: The equations can be seen as replacement (or substitution) rules for
actually computing the values of the functions. If an expression or a sub-expression
‘matches’ the left-hand side of an equation then this expression or sub-expression can
be replaced with the corresponding right-hand side of the equation. Such substitutions
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are performed until the names of the functions have all disappeared. For example,
sqs (3) can be computed via the steps
sqs (3) = shunt (sqrs (3), ε) = shunt (sq(3) ⊳ sqrs (2), ε)
= shunt (sqrs (2), sq(3) ⊳ ε) = shunt (sq(2) ⊳ sqrs (1), sq(3) ⊳ ε)
= shunt (sqrs (1), sq(2) ⊳ (sq(3) ⊳ ε))
= shunt (sq(1) ⊳ sqrs (0), sq(2) ⊳ (sq(3) ⊳ ε))
= shunt (sqrs (0), sq(1) ⊳ (sq(2) ⊳ (sq(3) ⊳ ε)))
= shunt (ε, sq(1) ⊳ (sq(2) ⊳ (sq(3) ⊳ ε)))
= sq(1) ⊳ (sq(2) ⊳ (sq(3) ⊳ ε)) = (1× 1) ⊳ ((2× 2) ⊳ ((3× 3) ⊳ ε)) = 1 4 9
In the first step, the expression sqs (3) matches the left-hand side of the equation for sqs
with n = 3 , and so it can be replaced with shunt (sqrs (3), ε) , which is the right-hand
side of this equation with n = 3 . Similarly, in the next step the sub-expression sqrs (3)
of the expression shunt (sqrs (3), ε) matches the left-hand side of the equation of sqrs
with n = 3 , and so it can be replaced with sq(3) ⊳ sqrs (2) , which is the corresponding
right-hand side. This results in the new expression shunt (sq(3) ⊳ sqrs (2), ε) .
It is easy to see that the value of sqs (n) can be computed in the above manner for any
n ∈ N .
In most modern functional programming languages the equations for the functions sqrs ,
sq , shunt and sqs can be written more-or-less exactly as they appear above. For
example, in the programming language Haskell they can be written as
sqrs n = case n == 0 of
True -> []
False -> sq n : sqrs (n-1)
sq n = n*n
shunt a b = case a of
[] -> b
m : c -> shunt c (m : b)
sqs n = shunt (sqrs n, [])
(although most programmers would probably prefer to write the equations for sqrs and
shunt somewhat differently using guards and pattern matching).
Evidently the construction operator ⊳ is represented in Haskell by : and the empty
list ε by [] . Note that the arguments of functions are not enclosed in brackets (except
to avoid ambiguities) and they are not separated by commas; this is typical of modern
functional programming languages.
The evaluation mechanism in Haskell would use these equations as replacement rules
in essentially the same way as above to compute values. For example, it would reduce
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the term sqs 3 to the constant term 1:4:9:[] (which would then be presented in
the more legible form [1,4,9] ) via the same steps which were used to deduce that
sqs (3) = 1 4 9 .
Based on the above discussion, let us make the following points:
1. The Haskell equations for the names sqrs , sq , shunt and sqs are a particular
representation of the corresponding ‘mathematical’ equations for the functions sqrs ,
sq , shunt and sqs . (The form of the Haskell equations is in part, of course, dictated
by the restrictive ASCII-code alphabet in which they are written.)
2. The Haskell equations can be seen as defining the functions sqrs , sq , shunt and
sqs , in that these functions are the unique solutions of the corresponding ‘mathematical’
equations. This is the way that mathematically inclined humans usually look at the
equations, and it is referred to as their denotational semanticssemanticsdenotational.
3. The Haskell equations can also be seen as replacement rules for computing the values
obtained by applying the functions to specific values of their arguments. This is the way
that a machine (or perhaps a computer scientist) can be made to obtain information from
the equations, and it is referred to as their operational semanticssemanticsoperational.
4. When the equations are used as replacement rules then the values that they compute
are correct: They are the corresponding values of the functions which are the unique
solutions of the ‘mathematical’ equations. Conversely, any such value can be computed
using an appropriate sequence of replacements. In this sense, the denotational and the
operational semantics are equivalent.
This is all rather vague. Moreover, the situation considered above is not at all typical in
that the equations have a unique solution. Nevertheless, the fourth point gives the first
inkling of the main theme of our study, which is to describe a framework for dealing
with equations in which the denotational and the operational semantics are equivalent.
To lead into the next topic we want to discuss, let us note that the Haskell equations for
sqrs , sq , shunt and sqs encode only a part of the information contained in the original
equations. To be more specific, if only the Haskell equations are given then it is not
possible, without additional information, to reconstruct the set-up started with above.
For example, if Z rather than N is chosen as the basic set of data objects for numbers
then they could just as well be describing functions sqrs : Z → Z∗ , sq : Z → Z ,
shunt : Z∗ × Z∗ → Z∗ and sqs : Z→ Z∗ satisfying the equations
sqrs (n) =
{
ε if n = 0 ,
sq(n) ⊳ sqrs (n− 1) if n ∈ Z \ {0} ,
sq (n) = n× n ,
shunt (a, b) =
{
b if a = ε ,
shunt (c,m ⊳ b) if a = m ⊳ c ,
sqs (n) = shunt (sqrs (n), ε)
for all n ∈ Z and all a, b ∈ Z∗ . If this is the case then there is a problem, since these
new equations no longer have a solution. More precisely, there is no way of defining
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sqrs (n) for n < 0 so that the equation for sqrs holds: The list sqrs (−m) would have
to have one more component than the list sqrs (−m − 1) for each m ≥ 1 , hence the
list sqrs (−1) would have to have p more components than the list sqrs (−1 − p) for
each p ≥ 1 . In particular, sqrs (−1) would have to have at least p components for
each p ≥ 1 , which is impossible.
This situation is not very satisfactory. The requirement that sqrs (n) be defined for
all n ∈ Z , and the impossibility of meeting this requirement when n < 0 , means that
the values sqrs (n) for n ∈ N are also lost, although in some sense they are obviously
just as much defined as they were before. Of course, in the particular example being
considered the problem could be solved by simply changing the condition n = 0 in the
definition of sqrs to n ≤ 0 . In general, however, the problem cannot be solved in such
an ad hoc manner. For instance, even if a set of equations has a solution, this can be
‘spoilt’ by adding an new equation for a function which does not have a solution (for
example, a function imp : Z→ Z which should satisfy the equation
imp (n) = 1 + imp (n)
for all n ∈ Z ). The enlarged set of equations then has no solution, even though the
additional equation is really completely irrelevant.
The first step in solving the above problem is to explicitly allow functions to be undefined
for certain values of their arguments. To make this more precise for the equations we are
looking at, let ⊥Z be some element not in Z (to be thought of as an ‘undefined’ element
of Z ) and put Z⊥ = Z ∪ {⊥Z} . Moreover, put L = Z
∗ , let ⊥L be some element not
in L (to be thought of as an ‘undefined’ element of L ) and let L⊥ = L ∪ {⊥L} .
Extend the mapping ⊳ : Z × L → L to a mapping from Z⊥ × L⊥ to L⊥ by putting
n ⊳ a = ⊥L for all (n, a) ∈ (Z
⊥ × L⊥) \ (Z × L) . Note that if a ∈ L⊥ \ {⊥L} then
either a = ε or a has a unique representation of the form m⊳ c with (m, c) ∈ Z×L .
The Haskell equations will now be regarded as describing functions sqrs : Z⊥ → L⊥ ,
sq : Z⊥ → Z⊥ , shunt : L⊥ × L⊥ → L⊥ and sqs : Z⊥ → L⊥ satisfying
sqrs (n) =


⊥L if n = ⊥Z ,
ε if n = 0 ,
sq(n) ⊳ sqrs (n− 1) if n ∈ Z \ {0} ,
sq (n) = n× n ,
shunt (a, b) =


⊥L if a = ⊥L ,
b if a = ε ,
shunt (c,m ⊳ b) if a = m ⊳ c with (m, c) ∈ Z× L ,
sqs (n) = shunt (sqrs (n), ε)
for all n ∈ Z⊥ , a, b ∈ L⊥ (where m × n is defined to be ⊥Z if (m,n) /∈ Z × Z ).
It is easily checked that these equations have a unique solution: For n ∈ N the values
sqrs (n) and sqs (n) are the same as before and sqrs (n) = sqs (n) = ⊥L for all
n < 0 . Moreover, shunt is also defined in essentially the same way as before but with
shunt(a, b) = ⊥L whenever (a, b) /∈ L× L .
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This second interpretation of the Haskell equations can be seen as introducing a new
denotational semantics. However, although the operational semantics of the equations
remains unchanged, the denotational and operational semantics are still equivalent.
More precisely, if the value of one of the functions (occurring as the unique solution
of the equations) is defined for a particular value of its argument, then this value can
be computed using the equations as replacement rules. Conversely, if the value is not
defined then no value can be computed. For example, the value of the function sqs is
defined with its argument equal to 3 , and just as before this value can be computed
to be 1 4 9 . On the other hand, the value of sqs is undefined when its argument is
−1 , and an attempt to use the equations as replacement rules to compute a ‘value’ will
result in something similar to the following non-terminating process:
sqs (−1) = shunt (sqrs (−1), ε) = shunt (sq(−1) ⊳ sqrs (−2), ε)
= shunt (sqrs (−2), sq(−1) ⊳ ε) = shunt (sq(−2) ⊳ sqrs (−3), sq(−1) ⊳ ε)
= shunt (sqrs (−3), sq(−2) ⊳ (sq(−1) ⊳ ε))
= shunt (sq(−3) ⊳ sqrs (−4), sq(−2) ⊳ (sq(−1) ⊳ ε))
= shunt (sqrs (−4), sq(−3) ⊳ (sq(−2) ⊳ (sq(−1) ⊳ ε)))
...
Allowing undefined values, the same holds true for the equation for imp . This is now
an equation for a function imp : Z⊥ → Z⊥ which should satisfy
imp (n) = 1 + imp (n)
for all n ∈ Z⊥ . Here 1 + ⊥Z has to be given a meaning, and the only reasonable
choice is to define it to be ⊥Z . In this case the equation has a unique solution with
imp (n) = ⊥Z for all n ∈ Z
⊥ . For each n ∈ Z the value imp (n) is thus undefined,
which agrees with the fact that no value can be computed using the equation as a
replacement rule.
By introducing undefined values, our equations again had a unique solution in the case
where the basic set of data objects for numbers was Z rather than N . The next point
which has to be discussed deals with the opposite extreme, and is the problem of having
more than one solution. Let us look at the Haskell equation
fone n = case n == 0 of
True -> 1
False -> fone (n-1)
considered as corresponding to the ‘mathematical’ equation
fone (n) =


⊥Z if n = ⊥Z ,
1 if n = 0 ,
fone (n− 1) if n ∈ Z \ {0} ,
for a function fone : Z⊥ → Z⊥ . For each p ∈ Z⊥ let fonep : Z
⊥ → Z⊥ be given by
fonep (⊥Z) = ⊥Z , fonep (n) = 1 if n ∈ N and fonep (n) = p for all n < 0 . Then it is
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easily checked that { fonep : p ∈ Z
⊥ } is exactly the set of solutions of the equation,
and in what follows it is convenient to just write fone⊥ instead of fone⊥Z .
What should be regarded here as the denotational semantics, since it does not make
sense to speak of the solution of the equation? One possibility is to declare fone⊥ to
be the solution: It is the least defined solution in that fone⊥ (n) is only defined (i.e.,
fone⊥ (n) ∈ Z ) for n ∈ N , whereas fonep (n) is defined for all n ∈ Z for each p ∈ Z .
It can thus be argued that fone⊥ is the most natural solution, since if n /∈ N then
nothing can be deduced from the equation about the value of fone (n) ; this value should
therefore be left undefined.
Taking fone⊥ to be the solution also fits in with the operational semantics, since the
value fone (n) can clearly be computed using the equation as a replacement rule if and
only if n ∈ N , i.e., if and only if fone⊥ (n) is defined.
An alternative point of view is to regard all the solutions as having equal weight, but
to consider that fone (n) is defined for the argument n ∈ Z⊥ if and only if there exists
m ∈ Z such that fonep (n) = m for all p ∈ Z
⊥ , i.e., if and only if fone (n) does not
depend on which solution is being used.
In the example being considered these two points of view coincide. Our study will tend
to take the alternative point of view, because it allows things to be formulated without
having to worry about the existence of a least defined solution. However, the existence
of a least defined solution will play an important role in Chapter 8.
The final topic to be looked at in this section starts with the Haskell equations
hd a = case a of
Nil -> und
Cons m c -> m
sone = hd (Cons 1 (Cons und Nil))
und = und
These can be regarded as describing a function hd : L⊥ → Z⊥ together with elements
sone and und of Z⊥ satisfying the equations
hd (a) =


⊥Z if a = ⊥L ,
und if a = ε ,
m if a = m ⊳ c with (m, c) ∈ Z× L ,
sone = hd (1 ⊳ (und ⊳ ε))
und = und
for all a ∈ L⊥ . For each p ∈ Z⊥ let hdp : L
⊥ → Z⊥ be given by
hdp (a) =


⊥Z if a = ⊥L ,
p if a = ε ,
m if a = m ⊳ c with (m, c) ∈ Z× L ,
let undp = p , let sonep = 1 for all p ∈ Z and sone⊥Z = ⊥Z . Then it is easily checked
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that { (hdp, sonep, undp) : p ∈ Z
⊥ } is exactly the set of solutions of these equations.
In particular, the value of sone is not defined by these equations, since sone⊥Z = ⊥Z
(or, alternatively, sonep is not independent of p ∈ Z
⊥ ).
Now it could be claimed that sone should have the value 1 , since the function hd
extracts the first element from a list, and the first element of the list 1 ⊳ (und ⊳ ε) is
1 . But if und = ⊥Z then this is not true, since the list 1 ⊳ (und ⊳ ε) is then equal
to ⊥L ; this is a consequence of how the mapping ⊳ : Z × L → L was extended to a
mapping from Z⊥×L⊥ to L⊥ . Thus it must either be accepted that the value of sone
is undefined, or the set-up must be changed so that 1 ⊳ (und ⊳ ε) is always a list having
1 as its first element.
This leads to a third interpretation of lists occurring in Haskell equations. Again let
Z⊥ = Z ∪ {⊥Z} be as before, but now replace the set L
⊥ with
L⋄ = (Z⊥)∗ ∪ bot
(
(Z⊥)∗
)
where bot
(
(Z⊥)∗
)
is a disjoint copy of (Z⊥)∗ , and where for each z ∈ (Z⊥)∗ the
corresponding element in bot
(
(Z⊥)∗
)
denoted by z⊥ .
Note that an element of L⋄ has either the form x1 · · · xn or the form (x1 · · · xn)
⊥ ,
where n ≥ 0 and xj ∈ Z
⊥ for each j = 1, . . . , n . The element x1 · · · xn describes
a ‘real’ list with n components (although some or all of these components may be
‘undefined’). The element (x1 · · · xn)
⊥ , on the other hand, should be thought of as
a ‘partial’ list containing at least n components, of which the first n components are
‘known’ to be x1, . . . , xn . In particular, this means that the element ε
⊥ gives no
information about a list, and it will thus be thought of as the ‘undefined’ list.
Since Z ⊂ Z⊥ , the set of real lists is a subset of L⋄ , i.e., L = Z∗ ⊂ L⋄ . The mapping
⊳ : Z× L→ L will be extended to a mapping from Z⊥ × L⋄ to L⋄ by letting
x ⊳ z =
{
x ⊳ s if z = s for some s ∈ (Z⊥)∗ ,
(x ⊳ s)⊥ if z = s⊥ for some s ∈ (Z⊥)∗ .
Note that if a ∈ L⋄ \ {ε⊥} then either a = ε or a has a unique representation of the
form x ⊳ z with x ∈ Z⊥ and z ∈ L⋄ .
The Haskell equations for hd , sone and und can now be regarded as describing a
function hd : L⋄ → Z⊥ together with elements sone and und of Z⊥ satisfying
hd (a) =


⊥Z if a = ε
⊥ ,
und if a = ε ,
x if a = x ⊳ z with (x, z) ∈ Z⊥ × L⋄ ,
sone = hd (1 ⊳ (und ⊳ ε))
und = und
for all a ∈ L⊥ . As in the previous interpretation the set of solutions has the form
{ (hdp, sonep, undp) : p ∈ Z
⊥ } , however, the function hdp : L
⋄ → Z⊥ and the elements
sonep, undp ∈ Z
⊥ are here given by sonep = 1 , undp = p and
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hdp (a) =


⊥Z if a = ε
⊥ ,
p if a = ε ,
x if a = x ⊳ z with (x, z) ∈ Z⊥ × L⋄ ,
In this interpretation sone does have the value 1 , since sone⊥Z = 1 (or, alternatively,
since sonep = 1 for all p ∈ Z
⊥ ), and 1 ⊳ (und ⊳ ε) is always a list having 1 as its first
element, even though und is undefined.
Note that the second and third interpretations of the above equations give different
values to sone . This would seem to pose a problem when the equations are used as
replacement rules. In fact, at first sight the replacement
sone = hd (1 ⊳ (und ⊳ ε)) = 1
would appear to show that sone has the value 1 . However, although the replacement
of hd (1 ⊳ (und ⊳ ε)) by 1 is valid in the third interpretation, it is not in the second. In
the second interpretation the only valid replacement is to use the equation for sone to
replace sone in an expression by itself, which of course leaves the expression unchanged.
Thus a valid attempt to use the equations as replacement rules in this case would result
in the following non-terminating process:
sone = hd (1 ⊳ (und ⊳ ε)) = hd (1 ⊳ (und ⊳ ε))
= hd (1 ⊳ (und ⊳ ε)) = hd (1 ⊳ (und ⊳ ε)) = · · ·
which can be seen as confirming the fact that the value of sone is undefined in the
second interpretation. Two lessons can be learnt from this. The first is that the validity
of the replacement rules will depend on which interpretation is being used. The second
is that the ‘correct’ choice of valid replacements must be made in order to arrive at the
value: For instance, replacing sone by itself is still valid in the third interpretation, but
this alone will not give the answer 1 .
What happens now if the third interpretation is used in the equations for sqrs , shunt ,
sq and sqs ? They will then be regarded as describing functions sqrs : Z⊥ → L⋄ ,
sq : Z⊥ → Z⊥ , shunt : L⋄ × L⋄ → L⋄ and sqs : Z⊥ → L⋄ satisfying
sqrs (n) =


ε⊥ if n = ⊥Z ,
ε if n = 0 ,
sq(n) ⊳ sqrs (n− 1) if n ∈ Z \ {0} ,
sq (n) = n× n,
shunt (a, b) =


ε⊥ if a = ε⊥ ,
b if a = ε ,
shunt (c,m ⊳ b) if a = m ⊳ c with (m, c) ∈ Z⊥ × L⋄ ,
sqs (n) = shunt (sqrs (n), ε)
for all n ∈ Z⊥ , a, b ∈ L⋄ . Unfortunately, however, these equations do not have a
solution. The problem here is essentially the same as that which occurred when N was
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replaced by Z : There is no way of defining sqrs (n) for n < 0 so that the equation
for sqrs holds; as before the list sqrs (−1) would have to have at least p components
for each p ≥ 1 , which is still impossible. (Note that in the second interpretation this
problem does not arise because n ⊳ ⊥L = ⊥L for all n ∈ Z , whereas here a list of the
form x⊳z is never equal to the undefined list ε⊥ .) Of course, as mentioned before, the
problem could be solved in this particular case simply by changing the condition n = 0
in the definition of sqrs to n ≤ 0 ; but this is again only an ad hoc solution.
A better way to solve the above problem is suggested by the ‘fact’ that the list sqrs (−1)
should have at least p components for each p ≥ 1 , which becomes possible if infinite
lists are allowed. This leads to a fourth (and for the present section final) interpretation
of lists occurring in Haskell equations. Extend the set L⋄ to the set
L∞ = L⋄ ∪ (Z⊥)∗∗
where (Z⊥)∗∗ denotes the set of all infinite lists of elements from Z⊥ . The mapping
⊳ : Z⊥×L⋄ → L⋄ is then extended to a mapping from Z⊥×L∞ to L∞ in the obvious
way: If x ∈ Z⊥ and z ∈ (Z⊥)∗∗ then x ⊳ z is the infinite list whose first component is
x and whose remaining components are the components of z , each being shifted one
place to the right. Note that if a ∈ L∞ \ {ε⊥} then either a = ε or a has a unique
representation of the form x ⊳ z with x ∈ Z⊥ and z ∈ L∞ .
The fourth interpretation of the Haskell equations describes functions sqrs : Z⊥ → L∞ ,
sq : Z⊥ → Z⊥ , shunt : L∞ × L∞ → L∞ and sqs : Z⊥ → L∞ satisfying the same
equations as above, but with L∞ replacing L⋄ . It is easily checked that these equations
now have a unique solution, and that sqrs (−n) is the infinite list
−n − (n+ 1) − (n+ 2) − (n+ 3) · · ·
for each n > 1 . For all practical purposes (for example, computing sqrs (n) for some
n ≥ 0 ) there is no real difference between the second and the fourth interpretation of
these equations.
Note that if the fourth interpretation is applied to the equations for hd , sone and
und then the situation is essentially the same as in the third interpretation. The set of
solutions still has the form { (hdp, sonep, undp) : p ∈ Z
⊥ } with sonep = 1 , undp = p
and the function hdp : L
∞ → Z⊥ given by
hdp (a) =


⊥Z if a = ε
⊥ ,
p if a = ε ,
x if a = x ⊳ z with (x, z) ∈ Z⊥ × L∞ .
In particular, in this interpretation sone again has the value 1 .
The second and fourth interpretations introduced above seem to have the advantage
over the third that the equations are more likely to have a solution. This somewhat
vague suspicion will later be confirmed. Whether the fourth interpretation is to be
preferred to the second is, to some extent, just a matter of taste. However, it is a fact
that, whereas the ‘older’ functional programming languages (such as the original ‘eager’
version of ML) use the second interpretation, the ‘newer’ languages (such as Haskell)
tend to use the fourth.
1.2 A procedure for interpreting equations
In this section we outline a procedure which, in particular, can be used to obtain the
second, third and fourth interpretations of the Haskell equations for sqrs , shunt , sqr
and sqs introduced in the previous section. In its general form the procedure will then
constitute the basis of our study.
First, however, it is convenient to rewrite the Haskell equations using a uniform prefix
notation. More precisely, the infix operator names - , * and == will be replaced by
corresponding prefix operator names sub , mul and eq , and the built-in constructor
name : for list-building by a prefix constructor name Cons ; moreover, Nil will be
used instead of [] to denotes the empty list. This results in the equations taking on
the following guise:
sqrs n = case eq n 0 of
True -> Nil
False -> Cons (sq n) (sqrs (sub n 1))
sq n = mul n n
shunt a b = case a of
Nil -> b
Cons m c -> shunt c (Cons m b)
sqs n = shunt (sqrs n) Nil
The above equations are essentially built up out of names, which can be classified into
the following four groups:
— The names sqrs , sq , shunt and sqs , which are those of the functions which
the equations are supposed to define.
— The names n , m , a , b and c , which play the role of ‘local variables’.
— The names sub , mul and eq , which are those of ‘primitive’ operators.
— The names True , False , Nil , Cons , 0 and 1 of ‘data constructors’.
In order to understand how these names are allowed to fit together each name must be
first assigned to a type. There are three basic data types involved here which will be
denoted by int (for integer), list (for integer list), and bool (for boolean). Each
name which refers to a data object is assigned the corresponding type: The names n ,
m , 0 and 1 are assigned the type int , Nil , a , b and c the type list and True
and False are assigned the type bool . The remaining names are names of functions,
and each of these is assigned a functional type of the form β1 · · · βn → β , where
β1, . . . , βn, β are basic data types, i.e., elements of the set {int, list, bool} . For
example, shunt is assigned the type list list → list , since it is the name of a
function having two arguments, both taking values of type list , and which produces
values also of type list . Similarly, the name sqrs is assigned the type int→ list ,
sq the type int → int , sqs the type int → list , sub and mul are assigned the
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type int int→ int , eq the type int int→ bool and, finally, Cons is assigned the
type int list→ list .
With these assignments it is easily checked that each of the individual components of
an equation is a ‘syntactically correct’ term: The ‘syntactically correct’ terms of type
list occurring in the equations are the ten terms
sqrs n , Nil , Cons (sq n) (sqrs (sub n 1)) , shunt a b , a ,
b , Cons m c , shunt c (Cons m b) , sqs n , shunt (sqrs n) Nil ,
those of type bool are eq n 0 , True and False , while those of type int are
sq n and mul n n .
Note that both sides of the equation for sq are terms of type int . Moreover, the left-
hand sides of the remaining equations are all terms of type list , as is the right-hand
side of the equation for sqs . The same is also true of the two possible right-hand sides
Nil and Cons n (sqrs (sub n 1)) in the equation for sqrs , as well as of the two
possible right-hand sides b and shunt c (Cons m b) in the equation for shunt .
Associated with the set B = {int, list, bool} of basic data types needed in the Haskell
equations is a corresponding set
K = {Nil, Cons, True, False} ∪ Int
of ‘data constructor’ names, where here Int is the set containing for each integer n ∈ Z
its standard representation n as a string of characters. (Of course, the names Nil ,
Cons , True , False , 0 and 1 from K already occurred in the equations.) Moreover,
extending what was done above, each element of K is assigned a type: True and
False are of type bool , n is of type int for each n ∈ Z , Nil is of type list and
Cons is of type int list→ list .
The pair Λ = (B,K) , together with the assignment of the appropriate type to each
element of K , is a particular instance of what is known as a signature.
The general procedure as it would be applied to interpreting the Haskell equations for
sqrs , sq , shunt and sqs will now be described. It involves taking the following steps:
1. The first step is to choose what is called a Λ-algebra. This is any pair (XB, pK)
consisting of a family of sets XB = {Xβ : β ∈ B } , elements pTrue , pFalse of Xbool ,
for each n ∈ Z an element pn of Xint , an element pNil of Xlist , and a mapping
pCons : Xint ×Xlist → Xlist .
In all the interpretations of the Haskell equations the ‘natural’ choice of the Λ-algebra
(XB, pK) was made. This is with:
— Xint = Z , Xlist = L = Z
∗ and Xbool = B = {T, F} ,
— pTrue = T and pFalse = F , pNil = ε ,
— the mapping pCons : Xint ×Xlist → Xlist given by pCons(n, a) = n ⊳ a ,
— pn = n for each n ∈ Z .
In fact, this particular Λ-algebra (XB, pK) has a certain universal property, that of
being initial , which essentially characterises it in the class of all Λ-algebras.
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2. The next step is to fix for each β ∈ B an element ⊥β not in the set Xβ (to
be thought of as an ‘undefined’ object of type β ) and then to extend the Λ-algebra
(XB, pK) to a new Λ-algebra (DB, fK) with ⊥β ∈ Dβ for each β ∈ B . By ‘extend’
is meant that Xβ ⊂ Dβ for each β ∈ B , fκ = pκ for each κ ∈ K \ {Cons} and that
pCons is the restriction of fCons to Xint ×Xlist .
In all three of the interpretations we took Dint = Z
⊥ with ⊥int = ⊥Z , and implicitly
also Dbool = B
⊥ with ⊥bool = ⊥B . In the second interpretation the choice was
Dlist = L
⊥ with ⊥list = ⊥L , in the third Dlist = L
⋄ with ⊥list = ε
⊥ , and
in the fourth Dlist = L
∞ , again with ⊥list = ε
⊥ . In all three cases the mapping
fCons : Dint × Dlist → Dlist was given by fCons(x, z) = x ⊳ z for all x ∈ Dint ,
z ∈ Dlist , but with the definition of ⊳ depending on the interpretation.
3. The third step is to decide which kinds of functions are going to be allowed to
occur as the solutions of equations. This is done by choosing for each functional type
σ = β1 · · · βn → β an appropriate subset Dσ of the set D
Dβ1×···×Dβn
β of all functions
from Dβ1 × · · · × Dβn to Dβ . The only functions of type σ which will be allowed
as solutions are then those lying in the set Dσ . In this way the family of sets DB is
extended to a family DS = {Dσ : σ ∈ S } , where S = B ∪ F and where F is the set
of functional types.
There were no restrictions made on the functions in our interpretations of the Haskell
equations. In other words, the implicit choice was to take Dσ = D
Dβ1×···×Dβn
β for each
functional type σ = β1 · · · βn → β . However, more typical is the situation to be
considered later in which the functions are restricted to being, in a certain sense, either
‘monotone’ or ‘continuous’.
4. The next step is to interpret the names sub , mul and eq of the ‘primitive’ operators
occurring in the equations. This means that mappings add and sub must be chosen
from Dint × Dint to Dint as well as a mapping eq : Dint × Dint → Dbool . But
in practice there is really no choice here: It will always be the case that Xint = Z
and Xbool = B and then sub , mul and eq more-or-less have to be chosen to be the
strict extensions of the operators − , × and = : The strict extension of a mapping
p : Xint ×Xint → Xβ is the mapping p˘ : Dint ×Dint → Dβ defined by
p˘(m,n) =
{
p(m,n) if (m,n) ∈ Xint ×Xint ,
⊥β otherwise.
(Of course, in general the rest of the usual arithmetical and relational operators are
allowed to occur, and then these must also be interpreted in the same way.)
Suppose appropriate choices for the Λ-algebras (XB, pK) and (DB, fK) and for the
family DS have been made. In particular, we assume that Xint = Z with pn = n for
each n ∈ Z , Xbool = B with pTrue = T and pFalse = F , and that Dint = Z∪{⊥int}
and Dbool = B∪{⊥bool} . Then the interpretation of the Haskell equations is that they
describe elements sqrs ∈ Dint→list , sq ∈ Dint→int , shunt ∈ Dlist list→list and
sqs ∈ Dint→list (and so in particular they describe functions sqrs : Dint → Dlist ,
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sq : Dint → Dint , shunt : Dlist×Dlist → Dlist and sqs : Dint → Dlist ) satisfying
the equations
sqrs (n) =


⊥list if eq(n, 0) = ⊥bool ,
fNil if eq(n, 0) = T ,
fCons(sq(n), sqrs (sub(n, 1)) if eq(n, 0) = F ,
sq (n) = mul (n, n) ,
shunt (a, b) =


⊥list if a = ⊥list ,
b if a = fNil ,
shunt (c, fCons(m, b)) if a 6= ⊥list and
a = fCons(m, c) ,
sqs (n) = shunt (sqrs (n), fNil)
for all n ∈ Dint , a, b ∈ Dlist . Note that in general certain conditions must be
imposed on the Λ-algebra (DB, fK) for the above formulation to make sense: The
equation for shunt requires that fCons(m, c) 6= fNil for all (m, c) ∈ Dint × Dlist
and that for each a ∈ Dlist \ {⊥list, fNil} there exist unique elements m ∈ Dint ,
c ∈ Dlist such that a = fCons(m, c) . This requirement will later lead to the concept
of what will be called a regular extension of the Λ-algebra (XB, pK) .
The reader is left to check that the second, third and fourth interpretations of the
Haskell equations introduced in the previous section can all be obtained as special cases
of the procedure outlined above.
In general equations will be defined, as in the particular example above, by starting with
a suitable signature Λ = (B,K) , which provides the data types that can occur in the
equations and also the names and the types of the corresponding ‘data constructors’.
An equation then consists of a left- and a right-hand side, each of which has to be a
‘syntactically correct’ term of the same type. The terms which occur as left-hand sides
have to have a particularly simple form and there are various other conditions which
have to be satisfied, for example that the only ‘local variables’ which can occur on the
right-hand side of an equation are those occurring on the left-hand side.
The procedure for interpreting the equations is in principle the same as that described
above: First choose an initial Λ-algebra (XB, pK) , the elements in the set Xβ being the
basic data objects of type β for each β ∈ B , then choose a suitable regular extension
(DB , fK) of (XB, pK) to take account of ‘undefined’ and possibly also ‘partially defined’
data objects, and finally choose a family DS to determine which kinds of functions can
occur as solutions. The interpretation of a system of equations is then that they describe
functions, each of which is a member of the appropriate set in the family DS , and which
satisfy the equations obtained in the same way as in the particular example above. (Note
that in general it will be possible for a system of equations not to have a solution.)
The fact that (XB, pK) is taken to be an initial Λ-algebra implies it is essentially
uniquely determined by the signature Λ . The only real choice in the interpretation
thus lies in that of the extension (DB , fK) and that of the family DS .
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Equations and their solutions will be treated in Chapter 7. In the preceding chapters the
necessary mathematical machinery is developed: Chapter 2 deals with some standard
topics from universal algebra, Chapter 3 looks at a framework for specifying data objects,
Chapter 4 with a selection of elementary results from domain theory, Chapter 5 with
the construction of function hierarchies (which involves some very elementary category
theory) and Chapter 6 with properties of term algebras.
In Chapter 7 an algorithm will be introduced for computing values. This means that the
equations are considered as replacement rules and an efficient procedure for choosing the
appropriate rule is specified. Chapter 8 then shows that there is a reasonable framework
in which the denotational and operational semantics are equivalent for each system of
equations.
The theory will be applied to a primitive language which essentially looks like the part
of Haskell employed in the examples. In this language the equations for sqrs , sq , shunt
and sqs appear in the form:
sqrs n = case (eq n 0) of { True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (sq n) (sqrs (sub n 1)) }
sq n = mul n n
shunt a b = case a of { Nil -> b, Cons -> shunx b }
shunx a n b = shunt b (Cons n a)
sqs n = shunt (sqrs n) Nil
The additional equation is for an auxiliary function shunx which is needed because,
unlike in Haskell , in the framework to be employed here anonymous functions cannot
be defined using abstraction (which is essentially what
Cons m c -> shunt c (Cons m b)
denotes). The names occurring to the left of the arrows -> are just ‘data constructor’
names, and need not be thought of as terms. Note that the term shunx b appearing
in the equation for shunt is an example of a partial application: shunx is the name of
a function with three arguments and here it occurs with only one; shunx b is thus a
term of type int list→ list , where int list (left of the arrow → ) give the types
of the missing second and third arguments. Partial applications play an essential role
in situations such as this.
The final point we want to discuss corrects the impression which has been made so far
about the kinds of functions which will occur in the equations. We have stated that each
functional type is of the form σ = β1 · · · βn → β with β1 · · · βn, β basic data types,
and that the corresponding set of functions Dσ is chosen to be an appropriate subset of
the set of all functions from Dβ1 ×· · ·×Dβn to Dβ . This is sufficient for the examples
considered above, but in general it is more than useful to allow so-called higher order
types, i.e., functions whose arguments can also be functions. The functional types to
be introduced in Chapter 5 will certainly include higher-order types. Example 1.2.1 on
the following page gives a typical instance of a function having a higher-order type.
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Example 1.2.1 The equations for sqrs , sq , shunt and sqs can be replaced
by the following more-or-less equivalent equations:
revs p n = case (eq n 0) of { True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (p n) (revs p (sub n 1)) }
sq n = mul n n
shunt a b = case a of { Nil -> b, Cons -> shunx b }
shunx a n b = shunt b (Cons n a)
sqs n = shunt (revs sq n) Nil
The equation for revs describes a function of type (int→ int) int→ int ,
i.e., a function from Dint→int ×Dint to Dint .
In fact these equations describe elements
revs ∈ D(int→int) int→list , sq ∈ Dint→int ,
shunt ∈ Dlist list→list ,
shunx ∈ Dlist int list→list and sqs ∈ Dint→list ,
and so in particular they describe functions
revs : Dint→int ×Dint → Dint , sq : Dint → Dint ,
shunt : Dlist ×Dlist → Dlist ,
shunx : Dlist ×Dint ×Dlist → Dlist and sqs : Dint → Dlist
satisfying the equations
revs (p, n) =


⊥list if eq(n, 0) = ⊥bool ,
fNil if eq(n, 0) = T ,
fCons(p(n), revs (p, sub(n, 1)) if eq(n, 0) = F ,
sq (n) = mul (n, n) ,
shunt (a, b) =


⊥list if a = ⊥list ,
b if a = fNil ,
shunx (b,m, c) if a 6= ⊥list and
a = fCons(m, c) ,
shunx (a, n, b) = shunt (b, fCons(n, a)),
sqs (n) = shunt (revs (sq, n), fNil)
for all n ∈ Dint , a, b ∈ Dlist , p ∈ Dint→int .
1.3 Notes
The reader with no previous experience of functional programming is recommended to
look at Bird and Wadler (1988) before proceeding any further. Other books offering
good introductions to functional programming from various viewpoints are Field and
Harrison (1988), Glaser, Henkin and Till (1984), Henderson (1980), Holyer (1993),
MacLennan (1990), Paulson (1991), Reade (1989) and Wikstro¨m (1987).
The approach described in this chapter has similarities with that taken in Rosen (1973).
The equivalence of the denotational and operational semantics corresponds to Rosen’s
Validity Theorem (Theorem 8.4), a result which was conjectured in Morris (1968). Rosen
points out, moreover, the connections with Kleene’s first recursion theorem (Kleene
(1952), §66), which can be seen as the fore-runner of the material to be presented in
Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2 Some universal algebra
In this chapter those basic facts from universal algebra are presented which will be
needed in the subsequent chapters. The emphasis here is on initial algebras in their
various forms.
In order to give a foretaste of the kind of universal algebra which will occur, it is perhaps
instructive to start with a very familiar situation and serve it up in a somewhat unusual
guise. (What follows is, however, certainly not new: It appears in essentially this form
in Dedekind’s book Was sind und was sollen die Zahlen? first published in 1888.)
Consider the set N = {0, 1, 2, . . .} of natural numbers together with its first element 0
and the successor function s : N → N (defined by s(n) = n + 1 for each n ∈ N ). It
can then be asked what is special about the triple (N, 0, s) . To make things a bit more
precise, define a triple (X, e, p) consisting of a non-empty set X , an element e ∈ X
and a mapping p : X → X to be a natural number triple, and then ask how (N, 0, s)
can be characterised in the class of all such triples.
To answer this question the appropriate structure-preserving mappings must first be
introduced: If (X, e, p) and (X ′, e′, p′) are natural number triples then a mapping
π : X → X ′ is called a homomorphism from (X, e, p) to (X ′, e′, p′) if π(e) = e′ and
p′ π = π p (i.e., p′(π(x)) = π(p(x)) for all x ∈ X ). If π is such a homomorphism
and the mapping π is a bijection then it is easy to see that the inverse mapping
π−1 : X ′ → X is a homomorphism from (X ′, e′, p′) to (X, e, p) . In this case π is
called an isomorphism, and (X, e, p) are (X ′, e′, p′) said to be isomorphic.
The identity mapping is a homomorphism and the composition of two homomorphisms
is again a homomorphism; being isomorphic thus defines an equivalence relation on the
class of all natural number triples. Now if the equivalence class containing (N, 0, s) can
be identified in some reasonable way then the question asked above can be considered
to have been answered satisfactorily. Two simple characterisations of this equivalence
class are given below.
A natural number triple (X, e, p) is said to be initial if for each such triple (X ′, e′, p′)
there is a unique homomorphism from (X, e, p) to (X ′, e′, p′) . Then (N, 0, s) is initial,
since given (X ′, e′, p′) , a homomorphism from (N, 0, s) to (X ′, e′, p′) can be defined
by induction, and its uniqueness also follows by induction. It follows that a triple is
isomorphic to (N, 0, s) if and only if it is initial. In other words, the equivalence class
containing (N, 0, s) consists of exactly all the initial natural number triples. This was
the first characterisation.
Here is the second characterisation: A natural number triple (X, e, p) will be called a
Peano triple if the following three conditions are satisfied:
(1) The mapping p is injective.
(2) p(x) 6= e for all x ∈ X .
(3) The only subset X ′ of X containing e with p(x) ∈ X ′ for all x ∈ X ′ is the set
X itself.
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Then (N, 0, s) is a Peano triple. (This can be seen as one of the possible formulations
of the Peano axioms. In particular, the statement that (N, 0, s) satisfies (3) is nothing
but the principle of mathematical induction.) The reader is left to show that a triple
is isomorphic to (N, 0, s) if and only if it is itself a Peano triple. In other words, the
equivalence class containing (N, 0, s) also consists of exactly all the Peano triples.
Of course, a corollary of these two characterisations is that a natural number triple
is initial if and only if it is a Peano triple. This is a special case of an important
result presented in Section 2.3 which states that an algebra is initial if and only if
(in the terminology employed there) it is unambiguous and minimal. For a general
algebra unambiguity corresponds to conditions (1) and (2) in the definition of a Peano
triple, while minimality corresponds to condition (3). This characterisation is sometimes
expressed by saying that initial algebras are exactly those for which there is no confusion
(unambiguity) and no junk (minimality).
Section 2.1, as well as fixing some general notation, introduces the simple notion of a
typed set. This takes into account the situation met with in most modern programming
languages in which each name occurring in a program is assigned, either explicitly or
implicitly, a type. The kind of object a name can refer to is then determined by its
type.
In Section 2.2 signatures, algebras and homomorphisms are introduced, and invariant
families (i.e., subalgebras) are also looked at. Section 2.3 then deals with initial and free
algebras, and in Section 2.4 term algebras are introduced in order to give simple explicit
examples of initial algebras. Finally, in Section 2.5 something is said about extensions
of signatures and algebras, and Section 2.6 presents a somewhat idiosyncratic approach
to tree algebras.
Except for Section 2.6 (which can be omitted) the choice of material in this chapter
is determined entirely by what will be needed later. The reader interested in a more
balanced account of modern universal algebra should consult the books referenced at
the end of the chapter.
2.1 Typed sets
Before beginning in the next section with universal algebra proper the simple notion of
a typed set will be introduced. This takes into account the situation met with in most
modern programming languages in which each name occurring in a program is assigned,
either explicitly or implicitly, a type. The kind of object a name can refer to is then
determined by its type.
The first task, however, is to fix some notation. The empty set will be denoted by ∅
and the set {∅} by I ; thus I is the ‘standard’ set containing exactly one element.
However, to avoid confusion the single element in I will be denoted by ε (rather than
by ∅ ).
The words function and mapping are considered to be synonyms. Nevertheless, in this
chapter almost exclusive use of the word mapping will be made. (Functions are what
the equations are supposed to define.) If X and Y are sets then Y X will be used to
denote the set of all mappings from X to Y . In particular, Y ∅ = I for each set Y .
Let f : X → Y be a mapping; then X is called the domain of f and will be denoted
by dom(f) and Y is called the codomain. For each A ⊂ X put
f(A) = { y ∈ Y : y = f(x) for some x ∈ A }
and for each B ⊂ Y put f−1(B) = { x ∈ X : f(x) ∈ B } . The subset f(X) of the
codomain Y is called the image of f and will be denoted by Im(f) .
Let S be a set and suppose for each σ ∈ S some object ασ is given (which will usually
be a set or a mapping). Then by the family {ασ : σ ∈ S } is meant the mapping from
S to the set consisting of the objects ασ , σ ∈ S , which assigns the object ασ to each
σ ∈ S . Unless something to the contrary is explicitly stated this family will be denoted
by αS . If XS and YS are families of sets then YS ⊂ XS will mean that Yσ ⊂ Xσ
for each σ ∈ S . This will also be indicated by saying that XS contains YS or that
YS is contained in XS .
The topic announced in the title of this section will now be considered. A pair (I, 〈·〉)
consisting of a set I and a mapping 〈·〉 : I → S is called an S-typed set with typing
〈·〉 . The set S should here be thought of as a set of ‘types’, I as a set of ‘names’ and
〈·〉 as specifying the type of objects to which the ‘names’ can be assigned. If η ∈ I
with 〈η〉 = σ then η is said to be of type σ .
The S-typed set (I, 〈·〉) will usually just be denoted by I , it being assumed that the
typing 〈·〉 can be inferred from the context. In fact, except where there is some danger
of confusion, 〈·〉 will always be used to denote the typing on a typed set. The empty
set ∅ will be regarded as an S-typed set (with the corresponding unique typing).
Note that an ordinary set can (and will) be considered as an I-typed set, since for any
set I there is a unique typing 〈 · 〉 : I → I .
If αS = {ασ : σ ∈ S } is a family of objects and I is an S-typed set then, in order to
increase the legibility, it is convenient to omit the brackets and just use αη to denote
the object α〈η〉 for each η ∈ I .
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Let XS = {Xσ : σ ∈ S } be a family of sets and I be an S-typed set. Then X
I
⋄
will denote the set of all typed mappings from I to
⋃
η∈I Xη , i.e., the set of mappings
c : I →
⋃
η∈I Xη such that c(η) ∈ Xη for each η ∈ I . The elements of X
I
⋄
are called
assignments . An assignment c ∈ XI
⋄
thus assigns to each ‘name’ η ∈ I an element
c(η) ∈ Xη of the appropriate type. Note that X
∅
⋄ = I ; moreover, if YS ⊂ XS then
Y I
⋄
can clearly be regarded as a subset of XI
⋄
.
The symbol ⋄ in the expression XI
⋄
is a reminder that the X occurring here only has
a meaning within the context of the family XS . It also helps to distinguish X
I
⋄
from
the notation XI used for the set of all mappings from the set I to the set X . (Note
that if J and Y are sets, and J is considered as an I-typed set then in fact Y J = Y J
⋄
,
provided Y is identified with the family YI given by Yε = Y .)
When dealing with explicit examples, in which case the set I is always finite, an
assignment c ∈ XI⋄ will be specified by choosing an enumeration η1, . . . , ηm of the
elements of I and then writing it as {η1 → c(η1), η2 → c(η2), · · · , ηm → c(ηm)} .
Recall that N is the set {0, 1, 2, . . .} , i.e., 0 is a natural number. For each n ∈ N let
[n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} ; in particular [0] = ∅ . Let n ∈ N and for each j = 1, . . . , n let
Xj be a set; then the cartesian product X1 × · · · ×Xn is defined to be the set of all
mappings ̺ from [n] to
⋃n
j=1Xj such that ̺(j) ∈ Xj for each j . In particular, if
n = 0 then X1 × · · · ×Xn = I . For each j let xj ∈ Xj ; then as usual (x1, . . . , xn)
denotes the the element ̺ of X1 × · · · ×Xn such that ̺(j) = xj for each j ; clearly
each element of X1 × · · · ×Xn has a unique representation of this form.
Of course, the cartesian product is just a special case of a set of assignments: Here the
family of sets is X[n] = {Xj : j ∈ [n] } and then X1 × · · · ×Xn = X
[n]
⋄
, where [n] is
considered as an [n]-typed set with the identity typing.
The simplest case of a cartesian product is when the sets X1, . . . , Xn are all the same:
Let X be a set; then for each n ∈ N the n -fold cartesian product of X with itself will
be denoted by Xn , thus Xn is the set of all mappings from [n] to X . In particular,
X0 = I ; moreover, it is convenient to identify X1 with X in the obvious way. Note
that each element of Xn can be regarded as a finite X-typed set: More precisely,
(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ X
n is the typed set consisting of the set [n] with the typing which
assigns to each j the type xj .
For each set X the set
⋃
n≥0X
n will be denoted by X∗ , which should be thought of
as the set of all finite lists of elements from X . Note that since X1 is being identified
with X , it follows that X is a subset of X∗ . (In other words, each element x of
X is identified with the list whose single component is equal to x .) If m ≥ 1 then
the element (x1, . . . , xm) of X
m ⊂ X∗ will always be denoted simply by x1 · · · xm .
Following the remark in the previous paragraph each list of elements from X is a finite
X-typed set: The list x1 · · · xn is the X-typed set consisting of the set [n] with the
typing which assigns to each j the type xj .
Let XS be a family of sets and γ = σ1 · · · σn ∈ S
∗ ; then, considering γ as an S-typed
set, Xγ⋄ = Y1 × · · · × Yn with Yj = Xσj for each j = 1, . . . , n , which leads to the
usual notation Xσ1 × · · · ×Xσn for the set X
γ
⋄
.
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In order to avoid any foundational difficulties it is convenient to fix once and for all
some large set M of names, and then only to consider S-typed sets whose underlying
sets are subsets of M . This means that there is the set (and not just the class) of all
S-typed sets. It is assumed that N ⊂ M and (in order to give explicit examples) that
A∗ \ {ε} ⊂M for some suitable alphabet A containing the usual ASCII -symbols.
The set of all finite S-typed sets will be denoted by FS . Since N ⊂ M it follows in
particular that Sn ⊂ FS for each n ∈ N and also S
∗ ⊂ FS . (Beware though that the
list ε with no components is then the S-typed set ∅ .)
Now let XS and YS be families of sets and ϕS : XS → YS be a family of mappings,
i.e., ϕσ : Xσ → Yσ for each σ ∈ S . Then for each S-typed set I there is a mapping
ϕI⋄ : X
I
⋄ → Y
I
⋄ defined for each c ∈ X
I
⋄ , η ∈ I by
ϕI
⋄
(c) (η) = ϕη(c(η))
(recalling that ϕη = ϕ〈η〉 ). Note that if γ = σ1 · · · σn ∈ S
∗ then ϕγ
⋄
is just the
mapping from Xγ
⋄
= Xσ1 × · · · ×Xσn to Y
γ
⋄
= Yσ1 × · · · × Yσn defined by
ϕγ⋄ (x1, . . . , xn) = (ϕσ1(x1), . . . , ϕσn(xn))
for each (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ X
γ
⋄ .
Lemma 2.1.1 (1) Let XS be a family of sets and idS : XS → XS be the family of
identity mappings (i.e., with idσ : Xσ → Xσ the identity mapping for each σ ∈ S ).
Then idI⋄ : X
I
⋄ → X
I
⋄ is also the identity mapping for each S-typed set I .
(2) Let XS , YS and ZS be families of sets and let ϕS : XS → YS and ψS : YS → ZS
be families of mappings. Then for each S-typed set I
(ψϕ)
I
⋄
= ψI
⋄
ϕI
⋄
where (ψϕ)S : XS → ZS is the family given by (ψϕ)σ = ψσ ϕσ for each σ ∈ S .
(3) Let XS and YS be families of sets and ϕS : XS → YS be a family of mappings.
If the mapping ϕσ : Xσ → Yσ is injective (resp. surjective) for each σ ∈ S then for
each S-typed set I the mapping ϕI
⋄
: XI
⋄
→ Y I
⋄
is also injective (resp. surjective).
In particular, if ϕσ : Xσ → Yσ is a bijection for each σ ∈ S then the mapping
ϕI⋄ : X
I
⋄ → Y
I
⋄ is a bijection, and in this case
(ϕI
⋄
)−1 = (ϕ−1
⋄
)I .
Proof (1) This is clear.
(2) Let c ∈ XI⋄ and η ∈ I ; then
(ψϕ)
I
⋄
(c) (η) = (ψη ϕη) (c(η)) = ψη(ϕη(c(η)))
= ψη(ϕ
I
⋄(c)) (η) = ψ
I
⋄ (ϕ
I
⋄(c)) (η) = (ψ
I
⋄ϕ
I
⋄)(c) (η)
and thus (ψϕ)
I
⋄
= ψI
⋄
ϕI
⋄
.
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(3) If ϕσ is injective for each σ then there exists a family of mappings ψS : YS → XS
such that ψσ ϕσ is the identity mapping on Xσ for each σ ∈ S . Then by (1) (ψϕ)
I
⋄
is the identity mapping on XI
⋄
and by (2) ψI
⋄
ϕI
⋄
= (ψϕ)
I
⋄
. Hence ϕI
⋄
is injective. The
other case is almost identical: If ϕσ is surjective for each σ then there exists a family
of mappings ψS : YS → XS such that ϕσ ψσ is the identity mapping on Yσ for each
σ ∈ S , and as in the first part it then follows that ϕI
⋄
ψI
⋄
is the identity mapping on
Y I⋄ . Finally, if ϕσ is a bijection for each σ ∈ S then (ϕ
−1
⋄ )
IϕI⋄ is the identity mapping
on XI
⋄
and ϕI
⋄
(ϕ−1
⋄
)I is the identity mapping on Y I
⋄
, and thus (ϕI
⋄
)−1 = (ϕ−1
⋄
)I .
Some of the mappings which will occur involve the braces and , usually ornamented
with subscripts and often also superscripts. In this case the value of the mapping is
denoted by placing the argument between the braces. Consider, for instance, a family
of mappings · S , with · σ a mapping from Xσ to Yσ for each σ ∈ S ; then the
element of Yσ which is obtained by applying · σ to x ∈ Xσ is denoted here by
x σ . Now if I is an S-typed set then the corresponding mapping from X
I
⋄
to Y I
⋄
will be denoted as above by · I
⋄
, and its argument will again be placed between the
braces. Thus if c ∈ XI
⋄
then c I
⋄
is the element of Y I
⋄
given by c I
⋄
(η) = c(η) η
for each η ∈ I .
Let XS be a family of sets and let ⊑S be a corresponding family of partial orders, i.e.,
⊑σ is a partial order on Xσ for each σ ∈ S . Then for each S-typed set I there is a
natural partial order ⊑I⋄ on the set X
I
⋄ defined by stipulating that c⊑
I
⋄c
′ if and only
if c(η) ⊑η c
′(η) for each η ∈ I .
Let n ≥ 2 and for each j = 1, . . . , n let ⊑j be a partial order on the set Yj . Then
the above construction produces the usual product partial order ⊑ on Y1× · · ·×Yn in
which (y1, . . . , yn) ⊑ (y
′
1, . . . , y
′
n) if and only if yj ⊑j y
′
j for each j .
The final topic in this section is a simple observation which will be applied throughout
the study. Suppose that a number of objects from a given family of sets XS are to
be ‘defined’. Then this can be organised by first choosing an appropriate S-typed
I consisting of the ‘names’ of these objects, and then ‘constructing’ an assignment
c ∈ XI
⋄
which gives a meaning to each ‘name’ (and thus ‘defines’ the objects c(η) ,
η ∈ I ). In particular, this device will be employed to formulate the equations which
appear in Chapter 7 so that their solutions are assignments rather than sets of functions.
A reformulation in this spirit of the equations considered in Chapter 1 is given in
Example 2.1.1 below.
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Example 2.1.1 Let (DB, fK) and the family DS be as in Section 1.2 (for the
case of the equations for revs , sq , shunt , shuntx ). Let
I = { revs, sq, shunt, shunx, sqs }
be the S-typed set with
revs of type (int→ int) int→ list ,
sq of type int→ int , shunt of type list list→ list ,
shunx of type list int list→ list and sqs of type int→ list .
If c ∈ DI
⋄
and η ∈ I then, since it increases the legibility, c(η) will usually
be written as cη ; this means that
crevs ∈ D(int→int) int→list , csq ∈ Dint→int ,
cshunt ∈ Dlist list→list ,
cshunx ∈ Dlist int list→list and csqs ∈ Dint→list .
The equations for revs , sq , shunt , shunx and sqs in Example 1.2.1 can now
be considered as the following equations for an assignment c ∈ DI⋄ :
crevs (p, n) =


⊥list if eq(n, 0) = ⊥bool ,
fNil if eq(n, 0) = T ,
fCons(p(n), crev (p, sub(n, 1))) if eq(n, 0) = F ,
csq (n) = mul(n, n) ,
cshunt (a, b) =


⊥list if a = ⊥list ,
b if a = fNil ,
cshunx (d,m, b) if a 6= ⊥list and a = fCons(m, d) ,
cshunx (a, n, b) = cshunt (b, fCons(n, a)) ,
csqs (n) = cshunt (crevs (csq, n), fNil)
for all a, b ∈ Dlist , n ∈ Dint , p ∈ Dint→int .
2.2 Algebras and homomorphisms
The structure which plays a fundamental role in all of what follows is that of an algebra
associated with a signature. A signature is a quadruple Σ = (S,N,∆, δ) , where S and
N are non-empty sets and ∆ : N → FS and δ : N → S are mappings (recalling that
FS is the set of all finite S-typed sets). The set S should here be thought of as a set
of types ; N can be regarded as a set of operator names .
For each σ ∈ S put Nσ = { ν ∈ N : δ(ν) = σ } . Moreover, if ν ∈ N with δ(ν) = σ
and ∆(ν) = L then ν is said to be of type L→ σ . This terminology will be used to
help avoid mentioning ∆ and δ explicitly.
If Σ = (S,N,∆, δ) is a signature then a Σ-algebra is any pair (XS, pN ) consisting of
a family of sets XS = {Xσ : σ ∈ S } and a family of mappings pN = { pν : ν ∈ N }
such that if ν ∈ N is of type L → σ then pν is a mapping from X
L
⋄
to Xσ . For
each σ ∈ S the set Xσ should be thought of as a set of elements of type σ and for
each ν ∈ N the mapping pν can be thought of as the operator corresponding to the
operator name ν .
A signature Σ = (S,N,∆, δ) is said to be enumerated if ∆(ν) ∈ S∗ for each ν ∈ N
(recalling that S∗ ⊂ FS ). If Σ is an enumerated signature then (XS, pN ) being a
Σ-algebra means that if ν ∈ N is of type σ1 · · · σn → σ then pν is a mapping from
Xσ1 × · · · ×Xσn to Xσ .
A simple enumerated signature Λ = (B,K,Θ, ϑ) and a ‘natural’ Λ-algebra (XB, pK)
are given in Example 2.2.1 on the following page. The usual way of representing such a
signature is then illustrated in Example 2.2.2.
A general signature can always be replaced by an ‘equivalent’ enumerated signature.
(This really just amounts to fixing an enumeration of the elements in the set ∆(ν) for
each ν ∈ N .) In fact, what is here called an enumerated signature corresponds to the
usual notion of a signature. The reason for working with the more general definition
introduced above is that in the long run it turns out to be more natural.
For the remainder of the section let Σ denote a fixed signature with Σ = (S,N,∆, δ) .
Note that the sets Nσ , σ ∈ S , form a partition of the set N . (For instance, in
the signature Λ in Example 2.2.1 Kbool = {True, False} , Knat = {Zero, Succ} ,
Kint = Int , Kpair = {Pair} and Klist = {Nil, Cons} .)
The next task, of course, is to explain what are the structure-preserving mappings
between algebras. Let (XS, pN ) and (YS, qN ) be Σ-algebras and let πS : XS → YS
be a family of mappings, i.e., πσ : Xσ → Yσ for each σ ∈ S . Then the family πS is
called a Σ-homomorphism from (XS, pN ) to (YS, qN ) if
qν π
L
⋄
= πσ pν
whenever ν ∈ N is of type L → σ . This fact will also be expressed by saying that
πS : (XS, pN)→ (YS , qN ) is a Σ-homomorphism.
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Example 2.2.1 Int always denotes the subset of {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, -}∗
containing for each integer n its standard representation n as a string of
characters. The mapping n 7→ n thus maps Z bijectively onto Int .
Define an enumerated signature Λ = (B,K,Θ, ϑ) by letting
B = {bool, nat, int, pair, list} ,
K = {True, False, Zero, Succ, Pair, Nil, Cons} ∪ Int ,
and with Θ : K → B∗ and ϑ : K → B given by
Θ(True) = Θ(False) = ε , ϑ(True) = ϑ(False) = bool ,
Θ(Zero) = ε , Θ(Succ) = nat , ϑ(Zero) = ϑ(Succ) = nat ,
Θ(Pair) = int int , ϑ(Pair) = pair ,
Θ(Nil) = ε , Θ(Cons) = int list , ϑ(Nil) = ϑ(Cons) = list ,
Θ(n) = ε and ϑ(n) = int for each n ∈ Z .
Thus True and False are of type ε→ bool , Zero is of type ε→ nat , Succ
of type nat→ nat , Pair of type int int→ pair , Nil of type ε→ list ,
Cons of type int list→ list and n is of type ε→ int for each n ∈ Z .
Now define a Λ-algebra (XB, pK) with a family of sets XB and a family of
mappings pK by letting
Xbool = B = {T, F} , Xnat = N , Xint = Z ,
Xpair = Z
2 , Xlist = Z
∗ ,
pTrue : I→ Xbool with pTrue(ε) = T ,
pFalse : I→ Xbool with pFalse(ε) = F ,
pZero : I→ Xnat with pZero(ε) = 0 ,
pSucc : Xnat → Xnat with pSucc(n) = n+ 1 ,
pn : I→ Xint with pn(ε) = n for each n ∈ Z ,
pPair : Xint ×Xint → Xpair with pPair(m,n) = (m,n) ,
pNil : I→ Xlist with pNil(ε) = ε ,
pCons : Xint ×Xlist → Xlist with pCons(m, s) = m ⊳ s ,
where m ⊳ s is here, as in Chapter 1, the element of Z∗ obtained by adding
m to the beginning of the list s , i.e.,
m ⊳ s =
{
m m1 · · · mn if s = m1 · · · mn with n ≥ 1 ,
m if s = ε .
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Example 2.2.2 An enumerated signature Σ = (S,N,∆, δ) with S and N
finite can (and in most functional programming languages will) be represented
in a form similar to the following, where σ1, . . . , σn is some enumeration of
the elements in the set S , νk1, . . . , νkmk an enumeration of the elements of
Nσk for each k and where γkj = ∆(νkj) :
σ1 ::= ν11 γ11 | · · · | ν1m1γ1m1
σ2 ::= ν21 γ21 | · · · | ν2m2 γ2m2
...
σn ::= νn1 γn1 | · · · | νnmn γnmn
The enumerated signature Λ = (B,K,Θ, ϑ) introduced in Example 2.2.1 can
thus be represented in the form
bool ::= True | False
nat ::= Zero | Succ nat
int ::= · · · -2 | -1 | 0 | 1 | 2 · · ·
pair ::= Pair int int
list ::= Nil | Cons int list
Of course, there is a problem here with the type int , since Kint is infinite,
but in all real programming languages this type is ‘built-in’ and so it does not
need to be included in the part of the signature specified by the programmer.
If Σ is enumerated then πS : (XS, pN ) → (YS, qN ) being a Σ-homomorphism means
that if ν ∈ N is of type σ1 · · · σn → σ then
qν(πσ1(x1), . . . , πσn(xn)) = πσ(pν(x1, . . . , xn))
must hold for all (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Xσ1 × · · · × Xσn , this condition being interpreted as
qν(ε) = πσ(pν(ε)) when ν is of type ε→ σ .
If (XS, pN ) is a Σ-algebra then by Lemma 2.1.1 (1) the family of identity mappings
idS : XS → XS defines a Σ-homomorphism from (XS, pN ) to itself. Furthermore, the
composition of two Σ-homomorphisms is again a Σ-homomorphism:
Proposition 2.2.1 Suppose (XS, pN ) , (YS , qN ) and (ZS , rN) are Σ-algebras and
let πS : (XS, pN ) → (YS , qN ) and ̺S : (YS, qN ) → (ZS , rN) be Σ-homomorphisms.
Then (̺π)S = { ̺σ πσ : σ ∈ S } is a Σ-homomorphism from (XS, pN ) to (ZS, rN ) .
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Proof Let ν ∈ N be of type L→ σ ; then by Lemma 2.1.1 (2)
rν (̺π)
L
⋄
= rν ̺
L
⋄
πL
⋄
= ̺σ qν π
L
⋄
= ̺σ πσ pν = (̺π)σ pν
and hence (̺π)S is a Σ-homomorphism from (XS, pN ) to (ZS, rN ) .
Proposition 2.2.2 Let πS : (XS, pN ) → (YS, qN ) be a Σ-homomorphism. Suppose
for each σ ∈ S that πσ : Xσ → Yσ is a bijection and let π
−1
σ : Yσ → Xσ be the inverse
mapping. Then π−1S : (YS, qN )→ (XS, pN ) is also a Σ-homomorphism.
Proof Let ν ∈ N be of type L → σ . Then qν π
L
⋄
= πσ pν , and therefore by
Lemma 2.1.1 (3) it follows that pν (π
−1
⋄ )
L = pν (π
L
⋄ )
−1 = π−1σ qν , which implies that
π−1S is a Σ-homomorphism.
A Σ-homomorphism πS : (XS, pN )→ (YS, qN ) is a said to be a Σ-isomorphism if the
mapping πσ : Xσ → Yσ is a bijection for each σ ∈ S . (Proposition 2.2.2 implies that
this definition is ‘correct’.) If it is clear which signature is involved then the name of
the signature can be omitted, i.e., homomorphism (resp. isomorphism) will be written
instead of Σ-homomorphism (resp. Σ-isomorphism) when Σ can be deduced from the
context.
The Σ-algebras (XS, pN ) and (YS, qN ) are said to be isomorphic if there exists an
isomorphism from (XS, pN ) to (YS, qN ) ; it is easily checked that the property of being
isomorphic defines an equivalence relation on the class of all Σ-algebras.
In what follows consider the Σ-algebra (XS, pN ) as being fixed. Let X`S ⊂ XS (i.e.,
X`σ ⊂ Xσ for each σ ∈ S ). Then the family of sets X`S is said to be invariant in
(XS, pN ) , or just invariant , if pν(X`
L
⋄
) ⊂ X`σ whenever ν ∈ N is of type L → σ . In
particular, the family XS is itself trivially invariant. The family X`S being invariant
means exactly that the following two conditions have to be satisfied:
(1) pν(ε) ∈ X`σ for each ν ∈ N of type ∅→ σ .
(2) If ν ∈ N is of type L→ σ with L 6= ∅ and c ∈ XL
⋄
is such that c(η) ∈ X`η for
each η ∈ L then pν(c) ∈ X`σ .
If Σ is an enumerated signature then these two conditions become the following:
(1) pν(ε) ∈ X`σ for each ν ∈ N of type ε→ σ .
(2) If ν ∈ N is of type σ1 · · · σn → σ with n ≥ 1 and xj ∈ X`σj for each j then
pν(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ X`σ .
A related notion is that of a subalgebra: A Σ-algebra (YS , qN ) is said to be a subalgebra
of (XS, pN ) if YS ⊂ XS and qν is the restriction of pν to dom(qν) for each ν ∈ N .
In this case the family YS is clearly invariant. Conversely, let X`S be any invariant
family and for each ν ∈ N of type L→ σ let p`ν denote the restriction of pν to X`
L
⋄
,
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so p`ν is a mapping from X`
L
⋄
to X`σ . Then (X`S, p`N ) is a subalgebra of (XS, pN ) .
This means that there is a one-to-one correspondence between invariant families and
subalgebras of (XS, pN ) . (The former tend to dominate, however, in this study.) If
X`S is an invariant family then the corresponding subalgebra (X`S, p`N ) is called the
subalgebra associated with X`S .
Lemma 2.2.1 Let πS be a homomorphism from (XS, pN ) to a Σ-algebra (YS, qN ) .
(1) If the family X`S is invariant in (XS, pN ) and Y`σ = πσ(X`σ) for each σ ∈ S then
Y`S is invariant in (YS, qN ) .
(2) If the family Y`S is invariant in (YS, qN ) and X`σ = π
−1
σ (Y`σ) for each σ ∈ S then
X`S is invariant in (XS, pN ) .
Proof (1) It must be shown that if ν ∈ N is of type L → σ then qν(c) ∈ Y`σ for
each c ∈ Y` L
⋄
. But if c ∈ Y` L
⋄
then there exists c′ ∈ X`L
⋄
with πL
⋄
(c′) = c (since
Lemma 2.1.1 (3) implies that πL⋄ (X`
L
⋄ ) = Y`
L
⋄ ) and hence
qν(c) = qν(π
L
⋄ (c
′)) = πσ(pν(c
′)) ∈ πσ(X`σ) = Y`σ .
(2) This time it must be shown that if ν ∈ N is of type L → σ and c ∈ X`L⋄ then
pν(c) ∈ X`σ , i.e., that πσ(pν(c)) ∈ Y`σ . But if c ∈ X`
L
⋄
then it is easy to check that
πL
⋄
(c) ∈ Y` L
⋄
and therefore πσ(pν(c)) = qν(π
L
⋄
(c)) ∈ Y`σ .
Lemma 2.2.1 says that both the image and the pre-image of a subalgebra under a
homomorphism are again subalgebras.
Lemma 2.2.2 Let AS ⊂ XS . Then the family X˘S defined by
X˘σ = Aσ ∪
⋃
ν∈Nσ
Im(pν)
for each σ ∈ S is invariant in (XS, pN ) .
Proof If ν ∈ N is of type L → σ then pν(c) ∈ pν(X
L
⋄
) = Im(pν) ⊂ X˘σ for all
c ∈ XL⋄ , and so in particular for all c ∈ X˘
L
⋄ .
Lemma 2.2.3 Let AS ⊂ XS . Then there exists a minimal invariant family containing
AS (i.e., an invariant family XˆS with AS ⊂ XˆS such that if YS is any invariant family
containing AS then XˆS ⊂ YS ).
Proof As already noted, the family XS is itself invariant, and it contains of course
AS . Moreover, it is easy to see that an arbitrary intersection of invariant families is
again invariant. (More precisely, if XtS is invariant for each t ∈ T and X`σ =
⋂
t∈T X
t
σ
for each σ ∈ S then X`S is also invariant.) The intersection of all the invariant families
containing AS is thus the required minimal family. In fact, this minimal family XˆS
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can be given somewhat more explicitly: For each n ∈ N define a family XˆnS ⊂ XS by
putting Xˆ0S = AS and for each n ∈ N , σ ∈ S letting
Xˆn+1σ = Xˆ
n
σ ∪
⋃
ν∈Nσ
Im(pnν ) ,
where if ν is of type L → σ then pnν is the restriction of pν to (Xˆ
n
⋄ )
L . Then it is
straightforward to check that Xˆσ =
⋃
n∈N Xˆ
n
σ for each σ ∈ S . This shows that each
element of Xˆσ can be ‘constructed’ in a finite number of steps out of elements from
the family AS and elements which have already been ‘constructed’.
The main interest here is in the minimal invariant family (i.e., the family given by
Lemma 2.2.3 with Aσ = ∅ for each σ ∈ S ). The subalgebra associated with this
family will be referred to as the minimal subalgebra of (YS, qN ) .
It is often the case that a Σ-algebra (XS, pN ) is given and then ZS is defined to be
the minimal invariant family. This will then be accompanied by the statement that ZS
is defined by the following three rules:
(1) If ν ∈ N is of type ∅→ σ then pν(ε) is an element of Zσ .
(2) If ν ∈ N is of type L→ σ with L 6= ∅ and c ∈ XL
⋄
is such that c(η) ∈ Zη for
each η ∈ L then pν(c) is an element of Zσ .
(3) The only elements in Zσ are those which can be obtained using (1) and (2).
Rules (1) and (2) say that ZS is invariant. Rule (3) should be regarded as a somewhat
imprecise reformulation of the final statement in the proof of Lemma 2.2.3. Of course,
such a statement is really redundant, but it usually helps to clarify how the mappings in
the family pN operate in the particular case under consideration. (It is often convenient
to divide up rules (1) and (2) into various sub-cases, ending up with not three but four
or more rules.)
If Σ is enumerated then the above rules take on the following form:
(1) If ν ∈ N is of type ε→ σ then pν(ε) is an element of Zσ .
(2) If ν ∈ N is of type σ1 · · · σn → σ for some n ≥ 1 and xj ∈ Zσj for j = 1, . . . , n
then pν(x1, . . . , xn) is an element of Zσ .
(3) The only elements in Zσ are those which can be obtained using (1) and (2).
The Σ-algebra (XS, pN ) is now said to be minimal if XS is the only invariant family.
Such algebras play an important role, and so some of their elementary properties will
now be presented. Note that the minimal subalgebra of (XS, pN ) is always a minimal
Σ-algebra.
Proposition 2.2.3 Let (XS, pN ) and (YS , qN ) be Σ-algebras.
(1) If (XS, pN) is minimal then there exists at most one homomorphism from (XS, pN )
to (YS, qN ) .
(2) If (YS , qN ) is minimal then any homomorphism πS : (XS, pN ) → (YS , qN ) is
surjective (i.e., the mapping πσ : Xσ → Yσ is surjective for each σ ∈ S ).
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Proof (1) Let πS and ̺S be homomorphisms from (XS, pN ) to (YS, qN ) and for
each σ ∈ S let X`σ = { x ∈ Xσ : πσ(x) = ̺σ(x) } . Consider ν ∈ N of type L → σ
and let c ∈ X`L⋄ ; then c(η) ∈ X`η for each η ∈ L and hence
πL⋄ (c) (η) = πη(c(η)) = ̺η(c(η)) = ̺
L
⋄ (c) (η)
which implies that πL⋄ (c) = ̺
L
⋄ (c) . Therefore
πσ(pν(c)) = qν(π
L
⋄
(c)) = qν(̺
L
⋄
(c)) = ̺σ(pν(c)) ,
i.e., pν(c) ∈ X`σ . This shows that the family X`S is invariant and thus X`S = XS ,
since (XS, pN ) is minimal. In other words, πS = ̺S .
(2) This follows immediately from Lemma 2.2.1 (1).
Proposition 2.2.4 If (XS, pN ) is minimal then
⋃
ν∈Nσ
Im(pν) = Xσ for each σ ∈ S .
Proof This follows immediately from Lemma 2.2.2.
The converse of Proposition 2.2.4 does not hold in general. However, the condition
occurring there can be combined with a second condition to give a useful sufficient
criterion for minimality:
Proposition 2.2.5 Suppose there exists a family of mappings #S with #σ : Xσ → N
for each σ such that if ν ∈ N is of type L→ σ then
#η(c(η)) < #σ(pν(c))
holds for all c ∈ XL⋄ , η ∈ L . For each σ ∈ S let Aσ be a subset of Xσ such that
Aσ ∪
⋃
ν∈Nσ
Im(pν) = Xσ . Then XS is the only invariant family containing AS . In
particular, if
⋃
ν∈Nσ
Im(pν) = Xσ for each σ ∈ S then (XS, pN ) is minimal.
Proof Let XˆS be the minimal invariant family containing AS and suppose XˆS 6= XS .
There thus exists σ ∈ S and x ∈ Xσ \ Xˆσ such that #σ(x) ≤ #τ (x
′) whenever
x′ ∈ Xτ \ Xˆτ for some τ ∈ S . Then x ∈ Im(pν) for some ν ∈ Nσ , since Aσ ⊂ Xˆσ .
Let ν be of type L→ σ , so there exists c ∈ XL
⋄
with x = pν(c) . But it then follows
that #η(c(η)) < #σ(x) and hence that c(η) ∈ Xˆη for each η ∈ L (by the minimality
of #σ(x) ). However, this implies x ∈ Xˆσ , since the family XˆS is invariant, which is
a contradiction.
If Σ is enumerated then the condition involving the family #S in Proposition 2.2.5 is
that whenever ν ∈ N is of type σ1 · · · σn → σ then
#σj (xj) < #σ(pν(x1, . . . , xn))
must hold for each j = 1, . . . , n for each (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Xσ1 × · · · ×Xσn . It is easy to
check that the Λ-algebra (XB, pK) defined in Example 2.2.1 is minimal.
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A subset S′ ⊂ S is said to be closed in Σ or simply closed if σ ∈ S′ whenever there
exists ν ∈ N of type L → σ for some L and 〈η〉 ∈ S′ for each η ∈ L . (This means
in particular that σ ∈ S′ if there exists an element ν ∈ N of type ∅ → σ .) The
signature Σ will be called pervasive if the only closed subset of S is S itself.
It is easily checked that the signature Λ in Example 2.2.1 is pervasive. (Note that if
Σ is enumerated then S′ being closed means exactly that σ ∈ S′ must hold whenever
there exists ν ∈ N of type σ1 · · · σn → σ and σj ∈ S
′ for each j = 1, . . . , n .)
Proposition 2.2.6 If Σ is pervasive then Xσ 6= ∅ for all σ ∈ S for any Σ-algebra
(XS, pN ) . Conversely, if (XS, pN ) minimal and Xσ 6= ∅ for all σ ∈ S then Σ is
pervasive.
Proof The set So = { σ ∈ S : Xσ 6= ∅ } is clearly closed. Thus if Σ is pervasive then
So = S , i.e., Xσ 6= ∅ for each σ ∈ S . Conversely, if S
′ is closed and the family X ′S
is defined by X ′σ = Xσ for σ ∈ S
′ and X ′σ = ∅ for σ ∈ S \ S
′ then X ′S is invariant.
Therefore if (XS, pN ) is minimal and Xσ 6= ∅ for each σ ∈ S then S
′ = S .
Note that the set S′ = { σ ∈ S : Nσ 6= ∅ } is always closed, and hence a necessary
condition for pervasiveness is that Nσ 6= ∅ for each σ ∈ S .
To end the section the special case of a single-sorted signature will be looked at, i.e.,
a signature of the form (I, N,∆, δ) . In this case there is no choice for δ (since there
is only one mapping possible from N to I ) and so a single-sorted signature can be
regarded as being a pair (N,∆) consisting of a set N and a mapping ∆ : N → FI
(recalling that FI is just considered to be the set of all finite subsets of the basic set of
names M ).
Let Σ = (N,∆) be a single-sorted signature; then (identifying a family ZI with the
single object Zε it contains) a Σ-algebra is here a pair (X, pN) consisting of a set X
and a family of mappings pN with pν : X
∆(ν) → X for each ν ∈ N .
Consider the very special case of an enumerated single-sorted signature Σ = (N,∆) .
Then, since I∗ can clearly be identified with the set of natural numbers N , ∆ can
here be regarded as a mapping from N to N . If (X, pN ) is a Σ-algebra then pν is
a mapping from the cartesian product X∆(ν) to X , so ∆(ν) is just the number of
arguments taken by the operator pν .
If Σ = (S,N,∆, δ) is an arbitrary signature then a single-sorted signature Σo = (N,∆o)
can be defined by letting ∆o(ν) be the underlying set involved in the S-typed set ∆(ν) .
This means that Σo is obtained from Σ by no longer distinguishing between the various
types. Now let (X, pN) be a Σ
o-algebra and for each σ ∈ S put Xσ = X . Then,
since any mapping from L to
⋃
η∈LXη = X is automatically typed, it follows that
X∆(ν)⋄ = X
∆o(ν) for each ν ∈ N , which means that (XS, pN ) is a Σ-algebra. This
almost trivial method of obtaining Σ-algebras turns out to be surprisingly useful.
2.3 Initial and free algebras
For the whole of the section let Σ = (S,N,∆, δ) be a signature. A Σ-algebra (XS, pN )
is said to be initial if for each Σ-algebra (YS, qN ) there exists a unique homomorphism
from (XS, pN ) to (YS , qN ) . (The terminology ‘initial’ is the standard one used in
category theory to describe such a situation.)
In Proposition 2.3.2 initial algebras are characterised as those that are minimal and
possess a further property, here called unambiguity. In Proposition 2.3.3 it is shown
there is a unique isomorphism class of initial Σ-algebras. This essentially amounts to
showing that an initial Σ-algebra exists, which follows from Proposition 2.3.2 and the
existence of a minimal unambiguous Σ-algebra.
A Σ-algebra (XS, pN ) is said to be unambiguous if the following hold:
(1) The mapping pν is injective for each ν ∈ N .
(2) For each σ ∈ S the sets Im(pν) , ν ∈ Nσ , are disjoint subsets of Xσ .
In particular, the Λ-algebra (XB, pK) in Example 2.2.1 is clearly unambiguous. Related
to unambiguity is the following property: A Σ-algebra (XS, pN ) is said to be regular if
for each x ∈ Xσ there exists a unique ν ∈ Nσ and a unique element c ∈ dom(pν) such
that pν(c) = x . Thus (XS, pN ) is regular if and only if the mapping pν is injective
for each ν ∈ N and for each σ ∈ S the sets Im(pν) , ν ∈ Nσ , form a partition of Xσ .
Lemma 2.3.1 A minimal Σ-algebra is regular if and only if it is unambiguous.
Proof This follows immediately from Proposition 2.2.4.
Before going any further consider again the natural number triples introduced at the
beginning of the chapter. These are really the algebras corresponding to the enumerated
signature consisting of a single type nat and two operator names Zero and Succ
with Zero of type ε → nat and Succ of type nat → nat ; however, it was more
convenient to represent an algebra ({Xnat}, {pZero, pSucc}) using the natural number
triple (Xnat, pZero(ε), pSucc) . The equivalence of initial and Peano triples is easily seen
to be just a special case of Proposition 2.3.2.
In order to get started an unambiguous Σ-algebra is needed, and for this the following
trivial observation is useful: Let Σo = (N,∆o) be the single-sorted signature defined
at the end of the previous section (so ∆o(ν) is just the underlying set involved in the
S-typed set ∆(ν) ). Let (X, pN) be a Σ
o-algebra and (XS, pN ) be the Σ-algebra with
Xσ = X for each σ ∈ S .
Lemma 2.3.2 If the Σo-algebra (X, pN ) is unambiguous then so is the Σ-algebra
(XS, pN ) .
Proof This is clear.
Lemma 2.3.3 There exists an unambiguous Σ-algebra.
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Proof By Lemma 2.3.2 it is enough to show that if Σ′ = (N,∆) is a single-sorted
signature then there exists a unambiguous Σ′-algebra. The construction given below is
just one of many possibilities of defining such an algebra.
Let M =Mo ∪N , where Mo is the set of all pairs of the form (ν, η) with ν ∈ N and
η ∈ ∆(ν) , and let X be the set of all non-empty finite subsets of M∗ . Now if ν ∈ N
with ∆(ν) = ∅ then define pν : I → X by letting pν(ε) = {ν} (where here ν is the
list consisting of the single component ν ), and if ν ∈ N with ∆(ν) = L 6= ∅ then
define a mapping pν : X
L → X by letting
pν(c) = {ν} ∪
⋃
η∈L
{ (ν, η) ⊳ s : s ∈ c(η) }
for each c ∈ XL , where ⊳ : M ×M∗ → M∗ is the (infix) operation of adding an
element to the beginning of a list. This gives a Σ′-algebra (X, pN ) . But it is easily
checked that Im(pν1) and Im(pν2) are disjoint subsets of X whenever ν1 6= ν2 , and
also that pν is injective for each ν ∈ N . Hence (X, pN ) is unambiguous.
Proposition 2.3.1 There exists a minimal unambiguous Σ-algebra.
Proof By Lemma 2.3.3 there exists an unambiguous Σ-algebra (XS, pN ) . But then
any subalgebra of (XS, pN ) is also unambiguous. In particular, the minimal subalgebra
is minimal and unambiguous.
Proposition 2.3.2 The following statements are equivalent for a Σ-algebra (XS, pN ) :
(1) (XS, pN ) is initial.
(2) (XS, pN ) is minimal and unambiguous.
(3) (XS, pN ) is minimal and regular.
Proof The equivalence of (2) and (3) is just Lemma 2.3.1. To show their equivalence
to (1) a couple of simple facts will be needed:
Lemma 2.3.4 Let (XS, pN ) be a minimal regular Σ-algebra. Then there exists a
unique family #S with #σ : Xσ → N for each σ ∈ S such that #σ(pν(ε)) = 0 if
ν ∈ N is of type ∅→ σ and such that
#σ(pν(c)) = 1 + max{#η(c(η)) : η ∈ L }
for all c ∈ XL
⋄
whenever ν ∈ N is of type L→ σ with L 6= ∅ .
Proof For each m ∈ N a family of mappings #mS will be defined with #
m
σ : Xσ → N
for each σ ∈ S , and then #S will be obtained as the limit of the sequence {#
m
S }m≥0 .
The definition is by induction on m : First define #0σ = 0 for each σ ∈ S . Next suppose
that the family #mS has already been defined for some m ∈ N . Then since (XS, pN )
is regular there is a unique family of mappings #m+1S such that #
m+1
σ (pν(ε)) = 0 if
ν ∈ N is of type ∅→ σ and such that
#m+1σ (pν(c)) = 1 + max{#
m
η (c(η)) : η ∈ L }
for all c ∈ XL
⋄
whenever ν ∈ N is of type L→ σ with L 6= ∅ .
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Then #mS ≤ #
m+1
S for each m ∈ N (i.e., #
m
σ (x) ≤ #
m+1
σ (x) for all x ∈ Xσ , σ ∈ S ):
This follows by induction on m , since #0S ≤ #
1
S holds by definition and if #
m
S ≤ #
m+1
S
for some m ∈ N and ν ∈ N is of type L→ σ with L 6= ∅ then
#m+1σ (pν(c)) = 1 + max{#
m
η (c(η)) : η ∈ L }
≤ 1 + max{#m+1η (c(η)) : η ∈ L } = #
m+2
σ (pν(c))
for all c ∈ XL
⋄
, which implies that #m+1S ≤ #
m+2
S .
The sequence {#mσ (x)}m≥0 is bounded for each x ∈ Xσ , σ ∈ S : Let X`σ denote the
set of those elements x ∈ Xσ for which this is the case. Then it is easily checked that
the family X`S is invariant, and hence X`S = XS , since (XS, pN ) is minimal.
Let x ∈ Xσ ; then by the above {#
m
σ (x)}m≥0 is a bounded increasing sequence from
N , and so there exists an element #σ(x) ∈ N such that #
m
σ (x) = #σ(x) for all but
finitely many m . This defines a mapping #σ : Xσ → N for each σ ∈ S , and it
immediately follows that the family #S has the required property.
It remains to show the uniqueness, so suppose #′S is another family of mappings with
this property. For each σ ∈ S let X ′σ = { x ∈ Xσ : #
′
σ(x) = #σ(x) } ; then the family
X ′S is clearly invariant and hence X
′
S = XS , since (XS, pN ) is minimal.
Lemma 2.3.5 Let (XS, pN ) be a Σ-algebra isomorphic to a minimal unambiguous
Σ-algebra. Then (XS, pN ) is also minimal and unambiguous.
Proof Let πS : (XS, pN) → (YS , qN ) be an isomorphism, with (YS, qN ) a minimal
unambiguous Σ-algebra. If X ′S is an invariant family in (XS, pN ) then Lemma 2.2.1 (1)
implies that πσ(X
′
σ) = Yσ for each σ ∈ S , since YS is the only invariant family
in (YS, qN ) . Thus X
′
σ = π
−1
σ (πσ(X
′
σ)) = π
−1
σ (Yσ) = Xσ for each σ ∈ S , i.e.,
X ′S = XS , and this shows that (XS, pN ) is minimal. Now if ν ∈ Nσ and x ∈ Im(pν)
then by the definition of a homomorphism πσ(x) ∈ Im(qν) . It immediately follows that
if ν1, ν2 ∈ Nσ with ν1 6= ν2 then Im(pν1) ∩ Im(pν2) = ∅ . Finally, if ν ∈ N is of
type L → σ then qν π
L
⋄ = πσ pν ; moreover, qν is injective, πσ is a bijection and by
Lemma 2.1.1 (3) πL
⋄
is also a bijection. Thus pν is injective.
Lemma 2.3.6 Any two initial Σ-algebras are isomorphic.
Proof Let (XS, pN ) and (YS, qN ) be initial Σ-algebras. There then exists a unique
homomorphism πS from (XS, pN ) to (YS, qN ) and a unique homomorphism π
′
S from
(YS, qN ) to (XS, pN ) . However, by Proposition 2.2.1 { π
′
σ πσ : σ ∈ S } is then a
homomorphism from (XS, pN ) to itself, and by assumption there is only one such
homomorphism. Hence π′σ(πσ(x)) = x for each x ∈ Xσ (since the identity mappings
also define a homomorphism from (XS, pN ) to itself). In the same way πσ(π
′
σ(y)) = y
for each y ∈ Yσ , and therefore πS is an isomorphism. (This proof is quite general: It
is just the proof that in any category possessing initial objects these objects are, up to
isomorphism, unique.)
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The proof of Proposition 2.3.2 can now be commenced. Suppose first that (XS, pN ) is
minimal and regular and let (YS, qN ) be any Σ-algebra. It is enough to construct a
homomorphism πS from (XS, pN ) to (YS, qN ) , since Proposition 2.2.3 (1) then implies
that this homomorphism is unique.
Let #S be the family of mappings given by Lemma 2.3.4 (with #σ : Xσ → N for each
σ ∈ S ) and for each σ ∈ S , m ∈ N let Xmσ = { x ∈ Xσ : #σ(x) = m } . Define
πS by defining πσ on X
m
σ for each σ ∈ S using induction on m . Let x ∈ X
0
σ ;
then, since (XS, pN ) is regular, there exists a unique ν ∈ Nσ and a unique element
c ∈ dom(pν) such that pν(c) = x , and here ν must be of type ∅→ σ and x = pν(ε) .
Thus put πσ(x) = qν(ε) , which defines πσ on X
0
σ for each σ ∈ S . Now let m > 0
and suppose πτ has already been defined on X
k
τ for all k < m and all τ ∈ S . Let
x ∈ Xmσ ; again using the regularity of (XS, pN ) there exists a unique ν ∈ Nσ and a
unique c ∈ dom(pν) such that x = pν(c) . Let ν be of type L → σ , so here L 6= ∅
and c ∈ XL
⋄
. Then by the defining property of #S it follows that #η(c(η)) < m for
each η ∈ L , which means πη(c(η)) is already defined for each η ∈ L and hence that
πL
⋄
(c) is already defined (i.e., πL
⋄
(c) is the element c′ of Y L
⋄
given by c′(η) = πη(c(η))
for each η ∈ L ). Thus here put πσ(x) = qν(π
L
⋄
(c)) . In this way πσ is defined on X
m
σ
for each σ ∈ S and each m ∈ N , and the family πS is a homomorphism more-or-less
by construction.
This shows that any minimal regular (and thus any minimal unambiguous) Σ-algebra
is initial. The converse is a special case of a more general situation: Suppose a property
P of Σ-algebras is given satisfying the following three conditions:
(1) There exists a Σ-algebra having property P .
(2) Every Σ-algebra having property P is initial.
(3) A Σ-algebra isomorphic to a Σ-algebra having property P also has property P .
Then every initial Σ-algebra has property P , and so having property P is equivalent
to being initial. (Let (XS, pN ) be initial; by (1) there exists a Σ-algebra (YS, qN )
having property P , and by (2) and Lemma 2.3.6 (XS, pN ) and (YS, qN ) are isomor-
phic; thus by (3) (XS, pN ) has property P .) Now by Proposition 2.3.1 there exists a
minimal unambiguous Σ-algebra, and the first part of the proof shows that each mini-
mal unambiguous Σ-algebra is initial. Finally, by Lemma 2.3.5 a Σ-algebra isomorphic
to a minimal unambiguous Σ-algebra is minimal and unambiguous, and therefore each
initial Σ-algebra is minimal and unambiguous.
Proposition 2.3.2 implies that the Λ-algebra (XB, pK) in Example 2.2.1 is initial.
Proposition 2.3.3 There is exactly one isomorphism class of initial Σ-algebras. (This
means, more precisely, that an initial Σ-algebra (XS, pN ) exists and that a Σ-algebra
(YS, qN ) is initial if and only if it is isomorphic to (XS, pN ) .)
Proof Propositions 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 imply that an initial Σ-algebra exists, and by
Lemma 2.3.6 any two initial Σ-algebras are isomorphic. Finally, it is also clear that
a Σ-algebra isomorphic to an initial Σ-algebra is itself initial.
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A type σ ∈ S will be said to be primitive if ν is of type ∅→ σ for each ν ∈ Nσ . (In
the signature Λ in Example 2.2.1 the primitive types are therefore bool and int .)
Note that if (XS, pN ) is an initial Σ-algebra and σ ∈ S is a primitive type then the
mapping ν 7→ pν(ε) maps Nσ bijectively onto Xσ . (For the Λ-algebra (XB, pK) in
Example 2.2.1 this gives the obvious bijections between Kbool = {True, False} and
Xbool = B = {T, F} and between Kint = Int and Xint = Z .)
Proposition 2.3.4 The minimal subalgebra of an unambiguous Σ-algebra is initial.
Proof This follows from Proposition 2.3.2, since, as already noted, any subalgebra of
an unambiguous algebra is unambiguous.
The concept of being initial can be generalised and this leads to what is called a free
algebra. For the rest of the section let I be an S-typed set and define a family IS by
putting Iσ = { η ∈ I : 〈η〉 = σ } for each σ ∈ S ,
A Σ-algebra (XS, pN ) is said to contain I if IS ⊂ XS (which is of course equivalent
to having η ∈ Xη for each η ∈ I ). A Σ-algebra (XS, pN ) is then called I-free if it
contains I and for each Σ-algebra (YS, qN ) and each c ∈ Y
I
⋄
there exists a unique
Σ-homomorphism πcS : (XS, pN )→ (YS, qN ) such that π
c
η(η) = c(η) for all η ∈ I . In
Proposition 2.3.6 it will be shown that an I-free Σ-algebra exists and that it is, in an
appropriate sense, unique.
Note that a Σ-algebra (XS, pN ) is initial if and only if it is ∅-free. Moreover, it will
turn out that a Σ-algebra (XS, pN ) containing I is I-free if and only if a related
algebra (XS, pNI ) is initial with respect to an extended signature ΣI .
For each η ∈ I let ⋄η be some element not in N and such that ⋄η1 6= ⋄η2 whenever
η1 6= η2 . Put NI = N ∪ { ⋄η : η ∈ I } and define a signature ΣI = (S,NI ,∆I , δI)
with mappings ∆I : NI → FS and δI : NI → S given by
∆I(ν) =
{
∆(ν) if ν ∈ N ,
∅ if ν = ⋄η for some η ∈ I ,
δI(ν) =
{
δ(ν) if ν ∈ N ,
〈η〉 if ν = ⋄η for some η ∈ I .
Thus in ΣI each ν ∈ N has the same type as it had in Σ and ⋄η is of type ∅→ 〈η〉
for each η ∈ I .
Let (XS, pN ) be a Σ-algebra containing I and for each η ∈ I define a mapping
p⋄η : I→ Xη by letting p⋄η(ε) = η . This results in a ΣI -algebra (XS, pNI ) which will
be called the ΣI -algebra associated with (XS, pN ) .
Lemma 2.3.7 Let (YS, qNI ) be any ΣI -algebra and πS : XS → YS be a family of
mappings. Then πS : (XS, pNI )→ (YS, qNI ) is a ΣI -homomorphism if and only if πS
is a Σ-homomorphism from (XS, pN ) to (YS, qN ) with πη(η) = q⋄η (ε) for each η ∈ I .
Proof This follows directly from the definition of (XS, pNI ) .
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Proposition 2.3.5 (XS, pN ) is an I-free Σ-algebra if and only if (XS, pNI ) is an
initial ΣI-algebra.
Proof Suppose first that (XS, pN) is I-free and let (YS, qNI ) be any ΣI -algebra.
Then, putting c(η) = q⋄η (ε) for each η ∈ I defines an assignment c ∈ Y
I
⋄
, and thus
there exists a unique Σ-homomorphism πS : (XS, pN )→ (YS , qN ) with πη(η) = q⋄η (ε)
for all η ∈ I . Therefore by Lemma 2.3.7 πS is a ΣI-homomorphism from (XS, pNI )
to (YS, qNI ) . Consider any ΣI-homomorphism πˆS : (XS, pNI ) → (YS, qNI ) . Then,
again using Lemma 2.3.7, πˆS is a Σ-homomorphism from (XS, pN ) to (YS , qN ) with
πˆη(η) = q⋄η (ε) for all η ∈ I , and hence πˆS = πS . This shows that (XS, pNI ) is an
initial ΣI-algebra.
Suppose conversely (XS, pNI ) is an initial ΣI -algebra; let (YS , qN ) be a Σ-algebra and
c ∈ Y I
⋄
. For each η ∈ I define q⋄η : I → Yη by q⋄η (ε) = c(η) ; then (YS, qNI ) is a
ΣI -algebra and hence there is a unique ΣI-homomorphism π
c
S : (XS, pNI )→ (YS, qNI ) .
But by Lemma 2.3.7 πcS is then a Σ-homomorphism from (XS, pN ) to (YS, qN ) with
πcη(η) = q⋄η (ε) = c(η) for all η ∈ I . Finally, consider any Σ-homomorphism πˆ
c
S from
(XS, pN ) to (YS, qN ) with πˆ
c
η(η) = c(η) for all η ∈ I . Then Lemma 2.3.7 implies that
πˆcS is also a ΣI -homomorphism from (XS, pNI ) to (YS, qNI ) and thus πˆ
c
S = π
c
S . This
shows that (XS, pN ) is I-free.
Proposition 2.3.6 There exists an I-free Σ-algebra (XS, pN ) . Moreover, if (X
′
S, p
′
N )
is any I-free Σ-algebra then there exists a unique Σ-isomorphism πS from (XS, pN )
to (X ′S, p
′
N ) such that πη(η) = η for each η ∈ I .
Proof By Proposition 2.3.3 there exists an initial ΣI -algebra (XS, pNI ) , and clearly
there then exists such an algebra in which the sets in the family XS are disjoint. This
implies in particular that p⋄ξ(ε) 6= p⋄η (ε) whenever ξ and η are different elements of
I . The set { p⋄η(ε) : η ∈ I } can thus be identified with the set I and so IS ⊂ XS . In
this way (XS, pN ) can be regarded as a Σ-algebra containing I . Moreover, (XS, pNI )
is then the ΣI -algebra associated with (XS, pN) , and hence Proposition 2.3.5 implies
that (XS, pN ) is I-free. There therefore exists an I-free Σ-algebra, and the final
statement follows directly from the definition of being I-free.
Let (XS, pN ) be a Σ-algebra containing I . Then (XS, pN ) is said to be I-minimal
if XS is the only invariant family in (XS, pN ) containing IS . Moreover, (XS, pN ) is
said to be I-unambiguous if the mapping pν is injective for each ν ∈ N and for each
σ ∈ S the sets Im(pν) , ν ∈ Nσ , are disjoint subsets of Xσ \ Iσ . Finally, (XS, pN ) is
called I-regular if the mapping pν is injective for each ν ∈ N and for each σ ∈ S the
sets Im(pν) , ν ∈ Nσ , form a partition of Xσ \ Iσ .
Proposition 2.3.7 The following statements are equivalent:
(1) (XS, pN ) is I-free.
(2) (XS, pN ) is I-minimal and I-unambiguous.
(3) (XS, pN ) is I-minimal and I-regular.
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Proof This follows from Propositions 2.3.2 and 2.3.5.
It is useful to express the equivalence between statements (1) and (3) in Proposition 2.3.7
somewhat more explicitly:
Proposition 2.3.8 A Σ-algebra (XS, pN ) containing I is I-free if and only if the
following three conditions hold:
(1) pν is injective for each ν ∈ N .
(2) The sets Im(pν) , ν ∈ Nσ , form a partition of Xσ \ Iσ for each σ ∈ S .
(3) XS is the only invariant family containing IS .
Proof Conditions (1) and (2) are those occurring in the definition of being I-regular,
and condition (3) is that occurring in the definition of being I-minimal. Thus by
Proposition 2.3.7 (XS, pN ) is I-free if and only if (1), (2) and (3) hold.
2.4 Term algebras
This section introduces what are called term algebras. These provide the simplest
explicit examples of initial algebras, and they can be used as the basic components of a
‘real’ programming language. Until further notice assume that Σ = (S,N,∆, δ) is an
enumerated signature. (The general case is dealt with at the end of the section.)
Let Z be a set; then the concatenation of two lists ℓ, ℓ′ ∈ Z∗ will be denoted by ℓ ℓ′ .
Thus ℓ ε = ε ℓ = ℓ and if ℓ = z1 · · · zm , ℓ
′ = z′1 · · · z
′
n with m, n ≥ 1 then
ℓ ℓ′ = z1 · · · zm z
′
1 · · · z
′
n .
Concatenation is clearly associative, and hence if p ≥ 1 and ℓ1, . . . , ℓp ∈ Z
∗ then
the concatenation of ℓ1, . . . , ℓp can be denoted simply by ℓ1 · · · ℓp . This notation
is clearly compatible with the notation being employed for the elements of Z∗ (in the
sense that ℓ = z1 · · · zn ∈ Z
∗ can be considered as the concatenation of the n one
element lists z1, . . . , zn ). If z ∈ Z and ℓ ∈ Z
∗ then in particular there is the list z ℓ
obtained by adding z to the beginning of the list ℓ (a list which is also being denoted
by z ⊳ ℓ ).
Let A be a set and Γ : N → A be a mapping. A Σ-algebra (YS, qN ) can then be
obtained as follows: For each σ ∈ S put Yσ = A
∗ ; if ν ∈ N is of type σ1 · · · σn → σ
(with n ≥ 0 ) then let qν : Yσ1 × · · · × Yσn → Yσ be the mapping defined by
qν(α1, . . . , αn) = Γ(ν) α1 · · · αn
for each (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Yσ1 × · · · × Yσn , i.e., qν(α1, . . . , αn) is the list obtained by
concatenating the element Γ(ν) and the lists α1, . . . , αn . In particular, if ν ∈ N is of
type ε→ σ then qν(ε) is just the list consisting of the single component Γ(ν) . (This
is really just an instance of the construction described at the end of Section 2.2.)
Now let (ES, N ) be the minimal subalgebra of (YS, qN ) , i.e., ES is the minimal
invariant family and ν is the corresponding restriction of qν for each ν ∈ N . This
minimal Σ-algebra (ES, N ) is called the term Σ-algebra specified by Γ , and Γ is
then referred to as a term algebra specifier . Thus Eσ ⊂ A
∗ for each σ ∈ S and the
family ES can be thought of as being defined by the following rules:
(1) If ν ∈ N is of type ε→ σ then the list consisting of the single component Γ(ν)
is an element of Eσ .
(2) If ν ∈ N is of type σ1 · · · σn → σ with n ≥ 1 and ej ∈ Eσj for each
j = 1, . . . , n then Γ(ν) e1 · · · en is an element of Eσ .
(3) The only elements in Eσ are those which can be obtained using (1) and (2).
By Proposition 2.2.4 it is clear that each element of Eσ contains at least one component,
i.e., ε /∈ Eσ for each σ ∈ S .
The simplest example of this construction is with A = N and with Γ : N → N the
identity mapping: The term Σ-algebra specified by this mapping is called the standard
term Σ-algebra.
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In the special case when (ES, N ) is the standard term Σ-algebra then Eσ ⊂ N
∗ for
each σ ∈ S and the family ES is defined by the following rules:
(1) If ν ∈ N is of type ε→ σ then the list consisting of the single component ν is
an element of Eσ .
(2) If ν ∈ N is of type σ1 · · · σn → σ with n ≥ 1 and ej ∈ Eσj for each
j = 1, . . . , n then ν e1 · · · en is an element of Eσ .
(3) The only elements in Eσ are those which can be obtained using (1) and (2).
Example 2.4.1 Consider the standard term Λ-algebra (EB, K) arising from
the enumerated signature Λ in Example 2.2.1. Then:
Ebool consists of the two elements True and False of K
∗ .
Enat consists of exactly the following elements of K
∗ :
Zero , Succ Zero , Succ Succ Zero , Succ Succ Succ Zero , . . . .
Eint consists of all elements of K
∗ having the form n with n ∈ Z .
Epair consists of all elements of K
∗ of the form Pair m n with m, n ∈ Z .
(Each element of Epair thus has exactly three components.)
Elist consists of the element Nil plus all elements of K
∗ having the form
Cons n e with n ∈ Z and e ∈ Elist . For instance,
Cons 42 Cons -128 Cons 0 Cons -21 Nil
is an element of Elist .
It turns out that the standard term Σ-algebra is initial. This is a special case of
Proposition 2.4.1 below.
Let Γ : N → A be a term algebra specifier and (ES, N ) be the term Σ-algebra
specified by Γ . For each ν ∈ N let χν : dom( ν)× A
∗ → A∗ be defined by
χν(v, α) = ν(v) α .
Lemma 2.4.1 Suppose Im(χν1) and Im(χν2) are disjoint subsets of A
∗ whenever
σ ∈ S and ν1, ν2 ∈ Nσ with ν1 6= ν2 . Then (ES, N ) is initial.
Proof By Proposition 2.3.2 it is enough to show that (ES, N ) is unambiguous. But
Im( ν) = χν(dom( ν)× {ε}) ⊂ Im(χν)
for each ν ∈ N ; thus if ν1, ν2 ∈ Nσ with ν1 6= ν2 then dom( ν1) and dom( ν2) are
clearly disjoint. It therefore remains to show that ν is injective for each ν ∈ N , and
for this the following lemma is required:
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Lemma 2.4.2 Suppose the assumption in the statement of Lemma 2.4.1 is satisfied
and let χσ : Eσ × A
∗ → A∗ be defined by χσ(e, α) = e α . Then for each σ ∈ S the
mapping χσ is injective.
Proof For each σ ∈ S define a subset Gσ of A
∗ by
Gσ = { e ∈ Eσ : e α ∈ Eσ for some α ∈ A
∗ with α 6= ε }
and put G =
⋃
σ∈S Gσ . Then, since χσ is injective if and only if Gσ = ∅ , it follows
that G 6= ∅ if and only if χσ is not injective for some σ ∈ S .
Suppose that G 6= ∅ and let m = min{ |α| : α ∈ G } , where |α| denotes the number
of components in the list α ∈ A∗ . There thus exists σ ∈ S , e ∈ Eσ and α ∈ A
∗ \ {ε}
such that |e| = m and e′ = e α ∈ Eσ . Now by Proposition 2.2.4 there exist ν, ν
′ ∈ Nσ
and v ∈ dom( ν) , v
′ ∈ dom( ν′) such that e = ν(v) and e
′ = ν′(v
′) , and this
implies that χν(v, α) = e α = e
′ = e′ ε = χν′(v
′, ε) , which by assumption is only
possible if ν′ = ν . Let ν be of type σ1 · · · σn → σ and put Γ(ν) = α
′ . Thus if
v = (e1, . . . , en) and v
′ = (e′1, . . . , e
′
n) then e = α
′ e1 · · · en and e α = α
′ e′1 · · · e
′
n .
There must therefore exist 1 ≤ j ≤ n with ej 6= e
′
j (and so in particular n > 0 ). Let
i be the least index with ei 6= e
′
i and let eˆ be the shorter of the lists ei and e
′
i . But
then eˆ ∈ Gσi and |eˆ| < |e| , which by the minimality of |e| is not possible.
This shows that G = ∅ and hence that χσ is injective for each σ ∈ S .
The proof of Lemma 2.4.1 can now be completed. Let ν ∈ N be of type σ1 · · · σn → σ
and let v, v′ ∈ dom( ν) with ν(v) = ν(v
′) . This means that if v = (e1, . . . , en)
and v′ = (e′1, . . . , e
′
n) then Γ(ν) e1 · · · en = Γ(ν) e
′
1 · · · e
′
n . Consider 1 ≤ j ≤ n
and assume ei = e
′
i for each i < j . Then
χσj (ej , ej+1 · · · en ) = ej ej+1 · · · en
= e′j e
′
j+1 · · · e
′
n = χσj (e
′
j , e
′
j+1 · · · e
′
n )
and so by Lemma 2.4.2 ej = e
′
j . Therefore by n applications of Lemma 2.4.2 it follows
that ej = e
′
j for each j = 1, . . . , n ; i.e., v = v
′ . This shows that ν is injective.
Proposition 2.4.1 Suppose that the restriction of Γ to Nσ is injective for each
σ ∈ S . Then the term Σ-algebra (ES, N ) specified by Γ is initial.
Proof This follows immediately from the fact that Γ(ν) is the first component of each
element of Im(χν) , and hence the hypothesis of Lemma 2.4.1 is satisfied.
Proposition 2.4.2 The standard term Σ-algebra is initial.
Proof This follows from Proposition 2.4.1, since the identity mapping used to specify
the standard term Σ-algebra is trivially injective.
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It will now no longer be assumed that Σ is enumerated. In order to apply the above
results to Σ the problem of replacing the general signature Σ = (S,N,∆, δ) with an
‘equivalent’ enumerated signature Σ′ = (S,N,∆′, δ) must be considered. In order to
carry this out fix for each ν ∈ N an enumeration of the elements in the set ∆(ν) :
More precisely, choose a bijective mapping iν from [nν ] to the underlying set ∆(ν) ,
where nν is the cardinality of ∆(ν) . There is then a mapping ∆
′ : N → S∗ given by
∆′(ν) = 〈iν(1)〉 · · · 〈iν(nν)〉
for each ν ∈ N . This defines an enumerated signature Σ′ = (S,N,∆′, δ) , which will
be called the signature obtained from Σ and the family of enumerations iN .
Lemma 2.4.3 Let XS be a family of sets and let ν ∈ N with ∆
′(ν) = σ1 · · · σnν .
Then the mapping i∗ν : X
∆(ν)
⋄ → Xσ1 × · · · ×Xσnν given by
i∗ν(c) = (c(iν(1)), . . . , c(iν(nν)))
for each c ∈ X∆(ν)⋄ is a bijection.
Proof This is clear.
Proposition 2.4.3 Let (XS, p
′
N ) be a Σ
′-algebra and for each ν ∈ N put pν = p
′
ν i
∗
ν .
Then (XS, pN ) is a Σ-algebra. Conversely, if (XS, pN ) is any Σ-algebra then there
exists a unique Σ′-algebra (XS, p
′
N ) such that pν = p
′
ν i
∗
ν for each ν ∈ N .
Proof This follows immediately from Lemma 2.4.3.
If (XS, p
′
N ) is a Σ
′-algebra and pν = p
′
ν i
∗
ν for each ν ∈ N then (XS, pN ) is called
the Σ-algebra associated with (XS, p
′
N ) and iN .
Proposition 2.4.3 says that there is a one-to-one correspondence between Σ-algebras
and Σ′-algebras. Moreover, Proposition 2.4.4 implies that a Σ′-algebra has a property
(such as being minimal or initial) if and only if the corresponding Σ-algebra also has this
property. In this sense the signatures Σ′ and Σ can be regarded as being equivalent.
Proposition 2.4.4 Let (XS, p
′
N ) be a Σ
′-algebra and let (XS, pN ) be the Σ-algebra
associated with (XS, p
′
N ) and iN . Then:
(1) (XS, pN ) is minimal if and only if (XS, p
′
N ) is a minimal Σ
′-algebra.
(2) (XS, pN ) is initial if and only if (XS, p
′
N ) is an initial Σ
′-algebra.
Proof (1) This follows from the easily verified fact that a family X`S is invariant in
(XS, p
′
N ) if and only if it is invariant in (XS, pN ) .
(2) This follows from (1), Lemma 2.3.3 and Proposition 2.3.2.
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Now let Γ : N → A be a mapping, which will still be referred to as a term algebra
specifier . Then Γ is also a term algebra specifier for the signature Σ′ , so let (ES,
′
N )
be the term Σ′-algebra specified by Γ . For each ν ∈ N put ν =
′
ν i
∗
ν (with i
∗
ν
given by Lemma 2.4.3). This means that Eσ ⊂ A
∗ for each σ ∈ S and if ν ∈ N is of
type L→ σ then ν : E
L
⋄
→ Eσ is the mapping given by
ν(c) = Γ(ν) c(iν(1)) · · · c(iν(m))
for each c ∈ EL⋄ , where m = |L| (the cardinality of L ). Moreover, the family ES can
be regarded as being defined by the following rules:
(1) If ν ∈ N is of type ∅→ σ then the list consisting of the single component Γ(ν)
is an element of Eσ .
(2) If ν ∈ N is of type L→ σ with L 6= ∅ and ej ∈ Eσj for j = 1, . . . , m , where
σj = 〈iν(j)〉 and m = |L| , then Γ(ν) e1 · · · em is an element of Eσ .
(3) The only elements in Eσ are those which can be obtained using (1) and (2).
The algebra (ES, N ) is called the term Σ-algebra specified by Γ and the family of
enumerations iN , or simply the standard term Σ-algebra defined by the family iN in
the special case when Γ : N → N is the identity mapping.
Lemma 2.4.4 The Σ-algebra (ES, N ) is initial if and only if (ES,
′
N ) is an initial
Σ′-algebra.
Proof This follows from Proposition 2.4.4 (2), since by definition (ES, N ) is the
Σ-algebra associated with (ES,
′
N ) and iN .
Proposition 2.4.5 If the restriction of Γ to Nσ is injective for each σ ∈ S then
(ES, N ) is an initial Σ-algebra. In particular, the standard term Σ-algebra defined
by any family of enumerations is initial.
Proof This follows immediately from Proposition 2.4.1 and Lemma 2.4.4.
Suppose that the term Σ-algebra (ES, N ) specified by Γ : N → A and the family
of enumeration iN is initial. Then for each Σ-algebra (XS, pN ) there exists a unique
homomorphism from (ES, N ) to (XS, pN ) . This homomorphism · S is the unique
family of mappings satisfying the following conditions:
(1) If ν ∈ N is of type ∅→ σ then Γ(ν) σ = pν(ε) .
(2) If ν ∈ N is of type L→ σ with L 6= ∅ and ej ∈ Eσj for j = 1, . . . , m , where
σj = 〈iν(j)〉 and m = |L| , then
Γ(ν) e1 · · · em σ = pν( c
L
⋄
) ,
where c ∈ EL
⋄
is the assignment with c(iν(j)) = ej for each j = 1, . . . , m .
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Of course, if the signature Σ is enumerated and the above constructions are applied
with the family of identity enumerations iN then the end-result is that nothing happens,
since in this case Σ′ = Σ .
Example 2.4.2 There exists a unique homomorphism · B from the standard
term Λ-algebra (EB, K) to the Λ-algebra (XB, pK) which was introduced
in Example 2.2.1. Thus · B is the unique family of mappings such that:
True bool = T , False bool = F ,
Zero nat = 0 , Succ e nat = e nat + 1 for each e ∈ Enat ,
n int = n for each n ∈ Z ,
Pair m n pair = (m,n) for each (m,n) ∈ Z× Z ,
Nil list = ε ,
Cons n e list = n ⊳ e list for all n ∈ Z , e ∈ Elist .
Note that · B is in fact an isomorphism, since (XB, pK) is also initial.
Term algebras also provide, via Proposition 2.3.6, simple examples of free Σ-algebras:
Let I be an S-typed set which is assumed to be disjoint from the alphabet A and
let ΣI = (S,NI ,∆I , δI) be the signature introduced in Section 2.3. Extend Γ to a
mapping ΓI : NI → A ∪ I by letting ΓI(⋄η) = η for each η ∈ I , and let iNI be the
only extension possible of iN to a family of enumerations (i.e., with i⋄η the unique
mapping from ∅ to ∅ for each η ∈ I ). Let (EIS,
I
NI
) be the term ΣI -algebra
specified by ΓI and iNI ; the algebra (E
I
S,
I
N ) obtained by omitting the mappings
{ I⋄η : η ∈ I } will then be called the term Σ-algebra specified by Γ , iN and I . In
particular, (EIS,
I
N ) contains I , since I ⊂ (A ∪ I)
∗ .
Proposition 2.4.6 If the restriction of Γ to Nσ is injective for each σ ∈ S then
(EIS,
I
N ) is an I-free Σ-algebra.
Proof This follows immediately from Propositions 2.3.6 and 2.4.5, since the restriction
of ΓI to (NI)σ is injective for each σ ∈ S .
2.5 Extensions of signatures and algebras
Let Σ = (S,N,∆, δ) be a signature. A signature Σ′ = (S′, N ′,∆′, δ′) is said to be an
extension of Σ if S ⊂ S′ , N ⊂ N ′ and ∆ (resp. δ ) is the restriction of ∆′ (resp.
δ′ ) to N . Thus if ν ∈ N is of type L→ σ in the signature Σ then it is still of type
L→ σ in the extension Σ′ . In particular, Σ is trivially an extension of itself.
In what follows let Σ = (S,N,∆, δ) and Σ′ = (S′, N ′,∆′, δ′) be signatures with Σ′
an extension of Σ .
A Σ′-algebra (YS′ , qN ′) is now called an extension of a Σ-algebra (XS, pN ) if Xσ ⊂ Yσ
for each σ ∈ S and pν is the restriction of qν to dom(pν) for each ν ∈ N . (The
case Σ′ = Σ is certainly not excluded here, and in fact it will occur frequently in what
follows.)
Note that if (YS′ , qN ′) is a Σ
′-algebra then (YS, qN ) , obtained by omitting the sets
{Yσ : σ ∈ S
′\S } from the family YS′ and the mappings { qν : ν ∈ N
′\N } from the
family qN ′ , is a Σ-algebra. Moreover, if πS′ is a Σ
′-homomorphism from (YS′ , qN ′) to
(ZS′ , rN ′) then the family πS , obtained by omitting the mappings { πσ : σ ∈ S
′ \S }
from the family πS′ , is a Σ-homomorphism from (YS, qN ) to (ZS , rN ) .
The following is a variation on Proposition 2.3.3:
Proposition 2.5.1 Let (XS, pN ) be an initial Σ-algebra. Then there exists an initial
Σ′-algebra which is an extension of (XS, pN ) .
Proof By Proposition 2.3.3 there exists an initial Σ′-algebra (YS′ , qN ′) and (YS, qN )
(obtained by omitting the sets {Yσ : σ ∈ S
′\S } and the mappings { qσ : σ ∈ N
′\N } )
is then a Σ-algebra; let (YˆS, qˆN ) be the minimal subalgebra of (YS, qN ) . Now (YS, qN )
is unambiguous, since by Proposition 2.3.2 (YS′ , qN ′) is unambiguous. Hence (YˆS, qˆN )
is an initial Σ-algebra, and by construction (YS′ , qN ′) is an extension of (YˆS , qˆN ) . The
unique isomorphism from (XS, pN ) to (YˆS , qˆN ) can therefore be used to construct an
initial Σ′-algebra which is an extension of (XS, pN ) .
Proposition 2.5.2 Let (X ′S′ , p
′
N ′) be an initial Σ
′-algebra which is an extension
of an initial Σ-algebra (XS, pN ) . Moreover, let (Y
′
S′ , q
′
N ′) be any Σ
′-algebra which
is an extension of some Σ-algebra (YS, qN ) . Then the unique Σ
′-homomorphism π′S′
from (X ′S′ , p
′
N ′) to (Y
′
S′ , q
′
N ′) is an extension of the unique Σ-homomorphism πS from
(XS, pN ) to (YS, qN ) , i.e., π
′
σ(x) = πσ(x) for all x ∈ Xσ , σ ∈ S .
Proof For each σ ∈ S let π′σ : Xσ → Y
′
σ be the restriction of π
′
σ to Xσ , and consider
πσ as a mapping from Xσ to Y
′
σ . Then π
′
S and πS are both Σ-homomorphisms from
the initial Σ-algebra (XS, pN ) to the Σ-algebra (Y
′
S, q
′
N ) , and hence π
′
S = πS , i.e.,
π′σ(x) = πσ(x) for all x ∈ Xσ , σ ∈ S .
Now let I be an S-typed set and again let Iσ = { η ∈ I : 〈η〉 = σ } for each σ ∈ S .
A Σ-algebra (ZS, rN ) is said to be disjoint from I if η /∈ Zη for each η ∈ I , which is
of course equivalent to having Iσ ∩ Zσ = ∅ for each σ ∈ S .
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Lemma 2.5.1 Let (XS, pN) be an I-free Σ-algebra which is an extension of an initial
Σ-algebra (ZS , rN) . Then (ZS, rN ) is disjoint from I .
Proof By Proposition 2.3.7 (XS, pN ) is I-ambiguous and hence Im(pν) ⊂ Xσ \Iσ for
all ν ∈ Nσ , σ ∈ S . But Im(rν) ⊂ Im(pν) for each ν ∈ N , and so by Proposition 2.3.2
Zσ ⊂ Xσ \ Iσ for all σ ∈ S , i.e., Iσ ∩ Zσ = ∅ for each σ ∈ S .
In the following two results let I be an S-typed set and (ZS , rN) be an initial Σ-algebra
disjoint from I . The following is a variation on Proposition 2.5.2:
Proposition 2.5.3 There exists an I-free Σ-algebra (XS, pN ) which is an extension
of (ZS , rN ) . Moreover, if (X
′
S, p
′
N ) is any such I-free Σ-algebra and πS is the unique
Σ-isomorphism from (XS, pN ) to (X
′
S, p
′
N ) such that πη(η) = η for each η ∈ I then
πσ(z) = z for all z ∈ Zσ , σ ∈ S .
Proof By Proposition 2.3.6 there exists an I-free Σ-algebra (X¯S, p¯N ) . Let (Z¯S, r¯N ) be
the minimal subalgebra of (X¯S, p¯N ) ; then by (1) and (2) in Proposition 2.3.8 (Z¯S, r¯N )
is also unambiguous and therefore Proposition 2.3.2 implies that (Z¯S, r¯N ) is an initial
Σ-algebra. Moreover, by Lemma 2.5.1 (Z¯S, r¯N ) is disjoint from I and by construction
(X¯S, p¯N ) is an extension of (Z¯S, r¯N ) . Now unique isomorphism from (ZS, rN ) to
(Z¯S, r¯N ) can be used to construct an I-free Σ-algebra (XS, pN ) which is an extension
of (ZS , rN ) (and note that here the assumption is needed that (ZS, rN ) is disjoint
from I ). Finally, consider any Σ-algebra (X ′S, p
′
N ) which is an extension of (ZS, rN )
and let πS be any Σ-homomorphism from (XS, pN ) to (X
′
S, p
′
N ) . Then πσ(z) = z
for all z ∈ Zσ , σ ∈ S , since the family Z
′
S defined by Z
′
σ = { z ∈ Zσ : πσ(z) = z }
for each σ ∈ S is clearly invariant in (ZS, rN ) .
Now consider a Σ-algebra (YS, qN ) and an assignment c ∈ Y
I
⋄ . Then there is both the
unique Σ-homomorphism πcS from (XS, pN ) to (YS, qN ) with π
c
η(η) = c(η) for each
η ∈ I and also the unique Σ-homomorphism πS from (ZS , rN ) to (YS, qN ) .
Proposition 2.5.4 πcσ(z) = πσ(z) for all z ∈ Zσ , σ ∈ S .
Proof For each σ ∈ S let π′σ denote the restriction of π
c
σ to Zσ . Then π
′
S is a
Σ-homomorphism from (ZS , rN ) to (YS, qN ) and thus π
′
S = πS .
The final topic of this section is the construction of term algebras. Suppose in what
follows that Γ′ : N ′ → A′ is a term algebra specifier which is an extension of a term
algebra specifier Γ : N → A in the sense that A ⊂ A′ and Γ(ν) = Γ′(ν) for each
ν ∈ N .
Lemma 2.5.2 Assume the signatures Σ and Σ′ are both enumerated. Then the term
Σ′-algebra specified by Γ′ is an extension of the term Σ-algebra (ES, N ) specified
by Γ .
Proof This follows from Lemma 2.5.3 below, because the Σ′-algebra corresponding to
the Σ-algebra (YS, qN ) in the definition of (ES, N ) is an extension of (YS, qN ) .
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Lemma 2.5.3 Let (YS′ , qN ′) be a Σ
′-algebra which is an extension of a Σ-algebra
(XS, pN ) , and let XˆS be the minimal invariant family in (XS, pN ) and YˆS′ the
minimal invariant family in (YS′ , qN ′) . Then XˆS ⊂ YˆS .
Proof Let Y`S′ be any invariant family in (YS′ , qN ′) and put Zσ = Y`σ ∩Xσ for each
σ ∈ S . Then the family ZS is invariant in (XS, pN ) , since
pν(Z
L
⋄
) ⊂ qν(Y`
L
⋄
) ∩Xσ ⊂ Y`σ ∩Xσ = Zσ
for each ν ∈ N of type L → σ . Thus XˆS ⊂ ZS and hence XˆS ⊂ Y`S . In particular,
XˆS ⊂ YˆS .
Lemma 2.5.2 can now be extended to the case where it not assumed that Σ and Σ′ are
enumerated. Let i′N ′ be an enumeration for Σ
′ which is an extension of an enumeration
iN for Σ in that i
′
ν = iν for each ν ∈ N .
Proposition 2.5.5 The term Σ′-algebra specified by Γ′ and i′N ′ is an extension of
the term Σ-algebra specified by Γ and iN .
Proof This follows from Lemma 2.5.2 since the enumerated signature obtained from
Σ′ and the family of enumerations i′N ′ is an extension of that obtained from Σ and
the family iN .
In particular Proposition 2.5.5 implies that the standard term Σ′-algebra defined by the
family of enumerations i′N ′ is an extension of the standard term Σ-algebra defined by
the family iN .
2.6 Tree algebras
It has been seen that an initial Σ-algebra can be obtained explicitly as an appropriate
term algebra. In the present section a further explicit method of constructing initial
Σ-algebras is given, this time involving labelled trees. The material presented here will
not be needed in the following chapters and so this section can be omitted.
For the whole of the section let Σ = (S,N,∆, δ) be a signature. Let J =
⋃
ν∈N ∆(ν)
(meaning the union of the underlying sets, ignoring the associated typings), and note
that if the signature Σ is enumerated then J is either [n] for some n ∈ N or the set
of positive integers N+ . In the construction given below an important role is played
by certain subsets of the set of lists J∗ and the section thus starts by looking at some
simple facts about the subsets of X∗ for an arbitrary set X .
As in Chapter 1 let ⊳ : X ×X∗ → X∗ and ⊲ : X∗ ×X → X∗ be defined by
x ⊳ x1 · · · xm = x x1 · · · xm
x1 · · · xm ⊲ x = x1 · · · xm x
for all x, x1, . . . , xm ∈ X . The facts which are needed about these operations are
exactly those listed in the following lemma:
Lemma 2.6.1 (1) x ⊳ ε = ε ⊲ x for all x ∈ X .
(2) x ⊳ (s ⊲ x′) = (x ⊳ s) ⊲ x′ for all x, x′ ∈ X , s ∈ X∗ .
(3) The mappings ⊳ and ⊲ are both injective.
(4) Im(⊳) = Im(⊲) = X∗ \ {ε} .
(5) Let Z be a subset of X∗ with ε ∈ Z and such that either x ⊳ s ∈ Z for all
x ∈ X , s ∈ Z , or s ⊲ x ∈ Z for all s ∈ Z , x ∈ X . Then Z = X∗ .
(6) There exists a unique mapping | · | : X∗ → N with |ε| = 0 such that |x⊳s| = 1+ |s|
for all x ∈ X , s ∈ X∗ .
Proof Straightforward. Of course in (6) |s| is just the number of components in the
list s .
Lemma 2.6.2 Each finite subset A of X∗ containing ε has a unique representation
A = {ε} ∪
⋃
x∈B
x ⊳ Ax
with B a finite subset of X and with Ax a non-empty finite subset of X
∗ for each
x ∈ B . Moreover, the sets x ⊳ Ax , x ∈ B , and {ε} are all disjoint.
Proof If s ∈ X∗ \ {ε} then by Lemma 2.6.1 (3) and (4) there exists a unique x ∈ X
and a unique element s′ ∈ X∗ such that s = x ⊳ s′ . The unique representation is
therefore with B = { x ∈ X : (x⊳X∗)∩A 6= ∅ } and with Ax = { s ∈ X
∗ : x⊳s ∈ A }
for each x ∈ B .
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A subset A of X∗ is said to be ⊲-preinvariant if s ∈ A whenever s ⊲ x ∈ A for some
x ∈ X .
Lemma 2.6.3 Each non-empty ⊲-preinvariant subset of X∗ contains ε .
Proof Let A be a ⊲-preinvariant subset of X∗ and put B = X∗ \A ; thus s ⊲ x ∈ B
for all s ∈ B , x ∈ X . But if ε ∈ B then Lemma 2.6.1 (5) implies that B = X∗ , and
hence ε ∈ A whenever A 6= ∅ .
The set of all non-empty finite ⊲-preinvariant subsets of X∗ will be denoted by S . By
Lemma 2.6.3 each subset in S contains the element ε .
Proposition 2.6.1 (1) {ε} ∈ S and S is closed under finite unions.
(2) Let B be a finite subset of X and for each x ∈ B let Ax ∈ S . Then
{ε} ∪
⋃
x∈B
x ⊳ Ax
is an element of S .
(3) Let A ∈ S and let {ε} ∪
⋃
x∈B x ⊳ Ax be the unique representation of A given in
Lemma 2.6.2. Then Ax ∈ S for each x ∈ B .
Proof (1) This is clear.
(2) By (1) it is enough to consider the case when B = {x} , so let A ∈ S , x ∈ X and
put A′ = {ε} ∪ (x ⊳ A) . Suppose that s ⊲ x′ ∈ A′ for some s ∈ X∗ , x′ ∈ X . Then,
since by Lemma 2.6.1 (4) s ⊲ x′ 6= ε , it follows that s ⊲ x′ = x ⊳ s′ for some s′ ∈ A .
The first possibility here is that s′ = ε ; but then by Lemma 2.6.1 (1)
s ⊲ x′ = x ⊳ ε = ε ⊲ x ,
which by Lemma 2.6.1 (3) implies that x′ = x and s = ε , and in particular s ∈ A′ .
Assume next that s′ 6= ε ; then by Lemma 2.6.1 (4) s′ = s˘ ⊲ x˘ for some s˘ ∈ X∗ ,
x˘ ∈ X , and here by Lemma 2.6.1 (2)
s ⊲ x′ = x ⊳ (s˘ ⊲ x˘) = (x ⊳ s˘) ⊲ x˘ ,
which by Lemma 2.6.1 (3) implies that x′ = x˘ and s = x ⊳ s˘ . But s˘ ∈ A (because A
is ⊲-preinvariant and s′ = s˘ ⊲ x˘ ∈ A ), and hence s ∈ A′ . This shows that A′ ∈ S .
(3) Let x ∈ B and suppose s ⊲ x′ ∈ Ax for some s ∈ X
∗ , x′ ∈ X . Then x ⊳ s ∈ A ,
since by Lemma 2.6.1 (2) (x ⊳ s) ⊲ x′ = x ⊳ (s ⊲ x′) ∈ A and A is ⊲-preinvariant, which
by Lemma 2.6.1 (3) and (4) is only possible if s ∈ Ax . Hence Ax ∈ S .
With these preparations made, the construction of an initial Σ-algebra can now begin.
As at the beginning of the section put J =
⋃
ν∈N ∆(ν) . In what follows the set X in
the above discussion will be taken to be J . In particular, this means that S is now
the set of all non-empty finite ⊲-preinvariant subsets of J∗ .
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Denote by L the set of all those partial mappings from J∗ to N whose domains are
elements of S . For each σ ∈ S put Lσ = L and if ν ∈ N is of type L → σ then
define a mapping ∐ν : L
L
⋄
→ Lσ by letting ∐ν(c) = λ , where
dom(λ) = {ε} ∪
⋃
η∈L
η ⊳ dom(c(η))
with λ(ε) = ν and λ(η ⊳ s) = c(η) (s) for all s ∈ dom(c(η)) , η ∈ L (and note that
by Lemma 2.6.1 (3) and (4) and Proposition 2.6.1 (2) this definition makes sense). In
particular, if ν is of type ∅ → σ then ∐ν : I → Lσ is the mapping with ∐ν(ε) = λ ,
where dom(λ) = {ε} and λ(ε) = ν . Thus (LS,∐N ) is a Σ-algebra.
Proposition 2.6.2 The Σ-algebra (LS,∐N ) is unambiguous.
Proof If ν ∈ N and λ ∈ Im(∐ν) then ε ∈ dom(λ) and λ(ε) = ν , and from this it
immediately follows that Im(∐ν1) ∩ Im(∐ν2) = ∅ whenever ν1 6= ν2 . It remains to
show that ∐ν is injective for each ν ∈ N , so assume ν of type L → σ and consider
c, c′ ∈ LL
⋄
with ∐ν(c) = ∐ν(c
′) . Then
{ε} ∪
⋃
η∈L
η ⊳ dom(c(η)) = dom(λ) = {ε} ∪
⋃
η∈L
η ⊳ dom(c′(η)) ,
where λ = ∐ν(c) , and hence by Lemma 2.6.2 dom(c(η)) = dom(c
′(η)) for each η ∈ L .
Let η ∈ L and s ∈ dom(c(η)) ; then c(η) (s) = λ(η ⊳ s) = c′(η) (s) , and therefore
c(η) = c′(η) . Thus c = c′ , and this shows that ∐ν is injective.
Now denote the minimal subalgebra of (LS,∐N) by (TS ,∇N ) ; thus Tσ ⊂ Lσ = L for
each σ ∈ S , TS is the minimal invariant family and for each ν ∈ N of type L → σ
the mapping ∇ν is the restriction of ∐ν to T
L
⋄
. The family TS can be thought of as
being defined by the following rules:
(1) If ν ∈ N is of type ∅ → σ then the mapping λ with dom(λ) = {ε} and with
λ(ε) = ν is an element of Tσ .
(2) If ν ∈ N is of type L→ σ with L 6= ∅ and c ∈ T L
⋄
is such that c(η) ∈ Tη for
each η ∈ L then the mapping λ with
dom(λ) = {ε} ∪
⋃
η∈L
η ⊳ dom(c(η)) ,
λ(ε) = ν and λ(η ⊳ s) = c(η) (s) for all s ∈ dom(c(η)) and all η ∈ L is an
element of Tσ .
(3) The only elements in Tσ are those which can be obtained using (1) and (2).
Proposition 2.6.3 (TS ,∇N ) is an initial Σ-algebra.
Proof This follows immediately from Propositions 2.3.4 and 2.6.2.
Because of the explicit description of TS given in Proposition 2.6.3 below (TS ,∇N ) is
called the tree Σ-algebra. An element λ ∈ L is said to be a labelled tree if whenever
s ∈ dom(λ) with λ(s) ∈ N of type L → σ then s ⊲ η ∈ dom(λ) if and only if η ∈ L
and, moreover, λ(η ⊲ s) ∈ Nη for each η ∈ L . A labelled tree λ is then said to be of
type σ if λ(ε) ∈ Nσ , and the set of all labelled trees of type σ will be denoted by T`σ .
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Proposition 2.6.3 T`S = TS .
Proof The crucial step in the proof is the following fact:
Lemma 2.6.4 For ν ∈ N of type L → σ let ∐`ν denote the restriction of ∐ν to
T` L
⋄
(as a mapping from T` L
⋄
to Tσ ). Then
⋃
ν∈Nσ
Im(∐`ν) = T`σ for each σ ∈ S .
Proof It will be shown first that if ν ∈ Nσ is of type L → σ and c ∈ T`
L
⋄
then
∐ν(c) ∈ T`σ , and for this it is enough to show that λ = ∐ν(c) is a labelled tree, since
λ(ε) = ν ∈ Nσ . Hence consider an element s ∈ dom(λ) = {ε} ∪
⋃
η∈L
η ⊳ dom(c(η)) .
The first possibility is that s = ε ; in this case λ(s) = ν is of type L → σ and
s ⊲ η = η ⊳ ε ∈ dom(λ) if and only if η ∈ L , and if η ∈ L then (since c(η) ∈ T`η )
λ(s ⊲ η) = λ(η ⊳ ε) = c(η) (ε) ∈ Nη .
The other possibility is that s = η ⊳ s′ with η ∈ L and s′ ∈ dom(c(η)) , and suppose
here λ(s) = c(η) (s′) is of type L′ → σ . Then by Lemma 2.6.1 (2)
s ⊲ ξ = (η ⊳ s′) ⊲ ξ = η ⊳ (s′ ⊲ ξ)
and s′ ⊲ξ ∈ dom(c(η)) if and only if ξ ∈ L′ , since c(η) is a labelled tree, which implies
that s ⊲ ξ ∈ dom(λ) if and only if ξ ∈ L′ . Moreover, if ξ ∈ L′ then
λ(s ⊲ ξ) = λ(η ⊳ (s′ ⊲ ξ)) = c(η) (s′ ⊲ ξ)
and c(η) (s′ ⊲ ξ) is an element of Nξ , again because c(η) is a labelled tree. This shows
that λ is a labelled tree.
Next consider σ ∈ S and λ ∈ T`σ with λ(ε) = ν ∈ N of type L → σ ; it will be
shown that there exists c ∈ T` L
⋄
such that λ = ∐ν(c) . By Proposition 2.6.1 (3) and
Lemma 2.6.2 dom(λ) has a unique representation of the form
dom(λ) = {ε} ∪
⋃
η∈B
η ⊳ Aη
with B a finite subset of J and Aη ∈ S for each η ∈ B . But (since λ is a labelled
tree) ε ⊲ η = η ⊳ ε ∈ dom(λ) if and only if η ∈ L , and by Lemma 2.6.3 ε ∈ Aη for
each η ∈ B ; it therefore follows that B = L . For each η ∈ L define λη : Aη → N
by λη(s) = λ(η ⊳ s) , so λη ∈ L and dom(λη) = Aη . In fact λη is a labelled tree: If
s ∈ dom(λη) then η ⊳ s ∈ dom(λ) and λη(s) = λ(η ⊳ s) ; moreover, s ⊲ ξ ∈ dom(λη)
if and only if η ⊳ (s ⊲ ξ) = (η ⊳ s) ⊲ ξ ∈ dom(λ) , and λη(s ⊲ ξ) = λ((η ⊳ s) ⊲ ξ) . Hence
λη ∈ T`η , since λη(ε) = λ(η ⊳ ε) = λ(ε ⊲ η) ∈ Nη . An assignment c ∈ T`
L
⋄ can thus be
defined by letting c(η) = λη for each η ∈ L , and by construction λ = ∐ν(c) .
Putting these two parts of the proof together now shows that
⋃
ν∈Nσ
Im(∐`ν) = T`σ
for each σ ∈ S .
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Lemma 2.6.4 implies in particular that the family T`S is invariant in (TS ,∇N ) , so
consider the subalgebra (T`S , ∇`N) associated with T`S . Now clearly T`S = TS will
hold if and only if (T`S , ∇`N ) is minimal, and to establish this Proposition 2.2.5 can be
used. The first requirement in Proposition 2.2.5, namely that
⋃
ν∈Nσ
Im(∇`ν) = T`σ
for each σ ∈ S , is just a restatement of Lemma 2.6.4, and so it remains to satisfy the
second requirement, which means a suitable family of mappings #S must be found.
Let # : L → N be given by
#(λ) = max{ |s| : s ∈ dom(λ) } ,
where | · | : J∗ → N is the mapping given in Lemma 2.6.1 (6), and for each σ ∈ S put
#σ = # . Then the requirement in Proposition 2.2.5 is satisfied, since if ν ∈ N is of
type L→ σ then for all c ∈ LL
⋄
#σ(∐ν(c)) = 1 + max{#η(c(η)) : η ∈ L } > max{#η(c(η)) : η ∈ L } .
Therefore (T`S, ∇`N ) is minimal.
2.7 Notes
The material presented in this chapter is all part of standard universal algebra. The
classical field of universal algebra deals with the case of signatures having a single
type, and so the only information required about each operator name is the number of
arguments it takes. In this form the main problems were stated in Whitehead (1898)
and solved in Birkhoff (1935); standard texts are Cohn (1965) and Gra¨tzer (1968). (The
term ‘universal algebra’ was coined by that great mathematical name-giver Sylvester.)
The generalisation of the theory to multi-sorted algebras (i.e., to the algebras as they
occur here) was made by Higgins (1963) and Birkhoff and Lipson (1970). Birkhoff and
Lipson (who speak of heterogeneous algebras) showed that essentially the whole of the
classical theory carries over to the more general case.
Some of the first uses of multi-sorted algebras in computer science can be found in
Maibaum (1972) and Morris (1973). Their systematic use has been propagated by the
ADJ group consisting of J.A. Goguen, J.W. Thatcher, E.G. Wagner and J.B. Wright,
for example in the papers Goguen, Thatcher, Wagner and Wright (1977) and Goguen,
Thatcher and Wagner (1978).
Minimal algebras are sometimes called reachable (Wirsing (1990)) or term generated
(Bauer, Berghammer et al (1985)). This terminology comes from the fact that an
algebra is minimal if and only if the unique homomorphism to this algebra from an initial
algebra (and so in particular from the standard term algebra) is surjective. Pervasive
signatures are called sensible in Huet and Oppen (1980).
The characterisation of initial algebras in Proposition 2.3.2 is sometimes referred to as
stating that initial algebras are exactly those for which there is no junk and no confusion
(i.e., those which are minimal and unambiguous). Proposition 2.4.2 is just a version of
the classical result of  Lukasiewicz ( Lukasiewicz (1925)) concerning prefix or (left Polish)
notation.
Bourbaki (1970) thinks that the word algebra is over-used and suggests the alternative
magma for an algebra in the above sense. This suggestion has been followed by some
French computer scientists, but it has of course no chance of being accepted in the
English-speaking world. (What have algebras to do with volcanic lava?)
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Chapter 3 Data objects
With the preparations made in Chapter 2 we can now make a start to building a frame-
work for specifying data objects. This involves what will be called a bottomed extension
of an initial algebra. The initial algebra is used to describe the basic data objects, and
the bottomed extension then specifies which ‘undefined’ and ‘partially defined’ data
objects are to be allowed. Bottom extensions are defined in Section 3.2. In Sections 3.3
and 3.5 two conditions, called regularity and monotonicity, are introduced which the
extensions will be required to satisfy. Meanwhile, in Section 3.4 cored extensions are
considered. These provide simple explicit examples of monotone regular extensions.
3.1 The basic data objects and the ground term algebra
The starting point is to choose a signature Λ = (B,K,Θ, ϑ) and an initial Λ-algebra
(XB, pK) . The basic data objects are then the elements in the family of sets XB .
Here Λ is called the ground signature, B the set of ground types and K the set of
constructor names . In real applications the set B of ground types will be finite.
In all modern functional programming languages the signature Λ is not fixed and can
be chosen by the user to fit the application at hand. Usually there are a few built-in
types such as the types int and bool occurring in Example 2.2.1 together with a
primitive type char having some multiple of 256 constructor names. (Recall that a
type β is said to be primitive if κ is of type ∅ → β for each κ ∈ Kβ .) Once the
signature Λ has been chosen the initial Λ-algebra (XB, pK) is uniquely determined
up to isomorphism. The explicit choice of (XB, pK) can be seen as taking place in the
user’s mind.
Bearing in mind practical applications we will assume that B contains the two primitive
types int and bool as in Example 2.2.1. Thus Kint = Int (with Int the subset of
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, -}∗ containing for each integer n its standard representation
n as a string of characters), Kbool = {True, False} and each of these constructor
names is of type ∅ → β with β either int or bool . Moreover, Xint will always
taken to be Z with pn(ε) = n for each n ∈ Z and Xbool to be B with pTrue(ε) = T
and pFalse(ε) = F .
To avoid some trivial complications later it is also convenient to suppose that Λ is
pervasive. (Recall this means B is the only closed subset of itself, where a subset B′
of B is closed if β ∈ B′ whenever there exists κ ∈ K of type L → β for some L
and 〈η〉 ∈ B′ for each η ∈ L .) By Proposition 2.2.4 this is equivalent to requiring that
Xβ 6= ∅ for each β ∈ B . We do not assume that the sets Kβ , β ∈ B , are finite (since
in fact Kint is infinite), although it will almost always be the case that Kβ is finite
whenever β is not a primitive type.
In all that follows the signature Λ and the initial Λ-algebra (XB, pK) are considered
to be fixed.
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As well as the initial Λ-algebra (XB, pK) we also assume that a second initial Λ-algebra
is given. This Λ-algebra (FB,⊙K) is called the ground term algebra and is needed in
order to be able to refer to the basic data objects: Since (XB, pK) and (FB,⊙K) are
both initial Λ-algebras there exists a unique isomorphism from (FB ,⊙K) to (XB, pK)
which will be denoted by · B . This means that each basic data object can be denoted
by a unique element in the ground term algebra, i.e., the data object x ∈ Xβ can be
denoted by the unique element s ∈ Fβ with s β = x .
Of course, (FB ,⊙K) could just be taken to be (XB, pK) but, as its name suggests, it
should be thought of rather as some kind of term algebra (as defined in Section 2.4).
In fact, we will now introduce such a term algebra which will later be used as the basis
for a programming language. This is done by choosing a family of enumerations iK for
the signature Λ , i.e., by choosing for each κ ∈ K of type L→ β a bijective mapping
iκ from [m] to the set L , where m = |L| is the cardinality of L . In the special case
when L = β1 · · · βm ∈ B
∗ (and so [m] is the underlying set of the B-typed set L )
then iκ : [m] → [m] will always chosen to be the identity mapping. Let (EB, K)
be the standard term Λ-algebra defined by the family iK . Then by Proposition 2.4.5
(EB, K) is an initial Λ-algebra. Recall that Eβ ⊂ K
∗ for each κ ∈ B and if κ ∈ K
is of type L→ β then κ : E
L
⋄
→ Eβ is the mapping given by
κ(c) = κ c(iκ(1)) · · · c(iκ(m))
for each c ∈ EL⋄ , where m = |L| . Moreover, the family EB can be regarded as being
defined by the following rules:
(1) If κ ∈ K is of type ∅→ β then the list consisting of the single component κ is
an element of Eβ .
(2) If κ ∈ K is of type L→ β with L 6= ∅ and ej ∈ Eβj for j = 1, . . . , m , where
βj = 〈iκ(j)〉 and m = |L| , then κ e1 · · · em is an element of Eβ .
(3) The only elements in Eβ are those which can be obtained using (1) and (2).
In this special case the isomorphism · B from (EB, K) to (XB, pK) is the unique
family of mappings satisfying:
(1) If κ ∈ K is of type ∅→ β then κ β = pκ(ε) .
(2) If κ ∈ K is of type L→ β with L 6= ∅ and ej ∈ Eβj for j = 1, . . . , m , where
σj = 〈iκ(j)〉 and m = |L| , then
κ e1 · · · em σ = pκ( c
L
⋄
) ,
where c ∈ EL
⋄
is the assignment with c(iκ(j)) = ej for each j = 1, . . . , m .
3.2 Bottomed algebras and bottomed extensions
The basic data objects were described in the previous section with the help of the
initial Λ-algebra (XB, pK) . The next step is to introduce for each β ∈ B a new
element ⊥β /∈ Xβ to play the role of an ‘undefined’ or ‘unknown’ object of type β .
(The symbol ⊥ is referred to as bottom.) Thus for each β ∈ B there is now an
‘extended’ set Xβ ∪ {⊥β} of data objects of type β made up of the ‘real’ objects (i.e.,
the elements of the set Xβ ) together with the ‘undefined’ object ⊥β of type β .
There are, however, good reasons to go at least one stage further and to also allow
‘partially defined’ data objects. For instance, considering the Λ-algebra introduced in
Example 2.2.1, if n ∈ Z = Xint then the pair (n,⊥int) could be regarded as a data
object of type pair which is not completely ‘undefined’ and so which should perhaps
be different from ⊥pair . (After all, it makes sense to consider the first component
of (n,⊥int) .) Similarly, it is often useful to allow ‘partially defined’ data objects of
type list . (For example, the data object described as a list containing at least one
component, with the first component having some specific value.)
In order to facilitate the systematic treatment of ‘partially defined’ data objects we
make the following definition: A Λ-algebra (DB , fK) is called a bottomed extension of
(XB, pK) if (DB , fK) is an extension of (XB, pK) (i.e., XB ⊂ DB and pκ is the
restriction of fκ to dom(pκ) for each κ ∈ K ) such that ⊥β ∈ Dβ for each β ∈ B .
The elements in the set Dβ \(Xβ∪{⊥β}) should be thought of for the moment as being
the ‘partially defined’ data objects of type β . Later we will also consider the possibility
of having not only ‘partially defined’ but also ‘infinite’ data objects. This more general
situation can still be described with the help of a bottomed extension. The elements
in the set Dβ \ (Xβ ∪ {⊥β}) should then, however, be thought of as being made up of
both ‘partially defined’ and ‘infinite’ data objects.
The simplest example of a bottomed extension is obtained by putting Dβ = Xβ ∪{⊥β}
for each β ∈ B and for each κ ∈ K of type L→ β letting fκ : D
L
⋄ → Dβ be given by
fκ(c) =
{
pκ(c) if c ∈ X
L
⋄
,
⊥β otherwise.
Then (DB , fK) is a bottomed extension called the flat extension of (XB, pK) . (The
flat extension of the Λ-algebra defined in Example 2.2.1 is given in Example 3.2.1 on
the next page.)
The above definition of a bottomed extension will be reformulated somewhat, and for
this it is useful to introduce the following simple notion: A bottomed set is a pair (D,⊥)
consisting of a set D and a distinguished bottom element ⊥ ∈ D . The bottom element
⊥ should be thought of as representing an ‘undefined’ or ‘unknown’ value which, if it
were to be ‘defined’ or ‘become known’, would take on the value of one of the remaining
elements of D .
If (D,⊥) and (D′,⊥′) are bottomed sets then a mapping f : D → D′ is said to be
bottomed (or strict) if f(⊥) = ⊥′ .
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Example 3.2.1 The flat extension of the Λ-algebra (XB, pK) first introduced
in Example 2.2.1 is the Λ-algebra (X⊥B , p
⊥
K) defined as follows:
X⊥bool = B
⊥ = {T, F,⊥bool} , X
⊥
nat = N ∪ {⊥nat} ,
X⊥int = Z ∪ {⊥int} , X
⊥
pair = Z
2 ∪ {⊥pair} , X
⊥
list = Z
∗ ∪ {⊥list} .
p⊥True : I→ X
⊥
bool with p
⊥
True(ε) = T ,
p⊥False : I→ X
⊥
bool with p
⊥
False(ε) = F ,
p⊥Zero : I→ X
⊥
nat with p
⊥
Zero(ε) = 0 ,
p⊥Succ : X
⊥
nat → X
⊥
nat with
p⊥Succ(n) =
{
n+ 1 if n ∈ N ,
⊥nat if n = ⊥nat ,
p⊥n : I→ X
⊥
int with p
⊥
n (ε) = n for each n ∈ Z ,
p⊥Pair : X
⊥
int ×X
⊥
int → X
⊥
pair with
p⊥Pair(m,n) =
{
(m,n) if m, n ∈ Z ,
⊥pair otherwise,
p⊥Nil : I→ X
⊥
list with p
⊥
Nil(ε) = ε ,
p⊥Cons : X
⊥
int ×X
⊥
list → X
⊥
list with
p⊥Cons(n, s) =
{
n ⊳ s if n ∈ Z and ℓ ∈ Z∗ ,
⊥list otherwise.
If (D,⊥) is a bottomed set then it is usual to write just D instead of (D,⊥) and to
assume that the bottom element ⊥ can be inferred from the context.
Let DB be a family of bottomed sets with ⊥β the bottom element of Dβ for each
β ∈ B , and let I be a B-typed set. Then DI
⋄
will be considered as a bottomed set
by stipulating that its bottom element ⊥ be the assignment given by ⊥(η) = ⊥η for
each η ∈ I . A special case is that of a cartesian product: Let n ≥ 2 and for each
j = 1, . . . , n let Dj be a bottomed set with bottom element ⊥j ; then the product
D1 × · · · ×Dn is considered as a bottomed set with bottom element (⊥1, . . . ,⊥n) .
A Λ-algebra (DB , fK) is said to be bottomed if Dβ is a bottomed set for each β ∈ B .
If (DB , fK) is a bottomed Λ-algebra then the bottom element of Dβ will always be
denoted by ⊥β . This means that if (D
′
B, f
′
K) is a further bottomed Λ-algebra then the
bottom element of D′β will also be denoted by ⊥β , although it is not to be assumed
that the bottom elements of Dβ and D
′
β are the same.
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The definition of a bottomed extension of (XB, pK) can now be expressed as follows:
A bottomed extension of (XB, pK) is a bottomed Λ-algebra (DB , fK) which is an
extension of (XB, pK) such that ⊥β /∈ Xβ for each β ∈ B .
If (DB, fK) and (D
′
B, f
′
K) are bottomed Λ-algebras then a homomorphism πB from
(DB , fK) to (D
′
B , f
′
K) is said to be bottomed if πβ is a bottomed mapping (i.e., if
πβ(⊥β) = ⊥β ) for each β ∈ B .
If (DB, fK) and (D
′
B, f
′
K) are bottomed extensions of (XB, pK) then a bottomed
homomorphism πB : (DB , fK) → (D
′
B , f
′
K) is said to be an extension homomorphism
if πβ(x) = x for all x ∈ Xβ , β ∈ B . In fact, the following simple result implies that
a bottomed homomorphism is automatically an extension homomorphism:
Lemma 3.2.1 Let (ZB , rK) and (Z
′
B , r
′
K) be extensions of a minimal Λ-algebra
(YB, qK) and πB : (ZB, rK)→ (Z
′
B, r
′
K) be a homomorphism. Then πβ(y) = y for all
y ∈ Yβ , β ∈ B .
Proof The restriction of πB to YB and the family of identity mappings idB both
define homomorphisms from (YB, qK) to (Z
′
B , r
′
K) , and so by Proposition 2.2.3 (1)
they must be equal, i.e., πβ(y) = y for all y ∈ Yβ , β ∈ B .
If (DB , fK) is a bottomed Λ-algebra then the family of identity mappings idB defines
a bottomed homomorphism from (DB, fK) to itself. Also by Proposition 2.2.1 the
composition of two bottomed homomorphisms is again a bottomed homomorphism.
Moreover, if πB : (DB , fK) → (D
′
B, f
′
K) is a bottomed homomorphism such that πβ
is a bijection for each β ∈ B then by Proposition 2.2.2 π−1B : (D
′
B , f
′
K)→ (DB, fK) is
again a bottomed homomorphism.
A bottomed homomorphism πB : (DB , fK) → (D
′
B , f
′
K) is a bottomed isomorphism if
the mapping πβ : Dβ → D
′
β is a bijection for each β ∈ B ; (DB, fK) and (D
′
B , f
′
K) are
then isomorphic if there exists a bottomed isomorphism from (DB , fK) to (D
′
B, f
′
K) ,
and the property of being isomorphic defines an equivalence relation on the class of all
bottomed Λ-algebras.
Bottomed extensions (DB , fK) and (D
′
B , f
′
K) of (XB, pK) are said to be conjugate
if there exists an extension homomorphism from (DB , fK) to (D
′
B , f
′
K) which is a
bottomed isomorphism. Of course, Lemma 3.2.1 implies that (DB, fK) and (D
′
B , f
′
K)
are conjugate if and only if they are isomorphic as bottomed Λ-algebras.
We now collect together some elementary results about bottomed Λ-algebras and then
apply them to the case of a bottomed extension of (XB, pK) . In what follows let
(DB , fK) be a bottomed Λ-algebra. A family D`B with D`B ⊂ DB is said to be
bottomed if ⊥β ∈ D`β for each β ∈ B . There is clearly a one-to-one correspondence
between bottomed invariant families and bottomed subalgebras of (DB, fK) (i.e., those
subalgebras which are also bottomed Λ-algebras with the bottom elements inherited
from (DB , fK) ).
Lemma 3.2.2 The bottomed family D˘B defined by D˘β = {⊥β} ∪
⋃
κ∈Kβ
Im(fκ)
for each β ∈ B is invariant.
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Proof This is a special case of Lemma 2.3.2.
Lemma 3.2.3 There exists a minimal bottomed invariant family.
Proof This is a special case of Lemma 2.2.3.
The subalgebra associated with the minimal bottomed invariant family will be referred
to as the minimal bottomed subalgebra of (DB, fK) .
If DB is the only bottomed invariant family then the bottomed Λ-algebra (DB , fK)
is said to be minimal . Note that if (DB , fK) is a minimal Λ-algebra (as defined in
Section 2.2) then it is also a minimal bottomed Λ-algebra, but of course in general the
converse does not hold. In fact the minimal bottomed Λ-algebras occurring here will
never be minimal Λ-algebras. The statement that a bottomed Λ-algebra is minimal will
thus mean that it is a minimal bottomed Λ-algebra; minimality as defined in Section 2.2
will be referred to by stating explicitly that the algebra is a minimal Λ-algebra.
It is easy to see that the flat extension of (XB, pK) is a minimal bottomed Λ-algebra
(since (XB, pK) is a minimal Λ-algebra).
Proposition 3.2.1 Let (D′B , f
′
K) be a bottomed Λ-algebra.
(1) There exists at most one bottomed homomorphism from (DB , fK) to (D
′
B , f
′
K)
when (DB , fK) is minimal.
(2) Any bottomed homomorphism from (DB , fK) to (D
′
B , f
′
K) is surjective when
(D′B , f
′
K) is minimal.
Proof This is the same as the proof of Proposition 2.2.4.
Proposition 3.2.2 If (DB , fK) is minimal then Dβ = {⊥β} ∪
⋃
κ∈Kβ
Im(fκ) for
each β ∈ B .
Proof This follows immediately from Lemma 3.2.2.
Proposition 3.2.3 Suppose that Dβ = {⊥β} ∪
⋃
κ∈Kβ
Im(fκ) for each β ∈ B and
there exists a family of mappings #B with #β : Dβ → N for each β such that if
κ ∈ K is of type L→ β then for all c ∈ DL
⋄
, η ∈ L
#η(c(η)) < #β(fκ(c)) .
Then (DB , fK) is a minimal bottomed Λ-algebra.
Proof This is just a special case of Proposition 2.2.5.
As expected, (DB , fK) is said to be an initial bottomed Λ-algebra if for each bottomed
Λ-algebra (D′B, f
′
K) there exists a unique bottomed homomorphism from (DB , fK)
to (D′B , f
′
K) . The adjective ‘initial’ will be used in the same way as ‘minimal’: The
statement that a bottomed Λ-algebra is initial thus means that it is an initial bottomed
Λ-algebra, and initiality as defined in Section 2.3 will be referred to by stating explicitly
that the algebra is an initial Λ-algebra.
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Lemma 3.2.4 Suppose the bottom elements ⊥β , β ∈ B , are all distinct, and let J
be the B-typed set consisting of these elements with ⊥β of type β for each β ∈ B .
Then (DB , fK) is an initial bottomed Λ-algebra if and only if it is J-free.
Proof This is more-or-less clear. (Note that if (YB, qK) is any Λ-algebra and c ∈ Y
J
⋄
then (YB , qK) can be considered as a bottomed Λ-algebra by declaring c(⊥β) to be
the bottom element of Yβ for each β ∈ B .)
Proposition 3.2.4 There exists an initial bottomed Λ-algebra, and any two initial
bottomed Λ-algebras are isomorphic.
Proof The existence follows from Lemma 3.2.4 and Proposition 2.3.6. The rest then
follows directly from the definition of being initial.
Consider the construction given in the proof of Proposition 2.3.6, tailored somewhat to
the special situation occurring here. For each β ∈ B let ♭β be some element not in K
and such that ♭β1 6= ♭β2 whenever β1 6= β2 . Put K
♭ = K ∪ { ♭β : β ∈ B } and define
mappings Θ♭ : K♭ → FB and ϑ
♭ : K♭ → B by
Θ♭(κ) =
{
Θ(κ) if κ ∈ K ,
∅ if κ = ♭β for some β ∈ B ,
ϑ♭(κ) =
{
ϑ(κ) if κ ∈ K ,
β if κ = ♭β for some β ∈ B .
Then Λ♭ = (B,K♭,Θ♭, ϑ♭) is a signature which is clearly an extension of Λ and in
which ♭β is of type ∅→ β for each β ∈ B .
Now by Proposition 2.3.3 there exists an initial Λ♭-algebra (D˘B , f˘K♭) . The Λ-algebra
(D˘B , f˘K) (obtained by omitting the mappings f˘♭β , β ∈ B ) can then be considered as
a bottomed Λ-algebra by declaring f˘♭β (ε) to be the bottom element of D˘β for each
β ∈ B .
Proposition 3.2.5 (D˘B , f˘K) is an initial bottomed Λ-algebra.
Proof This follows directly from Proposition 2.3.5 and Lemma 3.2.4.
The bottomed Λ-algebra (DB , fK) is said to be unambiguous if the following hold:
(1) The mapping fκ is injective for each κ ∈ K .
(2) For each β ∈ B the sets Im(fκ) , κ ∈ Kβ , are disjoint subsets of Dβ \ {⊥β} .
The following analogue of Proposition 2.3.2 then holds:
Proposition 3.2.6 A bottomed Λ-algebra is initial if and only if it is minimal and
unambiguous.
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Proof The general case can clearly be reduced to that in which the bottom elements
are all distinct. The statement thus follows from Lemma 3.2.4 and Proposition 2.3.7.
Propositions 2.3.2 and 3.2.6 imply that an initial bottomed Λ-algebra is never an initial
Λ-algebra and that, conversely, a bottomed Λ-algebra which is an initial Λ-algebra is
never an initial bottomed Λ-algebra. Moreover, Proposition 3.2.6 implies that the flat
extension of (XB, pK) is unlikely to be an initial bottomed Λ-algebra. (In fact this will
hold only in the trivial case in which each type in Λ is primitive.)
Having said something about bottomed Λ-algebras, we next look at the special case of
bottomed extensions of the initial Λ-algebra (XB, pK) .
A bottomed extension (DB , fK) of (XB, pK) is said to be minimal if (DB , fK) is a
minimal bottomed Λ-algebra. In particular, as was already mentioned, the flat extension
of (XB, pK) is minimal.
Note that for any bottomed extension of (DB , fK) of (XB, pK) the minimal bottomed
subalgebra (DˆB, fˆK) of (DB , fK) is still an extension, and thus a minimal bottomed
extension of (XB, pK) .
In the same way as above a bottomed extension (DB , fK) of (XB, pK) will be called
initial if (DB , fK) is an initial bottomed Λ-algebra. By Proposition 3.2.6 an initial
extension is also minimal.
Proposition 3.2.7 There exists an initial extension of (XB, pK) , and any two initial
extensions of (XB, pK) are conjugate.
Proof The existence follows from Proposition 2.5.3 and Lemma 3.2.4, and the second
statement then follows from Proposition 3.2.4 and Lemma 3.2.1.
Example 3.2.2 on the following page gives an initial extension of the Λ-algebra (XB, pK)
introduced in Example 2.2.1.
We defined a bottomed extension to be initial if it is an initial bottomed Λ-algebra, and
it could be objected that this definition is not really correct. However, the next result
shows that it is, even if not correct, equivalent to the correct definition.
Proposition 3.2.8 Let (DB , fK) be a bottomed extension of (XB, pK) . Then
(DB , fK) is initial if and only if for each bottomed extension (D
′
B , f
′
K) of (XB, pK)
there exists a unique extension homomorphism from (DB, fK) to (D
′
B , f
′
K) .
Proof Suppose that for each bottomed extension (D′B , f
′
K) of (XB, pK) there exists
a unique extension homomorphism from (DB, fK) to (D
′
B , f
′
K) . Then this holds in
particular with (D′B, f
′
K) an initial extension of (XB, pK) (and Proposition 3.2.7 states
that such an extension exists). Thus (DB, fK) and (D
′
B , f
′
K) are isomorphic (since
there also exists a unique bottomed homomorphism from (D′B, f
′
K) to (DB , fK) ) and
hence (DB, fK) is initial. The converse is clear.
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Example 3.2.2 The following notation will be employed here (and also later):
If Z is a set then bot (Z) denotes a disjoint copy of Z ; the element in bot (Z)
corresponding to z ∈ Z will be denoted by z⊥ (so bot (Z) = { z⊥ : z ∈ Z } ).
For each β ∈ B choose an element ⊥β not in Xβ and consider the Λ-algebra
(X⊤B , p
⊤
K) defined by
X⊤bool = B
⊥ = {T, F,⊥bool} ,
X⊤nat = N ∪ bot (N) with 0
⊥ = ⊥nat ,
X⊤int = Z ∪ {⊥int} , X
⊤
pair = (X
⊤
int)
2 ∪ {⊥pair} ,
X⊤list = (X
⊤
int)
∗ ∪ bot
(
(X⊤int)
∗
)
with ε⊥ = ⊥list .
p⊤True : I→ X
⊤
bool with p
⊤
True(ε) = T ,
p⊤False : I→ X
⊤
bool with p
⊤
False(ε) = F ,
p⊤Zero : I→ X
⊤
nat with p
⊤
Zero(ε) = 0 ,
p⊤Succ : X
⊤
nat → X
⊤
nat with
p⊤Succ(x) =
{
n+ 1 if x = n for some n ∈ N ,
(n+ 1)⊥ if x = n⊥ for some n ∈ N ,
p⊤n : I→ X
⊤
int with p
⊤
n (ε) = n for each n ∈ Z ,
p⊤Pair : X
⊤
int ×X
⊤
int → X
⊤
pair with p
⊤
Pair(x1, x2) = (x1, x2) ,
p⊤Nil : I→ X
⊤
list with p
⊤
Nil(ε) = ε ,
p⊤Cons : X
⊤
int ×X
⊤
list → X
⊤
list with
p⊤Cons(x, z) =
{
x ⊳ s if z = s for some s ∈ (X⊤int)
∗ ,
(x ⊳ s)⊥ if z = s⊥ for some s ∈ (X⊤int)
∗ .
It is left to the reader to check that (X⊤B , p
⊤
K) is an initial extension of the
Λ-algebra (XB, pK) introduced in Example 2.2.1.
Note that an element of X⊤list has either the form x1 · · · xn or the form
(x1 · · · xn)
⊥ , where n ≥ 0 and xj ∈ Z ∪ {⊥int} for j = 1, . . . , n . The
element x1 · · · xn describes a ‘real’ list with n components (although some
or all of these components may be ‘undefined’). The element (x1 · · · xn)
⊥ ,
on the other hand, should be thought of as a ‘partial’ list containing at least n
components, of which the first n components are ‘known’ to be x1, . . . , xn .
3.3 Regular bottomed algebras and the trace
In Section 3.2 we introduced a framework for dealing with ‘undefined’ and ‘partially
defined’ data objects. This involved bottomed extensions of the basic initial Λ-algebra
(XB, pK) . However, as it stands, this notion is much too general, and two conditions
will be imposed on the bottomed extensions to be actually used. In the present section
we look at the first of these conditions, which goes under the name of regularity .
A bottomed Λ-algebra (DB , fK) is said to be regular if for each β ∈ B and each
u ∈ Dβ \ {⊥β} there exists a unique κ ∈ Kβ and a unique element c ∈ dom(fκ)
such that fκ(c) = u . (This is a possible generalisation of the definition of a regular
Λ-algebra given in Section 2.3. However, it is not the generalisation which would make
the analogue of Proposition 2.3.2 hold.)
A bottomed extension (DB , fK) of (XB, pK) is now said to be regular if (DB , fK) is
a regular bottomed Λ-algebra. In particular, the flat extension of (XB, pK) is regular
(since (XB, pK) is a regular Λ-algebra). Moreover, by Propositions 3.2.2 and 3.2.6 each
initial extension of (XB, pK) is regular. Note that if (DB , fK) is a regular bottomed
extension of (XB, pK) then Dβ = Xβ∪{⊥β} must hold for each primitive type β ∈ B ,
and so in particular Dint = Z ∪ {⊥int} and Dbool = B ∪ {⊥bool} .
One reason why regularity is important has to do with the usual ‘case’ constructions
found in all modern functional programming languages. This was already seen implicitly
in Chapter 1: If (DB, fK) is a regular extension of (XB, pK) then, for example, given
a function sqshx : Dlist ×Dint ×Dlist → Dlist , it makes sense to define a function
sqsh : Dlist ×Dlist → Dlist by
sqsh (a, b) =
{
b if a = fNil(ε) ,
sqshx (d,m, b) if a 6= ⊥list and a = fCons(m, d) ,
⊥list if a = ⊥list .
More generally, consider θ ∈ B with Kθ finite and with κ of type Lκ → θ for each
κ ∈ Kθ . Let β ∈ B and suppose that for each κ ∈ Kθ a function h
κ : DLκ⋄ → Dβ has
been given. Now if (DB , fK) is a regular extension of (XB, pK) then it makes sense
to define a function h : Dθ → Dβ by
h(u) =
{
hκ(b) if u 6= ⊥θ and u = fκ(b) with κ ∈ Kθ and b ∈ D
Lκ
⋄
,
⊥β if u = ⊥θ .
This forms the basis for defining the case operators to be introduced in Section 5.3.
We now first present some general facts about regular bottomed Λ-algebras. Then we
introduce an initial bottomed extension (F ♭B ,⊙
♭
K) of the ground term algebra (FB,⊙K)
called the bottomed ground term algebra. This extension (F ♭B ,⊙
♭
K) will be used to
define what is called the trace of a bottomed Λ-algebra (DB, fK) . For a large class of
bottomed algebras the trace has an explicit finite description, and it will be thought of
as providing the information about (DB , fK) which can be used in practice. Finally,
we show that the trace is essentially a complete invariant for minimal regular bottomed
Λ-algebras.
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If (DB, fK) is a bottomed Λ-algebra then the family CK given by
Cκ = { c ∈ dom(fκ) : fκ(c) 6= ⊥β }
for each κ ∈ Kβ will be called the core of (DB , fK) . In particular, if (DB , fK) is
initial then Cκ = dom(fκ) for each κ ∈ K , and the core of the flat extension of
(XB, pK) is the family CK with Cκ = dom(pκ) for each κ ∈ K . Regularity can be
expressed in terms of the core as follows:
Lemma 3.3.1 Let CK be the core of the bottomed Λ-algebra (DB , fK) . Then
(DB , fK) is regular if and only if the following three conditions hold:
(1) The restriction of fκ to Cκ is injective for each κ ∈ K .
(2) For each β ∈ B the sets fκ(Cκ) , κ ∈ Kβ , are disjoint subsets of Dβ .
(3)
⋃
κ∈Kβ
fκ(Cκ) = Dβ \ {⊥β} for each β ∈ K .
Proof Assume first that (1), (2) and (3) hold. Let β ∈ B and u ∈ Dβ \ {⊥β} ; by
(3) there then exists κ ∈ Kβ and c ∈ Cκ such that fκ(c) = u . Suppose also that
u = fκ′(c
′) with κ′ ∈ Kβ and c
′ ∈ dom(fκ′) ; then c
′ ∈ Cκ′ (since u 6= ⊥β ), hence
u ∈ fκ(Cκ) ∩ fκ′(Cκ′) and by (2) this is only possible if κ
′ = κ . Moreover, by (1) it
now follows that c′ = c , and therefore (DB , fK) is regular.
Assume conversely that (DB , fK) is regular. Let β ∈ B , κ1, κ2 ∈ Kβ and c1 ∈ Cκ1 ,
c2 ∈ Cκ2 with fκ1(c1) = fκ2(c2) . Then fκ1(c1) 6= ⊥β and therefore κ1 = κ2 and
c1 = c2 . This shows that (1) and (2) hold. Moreover, Dβ \ {⊥β} ⊂
⋃
κ∈Kβ
Im(fκ)
for each β ∈ B and hence by the definition of CK (3) holds.
Note that by Proposition 3.2.2 condition (3) in Lemma 3.3.1 holds automatically for a
minimal bottomed Λ-algebra, which leads to the following observation: Let (D′B , f
′
K)
be an extension of a bottomed Λ-algebra (DB , fK) , considered as a bottomed Λ-algebra
in the obvious way, and suppose (D′B , f
′
K) is regular. Then in general this does not
imply that (DB , fK) is regular. However, (DB , fK) will be regular if it is minimal
(since conditions (1) and (2) in Lemma 3.3.1 are inherited by (DB , fK) ).
A regular bottomed Λ-algebra (DB, fK) will be called fully regular if ⊥β /∈ Im(fκ) for
each κ ∈ Kβ , β ∈ B . Thus a regular bottomed Λ-algebra (DB, fK) is fully regular if
and only if its core CK is maximal, i.e., if and only if Cκ = dom(fκ) for each κ ∈ K .
Proposition 3.3.1 An initial bottomed Λ-algebra is fully regular. Conversely, a fully
regular bottomed Λ-algebra is initial if and only if it is minimal.
Proof This follows from Propositions 3.2.2 and 3.2.6.
Recall that in Section 3.1 we introduced the ground term algebra. This was a further
initial Λ-algebra (FB,⊙K) , and the unique isomorphism · B from (FB,⊙K) to
(XB, pK) is used to denote the basic data objects (i.e., the data object x ∈ Xβ can be
denoted by the unique element s ∈ Fβ with s β = x ).
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Now by Proposition 3.2.7 there exists an initial bottomed extension of (FB ,⊙K) (and,
moreover, any two such initial extensions are conjugate). Thus in what follows we can
suppose that an initial bottomed extension (F ♭B ,⊙
♭
K) of (FB,⊙K) has been chosen,
which will be called the bottomed ground term algebra. The bottom element of F ♭β will
be denoted by ♭β rather than ⊥β (and to be thought of as a name with which to refer
to the ‘undefined’ element ⊥β ).
Let (DB , fK) be a bottomed Λ-algebra, which is considered to be fixed for the rest
of the section. Then, since (F ♭B ,⊙
♭
K) is an initial bottomed Λ-algebra, there exists
a unique bottomed homomorphism · ⊥B : (F
♭
B ,⊙
♭
K) → (DB , fK) , i.e., the unique
homomorphism from (F ♭B,⊙
♭
K) to (DB , fK) with ♭β
⊥
β = ⊥β for each β ∈ B . In
particular, if (DB , fK) is a bottomed extension of (XB, pK) then by Proposition 2.5.2
· ⊥B is an extension of · B , i.e., s
⊥
β = s β for all s ∈ Fβ , β ∈ B .
Proposition 3.3.2 (1) The family · ⊥B is surjective (i.e., ·
⊥
β : F
♭
β → Dβ is
surjective for each β ∈ B ) if and only if (DB, fK) is minimal.
(2) If (DB , fK) is fully regular then the family ·
⊥
B is injective, i.e., the mapping
· ⊥β : F
♭
β → Dβ is injective for each β ∈ B .
(3) The family · ⊥B is an isomorphism if and only if (DB , fK) is initial.
Proof (1) For each β ∈ B let D′β = F
♭
β
⊥
β ; then ⊥β ∈ D
′
β for each β ∈ B and,
as in Lemma 2.2.1 (1), D′B is invariant in (DB , fK) . Moreover, D
′
B is the minimal
such family: Let DoB be any family invariant in (DB, fK) and with ⊥β ∈ D
o
β for
each β ∈ B , and for each β ∈ B let F oβ = { s ∈ F
♭
β : s
⊥
β ∈ D
o
β } . Then ♭β ∈ F
o
β
and, as in Lemma 2.2.1 (2), F oB is invariant in (F
♭
B,⊙
♭
K) ; thus F
o
B = F
♭
B (since by
Proposition 3.2.6 (F ♭B,⊙
♭
K) is a minimal extension of (FB,⊙K) ). Hence D
′
B ⊂ D
o
B .
From this it follows that · ⊥B is surjective if and only if (DB, fK) is minimal.
(3) This is clear.
(2) Let (DˆB , fˆK) be the minimal bottomed subalgebra of (DB , fK) . Then (DˆB , fˆK)
is a minimal fully regular and thus an initial bottomed Λ-algebra. Therefore by (3)
· ⊥B must also be an isomorphism from (F
♭
B,⊙
♭
K) to (DˆB , fˆK) . In particular, the
mapping · ⊥β : F
♭
β → Dβ is injective for each β ∈ B .
Proposition 3.3.3 Suppose (DB , fK) is a regular extension of (XB, pK) . Then
{ s ∈ F ♭β : s
⊥
β ∈ Xβ } = Fβ
for each β ∈ B .
Proof It has already been noted that · ⊥B is an extension of · B , which implies
that s ⊥β ∈ Xβ for each s ∈ Fβ (and this holds even if (DB , fK) is not regular). For
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the converse consider the family F` ♭B with F`
♭
B ⊂ F
♭
B given by
F` ♭β = Fβ ∪ { s ∈ F
♭
β \ Fβ : s
⊥
β ∈ Dβ \Xβ }
for each β ∈ B . If κ ∈ K is of type ∅ → β then ⊙♭κ(ε) = ⊙κ(ε) ∈ Fβ ⊂ F`
♭
β .
Now let κ ∈ K be of type L → β with L 6= ∅ and let a ∈ (F` ♭
⋄
)L , i.e., a(η) ∈ F` ♭η
for each η ∈ L . Suppose ⊙♭κ(a)
⊥
β = fκ(( a
⊥
⋄ )
L) ∈ Xβ . Then, since (DB , fK) is
regular, it follows that ( a ⊥
⋄
)L ∈ XL
⋄
, i.e., a(η) η ∈ Xη for each η ∈ L . But then
by assumption a(η) ∈ Fη for each η ∈ L and thus ⊙
♭
κ(a) = ⊙κ(a) ∈ Fβ . This shows
that ⊙♭κ(a) ∈ F`
♭
β , and hence that the family F`
♭
B is invariant in (F
♭
B ,⊙
♭
K) . But clearly
♭β ∈ F`
♭
β for each β ∈ B and so by Proposition 3.2.6 F`
♭
B = F
♭
B . From this it follows
that s ⊥β ∈ Dβ \Xβ for all s ∈ F
♭
β \ Fβ .
Lemma 3.3.2 If (DB , fK) is the flat extension of (XB, pK) then
s ⊥β =
{
s β if s ∈ Fβ ,
⊥β if s ∈ F
♭
β \ Fβ .
Proof This follows immediately from Proposition 3.3.3 and the fact that · ⊥B is an
extension of · B .
We now define a family RB ⊂ F
♭
B , called the trace of (DB , fK) , by putting
Rβ = { s ∈ F
♭
β : s
⊥
β 6= ⊥β }
for each β ∈ B . Thus in fact Rβ ⊂ F
♭
β \ { ♭β} for each β ∈ B and, moreover,
FB ⊂ RB whenever (DB , fK) is a bottomed extension of (XB, pK) .
If (DB , fK) is the flat extension of (XB, pK) then by Lemma 3.3.2 RB = FB , and if
(DB , fK) is fully regular then Proposition 3.3.2 (2) implies that Rβ = F
♭
β \ { ♭β} for
each β ∈ B . The trace is thus minimal for the flat extension and maximal for a fully
regular algebra. In the following section a class of bottomed algebras will be introduced
(including the flat extension and the fully regular algebras) for which the trace can be
computed explictly.
As already indicated, we regard the trace RB as providing the only information about
the bottomed extension (DB , fK) which can be used in practice (for example, in the
algorithm for computing values to be introduced in Section 7.3). This point-of-view
may seem somewhat arbitrary; however, it turns out that, at least for the purposes of
this study, the trace does contains all the information we need. Moreover, it emphasises
the fact that, in practice, the information which can be used about (DB , fK) must
have some kind of finite description.
The final result of this section shows that the trace is essentially a complete invariant
for minimal regular bottomed Λ-algebras.
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Proposition 3.3.4 Minimal regular bottomed Λ-algebras are isomorphic if and only
if they have the same trace. In particular, minimal regular extensions of (XB, pK) are
conjugate if and only if they have the same trace.
Proof It is clear that isomorphic bottomed Λ-algebras have the same trace. To prepare
for the converse a couple of lemmas are needed. In the following let (DB , fK) be a
minimal regular bottomed Λ-algebra with core CK .
Lemma 3.3.3 There exists a unique family of mappings #B with #β : Dβ → N for
each β ∈ B such that #β(⊥β) = 0 for each β ∈ B , #β(fκ(ε)) = 0 whenever κ ∈ K
is of type ∅→ β and such that
#β(fκ(c)) = 1 + max{#η(c(η)) : η ∈ L }
for all c ∈ DL⋄ whenever κ ∈ K is of type L→ β with L 6= ∅ .
Proof This is, with the obvious modifications, essentially the same as the proof of
Lemma 2.3.5.
Lemma 3.3.4 There exists a unique family of mappings ̺B with ̺β : Dβ → F
♭
β for
each β ∈ B such that ̺β(⊥β) = ♭β and if κ ∈ K is of type L→ β then
̺β(fκ(c)) = ⊙
♭
κ(̺
L
⋄ (c))
for all c ∈ Cκ . Moreover, ̺β(u)
⊥
β = u for all u ∈ Dβ , β ∈ B .
Proof Let #B be the family of mappings given by Lemma 3.3.3 and for each β ∈ B ,
m ∈ N let Dmβ = { u ∈ Dβ : #β(u) = m } . Define ̺β on D
m
β for each β ∈ B using
induction on m . If u ∈ D0β then either u = ⊥β , in which case put ̺β(u) = ♭β , or
there exists a unique κ ∈ K of type ∅ → β with u = fκ(ε) , and in this case put
̺β(u) = ⊙
♭
κ(ε) . Now let m > 0 and suppose ̺θ is already defined on D
k
θ for each
θ ∈ B and for all k < m . Let u ∈ Dmβ (so in particular u 6= ⊥β ); then there exists
a unique κ ∈ K of type L → β for some L 6= ∅ and a unique element c ∈ Cκ such
that u = fκ(c) . Moreover, c(η) ∈ D
mη
η for some mη with mη < m , which means
that ̺η(c(η)) is already defined for each η ∈ L . It thus makes sense to put
̺β(u) = ⊙
♭
β(̺
L
⋄ (c))
(where of course ̺L
⋄
(c) is the element c′ ∈ (F ♭
⋄
)L with c′(η) = ̺η(c(η)) for each
η ∈ L ). In this way ̺β is defined on D
m
β for each m ∈ N and the family ̺B has the
required property by construction. The uniqueness of the family ̺B also follows using
induction on m .
Finally, for each β ∈ B let D′β = { u ∈ Dβ : ̺β(u)
⊥
β = u } ; then ⊥β ∈ D
′
β for each
β ∈ B and the family D′B is invariant. (Let κ ∈ K be of type L→ β and let c ∈ D
L
⋄
with c(η) ∈ D′η for each η ∈ L ; put u = fκ(c) . If u = ⊥β then u ∈ D
′
β holds
trivially. On the other hand, if u 6= ⊥β then c ∈ Cκ ; in this case ̺β(u) = ⊙
♭
κ(̺
L
⋄
(c))
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and hence, since ̺η(c(η))
⊥
η = c(η) for each η ∈ L and so by Lemma 2.1.1 (2)
( ̺L
⋄
(c) ⊥
⋄
)L = c , it follows that
̺β(u)
⊥
β = ⊙
♭
κ(̺
L
⋄
(c)) ⊥β = fκ(( ̺
L
⋄
(c) ⊥
⋄
)L) = fκ(c) = u .
Therefore in both cases u ∈ D′β .) But (DB , fK) is minimal and thus D
′
B = DB , i.e.,
̺β(u)
⊥
β = u for all u ∈ Dβ , β ∈ B .
Now consider a minimal regular bottomed Λ-algebra (D′B , f
′
K) having the same trace
as (DB , fK) and denote by πB the unique bottomed homomorphism from (F
♭
B,⊙
♭
K)
to (D′B, f
′
K) .
Lemma 3.3.5 Let ̺B : DB → F
♭
B be the family defined in Lemma 3.3.4. Then
ωB = πB ̺B is a bottomed homomorphism from (DB , fK) to (D
′
B , f
′
K) .
Proof Clearly ωβ(⊥β) = ⊥β for each β ∈ B . Let κ ∈ K be of type L → β and
c ∈ DL
⋄
. Then by Lemma 2.1.1 (2)
f ′κ(ω
L
⋄ (c)) = f
′
κ(π
L
⋄ (̺
L
⋄ (c))) = πβ(⊙
♭
κ(̺
L
⋄ (c))) .
Now if c ∈ Cκ then ωβ(fκ(c)) = πβ(̺β(fκ(c))) = πβ(⊙
♭
κ(̺
L
⋄
(c))) , and hence in this
case ωβ(fκ(c)) = f
′
κ(ω
L
⋄
(c)) . On the other hand, if c /∈ Cκ then ̺η(c(η))
⊥
η = c(η)
for each η ∈ L and so by Lemma 2.1.1 (2) ( ̺L
⋄
(c) ⊥
⋄
)L = c , thus
⊙♭κ(̺
L
⋄
(c)) ⊥β = fκ(( ̺
L
⋄
(c) ⊥
⋄
)L) = fκ(c) = ⊥β ,
which means that ⊙♭κ(̺
L
⋄
(c)) ∈ Rβ , where RB is the common trace of (DB, fK) and
(D′B , f
′
K) . Therefore it again follows that
f ′κ(ω
L
⋄
(c)) = πβ(⊙
♭
κ(̺
L
⋄
(c))) = ⊥β = ωβ(⊥β) = ωβ(fκ(c)) .
This shows that ωB is a bottomed homomorphism.
Let (DB , fK) and (D
′
B , f
′
K) be minimal regular bottomed Λ-algebras having the same
trace. By Lemma 3.3.5 there then exists a bottomed homomorphism ωB from (DB , fK)
to (D′B , f
′
K) and also a bottomed homomorphism ω
′
B from (D
′
B , f
′
K) to (DB, fK) .
By Proposition 2.2.1 ωB ω
′
B is then a bottomed homomorphism from (DB , fK) to
itself and the only such homomorphism is idB , i.e., ωB ω
′
B = idB . In the same way
ω′B ωB = id
′
B , and hence ωB is a bottomed isomorphism, i.e., (DB , fK) and (D
′
B , f
′
K)
are isomorphic. This completes the proof of Proposition 3.3.4.
3.4 Cored bottomed algebras
In this section some simple classes of bottomed Λ-algebras are introduced which can
be seen as generalising the flat extension and the fully regular algebras. They provide
examples of regular bottomed Λ-algebras for which the trace has an explicit description.
For each β ∈ B let ♮β be an element different from ♭β and put Hβ = {♭β, ♮β} ; Hβ is
considered as a bottomed set with bottom element ♭β . If L is a B-typed set then ♮
L
will denote the element of HL
⋄
defined by ♮L(η) = ♮η for each η ∈ L . Let (HB, ⋄K)
be a Λ-algebra; then (HB, ⋄K) is called a core type if ⋄κ(♮
L) = ♮β whenever κ ∈ K
is of type L→ β . In particular, ⋄κ(ε) = ♮β whenever κ is of type ∅ → β for some
β ∈ B .
In practice the set of constructor names in K which do not have a type of the form
∅→ β will always be finite, and in this case a core type is essentially a finite object.
Now let (DK , fK) be a bottomed Λ-algebra and for each β ∈ B define a mapping
εβ : Dβ → Hβ by putting
εβ(u) =
{
♮β if u 6= ⊥β ,
♭β if u = ⊥β .
Let (HB, ⋄K) be a core type; then (DB , fK) is said to be (HB, ⋄K)-cored if the family
εB is actually a homomorphism (and thus a bottomed homomorphism) from (DB , fK)
to (HB, ⋄K) . In other words, this means that
εβ(fκ(c)) = ⋄κ(ε
L
⋄
(c))
must hold for all c ∈ DL⋄ whenever κ ∈ K is of type L → β . Thus whether or not
fκ(c) 6= ⊥β holds is completely determined by ⋄κ and the set { η ∈ L : c(η) 6= ⊥η } .
A bottomed extension (DB, fK) of (XB, pK) is now said to be (HB, ⋄K)-cored if
(DB , fK) is an (HB, ⋄K)-cored bottomed Λ-algebra. Note that such an extension can
be (HB, ⋄K)-cored for at most one core type (HB, ⋄K) : This follows since the signature
Λ is assumed to be pervasive and hence Xβ 6= ∅ for each β ∈ B .
The class of those bottomed Λ-algebras which are (HB, ⋄K)-cored for some core type
(HB, ⋄K) includes each fully regular bottomed Λ-algebra and the flat extension of
(XB, pK) : For each κ ∈ K of type L → β let ⋄
⊤
κ : H
L
⋄ → Hβ be the mapping with
⋄⊤κ (c) = ♮β for all c ∈ H
L
⋄ , and let ⋄
⊥
κ : H
L
⋄ → Hβ be given by
⋄⊥κ (c) =
{
♮β if c = ♮
L ,
♭β otherwise.
Then (HB, ⋄
⊤
K) and (HB, ⋄
⊥
K) are both core types. Moreover, the flat extension is
(HB, ⋄
⊥
K)-cored and each fully regular bottomed Λ-algebra is (HB , ⋄
⊤
K)-cored.
Proposition 3.4.1 Let (HB, ⋄K) be a core type; then there is a unique isomorphism
class of minimal regular (HB , ⋄K)-cored bottomed Λ-algebras. Moreover, there is a
unique conjugacy class of minimal regular (HB, ⋄K)-cored extensions of (XB, pK) .
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Proof This is given at the end of the section.
The trace of an (HB , ⋄K)-cored bottomed Λ-algebra will now be considered. This turns
out to only depend on (HB , ⋄K) and it can be computed more-or-less explicitly. In
what follows let the core type (HB, ⋄K) be fixed. Since the bottomed ground term
algebra is initial there exists a unique bottomed homomorphism δ♭B from (F
♭
B,⊙
♭
K)
to (HB, ⋄K) , i.e., δ
♭
B : (F
♭
B,⊙
♭
K) → (HB, ⋄K) is the unique homomorphism such that
δ♭β( ♭β) = ♭β for each β ∈ B .
Proposition 3.4.2 Suppose that (DB , fK) is (HB, ⋄K)-cored. Then
δ♭B = εB ·
⊥
B ,
i.e., δ♭β(s) = εβ( s
⊥
β ) for all s ∈ F
♭
β , β ∈ B . In particular, if RB is the trace of
(DB , fK) then Rβ = { s ∈ F
♭
β : δ
♭
β(s) = ♮β } for each β ∈ B .
Proof By Proposition 2.2.1 εB ·
⊥
B is a homomorphism from (F
♭
B,⊙
♭
K) to (HB, ⋄K)
and by definition εβ( ♭β
⊥
β ) = ♭β for each β ∈ B . But δ
♭
B is the unique such
homomorphism and therefore δ♭B = εB ·
⊥
B .
Proposition 3.4.2 implies that if (DB , fK) is (HB, ⋄K)-cored then the trace of (DB , fK)
is determined by (HB, ⋄K) . In fact, more explicitly, the following holds:
Proposition 3.4.3 There is a unique family RB ⊂ F
♭
B satisfying the following:
(1) ♭β /∈ Rβ for each β ∈ B .
(2) If κ ∈ K is of type ∅→ β for some β ∈ B then ⊙♭κ(ε) ∈ Rβ .
(3) If κ ∈ K is of type L→ β with L 6= ∅ and c ∈ (F ♭
⋄
)L then ⊙♭κ(c) ∈ Rβ if and
only if ⋄κ(b) = ♮β , where b ∈ H
L
⋄ is given by
b(η) =
{
♮βj if c(η) ∈ Rη ,
♭η otherwise.
Moreover, RB is the trace of each (HB , ⋄K)-cored bottomed Λ-algebra.
Proof For each β ∈ B let Rβ = { s ∈ F
♭
β : δ
♭
β(s) = ♮β } ; then the definition of the
family δ♭B implies that RB satisfies (1), (2) and (3). Moreover, by Proposition 3.4.2
RB is the trace of each (HB, ⋄K)-cored bottomed Λ-algebra. It thus remains to show
that RB is the unique family satisfying these conditions and this easily follows from
the uniqueness of the homomorphism δ♭B .
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Proposition 3.4.3 can be used as the basis for an explicit algorithm for determining
whether a given element of F ♭β is in Rβ or not.
The core types which occur in practice (such as (HB, ⋄
⊥
K) and (HB, ⋄
⊤
K) ) all have
the additional property of being monotone: Let (HB, ⋄K) be a core type and for each
β ∈ B let ≤β be the partial order defined on the set Hβ = {♭β , ♮β} by requiring
that ♭β ≤β ♮β . Let κ ∈ K be of type L → β ; then ⋄κ : H
L
⋄ → Hβ is monotone if
⋄κ(b) ≤β ⋄κ(b
′) whenever b, b′ ∈ HL
⋄
are such that b ≤L b′ , where b ≤L b′ if and only
if b(η) ≤η b
′(η) for each η ∈ L . The core type (HB, ⋄K) is then said to be monotone if
⋄κ is monotone for each κ ∈ K . In particular the core types (HB, ⋄
⊥
K) and (HB, ⋄
⊤
K)
are monotone.
In the next section we introduce the second of the two conditions to be imposed on
the bottomed extensions (in addition to regularity). This is called monotonicity and
it plays a crucial role in Chapter 4. The following result shows that if (DB , fK) is
(HB, ⋄K)-cored for some monotone core type (HB, ⋄K) then (DB , fK) has a property
called structural monotonicity and, as will be seen in Section 3.5, it turns out that this
property is stronger than that of being monotone.
A bottomed Λ-algebra (DB , fK) is called structurally monotone if whenever (YB, qK)
is a Λ-algebra and πB and π
′
B are homomorphisms from (YB , qK) to (DB , fK) then
the family Y ′B given by
Y ′β = { y ∈ Yβ : π
′
β(y) = ⊥β whenever πβ(y) = ⊥β }
for each β ∈ B is invariant in (YB, qK) .
Proposition 3.4.4 Suppose that (DB, fK) is (HB, ⋄K)-cored for some monotone
core type (HB, ⋄K) . Then (DB , fK) is structurally monotone.
Proof Let (YB, qK) be a Λ-algebra, let πB and π
′
B be homomorphisms from (YB, qK)
to (DB, fK) , and define a family Y
′
B with Y
′
B ⊂ YB by letting
Y ′β = { y ∈ Yβ : π
′
β(y) = ⊥β whenever πβ(y) = ⊥β }
for each β ∈ B . Note that if u ∈ Dβ then u = ⊥β if and only if εβ(u) = ♭β , thus
Y ′β = { y ∈ Yβ : εβ(π
′
β(y)) ≤β εβ(πβ(y)) } .
If κ ∈ K is of type ∅ → β then πβ(qκ(ε)) = fκ(ε) 6= ⊥β , and so qκ(ε) is trivially
an element of Y ′β . Thus consider κ ∈ K of type L→ β with L 6= ∅ and let c ∈ Y
L
⋄
with c(η) ∈ Y ′η for each η ∈ L . Then εη(π
′
η(c(η))) ≤η εη(πη(c(η))) for each η ∈ L ,
which implies that
εβ(π
′
β(qκ(c))) = εβ(fκ((π
′
⋄
)L(c))) = ⋄κ(ε
L
⋄
((π′
⋄
)L(c)))
≤β ⋄κ(ε
L
⋄
(πL
⋄
(c))) = εβ(fκ(π
L
⋄
(c))) = εβ(πβ(qκ(c))) ,
and therefore qκ(c) ∈ Y
′
β . This shows the family Y
′
B is invariant in (YB, qK) and thus
that (DB , fK) is structurally monotone.
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Proposition 3.4.4 implies in particular that the flat extension of (XB, pK) as well as
any fully regular bottomed Λ-algebra is structurally monotone.
Besides (HB, ⋄
⊤
K) and (HB, ⋄
⊥
K) there is a further core type which should be mentioned.
If κ ∈ K is of type L→ β with L 6= ∅ then let ⋄cκ : H
L
⋄
→ Hβ be given by
⋄cκ(b) =
{
♮β if b(η) = ♮η for at least one η ∈ L ,
♭β otherwise,
and note that ⋄cκ is monotone. A type β ∈ B is called a product type if Kβ consists of
exactly one constructor name κ and κ is of type L → β with L containing at least
two elements and 〈η〉 6= β for each η ∈ L . (In the signature Λ in Example 2.2.1, for
instance, pair is a product type.) Now define a core type (HB, ⋄
′
K) by letting
⋄′κ =
{
⋄cκ if κ is the single constructor for some product type,
⋄⊤κ otherwise.
Then (HB, ⋄
′
K) is a monotone core type which is sometimes used instead of (HB, ⋄
⊤
K) ,
and the reason for perhaps preferring (HB, ⋄
′
K) to (HB , ⋄
⊤
K) will now be explained.
Let β ∈ B be a product type with Kβ = {κ} and with κ of type L → β . Then by
Proposition 2.3.2 the mapping pκ : X
L
⋄
→ Xβ is a bijection, and in most cases Xβ will
just taken to be XL⋄ (and hence the name product type). For simplicity suppose that
this has been done. Consider any regular extension (DB , fK) of (XB, pK) with core
CK , and note that Xβ = X
L
⋄ ⊂ Cκ . Then by Lemma 3.3.1 fκ maps Cκ bijectively
onto Dβ \ {⊥β} and thus, assuming ⊥β /∈ Cκ , Dβ can be identified with Cκ ∪{⊥β} .
Now if (DB , fK) is (HB, ⋄
⊤
K)-cored then Cκ = dom(fκ) = D
L
⋄
, which means that
Dβ = D
L
⋄
∪ {⊥β} . On the other hand, if (DB , fK) is (HB, ⋄
′
K)-cored then
Cκ = D
L
⋄ \ {⊥
L}
and hence Dβ = D
L
⋄
, provided ⊥L is identified with ⊥β . A reason for preferring
(HB, ⋄
′
K) to (HB, ⋄
⊥
K) is thus to obtain a more ‘natural’ bottomed product in this case.
Proof of Proposition 3.4.1 It is easily checked that a bottomed Λ-algebra which is
isomorphic to a (HB, ⋄K)-cored bottomed Λ-algebra is itself (HB, ⋄K)-cored. Thus by
Propositions 3.3.4 and 3.4.3 it is enough to show that there exists a minimal regular
(HB, ⋄K)-cored extension of (XB, pK) .
To establish this start with any initial bottomed extension (D˘B , f˘K) of (XB, pK)
(whose existence is guaranteed by Proposition 3.2.7) and let δB : (D˘B , f˘K)→ (HB, ⋄K)
be the unique homomorphism with δβ(⊥β) = ♭β for each β ∈ B . For each β ∈ B put
D′β = { u ∈ D˘β : δβ(u) = εβ(u) } ;
thus D′β = { u ∈ D˘β : δβ(u) = ♮β } ∪ {⊥β} , and in particular Xβ ⊂ D
′
β . For each
κ ∈ K of type L→ β define a mapping f ′κ : D˘
L
⋄
→ D˘β by
f ′κ(c) =
{
f˘κ(c) if f˘κ(c) ∈ D
′
β ,
⊥β otherwise.
If c ∈ XL
⋄
then f˘κ(c) = pκ(c) ∈ Xβ ⊂ D
′
β and therefore f
′
κ(c) = f˘κ(c) = pκ(c) , and
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thus (D˘B , f
′
K) is a Λ-algebra which is a bottomed extension of (XB, pK) . Moreover,
εβ(f
′
κ(c)) = δβ(f˘κ(c)) for all c ∈ D˘
L
⋄
whenever κ ∈ K is of type L→ β : If f˘κ(c) ∈ D
′
β
then f ′κ(c) = f˘κ(c) and so εβ(f
′
κ(c)) = εβ(f˘κ(c)) = δβ(f˘κ(c)) ; on the other hand, if
f˘κ(c) /∈ D
′
β then δβ(f˘κ(c)) = ♭β and hence δβ(f˘κ(c)) = εβ(⊥β) = εβ(f
′
β(v)) .
Let CK be the core of (D˘B, f
′
K) ; then the restriction of f
′
κ to Cκ is injective for each
κ ∈ K and f ′κ1(Cκ1) and f
′
κ2
(Cκ2) are disjoint subsets of D˘β whenever κ1, κ2 ∈ Kβ
with κ1 6= κ2 (since by Lemma 3.3.1 the corresponding statements hold for the family
f˘K if Cκ is replaced by dom(f˘κ) for each κ ∈ K ). In other words, conditions (1) and
(2) in Lemma 3.3.1 hold for (D˘B , f
′
K) . Now let (DˆB , fˆK) be the minimal bottomed
subalgebra of (D˘B , f
′
K) , so (DˆB, fˆK) is a minimal bottomed extension of (XB, pK) .
But if CˆK is the core of (DˆB , fˆK) then Cˆκ ⊂ Cκ for each κ ∈ K and hence conditions
(1) and (2) in Lemma 3.3.1 also hold for (DˆB, fˆK) . Therefore by Lemma 3.3.1 and
Proposition 3.2.2 (DˆB , fˆK) is regular.
Note that DˆB ⊂ D
′
B , since D
′
B is invariant (in (D˘B , f
′
K) ) and ⊥β ∈ D
′
β for each
β ∈ B , and hence δβ(u) = εβ(u) for all u ∈ Dˆβ , β ∈ B . Let κ ∈ K be of type
L→ β and c ∈ DˆL
⋄
. Then
⋄κ(ε
L
⋄ (c)) = ⋄κ(δ
L
⋄ (c)) = δβ(f˘κ(c)) = εβ(f
′
κ(c)) = εβ(fˆκ(c))
and this implies that (DˆB , fˆK) is (HB, ⋄K)-cored, i.e., (DˆB , fˆK) is a minimal regular
(HB, ⋄K)-cored extension of (XB, pK) .
3.5 Monotone bottomed algebras
We now introduce the second of the two conditions which the bottomed extensions
will be required to satisfy. This is called monotonicity and, although its definition is
somewhat technical, it is a simple matter to show (as will be done in Proposition 3.5.2)
that it is implied by structural monotonicity (as defined in the previous section). Thus
by Proposition 3.4.4 the flat extension of (XB, pK) and any fully regular bottomed
Λ-algebra is monotone.
Let (DB, fK) be a bottomed Λ-algebra. If J is a B-typed set, (ZB, rK) a J-free
Λ-algebra and b ∈ DJ
⋄
then πbB will denote the unique homomorphism from (ZB , rK)
to (DB , fK) such that π
b
η(η) = b(η) for all η ∈ J . (DB , fK) is said to be monotone
if whenever J is a B-typed set and (ZB , rK) is a J-free Λ-algebra and π
⊥J
β (z) 6= ⊥β
for some z ∈ Zβ then π
b
β(z) 6= ⊥β for all b ∈ D
J
⋄ . Here ⊥
J is the bottom element of
DJ
⋄
given by ⊥J (η) = ⊥η for each η ∈ J .
A bottomed extension (DB , fK) of (XB, pK) is now said to be monotone if (DB , fK)
is a monotone bottomed Λ-algebra.
Monotonicity as defined above is not particularly easy to work with, and so an equivalent
condition (to be called strong monotonicity) is now presented which turns out to be more
tractable.
Let (DB , fK) be a bottomed Λ-algebra, (YB, qK) be any Λ-algebra and let πB be a
homomorphism from (YB, qK) to (DB , fK) . We call the family UB ⊂ YB with
Uβ = { y ∈ Yβ : πβ(y) = ⊥β }
for each β ∈ B the kernel of πB , and then say that πB is fat bottomed if YB is the
only invariant family containing UB .
Now (DB , fK) is said to be strongly monotone if whenever (YB, qK) is a Λ-algebra
and π˘B : (YB , qK)→ (DB , fK) a fat bottomed homomorphism then the kernel U˘B of
π˘B is maximal in the sense that if πB : (YB, qK) → (DB , fK) is any homomorphism
with kernel UB then UB ⊂ U˘B .
Proposition 3.5.1 A strongly monotone bottomed Λ-algebra (DB , fK) is monotone.
Proof Let J be a B-typed set and (ZB , rK) a J-free Λ-algebra; denote the kernel of
the homomorphism π⊥
J
B : (ZB, rK) → (DB , fK) by U`B . Then π
⊥J
B is fat bottomed,
since Jβ = { η ∈ J : 〈η〉 = β } ⊂ U`β for each β ∈ B , and by Proposition 2.3.7 (ZB , rK)
is J-minimal. Thus if b ∈ DJ
⋄
and UB is the kernel of π
b
B then UB ⊂ U`B . But this
just means that π⊥
J
β (z) = ⊥β whenever π
b
β(z) = ⊥β , which shows that (DB , fK) is
monotone.
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Later it will be seen that the converse of Proposition 3.5.1 holds, i.e., that a monotone
bottomed Λ-algebra is also strongly monotone.
Recall that a bottomed Λ-algebra (DB, fK) is said to be structurally monotone if
whenever (YB, qK) is a Λ-algebra and πB and π
′
B are homomorphisms from (YB, qK)
to (DB, fK) then the family Y
′
B given by
Y ′β = { y ∈ Yβ : π
′
β(y) = ⊥β whenever πβ(y) = ⊥β }
for each β ∈ B is invariant in (YB, qK) .
Proposition 3.5.2 If (DB , fK) is structurally monotone then it is strongly monotone
(and thus also monotone).
Proof Let (YB, qK) be a Λ-algebra, let π˘B be a fat bottomed and πB an arbitrary
homomorphism from (YB, qK) to (DB , fK) . Put
Y ′β = { y ∈ Yβ : π˘β(y) = ⊥β whenever πβ(y) = ⊥β }
for each β ∈ B . Then Y ′B is invariant, since (DB, fK) is structurally monotone. But
if U˘B is the kernel of π˘B then clearly U˘B ⊂ Y
′
B , and hence Y
′
B = YB , since π˘B is
fat bottomed. Therefore if UB is the kernel of πB then UB ⊂ U˘B . This shows that
(DB , fK) is strongly monotone.
Propositions 3.4.4 and 3.5.2 imply that if (HB, ⋄K) is a monotone core type then any
(HB, ⋄K)-cored bottomed Λ-algebra is monotone. In particular, this means the flat
extension of (XB, pK) as well as any fully regular bottomed Λ-algebra is monotone.
On the following page two simple examples are presented which show that regularity
and monotonicity are independent concepts, i.e., they give a regular extension which is
not monotone and a monotone extension which is not regular.
We now begin preparing for the proof of the converse of Proposition 3.5.1. The general
construction involving free algebras given below is also needed several times later.
In what follows let (DB , fK) be a bottomed Λ-algebra and (YB, qK) be an arbitrary
Λ-algebra. For each β ∈ B let ≺β be a relation on the set Dβ ×Yβ , i.e., ≺β is just a
subset of Dβ×Yβ . As usual, however, infix notation will be employed here and u ≺β y
written to mean that (u, y) belongs to the relation ≺β . The family of relations ≺B is
said to be compatible if whenever κ ∈ K is of type L→ β and a ∈ Y L⋄ , u ∈ Dβ \{⊥β}
are such that u ≺β qκ(a) then there exists c ∈ D
L
⋄
with u = fκ(c) such that c≺
L
⋄
a ,
i.e., such that c(η) ≺η a(η) for each η ∈ L .
Let β ∈ B ; then y ∈ Yβ is said to be a base element if the set { u ∈ Dβ : u ≺β y }
contains at most the bottom element ⊥β , and the set of base elements of Yβ will be
denoted by Uβ . A compatible family ≺B is now said to be full if YB is the only
invariant family containing UB .
If J is a B-typed set and (ZB, rK) a J-free Λ-algebra then for each b ∈ Y
J
⋄
let ̺bB
denote the unique homomorphism from (ZB, rK) to (YB , qK) such that ̺
b
η(η) = b(η)
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Example 3.5.1 Let (X⊥B , p
⊥
K) be the flat extension of the Λ-algebra (XB, pK)
from Example 2.2.1 and define Λ-algebras (YB, qK) and (YB, q
′
K) by letting
Ynat = N ∪ {⊥nat,⊥
o
nat} with ⊥
o
nat /∈ N ∪ {⊥nat} ,
Yβ = X
⊥
β for all β ∈ B \ {nat} ,
qZero, q
′
Zero : I→ Ynat with qZero(ε) = q
′
Zero(ε) = 0 ,
qSucc : Ynat → Ynat with
qSucc(n) =


n+ 1 if n ∈ N ,
⊥nat if n = ⊥
o
nat ,
⊥onat if n = ⊥nat ,
q′Succ : Ynat → Ynat with
q′Succ(n) =
{
n+ 1 if n ∈ N ,
⊥onat if n ∈ {⊥nat,⊥
o
nat} ,
and with qκ = q
′
κ = p
⊥
κ for all κ ∈ K \ {Zero, Succ} .
Then (YB, qK) is clearly a minimal regular extension of (XB, pK) . However,
(YB, qK) is not monotone. To see this consider a B-typed set J = {n} with
n of type nat and let (ZB, rK) be any J-free Λ-algebra. Moreover, let z be
the element rSucc(n) of Znat and b ∈ Y
J
⋄ be such that b(n) = ⊥
o
nat . Then
πbnat(z) = qSucc(b(n)) = qSucc(⊥
o
nat) = ⊥nat but
π⊥
J
nat(z) = qSucc(⊥
J (n)) = qSucc(⊥nat) = ⊥
o
nat 6= ⊥nat .
On the other hand, (YB, q
′
K) is a minimal extension of (XB, pK) which is not
regular, since q′Succ(⊥nat) = q
′
Succ(⊥
o
nat) = ⊥
o
nat 6= ⊥nat . However, the
reader is left to show that (YB, q
′
K) is monotone. (This will later follow more
easily from Proposition 4.1.6.)
for each η ∈ L . Moreover, ωJB will denote the unique homomorphism from (ZB , rK)
to (DB , fK) such that ω
J
η (η) = ⊥η for each η ∈ L . (Thus, with the notation employed
above, ωJB = π
⊥J
B .)
Proposition 3.5.3 Suppose ≺B is a full compatible family. Then for each y ∈ Yβ
and each u ∈ Dβ with u ≺β y there exists a finite B-typed set J , a J-free Λ-algebra
(ZB, rK) , and elements z ∈ Zβ and b ∈ Y
J
⋄ such that ̺
b
β(z) = y and ω
J
β (z) = u .
Proof For each β ∈ B let Y`β be the set of those elements y ∈ Yβ for which the
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above statement holds (i.e., those y ∈ Yβ such that if u ∈ Dβ with u ≺β y then there
exists a finite B-typed set J , a J-free Λ-algebra (ZB, rK) , and elements z ∈ Zβ and
b ∈ Y J⋄ such that ̺
b
β(z) = y and ω
J
β (z) = u ). The aim is thus to show that Y`B = YB .
A basic remark: For each y ∈ Yβ there always exists a finite B-typed set J , a J-free
Λ-algebra (ZB, rK) and elements z ∈ Zβ and b ∈ Y
J
⋄
such that ̺bβ(z) = y and
ωJβ (z) = ⊥β . In fact, just let J = {η} with η of type β , let (ZB, rK) be any J-free
Λ-algebra, let b ∈ Y J
⋄
be the assignment given by b(η) = y and take z = η .
From the basic remark it immediately follows that UB ⊂ Y
′
B and thus, since the family
≺B is full, it is enough to show that the family Y
′
B is invariant in (YB, qK) .
It will be shown first that if κ ∈ K is of type ∅→ β then qκ(ε) ∈ Y
′
β . Thus consider
u ∈ Dβ with u ≺β qκ(ε) ; then either u = fκ(ε) or u = ⊥β (since the family ≺B is
compatible) and the latter is dealt with by the basic remark. But if u = fκ(ε) then take
any finite B-typed set J , any J-free Λ-algebra (ZB, rK) , any assignment b ∈ Y
J
⋄ and
put z = rκ(ε) ; then ̺
b
β(z) = ̺
b
β(rκ(ε)) = qκ(ε) and ω
J
β (z) = ω
J
β (rκ(ε)) = fκ(ε) = u .
Now let κ ∈ K be of type L→ β with L 6= ∅ and let a ∈ (Y ′⋄ )
L . The task on hand
is to show that qκ(a) ∈ Y
′
β and so, again making use of the basic remark, it is only
necessary to consider u ∈ Dβ\{⊥β} with u ≺β qκ(a) . In this case (since the family ≺B
is compatible) there exists c ∈ DL
⋄
with u = fκ(c) such that c≺
L
⋄
a . Then a(η) ∈ Y ′η
and c(η) ≺η a(η) for each η ∈ L , and hence there exists a finite B-typed set Jη , a
Jη-free Λ-algebra (Z
η
B , r
η
K) and elements zη ∈ Z
η
η and bη ∈ Y
Jη
⋄ with ̺
bη
η (zη) = a(η)
and ω
Jη
η (zη) = c(η) . Moreover, the sets Jη , η ∈ L , can be arranged to be disjoint
(by introducing duplicate variables if necessary). Put J =
⋃
η∈L Jη , considered as a
B-typed set in the obvious way and choose any J-free Λ-algebra (ZB, rK) ; let b ∈ Y
J
⋄
be the sum of the assignments bη , η ∈ L , i.e., b is given by b(ξ) = bη(ξ) for each
ξ ∈ Jη , η ∈ L . At this point the following somewhat technical fact is needed:
Lemma 3.5.1 There exists an assignment d ∈ ZL⋄ such that ̺
b
η(d(η)) = ̺
bη
η (zη)
and ωJη (d(η)) = ω
Jη
η (zη) for each η ∈ L .
Proof For each η ∈ L let ληB : (Z
η
B , r
η
K) → (ZB, rK) be the unique homomorphism
such that ληξ (ξ) = ξ for each ξ ∈ Jη (i.e., the homomorphism corresponding to the
assignment iη ∈ Z
Jη
⋄
given by iη(ξ) = ξ for each ξ ∈ Jη ). Define d ∈ Z
L
⋄
by putting
d(η) = ληη(zη) for each η ∈ L . Then it is easily checked (using the uniqueness in the
definition of ̺
bη
B ) that ̺
bη
B = ̺
b
B λ
η
B , and hence that ̺
b
η(d(η)) = ̺
bη
η (zη) for each
η ∈ L . In the same way ω
Jη
B = ω
J
B λ
η
B , thus ω
J
η (d(η)) = ω
Jη
η (zη) for each η ∈ L .
Let d ∈ ZL⋄ be the assignment in Lemma 3.5.1. Then ̺
b
η(d(η)) = ̺
bη
η (zη) = a(η)
and ωJη (d(η)) = ω
Jη
η (zη) = c(η) for each η ∈ L ; in other words, (̺
b
⋄
)L(d) = a and
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(ωJ
⋄
)L(d) = c . Now put z = rκ(d) ; then
̺bβ(z) = ̺
b
β(rκ(d)) = qκ((̺
b
⋄
)L(d)) = qκ(a)
and in the same way ωJβ (z) = fκ(c) = u , i.e., qκ(a) ∈ Y
′
β . This shows that the family
Y ′B is invariant in (YB, qK) , which completes the proof of Proposition 3.5.3.
The following corollary of Proposition 3.5.3 will be needed in Section 4.1:
Proposition 3.5.4 Suppose ≺B is a full compatible family. Let κ ∈ K be of type
L→ β and let c ∈ DL
⋄
, a ∈ Y L
⋄
with c≺L
⋄
a . Then there exists a finite B-typed set J ,
a J-free Λ-algebra (ZB, rK) , and elements z ∈ Zβ , b ∈ D
J
⋄
such that fκ(c) = ω
J
β (z)
and qκ(a) = ̺
b
β(z) .
Proof The case L = ∅ was already dealt with in the proof of Proposition 3.5.3, and
so it can be assumed that L 6= ∅ . Then c(η) ≺η a(η) for each η ∈ L and hence by
Proposition 3.5.3 there exists a finite B-typed set Jη , a Jη-free Λ-algebra (Z
η
B, r
η
K) ,
and elements zη ∈ Z
η
η and bη ∈ D
Jη
⋄ with ω
J
η (zη) = c(η) and ̺
bη
η (zη) = a(η) . The
proof is now exactly the same as in the proof of Proposition 3.5.3: Again it can be
supposed that the sets Jη , η ∈ L , are disjoint, put J =
⋃
η∈L Jη , let (ZB , rK) be any
J-free Λ-algebra and b ∈ DJ
⋄
be the sum of the assignments bη , η ∈ L . Moreover,
take the same assignment d ∈ ZL
⋄
given by Lemma 3.5.1 and put z = rκ(d) , and as
before it follows that fκ(c) = ω
J
β (z) and qκ(a) = ̺
b
β(z) .
The next result is a special case of Proposition 3.5.3 and is the key to proving the
converse of Proposition 3.5.1.
Lemma 3.5.2 Let π˘B and πB be homomorphisms from (YB, qK) to (DB , fK) with
π˘B fat bottomed. Then for each y ∈ Yβ there exists a finite B-typed set J , a J-free
Λ-algebra (ZB , rK) , and elements z ∈ Zβ and b ∈ D
J
⋄
such that πβ(y) = π
b
β(z) and
π˘β(y) = π
⊥J
β (z) .
Proof For each β ∈ B define a relation ≺β on Dβ × Yβ by stipulating that u ≺β y
if and only if u = π˘β(y) . Consider κ ∈ K of type L → β and let a ∈ Y
L
⋄
, u ∈ Dβ
be such that u ≺β qκ(a) . Then u = π˘β(qκ(a)) = fκ(c) with c = π˘
L
⋄ (a) , and so
c(η) = π˘η(a(η)) for each η ∈ L , i.e., c≺
L
⋄ a , which means the family of relations ≺B is
compatible. Moreover, y ∈ Yβ is a base element if and only if π˘β(y) = ⊥β , and hence
the set of base elements of Yβ is just U˘β , where U˘B is the kernel of π˘B . This implies
that ≺B is full, since π˘B is fat bottomed. Let y ∈ Yβ ; then by Proposition 3.5.3 there
exists a finite B-typed set J , a J-free Λ-algebra (ZB, rK) , and elements z ∈ Zβ and
b′ ∈ Y J
⋄
such that ̺b
′
β (z) = y and π
⊥J
β (z) = ω
J
β (z) = π˘β(y) . Now let b ∈ D
J
⋄
be the
assignment given by b(η) = πη(b
′(η)) for each η ∈ L . Then clearly πbB = πB ̺
b′
B , and
therefore πbβ(z) = πβ(̺
b′
β (z)) = πβ(y) .
Proposition 3.5.5 A monotone bottomed Λ-algebra (DB , fK) is strongly monotone.
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Proof This follows immediately from Lemma 3.5.2.
The proof of Proposition 3.5.5 shows that in the definition of being monotone it would
not change anything if the B-typed sets were restricted to being finite.
Proposition 3.5.6 A bottomed Λ-algebra possessing a monotone extension is itself
monotone.
Proof Note that if πB : (YB, qK) → (DB , fK) is a homomorphism and (D
′
B, f
′
K) is
an extension of (DB, fK) , and if πB , considered as a homomorphism from (YB, qK)
to (D′B, f
′
K) , is denoted by π
′
B then π
′
B and πB have the same kernel (and so in
particular π′B is fat bottomed if and only if πB is). The result thus follows from the
equivalence of monotonicity and strong monotonicity.
3.6 Notes
The form of the basic data objects (i.e., given by the family of sets in an initial algebra)
corresponds to that occurring in the functional programming languages this study is
trying to explain. It could be objected that what is also required are data types obtained
through equivalence relations defined on initial algebras. For example, this is necessary
in order to implement the rational numbers. However, the implementation of such data
types has been left to the user, who must make do with data types without equivalence
relations and then check that all the functions he or she defines actually respect the
equivalence relation specifying the intended data type.
The concept of a bottomed extension has been introduced to give a framework which
covers both ‘lazy’ and ‘eager’ programming languages (and also everything between
these two extremes). The condition of regularity is exactly what is needed for the ‘case’
operators to make sense.
David Turner’s language Miranda (see Turner (1985)) uses the monotone core type
(HB, ⋄
′
K) introduced in Section 3.4, whereas Haskell and most other ‘lazy’ languages
use (HB, ⋄
⊤
K) . The expression fat bottomed occurring in the definition of monotonicity
is taken of course from Queen (1978).
Chapter 4 Completion of bottomed extensions
In Chapter 3 a framework was introduced for specifying data objects. This involved
starting with a ground signature Λ (whose choice depends on the application at hand)
and then fixing an initial Λ-algebra (XB, pK) to describe the basic data objects. A
bottomed extension (DB , fK) of (XB, fK) was then chosen in order to specify which
‘undefined’ and ‘partially defined’ data objects are to be allowed. From now on it will
always be assumed that (DB , fK) is monotone and regular (for reasons which should
become more apparent in the present and the following chapter).
Now it is often convenient, and even necessary, to also consider ‘infinite’ data objects.
Such an object can be thought of as representing the limit of some infinite process (for
example, a process which produces a new data element at each step), and so they will
be typically involved in the description of calculations which continue to produce new
data without ever terminating. Moreover, there are also purely mathematical reasons
for including a ‘correct’ set of limiting objects, since this results in a set-up which is
easier to deal with (in the same way that real analysis, i.e., analysis done over the real
numbers R , is usually much simpler than rational analysis, i.e., analysis done over the
rational numbers Q ).
The ‘infinite’ data objects which will occur in this study are described with the help of
complete posets (i.e., complete partially ordered sets); these are studied in Section 4.2.
The complete posets which will be used arise as initial (or ideal) completions, and so in
Section 4.3 it is shown how to construct the initial completion of a arbitrary poset.
Recall that a partially ordered set (or poset) is a pair (Y,⊑) consisting of a non-empty
set Y and a partial order ⊑ on Y , i.e., ⊑ is a binary relation ⊑ on Y satisfying:
(1) y ⊑ y for all y ∈ Y .
(2) If y1 ⊑ y2 and y2 ⊑ y1 then y1 = y2 .
(3) If y1 ⊑ y2 and y2 ⊑ y3 then y1 ⊑ y3 .
(In other words, the relation ⊑ is reflexive, anti-symmetric and transitive.) It is usual,
however, to just write Y instead of (Y,⊑) and to assume ⊑ can be determined from
the context.
How posets come into the picture at all is explained in Section 4.1. There it is shown
that if (DB , fK) is a regular bottomed Λ-algebra then for each β ∈ B there exists
a partial order ⊑β on the set Dβ such that u ⊑β u
′ can be sensibly interpreted as
meaning that u is ‘less-defined’ than u′ . More precisely, a family of partial orders ⊑B
is said to be an ordering associated with (DB , fK) if the following two conditions hold:
(1) Dβ is a bottomed poset with bottom element ⊥β , i.e., with ⊥β ⊑β u for each
u ∈ Dβ .
(2) If κ, κ′ ∈ Kβ and c ∈ Cκ , c
′ ∈ Cκ′ then fκ(c) ⊑β fκ′(c
′) if and only if κ = κ′
and c ⊑κ c
′ .
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Here CK is the core of (DB , fK) and ⊑κ is the appropriate ‘product’ partial order on
dom(fκ) . (More precisely, if κ is of type L→ β then ⊑κ is just the partial order ⊑
L
⋄
on DL
⋄
.) In Proposition 4.1.2 it is shown that there exists an ordering associated with
(DB , fK) . Moreover, if (DB, fK) is also minimal then it turns out that this associated
ordering is unique.
An associated ordering ⊑B is said to be monotone if the mappings fκ , κ ∈ K , are
monotone with respect to ⊑B , i.e., if κ ∈ K is of type L → β and c, c
′ ∈ DL
⋄
with
c ⊑κ c
′ then fκ(c) ⊑β fκ(c
′) . Now, although it might be expected that an associated
ordering is automatically monotone, this is not the case. However, Proposition 4.1.5
states that if (DB , fK) is a minimal monotone regular bottomed Λ-algebra then the
(unique) associated ordering ⊑B is monotone.
The results of Sections 4.2 and 4.3 are applied in Section 4.4, where the initial completion
of a Λ-algebra is defined. More precisely, if (YB, qK) is a monotone regular extension
of (XB, pK) and ⊑B is an associated ordering which is monotone then Yβ is regarded
as a poset with the partial order ⊑β for each β ∈ B . The initial completion of
(YB, qK) is then a Λ-algebra (DB , fK) in which Dβ is an initial completion of the
poset Yβ for each β ∈ B and such that fκ is the unique continuous extension of qκ
for each κ ∈ K . Proposition 4.3.2 states that an initial completion (DB , fK) exists,
and Proposition 4.4.1 implies it is, in the appropriate sense, unique. Moreover, by
Proposition 4.4.2 (DB , fK) is then a monotone regular extension of (XB, pK) , and
the partial orders occurring in the completion constitute an ordering associated with
(DB , fK) which is monotone.
The results of this chapter can be applied to give the following ‘canonical’ procedure
for obtaining a complete bottomed extension (DB, fK) of (XB, pK) :
1. Start by choosing a minimal monotone regular extension (YB, qK) of (XB, pK) :
Proposition 3.3.4 implies that such an extension is essentially uniquely determined
by its trace.
2. By Proposition 4.1.2 there is then a unique ordering ⊑B associated with (YB , qK) ,
which by Proposition 4.1.5 is monotone.
3. Next let (DB , fK) be an initial completion of (YB , qK) : The existence of such a
completion is guaranteed by Proposition 4.3.2, and Proposition 4.4.1 implies that is
is essentially unique.
4. By Proposition 4.4.2 (DB , fK) is then a monotone regular extension of (XB, pK) .
Moreover, it follows that (DB , fK) has the same trace as (YB, qK) , which implies
that (DB , fK) is essentially uniquely determined by this trace.
4.1 Associated orderings for regular extensions
In this section it is shown that if (DB, fK) is a regular bottomed Λ-algebra then for
each β ∈ B there exists a partial order ⊑β on the set Dβ such that u ⊑β u
′ can be
sensibly interpreted as meaning that u is ‘less-defined’ than u′ . Moreover, if (DB , fK)
is also minimal then it turns out that this family ⊑B of partial orders is unique.
First some notation and conventions concerning partial orders must be fixed. As already
mentioned, if (Y,⊑) is a poset then it is usual to just write Y instead of (Y,⊑) and
to assume that ⊑ can be determined from the context. Something like ‘ Y is a poset
with partial order ⊑ ’ or ‘⊑ is the partial order on Y ’ can be employed when it is
necessary to refer to the partial order explicitly. It is useful to consider the set I as a
poset (naturally with respect to the unique partial order on I ).
Let Y be a poset with partial order ⊑ ; then there can be at most one element ⊥Y ∈ Y
with ⊥Y ⊑ y for all y ∈ Y . If such an element ⊥Y exists then Y is said to
be a bottomed poset with bottom element ⊥Y . A bottomed poset Y will always be
considered as a bottomed set with ⊥Y as its bottom element.
Let { (Dβ ,⊑β) : β ∈ B } be a family of posets and let I be a B-typed set. Then D
I
⋄
is considered as a poset with the partial order ⊑I
⋄
defined by stipulating that c ⊑I
⋄
c′
if and only if c(η) ⊑η c
′(η) for each η ∈ I . If κ ∈ K is of type L → β then it is
convenient to allow ⊑κ as an alternative notation for the partial order ⊑
L
⋄ on D
L
⋄ .
Note that if DS is a family of bottomed posets then the poset D
I
⋄
is also bottomed,
with the bottom element of the poset DI⋄ equal to the bottom element of the bottomed
set DI
⋄
(as defined in Section 3.2).
Let (DB , fK) be a bottomed Λ-algebra with core CK (so
Cκ = { c ∈ dom(fκ) : fκ(c) 6= ⊥β }
for each κ ∈ Kβ ). For each β ∈ B let ⊑β be a partial order on the set Dβ . Then
the family of partial orders ⊑B will be called an ordering associated with (DB , fK)
(or just an associated ordering) if the following two conditions hold:
(1) Dβ is a bottomed poset with bottom element ⊥β .
(2) If κ, κ′ ∈ Kβ and c ∈ Cκ , c
′ ∈ Cκ′ then fκ(c) ⊑β fκ′(c
′) if and only if κ = κ′
and c ⊑κ c
′ .
The definition of an ordering associated with (DB , fK) is chosen to be compatible with
the interpretation mentioned above: If u, u′ ∈ Dβ then u ⊑β u
′ should be thought of
as meaning that u is ‘less-defined’ than u′ .
Proposition 4.1.2 states that there exists a unique ordering associated with each minimal
regular bottomed Λ-algebra. In the simple case where (DB , fK) is the flat extension
of (XB, pK) it can be seen directly that the unique associated ordering is obtained
by letting u ⊑β u
′ if and only if u ∈ {⊥β , u
′} . For the initial extension (X⊤B , p
⊤
K)
introduced in in Example 3.2.2 the unique associated ordering is given in Example 4.1.1
below.
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Example 4.1.1 It is straightforward to check that the following defines an (and
thus the) ordering ⊑B associated with the initial extension (X
⊤
B , p
⊤
K) of the
Λ-algebra (XB, pK) introduced in Example 3.2.2.
If b, b′ ∈ X⊤bool with b 6= b
′ then b ⊑bool b
′ if and only if b = ⊥bool .
Let n ∈ N and x ∈ X⊤nat . Then x ⊑nat n if and only if either x = n or
x = m⊥ for some m ≤ n . Moreover, x ⊑nat n
⊥ if and only if x = m⊥
for some m ≤ n .
If n, n′ ∈ X⊤int with n 6= n
′ then n ⊑int n
′ if and only if n = ⊥int .
If p, p′ ∈ X⊤pair with p
′ 6= ⊥pair then p
′ ⊑pair p if and only if p
′ = (x′, y′)
and p = (x, y) with x′ ⊑int x and y
′ ⊑int y .
Let ℓ = x1 · · · xn ∈ (X
⊤
int)
∗ and z′ ∈ X⊤list . Then z
′ ⊑list ℓ if
and only if either z′ = x′1 · · · x
′
n with x
′
j ⊑int xj for j = 1, . . . , n or
z′ = (x′1 · · · x
′
m)
⊥ with m ≤ n and x′j ⊑int xj for j = 1, . . . , m .
Moreover, z′ ⊑list ℓ
⊥ if and only if z′ = (x′1 · · · x
′
m)
⊥ with m ≤ n and
x′j ⊑int xj for j = 1, . . . , m .
(Recall here that
X⊤bool = B
⊥ = {T, F,⊥bool} ,
X⊤nat = N ∪ bot (N) with 0
⊥ = ⊥nat ,
X⊤int = Z ∪ {⊥int} , X
⊤
pair = (X
⊤
int)
2 ∪ {⊥pair} ,
X⊤list = (X
⊤
int)
∗ ∪ bot
(
(X⊤int)
∗
)
with ε⊥ = ⊥list .)
Before coming to Proposition 4.1.2 it will be shown that the converse is essentially true.
Proposition 4.1.1 Let (DB , fK) be a bottomed Λ-algebra with core CK for which
there exists an associated ordering ⊑B . Then:
(1) The restriction of fκ to Cκ is injective for each κ ∈ K .
(2) If β ∈ B and κ1, κ2 ∈ Kβ with κ1 6= κ2 then fκ1(Cκ1) and fκ2(Cκ2) are
disjoint subsets of Dβ .
In particular, any minimal bottomed Λ-algebra possessing an associated ordering is
regular.
Proof Let κ ∈ Kβ and c, c
′ ∈ Cκ with fκ(c) = fκ(c
′) . Then fκ(c) ⊑β fκ(c
′) and
hence c ⊑κ c
′ ; in the same way c′ ⊑κ c . Thus c = c
′ , which shows the restriction of fκ
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to Cκ is injective. Next consider κ1, κ2 ∈ Kβ and let u ∈ fκ1(Cκ1)∩fκ2(Cκ2) ; choose
c1 ∈ Cκ1 , c2 ∈ Cκ2 with fκ1(c1) = u = fκ2(c2) . Then fκ1(c1) ⊑β fκ2(c2) , which
is only possible if κ1 = κ2 . Therefore if κ1 6= κ2 then fκ1(Cκ1) and fκ2(Cκ2) are
disjoint subsets of Dβ . The final statement now follows directly from Proposition 3.2.2
and Lemma 3.3.1.
Proposition 4.1.2 Let (DB , fK) be a regular bottomed Λ-algebra. Then there exists
an ordering associated with (DB , fK) . Moreover, if in addition (DB , fK) is minimal
then this associated ordering is unique.
Proof In order to show the existence of an associated ordering it is useful to first
introduce a somewhat weaker concept. If ⊑β is a partial order on the set Dβ for each
β ∈ B then the family ⊑B will be called a weak ordering if the following hold:
(1) ⊥β ⊑β u for each u ∈ Dβ .
(2) If κ, κ′ ∈ Kβ and c ∈ Cκ , c
′ ∈ Cκ′ with fκ(c) ⊑β fκ′(c
′) then κ = κ′ and
c ⊑κ c
′ .
For each β ∈ B let ⊑β be a partial order on Dβ . Then (making use of Lemma 3.3.1)
a binary relation ⊑′β can be defined on Dβ for each β ∈ B as follows:
(1) ⊥β ⊑
′
β u for each u ∈ Dβ .
(2) u ⊑′β ⊥β holds (if and) only if u = ⊥β .
(3) If κ, κ′ ∈ Kβ and c ∈ Cκ , c
′ ∈ Cκ′ then fκ(c) ⊑
′
β fκ′(c
′) if and only if κ = κ′
and c ⊑κ c
′ .
Lemma 4.1.1 The relation ⊑′β is a partial order for each β ∈ B .
Proof It is clear that ⊑′β is reflexive. To show that ⊑
′
β is anti-symmetric consider
u1, u2 ∈ Dβ with u1 ⊑
′
β u2 and u2 ⊑
′
β u1 . If ⊥β ∈ {u1, u2} then u1 = u2 (= ⊥β)
by (2). Thus suppose that u1, u2 ∈ Dβ \ {⊥β} . Then by (3) and Lemma 3.3.1 there
exists κ ∈ Kβ and c1, c2 ∈ Cκ such that u1 = fκ(c1) , u2 = fκ(c2) , c1 ⊑κ c2 and
c2 ⊑κ c1 . Hence c1 = c2 and so u1 = fκ(c1) = fκ(c2) = u2 . A similar argument
shows that ⊑′β is transitive.
Lemma 4.1.2 Suppose ⊑B is a weak ordering. Then ⊑
′
B is also a weak ordering
and u1 ⊑
′
β u2 whenever u1 ⊑β u2 .
Proof It will be shown first that if u1, u2 ∈ Dβ with u1 ⊑β u2 then u1 ⊑
′
β u2 .
Now since ⊥β ⊑
′
β u2 holds trivially it can be assumed here that u1 6= ⊥β . Then
u1, u2 ∈ Dβ \ {⊥β} , and hence by Lemma 3.3.1 and the definition of a weak ordering
there exists κ ∈ Kβ and c1, c2 ∈ Cκ such that u1 = fκ(c1) , u2 = fκ(c2) and
c1 ⊑κ c2 . But then u1 = fκ(c1) ⊑
′
β fκ(c2) = u2 holds by the definition of ⊑
′
β .
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It remains to show that ⊑′B is a weak ordering. Thus consider κ, κ
′ ∈ Kβ and c ∈ Cκ ,
c′ ∈ Cκ′ with fκ(c) ⊑
′
β fκ′(c
′) . Then (by the definition of ⊑′β ) κ = κ
′ and c ⊑κ c
′ ,
and by the first part of the proof c ⊑′κ c
′ . This implies that ⊑′B is a weak ordering
(since by definition ⊥β ⊑
′
β u holds for each u ∈ Dβ ).
If ⊑B is a weak ordering then ⊑
′
B will be called the first refinement of ⊑B . Let ⊑
0
β
be the ‘trivial’ partial order on Dβ defined so that u1 ⊑
0
β u2 if and only if u1 is either
⊥β or u2 . Then ⊑
0
B is clearly a weak ordering, and thus by Lemma 4.1.2 a sequence
of weak orderings ⊑mB , m ≥ 0 , can be defined by letting ⊑
m+1
B be the first refinement
of ⊑mB for each m ≥ 0 . Now define a partial order ⊑β on Dβ for each β ∈ B by
stipulating that u1 ⊑β u2 if and only if u1 ⊑
m
β u2 for some (and thus for all sufficiently
large) m ≥ 0 . It is easy to see that ⊑B is a weak ordering.
In fact ⊑B is an associated ordering: Let κ ∈ K be of type L→ β and let c, c
′ ∈ Cκ
with c ⊑κ c
′ . Then c(η) ⊑η c
′(η) for each η ∈ L , and so for each η there exists
mη ≥ 0 such that c(η) ⊑
mη
η c′(η) . Put m = max{mη : η ∈ L } ; then c(η) ⊑
m
η c
′(η)
for each η , and this means that c ⊑mκ c
′ . Hence fκ(c) ⊑
m+1
β fκ(c
′) by the definition
of ⊑m+1β , and therefore fκ(c) ⊑β fκ(c
′) .
The uniqueness in the case when (DB , fK) is minimal still has to be considered. Thus
let ⊑B and ⊑
′
B be two orderings associated with (DB , fK) and for each u ∈ Dβ
define Lβ(u) = { u
′ ∈ Dβ : u
′ ⊑β u } and L
′
β(u) = { u
′ ∈ Dβ : u
′ ⊑′β u } ; put
D′β = { u ∈ Dβ : L
′
β(u) = Lβ(u) } . Then ⊥β ∈ D
′
β for each β ∈ B and it is
straightforward to check that the family D′B is invariant. Hence if (DB, fK) is minimal
then D′B = DB , i.e., ⊑
′
B =⊑B .
Proposition 4.1.3 Let (DB , fK) be a regular bottomed extension of (XB, pK) and
⊑B be an ordering associated with (DB , fK) ; let β ∈ B .
(1) Each element of Xβ is a maximal element of the poset Dβ , i.e., if x ∈ Xβ and
u ∈ Dβ with x ⊑β u then u = x .
(2) For each x ∈ Xβ the set { u ∈ Dβ : u ⊑β x } is finite.
Proof (1) For each β ∈ B let X ′β denote the set of elements in Xβ which are maximal.
Then the family X ′B is clearly invariant in (XB, pK) , and thus X
′
B = XB , i.e., each
element of Xβ is a maximal element of Dβ .
(2) For each β ∈ B let X ′β denote the set of those elements x ∈ Xβ for which the set
{ u ∈ Dβ : u ⊑β x } is finite. Then it is easily checked that the family X
′
B is invariant
in (XB, pK) , and thus X
′
B = XB , i.e., the set { u ∈ Dβ : u ⊑β x } is finite for each
x ∈ Xβ .
If (DB , fK) is a minimal regular extension of (XB, pK) then by Proposition 4.1.2 there
exists a unique ordering ⊑B associated with (DB , fK) ; thus in this case it makes sense
to speak of the associated ordering. Recall the assumption made in Section 3.1 that the
signature Λ is pervasive, from which it follows that Xβ 6= ∅ for each β ∈ B .
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Proposition 4.1.4 Let (DB, fK) be a minimal regular extension of (XB, pK) and
⊑B be the associated ordering; let β ∈ B .
(1) For each u ∈ Dβ there exists x ∈ Xβ with u ⊑β x (and note here the fact that
Xβ 6= ∅ is needed).
(2) For each u ∈ Dβ the set { u
′ ∈ Dβ : u
′ ⊑β u } is finite.
In particular, (1) and Proposition 4.1.3 (1) imply that Xβ is exactly the set of maximal
elements of the poset Dβ .
Proof (1) For each β ∈ B let D′β = { u ∈ Dβ : u ⊑β x for some x ∈ Xβ } . Then
it easily checked that the family D′B is invariant in (DB, fK) and ⊥β ∈ D
′
β for each
β ∈ B . (Note that ⊥β ∈ D
′
β is equivalent to having Xβ 6= ∅ .) Hence D
′
B = DB .
(2) This also follows by considering an appropriate invariant family.
If Y1 and Y2 are posets then a mapping h : Y1 → Y2 is said to be monotone if
h(y) ⊑2 h(y
′) for all y, y′ ∈ Y1 with y ⊑1 y
′ (where ⊑j is the partial order on
Yj for j = 1, 2 ). Let (DB, fK) be a regular bottomed Λ-algebra and ⊑B be an
associated ordering. Then ⊑B is said to be monotone if the mappings fκ , κ ∈ K , are
monotone with respect to ⊑B , i.e., if κ ∈ Kβ and c, c
′ ∈ dom(fκ) with c ⊑κ c
′ then
fκ(c) ⊑β fκ(c
′) .
Now it might be expected that an associated ordering ⊑B is automatically monotone.
But, as Example 4.1.2 below shows, this is not true in general, even if (DB , fK) is a
minimal regular bottomed Λ-algebra and ⊑B is the (unique) associated ordering.
However, it will now be shown that if (DB , fK) is a minimal monotone regular bottomed
Λ-algebra then the associated ordering ⊑B is monotone.
Proposition 4.1.5 Let (DB, fK) be a minimal monotone regular bottomed Λ-algebra
with (unique) associated ordering ⊑B . Then ⊑B is monotone.
Proof The family of relations ⊑B is compatible (as defined in Section 3.5): Let κ ∈ K
be of type L → β and consider a ∈ DL
⋄
, u ∈ Dβ \ {⊥β} with u ⊑β fκ(a) . Then u
has a unique representation of the form fκ′(c) (since u 6= ⊥β and (DB , fK) is regular)
and hence κ′ = κ and c ⊑L⋄ a (since ⊑B is an associated ordering). Moreover, ⊑B is
full: This follows from the fact that ⊥β is a base element of Dβ for each β ∈ B and
because (DB, fK) is minimal.
Let κ ∈ K be of type L → β and let c, a ∈ DL
⋄
with c ⊑L
⋄
a , and since the task at
hand is to show that fκ(c) ⊑β fκ(a) it can clearly be assumed that fκ(c) 6= ⊥β . Now
by Proposition 3.5.4 there exists a finite B-typed set J , a J-free Λ-algebra (ZB, rK) ,
and elements z ∈ Zβ , b ∈ D
J
⋄
such that fκ(c) = π
⊥J
β (z) and fκ(a) = π
b
β(z) . But
(DB , fK) is monotone and π
⊥J
β (z) = fκ(c) 6= ⊥β ; hence fκ(a) = π
b
β(z) 6= ⊥β , and so
by the definition of an associated ordering it follows that fκ(c) ⊑β fκ(a) .
The following result can be considered as a converse to Proposition 4.1.5.
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Example 4.1.2 Let Λ and (XB, pK) be as in Example 2.2.1 and let (YB, qK)
be the Λ-algebra defined (as in Example 3.5.1) by
Ynat = N ∪ {⊥nat,⊥
o
nat} with ⊥
o
nat /∈ N ∪ {⊥nat} ,
Yβ = X
⊥
β for all β ∈ B \ {nat} ,
qZero : I→ Ynat with qZero(ε) = 0 ,
qSucc : Ynat → Ynat with
qSucc(n) =


n+ 1 if n ∈ N ,
⊥nat if n = ⊥
o
nat ,
⊥onat if n = ⊥nat ,
and with qκ = p
⊥
κ for all κ ∈ K \ {Zero, Succ} ,
where (X⊥B , p
⊥
K) is the flat extension of the Λ-algebra (XB, pK) . Then
(YB, qK) is clearly a minimal regular extension of (XB, pK) , and so let ⊑B
be the ordering associated with (YB, qK) . However, qSucc is not monotone,
since ⊥nat ⊑nat ⊥
o
nat but qSucc(⊥nat) = ⊥
o
nat and qSucc(⊥
o
nat) = ⊥nat .
Proposition 4.1.6 Let (DB , fK) be a bottomed Λ-algebra and for each β ∈ B let
⊑β be a partial order on the set Dβ such that ⊥β ⊑β u for all u ∈ Dβ . Suppose
that the mappings fκ , κ ∈ K , are monotone with respect to the family ⊑B , i.e., if
κ ∈ Kβ and c, c
′ ∈ dom(fκ) with c ⊑κ c
′ then fκ(c) ⊑β fκ(c
′) . Then (DB , fK) is
monotone.
Proof By Proposition 3.5.1 it is enough to show that (DB , fK) is strongly monotone.
Let (YB, qK) be a Λ-algebra, let π˘B be a fat bottomed and and πB be an arbitrary
homomorphism from (YB, qK) to (DB , fK) . For each β ∈ B put
Y ′β = { y ∈ Yβ : π˘β(y) ⊑β πβ(y) } .
If κ ∈ K is of type ∅→ β then qκ(ε) ∈ Y
′
β , because π˘β(qκ(ε)) = fκ(ε) = πβ(qκ(ε)) .
Next consider κ ∈ K of type L → β with L 6= ∅ and let c ∈ Y L
⋄
be such that
c(η) ∈ Y ′η for each η ∈ L . Then π˘
L
⋄
(c) ⊑κ π
L
⋄
(c) and thus
π˘β(qκ(c)) = fκ(π˘
L
⋄ (c)) ⊑β fκ(π
L
⋄ (c)) = πβ(qκ(c)) ,
i.e., qκ(c) ∈ Y
′
β . This shows the family Y
′
B is invariant in (YB, qK) .
Let U˘B (resp. UB ) be the kernel of π˘B (resp. the kernel of πB ). If y ∈ U˘β then
π˘β(y) = ⊥β ⊑β πβ(y) , and hence U˘B ⊂ Y
′
B . Thus Y
′
B = YB , since π˘B is fat
bottomed. In particular, if y ∈ Uβ then it follows that π˘β(y) ⊑β πβ(y) = ⊥β , i.e.,
y ∈ U˘β . Therefore UB ⊂ U˘B , i.e., (DB , fK) is strongly monotone.
4.2 Complete partially ordered sets
Let Y1 and Y2 be posets and h : Y1 → Y2 a mapping; as before h is monotone if
h(y) ⊑2 h(y
′) for all y, y′ ∈ Y1 with y ⊑1 y
′ (where ⊑j is the partial order on Yj for
j = 1, 2 ). The mapping h is said to be an embedding if h(y) ⊑2 h(y
′) holds if and
only if y ⊑1 y
′ . An embedding is, in particular, monotone and it is also automatically
injective.
A bijective mapping h : Y1 → Y2 is called an order isomorphism if h and the inverse
mapping h−1 : Y2 → Y1 are both monotone. Thus a mapping is an order isomorphism
if and only if it is a surjective embedding. (Note that if h : Y1 → Y2 is a monotone
mapping which is a bijection then the inverse mapping h−1 : Y2 → Y1 is not necessarily
monotone.) The posets Y1 and Y2 are said to be isomorphic if there exists an order
isomorphism h : Y1 → Y2 .
Lemma 4.2.1 If Y1, Y2, Y3 are posets and f : Y1 → Y2 and g : Y2 → Y3 are
monotone mappings then the composition g f : Y1 → Y3 is also monotone.
Proof This is clear.
Let YS be a family of posets (with ⊑σ the partial order on Yσ for each σ ∈ S ) and
let L be an S-typed set. Recall then that Y L
⋄
is considered as a poset with the partial
order ⊑L
⋄
defined by stipulating that c ⊑L
⋄
c′ if and only if c(η) ⊑η c
′(η) for each
η ∈ I .
Lemma 4.2.2 For each η ∈ L the projection mapping pLη : Y
L
⋄ → Yη defined by
pLη (c) = c(η) for each c ∈ Y
L
⋄ is monotone.
Proof This is also clear.
Lemma 4.2.3 A mapping h : Y → Y L
⋄
from a poset Y to the poset Y L
⋄
is monotone
if and only if for each η ∈ L the mapping pLη h from Y to Yη is monotone.
Proof Straightforward.
If Y1 and Y2 are posets then the set of all monotone mappings from Y1 to Y2 will be
denoted by (Y1 → Y2) . Note that the set (Y1 → Y2) is non-empty, since the constant
mappings are clearly monotone.
A partial order ⊑ on the set (Y1 → Y2) can be defined by stipulating that h ⊑ h
′ if
and only if h(y) ⊑2 h
′(y) for all y ∈ Y1 (where ⊑2 is the partial order on Y2 ), and
if (Y1 → Y2) is considered as a poset then it will always be with respect to this partial
order. Note that if Y2 is a bottomed poset with bottom element ⊥2 then (Y1 → Y2) is
also a bottomed poset: The bottom element ⊥ of (Y1 → Y2) is the constant mapping
with ⊥(y) = ⊥2 for all y ∈ Y1 .
In what follows let Y1 , Y2 and Y be posets.
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Lemma 4.2.4 The application operator a : (Y1 → Y2)× Y1 → Y2 given by
a(h, y) = h(y)
for all h ∈ (Y1 → Y2) , y ∈ Y1 , is monotone.
Proof This is clear.
Now consider a monotone mapping h : Y1×Y2 → Y ; then the mapping y2 7→ h(y1, y2)
from Y2 to Y is monotone for each y1 ∈ Y1 , and so a mapping c(h) : Y1 → (Y2 → Y )
can be defined by letting
c(h) (y1) (y2) = h(y1, y2)
for each y1 ∈ Y1 , y2 ∈ Y2 . Moreover, it is easy to see that the mapping c(h) is also
monotone, which means that the so-called currying operator can be defined; this is the
mapping c : (Y1 × Y2 → Y )→ (Y1 → (Y2 → Y )) given by
c(h, y1) (y2) = h(y1, y2)
for all h ∈ (Y1 × Y2 → Y ) , y1 ∈ Y1 , y2 ∈ Y2 .
Lemma 4.2.5 The currying operator c is an order isomorphism whose inverse is the
uncurrying operator u : (Y1 → (Y2 → Y ))→ (Y1 × Y2 → Y ) defined by
u(g) (y1, y2) = g(y1) (y2)
for all g ∈ (Y1 → (Y2 → Y )) , (y1, y2) ∈ Y1 × Y2 .
Proof This is straightforward.
We now define what it means for a poset to be complete and what it means for a
monotone mapping between complete posets to be continuous. We then show that the
above results hold for complete posets with ‘monotone’ replaced by ‘continuous’.
Let Y be a poset with partial order ⊑ and let A be a non-empty subset of Y . An
element y ∈ Y is called an upper bound of A if y′ ⊑ y for all y′ ∈ A ; y is called
the least upper bound of A if y is an upper bound of A and y ⊑ y′ for each upper
bound y′ of A . (It is clear that there can be at most one element y ∈ Y having these
properties.) If the least upper bound of A exists then it will be denoted by
⊔
A .
A subset A of a poset Y is said to be directed if it is non-empty and for each y1, y2 ∈ A
there exists y ∈ A such that y1 ⊑ y and y2 ⊑ y . The set of directed subsets of Y
will be denoted by d(Y ) . If h : Y1 → Y2 is monotone then clearly h(A) ∈ d(Y2) for
each A ∈ d(Y1) .
A poset D is said to be complete if the least upper bound
⊔
A of A exists for each
A ∈ d(D) . If D1 and D2 are complete posets then a mapping h : D1 → D2 is said
to be continuous if h is monotone and h(
⊔
A) =
⊔
h(A) for each A ∈ d(D1) . Note
that if h : D1 → D2 is monotone then
⊔
h(A) ⊑2 h(
⊔
A) always holds (with ⊑2
the partial order on D2 ). Thus a monotone mapping h is continuous if and only if
h(
⊔
A) ⊑2
⊔
h(A) for each A ∈ d(D1) .
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Proposition 4.2.1 If D1 , D2 and D3 are complete posets and f : D1 → D2 and
g : D2 → D3 are continuous then the composition g f : D1 → D3 is also continuous.
Proof This is clear.
Proposition 4.2.2 Let D be a complete poset and Y a poset isomorphic to D ;
then Y is also complete. Moreover, if h : Y → D is any order isomorphism then h
and the inverse mapping h−1 : D → Y are both automatically continuous.
Proof Let A ∈ d(Y ) ; then B = h(A) ∈ d(D) , thus let u =
⊔
B and put y = h−1(u) .
Now u′ is an upper bound of B if and only if h−1(u′) is an upper bound of A ,
and hence y =
⊔
A . This shows that Y is complete and that h is continuous (since
h(
⊔
A) = h(y) = u =
⊔
B =
⊔
h(A) . The continuity of h−1 follows by reversing the
roles of D and Y .
In what follows let DS be a family of complete posets (with ⊑σ the partial order on
Dσ for each σ ∈ S ) and let L be an S-typed set.
Lemma 4.2.6 Let A ∈ d(DL
⋄
) and for each η ∈ L put Aη = { c(η) : c ∈ A } . Then
Aη ∈ d(Dη) , and the least upper bound of A is the assignment c ∈ D
L
⋄
defined by
c(η) =
⊔
Aη for each η ∈ L .
Proof Straightforward.
Proposition 4.2.3 The poset DL
⋄
is complete.
Proof This follows immediately from Lemma 4.2.6.
Proposition 4.2.4 Let ϕS : DS → D
′
S be a family of continuous mappings (with
D′S a further family of complete posets). Then the mapping ϕ
L
⋄
: DL
⋄
→ (D′
⋄
)L is also
continuous.
Proof If c, c′ ∈ DL⋄ with c ⊑
L
⋄ c
′ then for each η ∈ J
ϕL⋄ (c) (η) = ϕη(c(η)) ⊑η ϕη(c
′(η)) = ϕL⋄ (c
′) (η) ,
since ϕη is monotone, and hence ϕ
L
⋄
is monotone. Now let A ∈ d(DL
⋄
) ; then, with
two applications of Lemma 4.2.6 and since ϕη is continuous, it follows that
ϕL
⋄
(
⊔
A) (η) = ϕη
(
(
⊔
A) (η)
)
= ϕη
(⊔
{ c(η) : c ∈ A }
)
=
⊔
{ϕη(c(η)) : c ∈ A } =
⊔
{ϕL⋄ (c) (η) : c ∈ A } =
(⊔
ϕL⋄ (A)
)
(η)
for each η ∈ L , and therefore ϕL
⋄
(
⊔
A) =
⊔
ϕL
⋄
(A) . Thus ϕL
⋄
is continuous.
Note the following special case of Proposition 4.2.4: Let n ≥ 2 and for j = 1, . . . , n
let Dj and D
′
j be complete posets and hj : Dj → D
′
j be a continuous mapping. Then
the mapping h : D1 × · · · ×Dn → D
′
1 × · · · ×D
′
n defined by
h(u1, . . . , un) = (h1(u1), . . . , hn(un))
for each (u1, . . . , un) ∈ D1 × · · · ×Dn is continuous.
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Lemma 4.2.7 For each η ∈ L the projection mapping pLη : D
L
⋄
→ Dη defined by
pLη (c) = c(η) for each c ∈ D
L
⋄
is continuous.
Proof This follows immediately from Lemma 4.2.6.
Proposition 4.2.5 Amapping h : D → DL
⋄
from a complete poset D to the complete
poset DL⋄ is continuous if and only if for each η ∈ L the mapping p
L
η h from D to
Dη is continuous.
Proof If h is continuous then pLη h is also continuous for each η ∈ L (since it is the
composition of two continuous mappings). Conversely, suppose pLη h is continuous for
each η ∈ L ; in particular, h is then monotone (as in Lemma 4.2.2). Let A ∈ d(D) ;
then by Lemma 4.2.6 it follows that for each η ∈ L(⊔
h(A)
)
(η) =
⊔
{ c(η) : c ∈ h(A) }
=
⊔
pLη (h(A)) = (p
L
η h)
(⊔
A
)
= h(
⊔
A) (η)
and so
⊔
h(A) = h(
⊔
A) . This shows h is continuous.
If D1 and D2 are complete posets then the set of all continuous mappings from D1
to D2 will be denoted by [D1 → D2] . Then [D1 → D2] is a subset of (D1 → D2) ,
and so [D1 → D2] can be considered as a poset with the partial order induced by the
partial order on (D1 → D2) .
Note that if in addition D2 is bottomed with bottom element ⊥2 then the bottom
element of (D1 → D2) (i.e., the constant mapping ⊥ with ⊥(u) = ⊥2 for all u ∈ D1 )
is an element of [D1 → D2] , and thus in this case [D1 → D2] is a bottomed poset.
Proposition 4.2.6 If D1 , D2 are complete posets then the poset D = [D1 → D2] is
also complete. Moreover, if A ∈ d(D) with h =
⊔
A then h(u) =
⊔
{ f(u) : f ∈ A }
for each u ∈ D1 .
Proof Let A ∈ d(D) , and for each u ∈ D1 put Au = { f(u) : f ∈ A } . Then
Au ∈ d(D2) and so define a mapping h : D1 → D2 by putting h(u) =
⊔
Au for each
u ∈ D1 . It will be shown that h is continuous, and, since h is clearly monotone, for
this it is enough to show that if B ∈ d(D1) with u
′ =
⊔
B then h(u′) ⊑2
⊔
h(B) .
Let f ∈ A ; then
f(u′) =
⊔
f(B) =
⊔( ⋃
u∈B
f(u)
)
⊑2
⊔( ⋃
u∈B
⊔
Au
)
=
⊔( ⋃
u∈B
h(u)
)
=
⊔
h(B) .
Hence h(u′) =
⊔
Au′ ⊑2
⊔
h(B) . Now (as in Lemma 4.2.6) it is straightforward to
check that h is the least upper bound of A in [D1 → D2] .
In what follows let D1, D2 and D be complete posets.
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Lemma 4.2.8 A monotone mapping h : D1 ×D2 → D is continuous if and only if
h(
⊔
A1,
⊔
A2) =
⊔
h(A1 × A2)
for all A1 ∈ d(D1) , A2 ∈ d(D2) .
Proof If A ∈ d(D1 × D2) then it is easy to see that there exist A1 ∈ d(D1) and
A2 ∈ d(D2) such that A
′ = A1 ×A2 is an element of d(D1 ×D2) which is equivalent
to A in the sense that for each v ∈ A there exists v′ ∈ A′ with v ⊑ v′ and for
each v′ ∈ A′ there exists v ∈ A with v′ ⊑ v . Then
⊔
A =
⊔
A′ = (
⊔
A1,
⊔
A2)
and
⊔
h(A′) =
⊔
h(A) , and this shows that if h(
⊔
A1,
⊔
A2) =
⊔
h(A1 × A2) for
all A1 ∈ d(D1) , A2 ∈ d(D2) then h is continuous. The converse is clear, since
A1 ×A2 ∈ d(D1 ×D2) whenever A1 ∈ d(D1) and A2 ∈ d(D2) .
Lemma 4.2.9 A mapping h : D1×D2 → D is continuous if and only if it is separately
continuous in each argument, i.e., if and only if u2 7→ h(u1, u2) is a continuous mapping
from D2 to D for each u1 ∈ D1 and u1 7→ h(u1, u2) is a continuous mapping from
D1 to D for each u2 ∈ D2 .
Proof Clearly h is monotone if and only if it is separately monotone in each argument.
Moreover, if h is continuous then it is separately continuous, since if A ∈ d(D2) then
{u1} × A ∈ d(D1 ×D2) and
⊔
({u1} × A) = (u1,
⊔
A) , with of course an analogous
statement holding when the roles of the two components are reversed. Suppose then
that h is separately continuous in each argument. Lemma 4.2.8 will be used to show
that h is continuous; thus let A1 ∈ d(D1) and A2 ∈ d(D2) and put u1 =
⊔
A1 and
u2 =
⊔
A2 . Then A1 × {u2} ∈ d(D1 ×D2) and
h(u1, u2) =
⊔
{h(v, u2) : v ∈ A1 } =
⊔
h(A1 × {u2}) ,
since h is continuous in its first argument. Moreover, since h is continuous in its
second argument, it follows that⊔
h(A1 × {u2}) =
⊔
{h(v1,
⊔
A2) : v1 ∈ A1 }
=
⊔
{
⊔
{h(v1, v2) : v2 ∈ A2 } : v1 ∈ A1 }
=
⊔
{h(v1, v2) : v1 ∈ A1, v2 ∈ A2 } =
⊔
h(A1 × A2) .
Therefore h(u1, u2) =
⊔
h(A1 × {u2}) =
⊔
h(A1 ×A2) and thus by Lemma 4.2.8 h
is continuous.
Proposition 4.2.7 The application operator a : [D1 → D2]×D1 → D2 given by
a(h, u) = h(u)
for all h ∈ [D1 → D2] , u ∈ D1 , is continuous.
Proof This follows immediately from Lemma 4.2.9, since a is clearly continuous in its
second argument, and by Proposition 4.2.6 it is also continuous in its first argument.
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Now consider a continuous mapping h : D1 × D2 → D ; then by Lemma 4.2.9 the
mapping u2 7→ h(u1, u2) from D2 to D is continuous for each u1 ∈ D1 , which
means a mapping c(h) : D1 → [D2 → D] can be defined by letting
c(h) (u1) (u2) = h(u1, u2)
for each u1 ∈ D1 , u2 ∈ D2 .
Lemma 4.2.10 c(h) : D1 → [D2 → D] is continuous for each continuous mapping
h : D1 ×D2 → D .
Proof It is clear that c(h) is monotone. Let A ∈ d(D1) and put h =
⊔
c(h)(A) (so
h ∈ [D2 → D] ). Then by Proposition 4.2.6 it follows for each u2 ∈ D2 that
h(u2) =
⊔
{ c(h)(u1) (u2) : u1 ∈ A } =
⊔
{h(u1, u2) : u1 ∈ A } ,
and by Lemma 4.2.9 that⊔
{h(u1, u2) : u1 ∈ A } = h(
⊔
A, u2) = c(h)(
⊔
A) (u2) .
Hence
⊔
c(h)(A) = c(h)(
⊔
A) , and thus c(h) is continuous.
Lemma 4.2.10 allows the so-called currying operator to be defined; this is the mapping
c : [D1 ×D2 → D]→ [D1 → [D2 → D]] given by
c(h, u1) (u2) = h(u1, u2)
for all h ∈ [D1 ×D2 → D] , u1 ∈ D1 , u2 ∈ D2 .
Proposition 4.2.8 The currying operator c is an order isomorphism whose inverse
is the uncurrying operator u : [D1 → [D2 → D]]→ [D1 ×D2 → D] defined by
u(g) (u1, u2) = g(u1) (u2)
for all g ∈ [D1 → [D2 → D]] , (u1, u2) ∈ D1×D2 . (Proposition 4.2.2 then implies that
the mappings c and u are both continuous.)
Proof The inverse mapping to c will be constructed. For each g ∈ [D1 → [D2 → D]]
define u(g) : D1×D2 → D by u(g) (u1, u2) = g(u1) (u2) . Thus u(g) is monotone, and
if A1 ∈ d(D1), A2 ∈ d(D2) then
u(g) (
⊔
A1,
⊔
A2) = g(
⊔
A1) (
⊔
A2) =
⊔
{ g(u1) (
⊔
A2) : u1 ∈ A1 }
=
⊔
{
⊔
{ g(u1) (u2) : u2 ∈ A2 } : u1 ∈ A1 }
=
⊔
{ g(u1) (u2) : u1 ∈ A1, u2 ∈ A2 }
=
⊔
{ u(g) (u1, u2) : u1 ∈ A1, u2 ∈ A2 } =
⊔
u(g)(A1 × A2) ;
hence by Lemma 4.2.8 u(g) is continuous. This gives a mapping
u : [D1 → [D2 → D]]→ [D1 ×D2 → D]
and it is clear that u is monotone. Moreover, it is also clear that c(u(g)) = g for each
g ∈ [D1 → [D2 → D]] and u(c(h)) = h for each h ∈ [D1 ×D2 → D] . Thus c is an
order isomorphism and u is the corresponding inverse mapping.
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Proposition 4.2.9 Let D be a bottomed complete poset and h : D → D be a
continuous mapping. Then h possesses a least fixed point. More precisely, the set
Fix(h) = { u ∈ D : h(u) = u }
is non-empty and contains a (unique) least element, i.e., Fix(h) contains an element uˆ
such that uˆ ⊑ u for all h ∈ Fix(h) .
Proof Define a sequence {un}n≥0 of elements of D by u0 = ⊥ (with ⊥ the bottom
element of D ) and un+1 = h(un) for each n ≥ 0 . Then, since h is monotone,
it follows by induction that un ⊑ un+1 for all n ≥ 0 (since u0 = ⊥ ⊑ u1 and if
un ⊑ un+1 then un+1 = h(un) ⊑ h(un+1) = un+2 ). Thus the set
A = { u ∈ D : u = un for some n ≥ 0 }
is directed and, because h(A) = { u ∈ D : u = un for some n ≥ 1 } , it follows that⊔
A =
⊔
h(A) . But
⊔
h(A) = h(
⊔
A) , since h is continuous, and this implies that
uˆ =
⊔
A ∈ Fix(h) . Now let u be any element of Fix(h) ; again by induction it follows
that un ⊑ uˆ for all n ≥ 0 (since u0 = ⊥ ⊑ uˆ and un+1 = h(un) ⊑ h(uˆ) = uˆ whenever
un ⊑ uˆ ). Hence u is an upper bound of A and therefore uˆ =
⊔
A ⊑ u .
The proof of Proposition 4.2.9 is just as important as its statement: This shows how
the minimal fixed point uˆ can be constructed ‘explicitly’.
4.3 Initial completions
A poset Y1 is said to be a subposet of a poset Y2 if Y1 ⊂ Y2 and the partial order on
Y1 is obtained by restricting the partial order on Y2 . (This means that if ⊑j is the
partial order on Yj for j = 1, 2 and y, y
′ ∈ Y1 then y ⊑1 y
′ if and only if y ⊑2 y
′ .)
The poset Y2 is then said to be an extension of Y1 .
A poset D is said to be a completion of a poset Y if D is a complete extension of Y
and each element of D is the least upper bound (in D ) of some element of d(Y ) .
Warning: Let D be a complete extension of a poset Y and let A ∈ d(Y ) . Then it
is possible that A has a least upper bound in Y which is not equal to the least upper
bound of A in D . (Note, however, that if the least upper bound of A in D is an
element of Y then in this case it must also be the least upper bound of A in Y .)
When speaking just of the least upper bound of A or writing
⊔
A then the least upper
bound in D is always meant.
If Y is a poset with partial order ⊑ and D is an extension of Y then, unless something
explicit to the contrary is stated, the partial order on D will also be denoted by ⊑ .
Lemma 4.3.1 Let Y be a bottomed poset with bottom element ⊥ and let D be a
completion of Y . Then D is bottomed and ⊥ is also the bottom element of D .
Proof If u ∈ D then u =
⊔
A for some A ∈ d(Y ) . But ⊥ ⊑ y for each y ∈ A , and
hence also ⊥ ⊑ u .
Proposition 4.3.1 Let YS be a family of posets, for each σ ∈ S let Dσ be a
completion of Yσ , and let J be an S-typed set. Then D
J
⋄ is a completion of Y
J
⋄ .
Proof Let c ∈ DJ
⋄
. Then for each η ∈ J there exists Aη ∈ d(Yη) with c(η) =
⊔
Aη
(since Dη is a completion of Yη ). Put A = { b ∈ Y
J
⋄
: b(η) ∈ Aη for each η ∈ J } ;
then A ∈ d(Y J
⋄
) : If c1, c2 ∈ A then for each η ∈ J there exists yη ∈ Aη with
c1(η) ⊑η yη and c2(η) ⊑η yη ; thus if c ∈ Y
J
⋄ is defined by letting c(η) = yη for
each η ∈ J then c ∈ A and c1 ⊑
J
⋄ c , c2 ⊑
J
⋄ c . Moreover, c =
⊔
A : If b ∈ A then
b(η) ∈ Aη and so b(η) ⊑η
⊔
Aη = c(η) for each η ∈ J , i.e., b ⊑
J
⋄ c . On the other
hand, if c′ ∈ DJ
⋄
is an upper bound of A then b(η) ⊑η c
′(η) for each b ∈ A and this
implies that y ⊑η c
′(η) for all y ∈ Aη (since for each y ∈ Aη there exists b ∈ A with
b(η) = y ) and thus that c(η) =
⊔
Aη ⊑η c
′(η) for each η ∈ J , i.e., c ⊑J
⋄
c′ . This,
together with Proposition 4.2.3, shows that DJ⋄ is a completion of Y
J
⋄ .
Extensions Y1 and Y2 of a poset Y are said to be conjugate if there exists an order
isomorphism h : Y1 → Y2 with h(y) = y for all y ∈ Y . Conjugacy clearly defines an
equivalence relation on the class of all extensions of Y . If D1 and D2 are conjugate
extensions of Y then D1 is a completion of Y if and only if D2 is.
A completion D of a poset Y is said to be initial if for each completion D′ of Y
there exists a unique continuous mapping h : D → D′ with h(y) = y for all y ∈ Y .
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(Note that the mapping h is then automatically surjective.) It is easily checked that if
D1 and D2 are conjugate completions of Y then D2 is initial if and only if D1 is.
Proposition 4.3.2 below states that each poset Y possesses an essentially unique initial
completion, which is then often called the initial completion of Y . In fact, for reasons
to be explained at the end of the section, this is also referred to as the ideal completion
of Y .
A seemingly stronger requirement than being initial on the completion of a poset is the
following: A completion D of Y is said to have the continuous extension property if
whenever h : Y → D′ is a monotone mapping from Y to a complete poset D′ then
h can be uniquely extended to a continuous mapping h′ : D → D′ (i.e., there exists a
unique continuous mapping h′ : D → D′ with h′(y) = h(y) for all y ∈ Y ). It is clear
that a completion D of Y with the continuous extension property is initial, since if
D′ is any completion of Y then the mapping i : Y → D′ with i(y) = y for all y ∈ Y
is monotone. The next result shows in particular that the converse is true.
Proposition 4.3.2 Let Y be a poset. Then there is exactly one conjugacy class of
initial completions of Y . Moreover, each initial completion of Y has the continuous
extension property.
Proof Let ⊑ be the partial order on Y . It will be shown first that there is at most
one conjugacy class of initial completions.
Lemma 4.3.2 Initial completions D and D′ of Y are conjugate.
Proof There exists a continuous mapping h : D → D′ with h(y) = y for all y ∈ Y
and, reversing the roles of D and D′ , also a continuous mapping h′ : D′ → D
with h′(y) = y for all y ∈ Y . But if idD : D → D is the identity mapping then
h′ h = idD , since h
′ h and idD are both continuous mappings from D to D with
h′ h(y) = idD(y) = y for all y ∈ Y . In the same way hh
′ = idD′ . Hence h is a
bijection and both h and h−1 = h′ are continuous. This shows that D and D′ are
conjugate.
If D1 and D2 are conjugate completions of Y then it is easy to see that D2 has the
continuous extension property if and only if D1 does. The proof of Proposition 4.3.2
thus reduces to showing there exists a completion of Y having this property. Moreover,
the following lemma implies that in the definition of the continuous extension property
the statement ‘can be uniquely extended to a continuous mapping’ can be replaced by
just ‘can be extended to a continuous mapping’.
Lemma 4.3.3 Let D be a completion of a poset Y and h : Y → D′ be a monotone
mapping from Y to a complete poset D′ . Then there exists at most one extension
of h to a continuous mapping h′ : D → D′ (i.e., there exists at most one continuous
mapping h′ : D → D′ with h′(y) = h(y) for all y ∈ Y ).
Proof Let u ∈ D ; then there exists A ∈ d(Y ) with u =
⊔
A and therefore follows
that h′(u) =
⊔
h(Y ) .
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Let A1, A2 ∈ d(Y ) ; then A1 is said to be cofinal in A2 if for each y1 ∈ A1 there
exists y2 ∈ A2 with y1 ⊑ y2 . If D is a complete extension of Y and A1, A2 ∈ d(Y )
with A1 cofinal in A2 then clearly
⊔
A1 ⊑
⊔
A2 .
Lemma 4.3.4 Let D be a complete extension of Y (but not necessarily a completion
of Y ) and suppose that whenever A1, A2 are elements of d(Y ) with
⊔
A1 ⊑
⊔
A2
then A1 is cofinal in A2 . Let D
′ denote the set of all elements of D having the form⊔
A for some A ∈ d(Y ) . Then for each B ∈ d(D′) there exists A ∈ d(Y ) with A
cofinal in B and
⊔
A =
⊔
B .
Proof Let B ∈ d(D′) and for each u ∈ B choose Au ∈ d(Y ) with u =
⊔
Au . Then
A =
⋃
u∈B Au ∈ d(Y ) . To see this let y1, y2 ∈ A ; then there exist u1, u2 ∈ B with
y1 ∈ Au1 and y2 ∈ Au2 and, since B ∈ d(D
′) , there exists u ∈ B such that u1 ⊑ u
and u2 ⊑ u . But then by assumption Au1 is cofinal in Au and Au2 is cofinal in Au .
Hence y′1, y
′
2 ∈ Au can be found with y1 ⊑ y
′
1 and y2 ⊑ y
′
2 and, since Au ∈ d(Y ) , it
follows that y1 ⊑ y
′
1 ⊑ y and y2 ⊑ y
′
2 ⊑ y for some y ∈ Au ⊂ A .
Now if y ∈ A then y ∈ Au for some u ∈ B , and so y ⊑ u ; this implies A is cofinal
in B and thus also that
⊔
A ⊑
⊔
B . On the other hand, if u ∈ B then u ⊑
⊔
A ,
since u =
⊔
Au and Au ⊂ A , and therefore
⊔
B ⊑
⊔
A . Hence
⊔
A =
⊔
B .
Lemma 4.3.5 Let D be a completion of Y such that whenever A1, A2 ∈ d(Y )
with
⊔
A1 ⊑
⊔
A2 then A1 is cofinal in A2 . Then D has the continuous extension
property.
Proof Let h : Y → D′ be a monotone mapping of Y to a complete poset D′ . If
A1, A2 ∈ d(Y ) with
⊔
A1 =
⊔
A2 then each of A1 and A2 is cofinal in the other and
therefore
⊔
h(A1) =
⊔
h(A2) . Thus, since each element of D has the form
⊔
A for
some A ∈ d(Y ) , a mapping h′ : D → D′ can be defined by putting h′(u) =
⊔
h(A) ,
where A is any element of d(Y ) with u =
⊔
A . Then h′ is monotone and an extension
of h , because {y} ∈ d(Y ) and
⊔
{y} = y for each y ∈ Y .
It remains to show that the mapping h′ is continuous, and for this it is enough to show
that h′(
⊔
B) ⊑
⊔
h′(B) for each B ∈ d(D) (with ⊑ also denoting the partial order
on D′ ). Let B ∈ d(D) ; then by Lemma 4.3.4 there exists A ∈ d(Y ) with A cofinal
in B and
⊔
A =
⊔
B . Hence h′(
⊔
B) = h′(
⊔
A) =
⊔
h(A) =
⊔
h′(A) ⊑
⊔
h′(B) .
A completion of Y will now be constructed and Lemma 4.3.5 then used to show that it
has the continuous extension property. Elements A1, A2 ∈ d(Y ) are said to be mutually
cofinal if each is cofinal in the other. Mutual cofinality clearly defines an equivalence
relation on the set d(Y ) . Let D denote the set of equivalence classes, and if A ∈ d(Y )
then denote by [A] the equivalence class containing A . If A1 is equivalent to A
′
1 and
A2 equivalent to A
′
2 then clearly A1 is cofinal in A2 if and only if A
′
1 is cofinal in
A′2 . Thus define a relation  on D by letting [A1]  [A2] if A1 is cofinal in A2 ; it
is immediate that  is a partial order.
Lemma 4.3.6 The poset D (with the partial order  ) is complete.
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Proof Let B ∈ d(D) . For each u ∈ B choose Au ∈ d(Y ) with [Au] = u and put
A =
⋃
u∈B Au . Then A ∈ d(Y ) . (Let y1, y2 ∈ A ; then there exist u1, u2 ∈ B such
that y1 ∈ Au1 and y2 ∈ Au2 and, since B ∈ d(D) , there exists u ∈ B with u1  u
and u2  u . But this means that y
′
1, y
′
2 ∈ Au can be found with y1 ⊑ y
′
1 and y2 ⊑ y
′
2
and hence there exists y ∈ Au ⊂ A such that y1 ⊑ y
′
1 ⊑ y and y2 ⊑ y
′
2 ⊑ y , because
Au ∈ d(Y ) .) It is now enough to show that uˆ = [A] is the least upper bound of B in
D . If u ∈ B and y ∈ Au then y ⊑ y and y ∈ A ; thus Au is cofinal in A . This
implies that u  uˆ , i.e., uˆ is an upper bound of B . Now let u′ = [A′] be any upper
bound of B . If y ∈ A then y ∈ Au for some u ∈ B and Au is cofinal in A
′ , since
u  u′ . There therefore exists y′ ∈ A′ with y ⊑ y′ and hence A is cofinal in A′ , i.e.,
uˆ  u′ .
Now {y} ∈ d(Y ) for each y ∈ Y , which means a mapping i : Y → D can be defined
by putting i(y) = [{y}] for each y ∈ Y . Then i is an embedding, since y1 ⊑ y2 if
and only if {y1} is cofinal in {y2} , and Y can thus be considered as a subposet of
D by identifying Y with i(Y ) . But this just means that D is an extension of Y .
Moreover, if u = [A] ∈ D and B =
⋃
y∈A{y} then B is a directed subset of Y ⊂ D
and, as in the proof of Lemma 4.3.6, u =
⊔
B . This shows D is a completion of Y .
Let A1, A2 ∈ d(Y ) with
⊔
A1 
⊔
A2 . Then [A1]  [A2] , since
⊔
A = [A] for
each A ∈ d(Y ) , which by definition means that A1 is cofinal in A2 . Therefore by
Lemma 4.3.5 D has the continuous extension property. This completes the proof of
Proposition 4.3.2.
Warning: If D is an initial completion of a poset Y then in general D is not an initial
completion of itself. In fact, the class of complete posets which are initial completions
of themselves is very special and will be characterised in Proposition 4.3.7.
The next result gives various properties which are equivalent to a completion being
initial.
Proposition 4.3.3 Let D be a completion of a poset Y . Then the following five
statements are equivalent:
(1) D is initial.
(2) D has the continuous extension property.
(3) A1 is cofinal in A2 whenever A1, A2 are elements of d(Y ) with
⊔
A1 ⊑
⊔
A2 .
(4) y ⊑ y′ for some y′ ∈ A whenever y ∈ Y and A ∈ d(Y ) with y ⊑
⊔
A .
(5) y ⊑ u for some u ∈ A whenever y ∈ Y and A ∈ d(D) with y ⊑
⊔
A .
Proof To show that the first three statements are equivalent it is enough to prove the
converse of Lemma 4.3.5. Thus assume that D has the continuous extension property
and let A1, A2 be elements of d(Y ) with A1 not cofinal in A2 ; then there exists
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y1 ∈ A1 such that y1 6⊑ y for all y ∈ A2 . Choose some complete poset D
′ containing
elements u, u′ with u 6= u′ and u′ ⊑ u ; then
h(y) =
{
u if y1 ⊑ y ,
u′ otherwise,
defines a monotone mapping h : Y → D′ which by assumption extends to a continuous
mapping h′ : D → D′ . But h′(
⊔
A2) =
⊔
h′(A2) = u
′ and h′(
⊔
A1) =
⊔
h′(A1) = u
and hence
⊔
A1 ⊑
⊔
A2 cannot hold. Thus if
⊔
A1 ⊑
⊔
A2 then A1 must be cofinal
in A2 .
This shows that (1), (2) and (3) are equivalent. But it is clear that (3) and (4) are
equivalent and that (5) implies (4); it thus remains to show that the last statement is
implied by the others and this follows immediately from Lemma 4.3.4.
Proposition 4.3.4 Let D be an initial completion of a poset Y and for each u ∈ D
let Au = { y ∈ Y : y ⊑ u } . Then Au ∈ d(Y ) and
⊔
Au = u .
Proof Let u ∈ D ; then, since D is a completion of Y , there exists A ∈ d(Y )
with
⊔
A = u . Thus A ⊂ Au and so in particular Au 6= ∅ . Let y ∈ Au ; then
y ⊑ u =
⊔
A and hence by Proposition 4.3.3 there exists y′ ∈ A with y ⊑ y′ .
Therefore if y1, y2 ∈ Au then there exist y
′
1, y
′
2 ∈ A with y1 ⊑ y
′
1 and y2 ⊑ y
′
2 . But
A ∈ d(Y ) and so there exists y′ ∈ A with y′1 ⊑ y
′ and y′1 ⊑ y
′ , i.e., there exists
y′ ∈ Au with y1 ⊑ y
′ and y1 ⊑ y
′ . This shows that Au ∈ d(Y ) . It is now clear that⊔
Au = u , since u =
⊔
A ⊑
⊔
Au and by definition u is an upper bound of Au .
Proposition 4.3.5 Let D be an initial completion of a poset Y and Y ′ be a
subposet of Y ; let D′ be the set of all elements of D having the form
⊔
A′ for some
A′ ∈ d(Y ′) . Then D′ is an initial completion of Y ′ . Moreover, if B ∈ d(D′) then⊔
B (the least upper bound of B in D ) is an element of D′ , and hence
⊔
B is also
the least upper bound of B in D′ .
Proof If A′1, A
′
2 are elements of d(Y
′) (and thus also of d(Y ) ) with
⊔
A′1 ⊑
⊔
A′2
then by Proposition 4.3.3 A′1 is cofinal in A
′
2 . Let B ∈ d(D
′) ; then Lemma 4.3.4
(applied with D considered as a complete extension of Y ′ ) implies that there exists
A′ ∈ d(Y ′) with A′ cofinal in B and
⊔
A′ =
⊔
B . Hence
⊔
B is an element of D′
and so
⊔
B is also the least upper bound of B in D′ . In particular, D′ is complete,
and therefore a completion of Y ′ . But now Proposition 4.3.3 implies that D′ is an
initial completion of Y ′ . (If A1, A2 ∈ d(Y
′) with
⊔
A1 ⊑
⊔
A2 then A1 is cofinal in
A2 , since A1, A2 ∈ d(Y ) and D is an initial completion of Y .)
Proposition 4.3.6 Let YS be a family of posets, for each σ ∈ S let Dσ be an initial
completion of Yσ and let J be a finite S-typed set. Then D
J
⋄
is an initial completion
of Y J
⋄
.
Proof By Proposition 4.3.1 DJ
⋄
is a completion of Y J
⋄
. Let A and A′ be elements of
d(Y J
⋄
) with
⊔
A⊑J
⋄
⊔
A′ . For each η ∈ J let Aη = { b(η) : b ∈ A } and A
′
η = { b(η) :
b ∈ A′ } . Then Aη, A
′
η ∈ d(Yη) and
⊔
Aη ⊑η
⊔
A′η and thus, since Dη is initial, Aη
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is cofinal in A′η for each η ∈ J . From this it follows that A is cofinal in A
′ : Let
c ∈ A ; then for each η ∈ J there exists cη ∈ A
′ with c(η) ⊑η cη(η) , and therefore,
since J is finite and A′ is directed, there exists c′ ∈ A′ with cη ⊑
J
⋄
c′ for all η ∈ J .
But then c ⊑J
⋄
c′ . Hence by Proposition 4.3.3 DJ
⋄
is an initial completion of Y J
⋄
.
Proposition 4.3.7 Let D be a complete poset. Then D is an initial completion of
itself if and only if each directed subset of D contains a maximum element (i.e., if and
only if for each A ∈ d(D) then there exists u ∈ A with u′ ⊑ u for all u′ ∈ A ).
Proof Suppose first that D is an initial completion of itself and let A ∈ d(D) with⊔
A = u . Then u ⊑
⊔
A and so by Proposition 4.3.3 u ⊑ u′ for some u′ ∈ A . But
this is only possible if u = u′ and hence u ∈ A , i.e., A contains a maximum element
(namely u ). The converse follows directly from Proposition 4.3.3.
If Y is a poset then a sequence of elements {yn}n≥0 from Y is called a chain in Y
if yn ⊑ yn+1 for each n ≥ 0 . A chain {yn}n≥0 is said to be finite if ym = yn for all
m ≥ n for some n ≥ 0 . Now let D be a complete poset; if D is an initial completion
of itself then by Proposition 4.3.7 each chain in D must be finite (since the elements
in a chain form a directed set). The converse is in fact also true: If each chain in D
is finite then D is an initial completion of itself. This follows from Proposition 4.3.7
together with a standard application of Zorn’s lemma.
Let D be a complete poset and D′ be an initial completion of D . Then the identity
mapping iD : D → D is monotone and so it extends uniquely to a continuous mapping
i∗D : D
′ → D , which is obviously surjective. However, if D′ 6= D then i∗D cannot be
injective. The following simple example indicates the kind of behaviour which occurs
here: Let X be a set and consider the set D = P(X) of all subsets of X , regarded
as a poset with the inclusion ordering. Then D is complete, since if A ∈ d(D) then
clearly
⊔
A =
⋃
B∈AB . However, by Proposition 4.3.7 Y is an initial completion
of itself if and only if X is finite. Let D′ be an initial completion of D and let
i∗D : D
′ → D be the unique continuous extension of the identity mapping iD . The
proof of Proposition 4.3.2 shows that if B is an infinite subset of X then the set
{ u ∈ D′ : i∗D(u) = B } is infinite (since there are then infinitely many non-equivalent
directed subsets of D having B as least upper bound).
In what follows some remarks will be made about the initial completion of the poset
(Y1 → Y2) . The purpose of these remarks is mainly to warn the reader that such an
initial completion is more complicated than perhaps would be expected. Let Y1 and Y2
be posets and for j = 1, 2 let Dj be an initial completion of Yj . Then each monotone
mapping from Y1 to Y2 extends uniquely to a continuous mapping from D1 to D2 ,
a mapping ψ : (Y1 → Y2) → [D1 → D2] can thus be defined by letting ψ(f) be the
unique continuous extension of f ∈ (Y1 → Y2) .
Lemma 4.3.7 The mapping ψ : (Y1 → Y2) → [D1 → D2] is an embedding, i.e.,
f1 ⊑ f2 if and only if ψ(f1) ⊑ ψ(f2) .
Proof This is straightforward.
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By Lemma 4.3.7 (Y1 → Y2) can be considered as a subposet of [D1 → D2] (by
identifying f ∈ (Y1 → Y2) with the continuous mapping ψ(f) ). However, in general
[D1 → D2] will not be an initial completion of (Y1 → Y2) . For example, if the
partial order on Y1 is trivial (i.e., y ⊑ y
′ if and only if y = y′ ) and Y2 = {0, 1}
with 0 ⊑ 1 then (Y1 → Y2) can clearly be identified with the poset P(Y1) (with the
inclusion ordering). But Proposition 4.3.7 implies that D1 = Y1 and D2 = Y2 , and
here [D1 → D2] = (Y1 → Y2) . On the other hand, if Y1 is infinite then, as noted
above, P(Y1) is not an initial completion of itself.
Now let D be an initial completion of (Y1 → Y2) . Then, the monotone mapping ψ
extends uniquely to a continuous mapping ψ∗ : D → [D1 → D2] (since [D1 → D2]
is complete). As noted above, ψ∗ is in general not injective, and so more then one
(and often infinitely many) elements of D will be associated with the same continuous
mapping from D1 to D2 .
Consider the application operator a : (Y1 → Y2)× Y1 → Y2 defined by
a(f, y1) = f(y1)
for all f ∈ (Y1 → Y2) , y1 ∈ Y1 . This is clearly monotone and by Proposition 4.3.6
D × D1 is an initial extension of (Y1 → Y2) × Y1 . Thus a extends uniquely to a
continuous mapping a∗ : D ×D1 → D2 . Moreover,
a∗(u, u1) = ψ
∗(u) (u1)
for all u ∈ D , u1 ∈ D1 , since a(f, y1) = f(y1) = ψ(f) (y1) for all f ∈ (Y1 → Y2) ,
y1 ∈ Y1 , and hence (u, u1) 7→ a
∗(u, u1) and (u, u1) 7→ ψ
∗(u) (u1) are both continuous
extensions of the same monotone mapping. However, a∗ should not really be regarded
as an application operator, since in general it fails to have the extensionality property
enjoyed by a , namely that if f, f ′ ∈ (Y1 → Y2) and a(f, y) = a(f
′, y) for all y ∈ Y1
then f = f ′ .
The final topic of this section explains why the initial completion also goes under the
name of the ideal completion. In what follows let Y be a fixed poset. A non-empty
subset I of Y is called an ideal of Y if y ∈ I whenever y ⊑ y′ for some y′ ∈ I . An
ideal I is said to be directed if I ∈ d(Y ) . In particular, the set
I(y) = { y′ ∈ Y : y′ ⊑ y }
is a directed ideal for each y ∈ Y (the principal ideal generated by y ).
Lemma 4.3.8 Let y1, y2 ∈ Y . Then y1 ⊑ y2 if and only if I(y1) ⊂ I(y2) .
Proof This is clear.
Now denote by Id(Y ) the set of directed ideals of Y , regarded as a poset with the
inclusion ordering. By Lemma 4.3.8 Id(Y ) can be considered as an extension of Y (by
identifying the element y with the principal ideal I(y) for each y ∈ Y ).
Proposition 4.3.8 Id(Y ) is an initial completion (called the ideal completion) of Y .
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Proof It is clearly enough to show that Id(Y ) is conjugate to the initial completion
constructed in the proof of Proposition 4.3.2 (since an extension conjugate to an initial
completion is also an initial completion). For each non-empty subset A of Y let
I(A) = { y ∈ Y : y ⊑ y′ for some y′ ∈ A } .
Lemma 4.3.9 (1) I(A) is an ideal with A ⊂ I(A) . Moreover, if I is any ideal with
A ⊂ I then I(A) ⊂ I , i.e., I(A) is the smallest ideal containing A .
(2) If A ∈ d(Y ) then I(A) ∈ d(Y ) ; moreover, A and I(A) are mutually cofinal.
(3) If A1, A2 ∈ d(Y ) then I(A1) ⊂ I(A2) if and only if A1 is cofinal in A2 .
Proof This is straightforward.
Now let D be as in the proof of Proposition 4.3.2. Recall that mutual cofinality defines
an equivalence relation on the set d(Y ) and that D is the set of equivalence classes,
considered as a poset with the partial order  defined by stipulating that [A1]  [A2]
if A1 is cofinal in A2 (and where [A] denotes the equivalence class containing A for
each A ∈ d(Y ) ).
If A1, A2 ∈ d(Y ) then by Lemma 4.3.9 (3) I(A1) = I(A2) if and only if A1 and A2
are equivalent, thus by Lemma 4.3.9 (2) a mapping h : D → Id(Y ) can be defined by
letting h([A]) = I(A) for each A ∈ d(Y ) . Moreover, Lemma 4.3.9 (3) then implies
that h is an embedding. In fact h is also surjective, since by Lemma 4.3.9 (1) and (2)
A = I(A) = h([A])
for each A ∈ Id(Y ) . Hence h is an order isomorphism. But h(y) = y for each y ∈ Y
(because y is identified with [{y}] in D , with I(y) in Id(Y ) , and I({y}) = I(y) ),
and therefore D and Id(Y ) are conjugate extensions of Y .
4.4 Initial completions of monotone regular extensions
For the whole of this section let (YB, qK) be a monotone regular bottomed Λ-algebra
and ⊑B be an associated ordering which is monotone; Yβ will always be considered
as a poset with the partial order ⊑β for each β ∈ B .
Lemma 4.4.1 For each β ∈ B let Dβ be an initial completion of the poset Yβ and
let κ ∈ K be of type L→ β . Then the mapping qκ : Y
L
⋄
→ Yβ extends uniquely to a
continuous mapping fκ : D
L
⋄ → Dβ .
Proof By assumption the mapping qκ : Y
L
⋄
→ Yβ is monotone and so it is still
monotone considered as a mapping from Y L
⋄
to Dβ ; moreover, by Proposition 4.3.6
DL
⋄
is an initial completion of Y L
⋄
. The result thus follows from Proposition 4.3.3.
Lemma 4.4.1 allows the following definition to be made: A Λ-algebra (DB , fK) is said
to be an initial completion of (YB, qK) if Dβ is an initial completion of the poset Yβ
for each β ∈ B and fκ is the unique continuous extension of qκ for each κ ∈ K . (Of
course, whether or not (DB , fK) is an initial completion of (YB, qK) depends on the
associated ordering ⊑B . However, it will be assumed that this can be determined from
the context.) It follows immediately from Proposition 4.3.2 that there exists an initial
completion of (YB, qK) .
An initial completion (DB , fK) of (YB, qK) is, in particular, an extension of (YB , qK) .
Moreover, by Lemma 4.3.1 the bottom element ⊥β of Yβ is also the the bottom element
of the poset Dβ . The partial order on Dβ will always be denoted by ⊑β .
If (YB , qK) is a bottomed extension of (XB, pK) then, of course, any initial completion
of (YB , qK) is also a bottomed extension of (XB, pK) .
Proposition 4.4.1 Let (DB , fK) and (D
′
B, f
′
K) be initial completions of (YB , qK) .
Then for each β ∈ B there exists a unique order isomorphism πβ : Dβ → D
′
β with
πβ(y) = y for each y ∈ Yβ (and by Proposition 4.2.2 πβ and the inverse mapping
π−1β are then both continuous). Moreover, the family πB is also an isomorphism from
(DB , fK) to (D
′
B , f
′
K) .
Proof There exists a unique continuous mapping πβ : Dβ → D
′
β with πβ(y) = y
for all y ∈ Yβ because Dβ is an initial completion of Yβ . Moreover, exactly as in
the proof of Lemma 4.3.2, πβ is an order isomorphism. The uniqueness follows from
Proposition 4.2.2. and Lemma 4.3.3.
It remains to show that πB : (DB , fK) → (D
′
B, f
′
K) is a homomorphism (and thus
an isomorphism). Let κ ∈ K be of type L → β ; then Proposition 4.2.4 implies that
πL
⋄
: DL
⋄
→ (D′
⋄
)L is continuous, and so πβ fκ and f
′
κ π
L
⋄
are both continuous mappings
from DL
⋄
to D′β with
πβ fκ (c) = πβ qκ (c) = qκ(c) = qκ π
L
⋄
(c) = f ′κ π
L
⋄
(c)
for all c ∈ Y L
⋄
. Therefore by Lemma 4.3.3 πβ fκ = f
′
κ π
L
⋄
, since DL
⋄
is a completion
of Y L
⋄
.
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Note that in the special case when (YB, qK) is the flat extension of (XB, pK) (and
so there is a unique associated ordering) then (YB , qK) itself is the (only possible)
initial completion of (YB, qK) : The poset Yβ is clearly complete and therefore by
Proposition 4.3.7 Yβ is an initial completion of itself, since a directed subset of Yβ
can contain at most two elements and a finite directed set always contains a maximum
element. Example 4.4.1 on the next page gives an initial completion of the Λ-algebra
(X⊤B , p
⊤
K) introduced in Example 3.2.2.
In what follows let (DB , fK) be an initial completion of (YB, qK) ; Proposition 4.4.1
implies that this initial completion is, in the appropriate sense, unique.
Proposition 4.4.2 (DB , fK) is a monotone regular bottomed Λ-algebra and ⊑B is
an ordering associated with (DB , fK) which is monotone. Moreover, (YB , qK) and
(DB , fK) have the same trace, and if (YB, qK) is (HB, ⋄K)-cored for some core type
(HB, ⋄K) then so is (DB , fK) .
Proof Denote the core of (YB, qK) by C
′
K and that of (DB , fK) by CK . The
following fact relating the cores C′K and CK is needed:
Lemma 4.4.2 Let κ ∈ K be of type L→ β . Then
Cκ = { c ∈ D
L
⋄ : c
′ ⊑κ c for some c
′ ∈ C′κ } .
Moreover, Cκ is also the set of all elements of D
L
⋄
having the form
⊔
A for some
A ∈ d(Y L⋄ ) with A ⊂ C
′
κ .
Proof Let c ∈ DL
⋄
and suppose c′ ⊑κ c for some c
′ ∈ C′κ ; then ⊥β 6= fκ(c
′) ⊑β fκ(c)
and hence fκ(c) 6= ⊥β , i.e., c ∈ Cκ . Conversely, suppose c ∈ D
L
⋄ with fκ(c) 6= ⊥β .
Then, since DL⋄ is a completion of Y
L
⋄ , there exists A ∈ d(Y
L
⋄ ) with c =
⊔
A and
therefore
⊔
fκ(A) = fκ(
⊔
A) 6= ⊥β (because fκ is continuous). But this implies that
fκ(c
′) 6= ⊥β for some c
′ ∈ A , and then c′ ∈ C′κ with c
′ ⊑κ c .
If c ∈ DL
⋄
has the form
⊔
A for some A ∈ d(Y L
⋄
) with A ⊂ C′κ then in particular
c′ ⊑κ c for all c
′ ∈ A ; hence c ∈ Cκ . Suppose conversely that c ∈ Cκ , and let
B ∈ d(Y L
⋄
) with
⊔
B = c . Then, putting A = B ∩ C′κ , it is easily checked that also
A ∈ d(Y L⋄ ) and
⊔
A = c .
The proof of Proposition 4.4.2 can now be commenced, and it will be shown first that
⊑B is an ordering associated with (DB , fK) . Clearly ⊥β ⊑β c for each c ∈ Dβ .
Moreover, if κ ∈ Kβ and c, c
′ ∈ Cκ with c ⊑κ c
′ then fκ(c) ⊑β fκ(c
′) , because fκ is
monotone. Thus consider κ, κ′ ∈ K having types L→ β and L′ → β respectively, and
let c ∈ Cκ , c
′ ∈ Cκ′ with fκ(c) ⊑β fκ′(c
′) . By Lemma 4.4.2 there exist A ∈ d(Y L⋄ )
and A′ ∈ d(Y L
′
⋄
) with A ⊂ C′κ , A
′ ⊂ C′κ′ ,
⊔
A = c and
⊔
A′ = c′ , and then⊔
qκ(A) =
⊔
fκ(A
′) = fκ(
⊔
A) ⊑β fκ′(
⊔
A′) =
⊔
fκ′(A
′) =
⊔
qκ′(A
′)
(since fκ is continuous). Therefore by Proposition 4.3.3 qκ(A) is cofinal in qκ′(A
′) ,
and from the definition of an ordering associated with (YB, qK) this is only possible if
κ = κ′ . Hence in fact qκ(A) is cofinal in qκ(A
′) which, again using the definition of an
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Example 4.4.1 Define a Λ-algebra (D⊤B , f
⊤
K) , which is an extension of the
Λ-algebra (X⊤B , p
⊤
K) introduced in Example 3.2.2, as follows (where if Z is a
set then Z∞ denotes the set of all infinite lists of elements from Z ):
D⊤bool = X
⊤
bool , D
⊤
nat = X
⊤
nat ∪ {∞} , where ∞ /∈ X
⊤
nat ,
D⊤int = X
⊤
int , D
⊤
pair = X
⊤
pair ,
D⊤list = X
⊤
list ∪ (X
⊤
int)
∞ ,
f⊤True = p
⊤
True , f
⊤
False = p
⊤
False ,
f⊤Zero : I→ D
⊤
nat with f
⊤
Zero(ε) = 0 ,
f⊤Succ : D
⊤
nat → D
⊤
nat with
f⊤Succ(n) =
{
p⊤Succ(n) if n ∈ X
⊤
nat ,
∞ if n =∞ ,
f⊤n = p
⊤
n for each n ∈ Z , f
⊤
Pair = p
⊤
Pair ,
f⊤Nil : I→ D
⊤
list with f
⊤
Nil(ε) = ε ,
f⊤Cons : D
⊤
int ×D
⊤
list → D
⊤
list with
f⊤Cons(n, s) =
{
p⊤Cons(n, s) if s ∈ X
⊤
list ,
n ⊳ s if s ∈ (X⊤int)
∞ .
Moreover, for each β ∈ B the partial order ⊑β on X
⊤
β can be extended to
a partial order ⊑β on D
⊤
β (which means that ⊑bool , ⊑int and ⊑pair are
just the corresponding partial orders on X⊤bool , X
⊤
int and X
⊤
pair ):
⊑nat is defined to be the extension of the partial order ⊑nat on X
⊤
nat
such that ∞ ⊑nat n if and only if n = ∞ and n ⊑nat ∞ if and only if
n ∈ bot (N) ∪ {∞} .
⊑list is defined to be the extension of the partial order ⊑list on X
⊤
list
such that if s = x1 x2 · · · ∈ (X
⊤
int)
∞ and z ∈ X⊤list then s ⊑list z
′ if
and only if z′ = x′1 x
′
2 · · · ∈ (X
⊤
int)
∞ with xn ⊑int x
′
n for all n ∈ N ,
and z ⊑list s if and only if z = (x
′
1 · · · x
′
m)
⊥ for some m ∈ N and
x′n ⊑int xn for each n = 0, . . . , m .
It is left to the reader to check that (D⊤B , f
⊤
K) (where D
⊤
β is considered as a
poset with the partial order ⊑β ) is an initial completion of (X
⊤
B , p
⊤
K) .
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ordering associated with (YB, qK) , implies that A is cofinal in A
′ , and so in particular
c =
⊔
A ⊑κ
⊔
A′ = c′ . This shows that ⊑B is an ordering associated with (DB, fK) ,
and by definition ⊑B is then monotone (since the mapping fκ , being continuous, is in
particular monotone).
It will be shown next that
⋃
κ∈Kβ
fκ(Cκ) = Dβ \{⊥β} for each β ∈ B . The regularity
of (DB , fK) then follows from Proposition 4.1.1 and Lemma 3.3.1. Let u ∈ Dβ \ {⊥β}
and let A ∈ d(Yβ) with
⊔
A = u . It can clearly be assumed that ⊥β /∈ A and hence
for each y ∈ A there exists a unique κ ∈ Kβ and a unique element u ∈ C
′
κ such that
qκ(u) = y . But from the definition of an ordering associated with (YB, qK) this is only
possible if κ does not depend on y . Thus there exists κ ∈ K having type L→ β for
some L and for each y ∈ A a unique element cy ∈ C
′
κ such that qκ(cy) = y . Let
B = { cy : y ∈ A } ; then, again using the definition of an associated ordering, it follows
that B ∈ d(Y L
⋄
) . Let c =
⊔
B ; then by Lemma 4.4.2 c ∈ Cκ and
fκ(c) = fκ(
⊔
B) =
⊔
fκ(B) =
⊔
qκ(B) =
⊔
A = u ,
since fκ is continuous. Therefore u ∈ qκ(Cκ) .
The monotonicity of (DB , fK) follows directly from Proposition 4.1.6, and (YB, qK)
and (DB , fK) have the same trace because there is essentially no difference between the
homomorphism · ⊥B : (F
♭
B,⊙
♭
K) → (YB, qK) and the corresponding homomorphism
from (F ♭B ,⊙
♭
K) to (DB , fK) .
It remains to show that if (YB, qK) is (HK , ⋄K)-cored for some core type (HB, ⋄K)
then so is (DB , fK) . Let κ ∈ K be of type L→ β and let c ∈ D
L
⋄
. Then it is easy to
see that there exists c′ ∈ Y L⋄ such that εη(c
′(η)) = εη(c(η)) for each η ∈ L and such
that εβ(fκ(c
′)) = εβ(fκ(c)) . Thus
εβ(fκ(c)) = εβ(fκ(c
′)) = εβ(qκ(c
′)) = ⋄κ(ε
L
⋄
(c′)) = ⋄κ(ε
L
⋄
(c))
and hence (DB , fK) is also (HK , ⋄K)-cored.
Suppose now that (YB, pK) (and thus (DB , fK) ) is a bottomed extension of (XB, pK) .
Proposition 4.4.3 Each element of Xβ is a maximal element of Dβ .
Proof This follows immediately from Proposition 4.1.3, since by Proposition 4.4.2
(DB , fK) is a regular extension of (XB, pK) and ⊑B is an ordering associated with
(DB , fK) .
Proposition 4.4.4 Suppose in addition that (YB, qK) is a minimal extension of
(XB, pK) ; let β ∈ B . Then:
(1) { u ∈ Dβ : u ⊑β y } ⊂ Yβ for each y ∈ Yβ .
(2) For each u ∈ Dβ the set { u
′ ∈ Dβ : u
′ ⊑β u } is finite if and only if u ∈ Yβ .
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Proof (1) Let y ∈ Yβ, u ∈ Dβ with u ⊑β y . Then there exists A ∈ d(Yβ) with
u =
⊔
A and here Proposition 4.3.4 implies that A ⊑β {y} , i.e., y
′ ⊑β y for all
y′ ∈ A . But then by Proposition 4.1.4 (2) A is finite and hence u ∈ A , i.e., u ∈ Y .
(2) If y ∈ Yβ then by (1) and Proposition 4.1.4 (2) { u
′ ∈ Dβ : u
′ ⊑β y } is finite.
The converse follows from the fact that if u ∈ Dβ with u =
⊔
A for some A ∈ d(Yβ)
then A ⊂ { u′ ∈ Dβ : u
′ ⊑β u } . But, as in (1), if A is finite then u ∈ Yβ .
4.5 Notes
The special case of an associated ordering for a fully regular extension can be found in
Goguen, Thatcher, Wagner and Wright (1977) and in Courcelle and Nivat (1976).
Section 4.2 contains the elementary results which will be required from what is called
domain theory . This was originated by Dana Scott in the late sixties, and is the main
tool for dealing with denotational semantics. The reader interested in finding out more
about domain theory should consult Scott and Gunter (1990); an account of its origins
can be found in Scott (1976).
The results in Sections 4.3 concerning the initial completion of a poset are well-known
and exist in a bewildering variety of forms; see, for example, Markowsky and Rosen
(1976), Markowsky (1977), Wright, Wagner and Thatcher (1978) and Banaschewski
and Nelson (1982). The idea of an ideal completion goes back to Birkhoff (1976) (which
was first published in 1940).
Chapter 5 Functions
Chapters 3 and 4 dealt with the data objects. These were obtained by starting with
a signature Λ = (B,K,Θ, ϑ) and fixing an initial Λ-algebra (XB, pK) to describe
the basic data objects. In a further step, a monotone regular extension (DB , fK) of
(XB, pK) was then chosen to specify which ‘undefined’, ‘partially defined’ and, when
appropriate, which ‘infinite’ data objects are to be allowed. In order to make things
more specific the following three cases will be concentrated on throughout the study:
Case 1 (DB , fK) is any monotone regular extension of (XB, pK) . Here DB
will be considered just as a family of bottomed sets, and the mappings in the
family fK have in general no further structure.
Case 2 (DB , fK) is a minimal monotone regular extension of (XB, pK) .
Then by Proposition 4.1.2 there exists a unique ordering ⊑B associated with
(DB , fK) which by Proposition 4.1.5 is monotone. DB will be considered as
a family of bottomed posets with respect to this family of partial orders, and
hence fK is a family of monotone mappings.
Case 3 (DB , fK) is here the initial completion of a minimal monotone regular
extension (YB , qK) of (XB, pK) . There is then the ordering ⊑B associated
with (DB , fK) which arises from this completion process (i.e., from the initial
completion of (YB, qK) using its unique associated ordering). Here DB will be
considered as a family of bottomed complete posets with respect to this family
of partial orders, and hence fK is a family of continuous mappings. (This
means that (DB , fK) is obtained using the ‘canonical’ procedure described at
the beginning of Chapter 4.)
The next task is to define suitable functions over the data objects. In Section 5.1 a
general framework will be presented involving what are called concrete cartesian closed
categories. These allow a uniform treatment of the functions which will be associated
with the basic cases.
In Section 5.2 the set of ground types is extended to a set S called the set of functional
types over B . Somewhat informally, the set S can be thought of as being defined by
the following rules:
(1) If L ∈ FS and β ∈ B then L→ β is an element of S .
(2) Each element of S can be uniquely constructed using rule (1).
(The set B is considered as a subset of S by identifying each ground type β ∈ B with
the element ∅→ β of S .)
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The functions of type L → β will be defined to be some kind of functions whose
arguments are named by the elements of the set L , in which the values of the argument
corresponding to η ∈ L range over the set of elements of type 〈η〉 , and which take
their values in the set Dβ . In particular, if σ1 · · · σn ∈ S
∗ with n ≥ 1 then the
functions of type σ1 · · · σn → β will be functions of n arguments with the values of
the j-th argument ranging over the set of elements of type σj . The recursive definition
of S (manifested in rule (1)) is necessary since we want to include higher-order types,
i.e., types L→ β in which 〈η〉 /∈ B for at least one η ∈ L , and may need higher-order
types L→ β in which 〈η〉 is itself a higher-order type for some η ∈ L ,
Having introduced the set S , the family DB is then extended to a family DS in such
a way that for each σ ∈ S\B it is natural to regard Dσ as a set of functions of type σ .
This family is obtained via a construction in an appropriate concrete cartesian closed
category, and makes use of an initiality property enjoyed by S .
The next step is to extend the signature Λ to a signature Σ = (S,N,∆, δ) by adding
names for various partial application operators; the Λ-algebra (DB , fK) can then be
extended to a Σ-algebra (DS , fN ) by adding these operators to the family fK . It is
this Σ-algebra (DS , fN ) which forms the basis for what follows.
In Section 5.3 the primitive or built-in functions are specified. These are the functions
occurring in the equations which are really part of what is given (as opposed to the
functions which the equations are supposed to define). There are two kinds of primitive
functions which are needed. For practical reasons it is useful to have a few integer
operators . More importantly, a suitable family of case operators is also required. These
will facilitate what corresponds to pattern matching or to the ‘case’ construction in
Haskell . These operators (or something equivalent) are absolutely essential: They are
the analogue of the if then else construction found in all imperative programming
languages and without them it is impossible to define any ‘non-trivial’ functions.
Finally, in Section 5.4 we take stock of the various constructions made so far and present
the set-up which will be used throughout the rest of the study.
5.1 Concrete cartesian closed categories
In this section a general framework will be presented involving what are called concrete
cartesian closed categories. These allow a uniform treatment of the functions which will
be associated with the basic cases introduced at the beginning of the chapter.
To motivate making use of such a concept let us begin by looking at the Λ-algebra
(DB , fK) occurring in one of these three cases. There is then a natural class C of sets
equipped with an additional structure (depending on the case being considered) such
that Dβ ∈ C for each β ∈ B and such that fK is a family of mappings which preserve
some of this structure. To be more definite:
Case 1: C is the class of bottomed sets and there is no restriction on the
family fK .
Case 2: C is the class of bottomed posets and fK is a family of monotone
mappings.
Case 3: C is the class of bottomed complete posets and fK is a family of
continuous mappings.
(Note that the mappings are not required to map the bottom element onto the
bottom element, and in fact for a fully regular extension such a requirement
would never be met.)
Now there are two important properties which these three set-ups have in common.
The first is the closure of the class C under taking finite products: Let L be a finite
C-typed set, i.e., L is a finite set equipped with a mapping 〈·〉 : L→ C , and denote by
⊗L the set of all mappings c : L→
⋃
η∈L〈η〉 such that c(η) ∈ 〈η〉 for each η ∈ L . (In
particular, this means that ⊗∅ = I .) Then there is a natural way to equip ⊗L with
the appropriate structure so that it becomes an element of C . To be more definite:
Case 1: The bottom element of ⊗L is the mapping c in which c(η) is the
bottom element of 〈η〉 for each η ∈ L . (In particular, this means that ε is
the bottom element of ⊗∅ = I .)
Case 2: The bottom element is as in Case 1. The set ⊗L is considered as a
poset with the product partial order ⊑ defined by stipulating that b ⊑ c if
and only if b(η) ⊑η c(η) for each η ∈ L , with ⊑η the partial order on 〈η〉 .
Case 3: The bottom element and the partial order are as in Case 2, and the
proof of Proposition 4.2.3 shows that the poset ⊗L is complete.
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Of course, the existence of finite products was already implicit in the definition of the
family fK , since these mappings have finite products as their domains. Note that
if L is a finite C-typed set and the family XL is defined by putting Xη = 〈η〉 for
each η ∈ L , then ⊗L = XL⋄ , provided that L is regarded as an L-typed set with
the identity typing in the definition of XL
⋄
. This fact allows the results in Chapter 4
(which are stated for families) to be applied here. (For example, it is in this sense that
Proposition 4.2.3 shows that the poset ⊗L is complete in Case 3.)
If X1, X2 ∈ C then the element ⊗[2] of C with 〈1〉 = X1 and 〈2〉 = X2 will be
denoted as usual by X1 ×X2 .
The second common property involves sets of functions: Let X and Y be elements
of C . Then there is a set ε(X, Y ) , which should be thought of as the set of structure
preserving mappings from X to Y , and there is a natural way to equip ε(X, Y ) with
the appropriate structure so that it becomes an element of C . More precisely:
Case 1: ε(X, Y ) is the set Y X of all mappings from X to Y , and for reasons
of legibility it is convenient to allow 〈X → Y 〉 as an alternative notation for
Y X . The bottom element of ε(X, Y ) = 〈X → Y 〉 is the mapping f in which
f(x) is the bottom element of Y for each x ∈ X .
Case 2: ε(X, Y ) is the set (X → Y ) of all monotone mappings from X to
Y , with the bottom element as in Case 1. The set ε(X, Y ) = (X → Y ) is
considered as a poset with the partial order ⊑ defined by stipulating that
g ⊑ h if and only if g(x) ⊑′ h(x) for all x ∈ X , with ⊑′ the partial order
on Y .
Case 3: ε(X, Y ) is the set [X → Y ] of all continuous mappings from X to
Y , again with the bottom element as in Case 1. The set ε(X, Y ) = [X → Y ]
is here considered as a poset with the partial order induced by the partial order
on (X → Y ) (noting that [X → Y ] ⊂ (X → Y ) ); by Proposition 4.2.6 this
poset is then complete.
In addition, for each X, Y ∈ C there is a functional application (or evaluation) operator
aYX : ε(X, Y )×X → Y , which in all three cases is defined by
aYX(h, x) = h(x)
for all h ∈ ε(X, Y ) , x ∈ X . (This makes sense, because in all three cases h is a function
from X to Y .) Moreover, in Case 2 the mapping aYX is monotone by Lemma 4.2.4,
and Proposition 4.2.7 implies that in Case 3 the mapping aYX is continuous.
Finally, if X, Y, Z ∈ C and f : X×Y → Z is a structure preserving mapping (i.e., f is
arbitrary, monotone or continuous depending on which of the cases is being considered)
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then there is a unique structure preserving mapping g : X → ε(Y, Z) such that
aZY (g(x), y) = f(x, y)
(i.e., such that g(x) (y) = f(x, y) ) for all x ∈ X , y ∈ Y . Of course, in all three
cases there can be at most one such mapping, and in Case 1 the requirement that
g(x) (y) = f(x, y) for all x ∈ X , y ∈ Y actually defines g . For the existence of g
in Case 2 (resp. Case 3) it must be shown that the mapping y 7→ f(x, y) is monotone
(resp. continuous) for each x ∈ X and then that the mapping x 7→ (y 7→ f(x, y))
is monotone (resp. continuous). However, this was already established in Chapter 4,
and in fact g = c(f) , with c the appropriate currying operator. More precisely, in
Case 2 c is the order isomorphism (given by Lemma 4.2.5) from (X × Y → Z) to
(X → (Y → Z)) and in Case 3 the order isomorphism (given by Proposition 4.2.8)
from [X × Y → Z] to [X → [Y → Z]] .
The above discussion has really shown that there is a concrete cartesian closed category
associated with each of the basic cases. Exactly what this means will now be explained.
It should be noted that not much trouble has been taken up to now to distinguish
between a set with structure (such as a bottomed poset or a complete bottomed poset)
and the underlying set. In the definitions involving concrete categories which follow this
point will be treated with a bit more care.
A concrete category C consists of
— a class of elements C called the objects of the category,
— for each X ∈ C a set |X | called the underlying set of X ,
— for each X, Y ∈ C a set Hom(X, Y ) which is a subset of the set of all mappings
from |X | to |Y |
such that the following two conditions hold:
(C1) If f ∈ Hom(X, Y ) and g ∈ Hom(Y, Z) then the composition g ◦ f : |X | → |Z|
(i.e., the mapping defined by (g ◦ f)(x) = g(f(x)) for all x ∈ |X | ) is an element
of Hom(X,Z) .
(C2) The identity mapping idX : |X | → |X | is an element of Hom(X,X) for each
X ∈ C .
In what follows let C be a concrete category; as above the objects of C will be denoted
by C . The elements of Hom(X, Y ) are usually called morphisms .
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The concrete categories associated with the basic cases are, of course, given as
follows:
Case 1: C is the class of bottomed sets, for each X ∈ C the underlying set
|X | is the set obtained by forgetting the bottom element, and Hom(X, Y ) is
the set of all mappings from |X | to |Y | for each X, Y ∈ C . It is clear that
(C1) and (C2) hold.
Case 2: C is the class of bottomed posets, for each X ∈ C the underlying
set |X | is the set obtained by forgetting the bottom element and the partial
order, and Hom(X, Y ) is the set of all monotone mappings from |X | to |Y |
for each X, Y ∈ C . It is clear that (C2) holds and (C1) holds by Lemma 4.2.1.
Case 3: C is the class of bottomed complete posets, for each X ∈ C the
underlying set |X | is again the set obtained by forgetting the bottom element
and the partial order, and Hom(X, Y ) is the set of all continuous mappings
from |X | to |Y | for each X, Y ∈ C . It is clear that (C2) holds and (C1)
holds by Proposition 4.2.1.
Let X, Y ∈ C ; a morphism f ∈ Hom(X, Y ) is called an isomorphism if there is a
morphism g ∈ Hom(Y,X) such that g ◦ f = idX and f ◦ g = idY . In this case g is
uniquely determined by f , since if also g′ ◦ f = idX and f ◦ g
′ = idY then
g′ = g′ ◦ idY = g
′ ◦ f ◦ g = idX ◦ g = g .
The morphism g is called the inverse of f , and it will be denoted by f−1 . Note that if
f ∈ Hom(X, Y ) is an isomorphism then the mapping f : |X | → |Y | is a bijection. The
converse is, in general, false: If f ∈ Hom(X, Y ) is a morphism such that the mapping
f : |X | → |Y | is a bijection then f need not be an isomorphism. Case 2 provides
an example of this: If f is a monotone bijection then the set-theoretic inverse of f
need not be monotone. Objects X, Y ∈ C are said to be isomorphic if there exists an
isomorphism f ∈ Hom(X, Y ) .
The notion of a S-typed set clearly still makes sense when S is a class: It is a pair
(L, 〈·〉) consisting of a set L and a mapping 〈·〉 : L → S . The notation being used
for typed sets will also be employed here; in particular, the S-typed set (L, 〈·〉) will
usually be denoted just by L , it being assumed that the typing 〈·〉 can be inferred
from the context.
Let Sets denote the class of all sets, and let
∏
: FSets → Sets be the mapping defined
by for each L ∈ FSets letting
∏
L be the set of all mappings c : L →
⋃
η∈L〈η〉 such
that c(η) ∈ 〈η〉 for each η ∈ L . In particular,
∏
∅ = I .
If L ∈ FC then |L| will be used to denote the element of FSets having the same
underlying set as in L and with the typing |〈·〉| : L→ Sets (with of course 〈·〉 : L→ C
the typing on L as a C-typed set).
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The concrete category C will be said to possess canonical finite products if there is a
mapping ⊗ : FC → C given such that:
(P1) |⊗L| =
∏
|L| for each L ∈ FC .
(P2) If L ∈ FC and η ∈ L then the mapping pη : |⊗L| → |〈η〉| defined by pη(c) = c(η)
for each c ∈ |⊗L| is a morphism, i.e., an element of Hom(⊗L, 〈η〉) .
(P3) If L ∈ FC , X ∈ C and qη ∈ Hom(X, 〈η〉) for each η ∈ L then the mapping
q : |X | → |⊗L| defined by q(x) (η) = qη(x) for all x ∈ |X | , η ∈ L , is
a morphism, i.e., an element of Hom(X,⊗L) . If L = ∅ then this is to be
interpreted as requiring that the unique mapping q : |X | → I (i.e., with q(x) = ε
for all x ∈ |X | ) be a morphism, i.e., an element of Hom(X,⊗∅) .
The concrete categories associated with the basic cases possess canonical finite
products: In all three cases condition (P1) holds by definition, and (P2) and
(P3) hold trivially in Case 1.
In Case 2 (resp. in Case 3) Lemma 4.2.2 (resp. Lemma 4.2.7) implies that (P2)
holds, and then Lemma 4.2.3 (resp. Proposition 4.2.5) implies, making use of
Lemma 5.1.1 below, that (P3) holds.
In what follows assume that C possess canonical finite products. By (P1) (and as
already noted in (P3)) |⊗∅| =
∏
|∅| = I , and in fact I will also be used to denote
the object ⊗∅ . (The object and its underlying set having the same denotation should
cause no problem in this particular case.) Note (P3) implies that Hom(X, I) consists
of a unique morphism for each X ∈ C ; in the language of category theory this means
that I is a terminal object of the category C .
Lemma 5.1.1 Let L ∈ FC , X ∈ C and for each η ∈ L let qη ∈ Hom(X, 〈η〉) . Then
the morphism q ∈ Hom(X,⊗L) given by (P3) is the unique mapping q : |X | → |⊗L|
such that pη ◦ q = qη for each η ∈ L .
Proof This holds trivially if L = ∅ , so assume that L 6= ∅ . If q(x) (η) = qη(x)
for all x ∈ |X | then (pη ◦ q) (x) = pη(q(x)) = qη(x) for all x ∈ |X | , and thus
pη ◦ q = qη . Conversely, if pη ◦ q = qη then for all x ∈ |X |
q(x) (η) = pη(q(x)) = (pη ◦ q) (x) = qη(x) .
Lemma 5.1.2 Let L ∈ FC , X ∈ C and let q : |X | → |⊗L| be a mapping. Then q
is a morphism, i.e., an element of Hom(X,⊗L) , if and only if pη ◦ q ∈ Hom(X, 〈η〉) for
all η ∈ L .
Proof This follows immediately from Lemma 5.1.1.
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Let X1, X2 ∈ C ; then the object ⊗[2] of C with 〈1〉 = X1 and 〈2〉 = X2 will be
denoted by X1 × X2 . It is easily checked that |X1 × X2| = |X1| × |X2| and that
the morphisms p1 ∈ Hom(X1 × X2, X1) and p2 ∈ Hom(X1 × X2, X2) occurring in
(P2) are the mappings p1 : |X1| × |X2| → |X1| and p2 : |X1| × |X2| → |X2| given by
p1(x1, x2) = x1 and p2(x1, x2) = x2 for all x1 ∈ |X1| , x2 ∈ |X2| . Moreover, if X ∈ C
and q1 ∈ Hom(X,X1) , q2 ∈ Hom(X,X2) then the morphism q ∈ Hom(X,X1 ×X2)
given by (P3) is the mapping q : |X | → |X1| × |X2| given by q(x) = (q1(x), q2(x)) for
each x ∈ |X | .
Lemma 5.1.3 Let (L, 〈·〉) and (L, 〈·〉′) be two finite C-typed sets (with the same
underlying set L ) and for each η ∈ L let fη ∈ Hom(〈η〉, 〈η〉
′) . Then the mapping
f : |⊗(L, 〈·〉)| → |⊗(L, 〈·〉′)| defined for all c ∈ |⊗(L, 〈·〉)| , η ∈ L by
f(c) (η) = fη(c(η))
is a morphism, i.e., an element of Hom(⊗(L, 〈·〉),⊗(L, 〈·〉′)) .
Proof For each η ∈ L let pη ∈ Hom(⊗(L, 〈·〉), 〈η〉) be the morphism occurring in (P2)
in the definition of ⊗(L, 〈·〉) and let p′η ∈ Hom(⊗(L, 〈·〉
′), 〈η〉′) be the corresponding
morphism in the definition of ⊗(L, 〈·〉′) . Then for all η ∈ L , c ∈ ⊗(L, 〈·〉)
(p′η ◦ f) (c) = f(c) (η) = fη(c(η)) = (fη ◦ pη) (c) ,
i.e., p′η ◦ f = fη ◦ pη and hence p
′
η ◦ f ∈ Hom(⊗(L, 〈·〉), 〈η〉
′) for each η ∈ L . Thus by
Lemma 5.1.2 f ∈ Hom(⊗(L, 〈·〉),⊗(L, 〈·〉′)) .
If X1, X2, Y1, Y2 ∈ C and f1 ∈ Hom(X1, Y1) , f2 ∈ Hom(X2, Y2) then the morphism
f ∈ Hom(X1 × X2, Y1 × Y2) given by Lemma 5.1.3 will be denoted by f1 × f2 . It
is easily checked that f1 × f2 : |X1| × |X2| → |Y1| × |Y2| is the mapping defined by
(f1 × f2)(x1, x2) = (f1(x1), f2(x2)) for all x1 ∈ |X1| , x2 ∈ |X2| .
The concrete category C is said to be cartesian closed if (in addition to possessing
canonical finite products) there is given a mapping ε : C × C → C such that the
following conditions holds:
(E1) For each X, Y ∈ C the underlying set of the object ε(X, Y ) is just Hom(X, Y ) ,
i.e., |ε(X, Y )| = Hom(X, Y ) .
(E2) For each X, Y ∈ C the mapping aYX : |ε(X, Y )| × |X | → |Y | given by
aYX(h, x) = h(x)
for all h ∈ |ε(X, Y )| = Hom(X, Y ) , x ∈ |X | , is a morphism, i.e., aYX is an
element of Hom(ε(X, Y )×X, Y ) .
(E3) If X, Y, Z ∈ C then for each f ∈ Hom(X × Y, Z) there is a unique morphism
g ∈ Hom(X, ε(Y, Z)) such that
aZY ◦ (g × idY ) = f ,
i.e., such that aZY (g(x), y) = f(x, y) for all x ∈ |X | , y ∈ |Y | .
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The object ε(X, Y ) is often called the exponential object of X and Y ; the morphism
aYX is called a functional application operator or just an application operator .
Note that (E3) is really the assertion that for each f ∈ Hom(X × Y, Z) the mapping
y 7→ f(x, y) is an element of Hom(Y, Z) for each x ∈ |X | , and that the mapping
x 7→ (y 7→ f(x, y)) is then an element of Hom(X, ε(Y, Z)) .
In the concrete categories associated with the basic cases the object ε(X, Y )
was defined to be respectively the bottomed set 〈X → Y 〉 of all mappings
from |X | to |Y | , the bottomed poset (X → Y ) of all monotone mappings
from |X | to |Y | , and the bottomed complete poset [X → Y ] of all continuous
mappings from |X | to |Y | . (Note that 〈X → Y 〉 , (X → Y ) and [X → Y ]
are now being used to denote the objects and not the underlying sets.)
In each of these cases |ε(X, Y )| is just the corresponding set of mappings
without the additional structure which makes ε(X, Y ) respectively a bottomed
set, a bottomed poset and a bottomed complete poset. In particular, this
means that |ε(X, Y )| = Hom(X, Y ) .
In all three cases it was shown that aYX ∈ Hom(ε(X, Y ) × X, Y ) . Moreover,
it was also shown that (E3) holds, with g = c(f) and with c the appropriate
currying operator. This implies that the concrete categories associated with
the basic cases are all cartesian closed.
In what follows assume that C is cartesian closed. One of the main reasons for working
in the present generality is that it allows a uniform treatment of partial application
operators. These operators, which are a generalisation of the application operators, will
play an important role in the remainder of the study.
In order to be able to define the partial application operators some preparation is needed.
Note that if X, Y, Z ∈ C then the objects (X × Y )× Z and X × (Y × Z) cannot be
equal, since their underlying sets are not even the same. However, they are isomorphic:
Lemma 5.1.4 The mapping ϑ : (|X | × |Y |)× |Z| → |X | × (|Y | × |Z|) defined by
ϑ((x, y), z) = (x, (y, z))
for all x ∈ |X | , y ∈ |Y | and z ∈ |Z| is an element of Hom((X×Y )×Z,X×(Y ×Z)) .
Moreover, ϑ is an isomorphism with inverse the mapping ϑ−1 given by
ϑ−1(x, (y, z)) = ((x, y), z)
for all x ∈ |X | , y ∈ |Y | and z ∈ |Z| .
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Proof Put U = (X × Y )× Z ; thus |U | = |X × Y | × |Z| = (|X | × |Y |)× |Z| . By (P2)
the mappings q1 : |X × Y | → |X | and q2 : |X × Y | → |Y | defined by q1(x, y) = x and
q2(x, y) = y are morphisms, i.e., q1 ∈ Hom(X × Y,X) and q2 ∈ Hom(X × Y, Y ) . In
the same way, by (P2) the mappings r1 : |U | → |X × Y | and r2 : |U | → |Z| defined
by r1(w, z) = w and r2(w, z) = z are also morphisms, i.e., r1 ∈ Hom(U,X × Y ) and
r2 ∈ Hom(U, Z) . Put q
′
1 = q1 ◦ r1 , q
′
2 = q2 ◦ r1 and q
′
3 = r2 , hence q
′
1 ∈ Hom(U,X) ,
q′2 ∈ Hom(U, Y ) and q
′
3 ∈ Hom(U, Z) , and let ϕ : U → X × Y × Z be the mapping
given by ϕ((x, y), z) = (x, y, z) for all x ∈ |X | , y ∈ |Y | , z ∈ |Z| . Then pj ◦ ϕ = q
′
j
for each j = 1, 2, 3 , where p1 ∈ Hom(X × Y × Z,X) , p2 ∈ Hom(X × Y × Z, Y )
and p3 ∈ Hom(X × Y × Z, Z) are the morphisms occurring in (P2) in the definition
of X × Y × Z . Therefore by Lemma 5.1.2 ϕ is a morphism, i.e., ϕ is an element of
Hom(U,X × Y × Z) .
Now let p′1 : |X×Y ×Z| → |X×Y | be the mapping given by p
′
1(x, y, z) = (x, y) ; then
by Lemma 5.1.2 p′1 ∈ Hom(X × Y × Z,X × Y ) , since q1 ◦ p
′
1 = p1 and q2 ◦ p
′
1 = p2 .
Thus, again making use of Lemma 5.1.2, the mapping ϕ′ : X × Y × Z → U given
by ϕ′(x, y, z) = ((x, y), z) for all x ∈ |X | , y ∈ |Y | , z ∈ |Z| , is a morphism, since
r1 ◦ ϕ
′ = p′1 and r2 ◦ ϕ
′ = p3 . But clearly ϕ
′ ◦ ϕ = idU and ϕ ◦ ϕ
′ = idX×Y×Z , and
this shows that ϕ is an isomorphism with inverse ϕ′ .
Finally, let ψ : |X | × |Y × Z| → |X × Y × Z| be given by ψ(x, (y, z)) = (x, y, z) . The
same proof as above shows that ψ ∈ Hom(X × (Y ×Z), X × Y ×Z) and that ψ is an
isomorphism with inverse ψ′ ∈ Hom(X × Y × Z,X × (Y × Z)) the mapping given by
ψ′(x, y, z) = (x, (y, z)) for all x ∈ |X | , y ∈ |Y | , z ∈ |Z| . But clearly ϑ = ψ′ ◦ ϕ and
therefore Hom((X × Y ) × Z,X × (Y × Z)) ; moreover, ϕ , as the composition of two
isomorphisms, is itself an isomorphism with inverse ϑ−1 = ϕ′ ◦ ψ , which in particular
implies that ϑ−1(x, (y, z)) = ((x, y), z) for all x ∈ |X | , y ∈ |Y | and z ∈ |Z| .
The mapping in Lemma 5.1.4 will always be denoted by ϑ ; the objects X , Y and Z
can always be determined from the context.
If L ∈ FC and J is a subset of the underlying set L then J will be considered as a
C-typed set with the typing induced from L .
Lemma 5.1.5 Let L ∈ FC and J be a non-empty proper subset of L . Then the
mapping pL,J : |⊗L| → |⊗J | given by
pL,J(c) (η) = c(η)
for all c ∈ |⊗L| , η ∈ J , is a morphism, i.e., an element of Hom(⊗L,⊗J) .
Proof For each η ∈ L let pη ∈ Hom(⊗L, 〈η〉) be the morphism occurring in (P2) in
the definition of ⊗L , and for each η ∈ J let p′η ∈ Hom(⊗J, 〈η〉) be the corresponding
morphism in the definition of ⊗J . Then clearly p′η ◦ pL,J = pη for each η ∈ J , and
hence by Lemma 5.1.2 pL,J is a morphism.
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Lemma 5.1.6 Let L ∈ FC and J be a non-empty proper subset of L . Then the
mapping sL,J : |⊗J | × |⊗(L\J)| → |⊗L| given by
sL,J(a, b) (η) =
{
a(η) if η ∈ J ,
b(η) if η ∈ L\J ,
is a morphism, i.e., an element of Hom(⊗J × ⊗(L\J),⊗L) . Moreover, sL,J is an
isomorphism with inverse the mapping from |⊗L| to |⊗J | × |⊗(L\J)| given by
s−1L,J(c) = (pL,J(c), pL,L\J(c))
for all c ∈ |⊗J | .
Proof This is very similar to the proof of Lemma 5.1.4 and is left to the reader.
Lemma 5.1.7 Let L ∈ FC and let J1, J2, J3 be non-empty disjoint subsets of L
with L = J1 ∪ J2 ∪ J3 . Then
sL,J1 ◦ (id⊗J1 × sJ2∪J3,J2) ◦ ϑ = sL,J1∪J2 ◦ (sJ1∪J2,J1 × id⊗J3)
with ϑ ∈ Hom( (⊗J1 ×⊗J2)×⊗J3 , ⊗J1 × (⊗J2 ×⊗J3) ) . In other words,
sL,J1(c1, sJ2∪J3,J2(c2, c3)) = sL,J1∪J2(sJ1∪J2,J1(c1, c2), c3)
for all c1 ∈ |⊗J1| , c2 ∈ |⊗J2| and c3 ∈ |⊗J3| .
Proof This is straightforward; for example, if η ∈ J2 then
sL,J1(c1, sJ2∪J3,J2(c2, c3)) (η) = sJ2∪J3,J2(c2, c3)) (η) = c2(η)
= sJ1∪J2,J1(c1, c2) (η) = sL,J1∪J2(sJ1∪J2,J1(c1, c2), c3) (η) ,
with similar calculations in the other two cases.
Let L ∈ FC and Y ∈ C and, to simplify the notation, it is convenient here to just write
ε(L, Y ) instead of ε(⊗L, Y ) and aYL instead of a
Y
⊗L . Now the application operator a
Y
L
is a mapping from |ε(L, Y )|× |⊗L| to |Y | , in which the element aYL (h, c) of |Y | is the
value obtained by applying the function h ∈ |ε(L, Y )| = Hom(⊗L, Y ) to its arguments
c ∈ |⊗L| .
The partial application operators will generalise this, but with the function applied to
only some of its arguments. To be more precise, let J be a non-empty proper subset of L
(which means in particular that L must contain at least two elements). Then there will
be a partial application operator paYL,J , which will be a mapping from |ε(L, Y )|× |⊗J |
to |ε(L\J, Y )| , in which the element paYL,J(h, b) of |ε(L\J, Y )| is the value obtained
by applying the function h ∈ |ε(L, Y )| = Hom(⊗L, Y ) just to the arguments b ∈ |⊗J | .
This means that the value is now an element of |ε(L\J, Y )| = Hom(⊗(L\J), Y ) , and is
thus a function from |⊗(L\J)| to |Y | . In fact, it should be the function which, when
the remaining arguments are applied to it, gives the same value (i.e., the same element
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of |Y | ) which would have been obtained if all the arguments had been applied directly
to h . In other words, paYL,J(h, b) (c) = h(sL,J(b, c)) , i.e.,
aYL\J(pa
Y
L,J(h, b), c) = a
Y
L (h, sL,J(b, c))
should hold for all h ∈ |ε(L, Y )| , b ∈ |⊗J | and all c ∈ |⊗(L\J)| . The morphism sL,J
is needed here to combine the two partial sets of arguments b and c into a complete
set of arguments sL,J(b, c) ∈ |⊗L| .
The above equation describes how paYL,J should behave as a mapping, and clearly there
is at most one such mapping from |ε(L, Y )| × |⊗J | to |ε(L\J, Y )| . The existence is
not so clear: This requires that the mapping c 7→ h(sL,J(b, c)) be a morphism (i.e.,
an element of Hom(⊗(L\J), Y ) ) for each h ∈ |ε(L, Y )| , b ∈ |⊗J | . However, what
is really needed is that paYL,J itself should actually be a morphism, i.e., an element of
Hom(ε(L, Y )×⊗J, ε(L\J, Y )) . It will be shown below that there is, in fact, a morphism
(and thus a unique morphism) paYL,J satisfying this equation.
In order to establish the existence of the morphism paYL,J it is useful to rewrite the
above equation in a form which does not involve the arguments of the mappings.
Lemma 5.1.8 Let L ∈ FC , J be a non-empty proper subset of L and Y ∈ C . Let
ψ ∈ Hom(ε(L, Y )×⊗J, ε(L\J, Y )) ; then
aYL\J(ψ(h, b), c) = a
Y
L (h, sL,J(b, c))
holds for all h ∈ |ε(L, Y )| , b ∈ |⊗J | and all c ∈ |⊗(L\J)| if and only if
aYL\J ◦ (ψ × id⊗(L\J)) = a
Y
L ◦ (idε(L,Y ) × sL,J) ◦ ϑ
with ϑ ∈ Hom( (ε(L, Y )×⊗J)×⊗(L\J) , ε(L, Y )× (⊗J ×⊗(L\J)) ) .
Proof Let h ∈ |ε(L, Y )| , b ∈ |⊗J | and c ∈ |⊗(L\J)| ; then
aYL (h, sL,J(b, c)) =
(
aYL ◦ (idε(L,Y ) × sL,J)
)
(h, (b, c))
=
(
aYL ◦ (idε(L,Y ) × sL,J) ◦ ϑ
)
((h, b), c)) ,
and on the other hand
aYL\J(ψ(h, b), c) =
(
aYL\J ◦ (ψ × id⊗(L\J))
)
((h, b), c) .
The result follows immediately from these two facts.
Proposition 5.1.1 Let L ∈ FC , J be a non-empty proper subset of L and Y ∈ C .
Then there is a unique morphism paYL,J ∈ Hom(ε(L, Y )×⊗J, ε(L\J, Y )) such that
aYL\J ◦ (pa
Y
L,J × id⊗(L\J)) = a
Y
L ◦ (idε(L,Y ) × sL,J) ◦ ϑ ,
again with ϑ ∈ Hom( (ε(L, Y )×⊗J)×⊗(L\J) , ε(L, Y )× (⊗J ×⊗(L\J)) ) .
Proof Just apply (E3) with f = aYL ◦ (idε(L,Y )× sL,J) ◦ ϑ (and note that the objects
X , Y and Z occurring in (E3) are here equal to ε(L, Y ) × ⊗J , ⊗(L\J) and Y
respectively).
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Let L ∈ FC , J be a non-empty proper subset of L and Y ∈ C . Then by Lemma 5.1.8
paYL,J ∈ Hom(ε(L, Y )×⊗J, ε(L\J, Y )) is the unique morphism such that
aYL\J(pa
Y
L,J(h, b), c) = a
Y
L (h, sL,J(b, c))
for all h ∈ |ε(L, Y )| , b ∈ |⊗J | and all c ∈ |⊗(L\J)| . In fact, as already noted, paYL,J
is the unique mapping from ε(L, Y )×⊗J to ε(L\J, Y )) satisfying this equation.
Proposition 5.1.2 Let L ∈ FC , let J and J
′ be non-empty disjoint subsets of L
with J ∪ J ′ 6= L and let Y ∈ C ; then
paYL,J∪J ′ ◦ (idε(L,Y ) × sJ∪J ′,J ) ◦ ϑ = pa
Y
L\J,J ′ ◦ (pa
Y
L,J × id⊗J ′)
with ϑ ∈ Hom( (ε(L, Y )×⊗J)×⊗J ′ , ε(L, Y )× (⊗J ×⊗J ′) ) . Equivalently,
paYL,J∪J ′(h, sJ∪J ′,J(b, b
′)) = paYL\J,J ′(pa
Y
L,J(h, b), b
′)
holds for all h ∈ |ε(L, Y )| , b ∈ |⊗J | and b′ ∈ |⊗J ′| .
Proof Let h ∈ |ε(L, Y )| , b ∈ |⊗J | and b′ ∈ |⊗J ′| ; then by Lemma 5.1.7
sL,J(b, sL\J,J ′(b
′, a)) = sL,J∪J ′(sJ∪J ′,J(b, b
′), a)
for all a ∈ |⊗(L \ (J ∪ J ′))| . Thus
paYL\J,J ′(pa
Y
L,J(h, b), b
′) (a) = paYL,J(h, b) (sL\J,J ′(b
′, a))
= h(sL,J(b, sL\J,J ′(b
′, a))) = h(sL,J∪J ′(sJ∪J ′,J(b, b
′), a))
= paYL\J,J ′(pa
Y
L,J(h, b), b
′) (a)
for all a ∈ |⊗(L \ (J ∪ J ′))| , and therefore
paYL,J∪J ′(h, sJ∪J ′,J (b, b
′)) = paYL\J,J ′(pa
Y
L,J(h, b), b
′) .
It is useful to extend the class of partial application operators by putting paYL,L = a
Y
L for
each non-empty L ∈ FC . Note, however, that the morphism pa
Y
L,L is defined to be an
element of Hom(ε(L, Y )×⊗L, Y ) (and not an element of Hom(ε(L, Y )×⊗L, ε(I, Y ) ).
The reason for making this extension is that the partial application operators then
include the application operators, and it is justified by the fact that Proposition 5.1.2
still holds:
Proposition 5.1.3 Let L ∈ FC , let J and J
′ be non-empty disjoint subsets of L
and let Y ∈ C ; then
paYL,J∪J ′ ◦ (idε(L,Y ) × sJ∪J ′,J ) ◦ ϑ = pa
Y
L\J,J ′ ◦ (pa
Y
L,J × id⊗J ′)
with ϑ ∈ Hom( (ε(L, Y )×⊗J)×⊗J ′ , ε(L, Y )× (⊗J ×⊗J ′) ) . Equivalently,
paYL,J∪J ′(h, sJ∪J ′,J(b, b
′)) = paYL\J,J ′(pa
Y
L,J(h, b), b
′)
holds for all h ∈ |ε(L, Y )| , b ∈ |⊗J | and b′ ∈ |⊗J ′| .
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Proof If J ∪ J ′ 6= L then this is just Proposition 5.1.2, and if J ∪ J ′ = L then it
follows immediately from Proposition 5.1.1 and Lemma 5.1.8.
The concrete cartesian closed category C will be called bottomed if for each X ∈ C the
underlying set |X | contains a bottom element, to be denoted by ⊥X , such that the
following two conditions hold:
(B1) For each L ∈ FC the bottom element ⊥⊗L of |⊗L| =
∏
|L| is the mapping
defined by ⊥⊗L(η) = ⊥〈η〉 for each η ∈ L .
(B2) For each X, Y ∈ C the bottom element ⊥ε(X,Y ) of |ε(X, Y )| is the unique
element h ∈ |ε(X, Y )| such that aYX(h, x) = ⊥Y for all x ∈ |X | . (In other
words, aYX(⊥ε(X,Y ), x) = ⊥Y for all x ∈ |X | , and if a
Y
X(h, x) = ⊥Y for all
x ∈ |X | then h = ⊥ε(X, Y ) .)
The concrete categories associated with the basic cases are clearly bottomed. In what
follows assume that C is bottomed.
Proposition 5.1.4 Let L ∈ FC , J be a non-empty subset of L and let Y ∈ C ; then
paYL,J(⊥ε(L,Y ), b) = ⊥Z
for all b ∈ |⊗J | , where of course Z = Y if J = L and Z = ε(L\J, Y ) if J is a proper
subset of L .
Proof This follows directly from (B2) if J = L , and so it can assumed that J is a
proper subset of L . Then by Proposition 5.1.1, Lemma 5.1.8 and (B2)
aYL\J(pa
Y
L,J(⊥ε(L,Y ), b), c) = a
Y
L (⊥ε(L,Y ), sL,J(b, c)) = ⊥Y
for all b ∈ |⊗J | , c ∈ |⊗(L\J)| , and thus by the uniqueness in (B2) it follows that
paYL,J(⊥ε(L,Y ), b) = ⊥ε(L\J,Y )
for all b ∈ ⊗J .
5.2 Functional types and functional algebras
This chapter deals with the functions to be defined over the data objects. These will be
obtained by first introducing a set S called the set of functional types over B and then
extending the family DB to a family DS in such a way that it is natural to regard Dσ
as a set of functions of type σ for each σ ∈ S \B .
For any set S denote by FoS the set of non-empty finite S-typed sets, in other words
FoS = FS \ {∅} . Somewhat informally, the set S of functional types over B can be
thought of as being defined by the following rules:
(1) Each ground type β ∈ B is an element of S .
(2) If L ∈ FoS and β ∈ B then L→ β is an element of S .
(3) Each element of S can be uniquely constructed using rules (1) and (2).
The functions of type L → β will be defined to be some kind of functions whose
arguments are named by the elements of the set L , in which the values of the argument
corresponding to η ∈ L range over the set of elements of type 〈η〉 , and which take their
values in the set Dβ . In particular, if σ1 · · · σn ∈ S
∗ with n ≥ 1 then the functions
of type σ1 · · · σn → β will be functions of n arguments with the values of the j-th
argument ranging over the set of elements of type σj . As mentioned at the beginning of
the chapter, this recursive definition is necessary in order to obtain higher-order types.
Now it is convenient to identify the ground type β ∈ B with a functional type having
no arguments, i.e., with the type ∅ → β , and this reduces the informal definition to
just the following two rules:
(1) If L ∈ FS and β ∈ B then L→ β is an element of S .
(2) Each element of S can be uniquely constructed using rule (1).
This must be made precise. Thus suppose S is a set which is going to be a candidate
for the set of functional types over B . Then a mapping # : FS ×B → S must also be
given which ‘constructs’ the new types, i.e., so that #(L, β) is the new type L → β
occurring in (1) for each L ∈ FS , β ∈ B . Such a pair (S,#) will be called a set of
functional types over B . If (S,#) and (S′,#′) are sets of functional types over B
then a homomorphism from (S,#) to (S′,#′) is any mapping π : S → S′ such that
π(#(L, β)) = #′(π L, β)
for all L ∈ FS , β ∈ B , where π L is the S
′-typed set having the same underlying set
as L together with the typing 〈·〉′ : L → S′ defined by 〈η〉′ = π(〈η〉) for each η ∈ L
(with 〈·〉 the typing on L ). As is to be expected, a set of functional types (S,#) over
B is said to be initial if for each set of functional types (S′,#′) over B there exists a
unique homomorphism from (S,#) to (S′,#′) . If such an initial (S,#) exists then
it is, of course, up to isomorphism unique.
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Proposition 5.2.1 There exists an initial set of functional types over B . Moreover,
a set of functional types (S,#) over B is initial if and only if the following hold:
(1) The mapping # : FS ×B → S is bijective.
(2) If T ⊂ S with #(FT ×B) ⊂ T then T = S .
(Note that by (2) ‘bijective’ could be replaced in (1) by ‘injective’, since if T = Im(#)
then clearly #(FT ×B) ⊂ #(FS ×B) = T .)
Proof Consider the single-sorted signature Ξ = (FI × B,Φ) in which the mapping
Φ : FI × B → FI is just the projection onto the first factor (i.e., Φ(A, β) = A for all
A ∈ FI , β ∈ B ). Thus Ξ contains a single type ε and for each A ∈ FI and each
β ∈ B an operator name (A, β) of type A→ ε . Let (S, hFI×B) be a Ξ-algebra. Note
that h(A,β) is then a mapping from S
A to S for each A ∈ FI , β ∈ B , and that
the elements of the set SA can be considered as typings on the set A . A mapping
# : FS ×B → S can thus be defined by letting
#(L, β) = h(A,β)(〈·〉)
for each L = (A, 〈·〉) ∈ FS , β ∈ B ; (S,#) will be called the set of functional types
associated with (S, hFI×B) . Conversely, if (S,#) is any set of functional types over B
then for each A ∈ FI , β ∈ B , a mapping from h(A,β) : S
A → S can be defined by
h(A,β)(〈·〉) = #((A, 〈·〉), β)
for each 〈·〉 ∈ SA ; (S, hFI×B) will be called the Ξ-algebra associated with (S,#) .
Let (S,#) be a set of functional types over B and (S, hFI×B) be a Ξ-algebra (with
the same set S ); then it is clear that (S,#) is the set of functional types associated
with (S, hFI×B) if and only of (S, hFI×B) is the Ξ-algebra associated with (S,#) .
Moreover, if (S′,#′) is a further set of functional types over B and π : S → S′ is a
mapping then it is easily checked that π is a homomorphism from (S,#) to (S′,#′)
if and only if π is a Ξ-homomorphism between the associated Ξ-algebras. From this it
follows that a Ξ-algebra (S, hFI×B) is initial if and only if the set of functional types
associated with (S, hFI×B) is initial. Thus by Proposition 2.3.3 there exists an initial
set of functional types over B .
The second part of Proposition 5.2.1 now follows from the above correspondence between
Ξ-algebras and sets of functional types over B , together with the characterisation of
initial Ξ-algebras given in Proposition 2.3.2.
In what follows let (S,#) be an initial set of functional types over B (whose existence
is guaranteed by Proposition 5.2.1). In the sense that initial objects are unique, (S,#)
will be referred to as the set of functional types over B . Moreover, this pair will usually
be denoted just by S , and the notation L→ β will almost always be employed instead
of #(L, β) . The symbol → thus has two different usages; it will be seen, however, that
these two usages are, in a certain sense, compatible.
By (1) in Proposition 5.2.1 each element of S has a unique representation of the form
L → β with L ∈ FS and β ∈ B , which implies, in particular, that ∅ → β and
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∅ → β′ are different elements of S whenever β 6= β′ . This means that ∅ → β can
(and will) be identified with β for each β ∈ B ; in this way B is considered to be a
subset of S .
Finally, although S is referred to as the set of functional types, the statement that
σ ∈ S is a functional type will mean that σ ∈ S \B , i.e., that σ has the form L→ β
with L ∈ FoS . The set S is therefore divided up into functional types (the elements of
S \B ) and ground types (the elements of B ).
If σ = L → β is a functional type and J is a subset of L then σJ will be used
to denote the type J → β , where J is considered as an S-typed set with the typing
induced from L . In particular, σ∅ = β .
Example 5.2.1 In the signature Λ in Example 2.2.1 the set of ground types
is the set B = {bool, nat, int, pair, list} . The set S thus contains the
functional types int → int , list list → list , list int list → list ,
int→ list and (int→ int) int→ list which already occurred implicitly
in Example 1.2.1.
Lemma 5.2.1 There is a unique mapping | · | : S → N with |β| = 0 for each ground
type β ∈ B and such that
|L→ β| = 1 +
∑
η∈L
|〈η〉|
for each functional type L→ β .
Proof Let g : FN ×B → N be the mapping given by g(∅, β) = 0 and
g(L, β) = 1 +
∑
η∈L
〈η〉
for all L ∈ Fo
N
, β ∈ B . Then (N, g) is a set of functional types over B and so there
exists a unique homomorphism | · | from (S,#) to (N, g) . Thus | · | : S → N is such
that |β| = |∅→ β| = |#(∅, β)| = g(∅, β) = 0 for all β ∈ B and
|L→ β| = |#(L, β)| = g(| · |L, β) = 1 +
∑
η∈L
|〈η〉|
for all L ∈ FoS , β ∈ B . The uniqueness of the mapping | · | follows either from the
uniqueness of the homomorphism from (S,#) to (N, g) , or directly from condition (2)
in Proposition 5.2.1.
The elements σ of S with |σ| = 1 are called first order functional types ; these are
exactly the types having the form L → β with L ∈ FoS and 〈η〉 ∈ B for each η ∈ L
(i.e., each of the ‘parameters’ of a first order functional type is of ground type). The
elements σ of S with |σ| > 1 are then called higher order functional types : These are
therefore the types having the form L→ β with L ∈ FoS and 〈η〉 ∈ S \B
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one η ∈ L (i.e., a higher order functional type has at least one ‘parameter’ which is of
functional type).
Having constructed the set S of functional types, the next step is to extend the family
DB in the Λ-algebra (DB , fK) to a family DS in such a way that it is natural to
regard Dσ as a set of functions of type σ for each σ ∈ S \ B . This will be done
using the concepts introduced in the previous section, i.e., within the framework of a
bottomed concrete cartesian closed category.
Thus in what follows let C be a bottomed concrete cartesian closed category. The
notation employed here is that introduced in Section 5.1; in particlar, the objects of C
will be denoted by C .
Let XT be a family from C , i.e., a family such that Xτ ∈ C for each τ ∈ T and
let L ∈ FT be a finite T -typed set with typing 〈·〉 : L → T . Then X
L
⋄ will be used
to denote the object ⊗L′ of C , where L′ ∈ FC is the C-typed set having the same
underlying set as L together with the typing 〈·〉′ : L′ → C given by 〈η〉′ = X〈η〉 for
each η ∈ L′ = L . In particular, this means that |XL
⋄
| = XL
⋄
, with XL
⋄
as defined in
Section 2.1, and where XT is the family of sets given by Xτ = |Xτ | for each τ ∈ T .
The element L′ ∈ FC defined above will be referred to as the C-typed set associated
with L and XT .
In the concrete categories associated with the basic cases the above definition
of the object XL
⋄
is correct in that it equips the underlying set XL
⋄
with the
proper structure.
Consider now the Λ-algebra (DB, fK) which describes the data objects. Then Dβ is at
least a bottomed set for each β ∈ B , and (as in Case 2 and Case 3) it is a often bottomed
set endowed with additional structure. Being somewhat pedantic, Dβ will now be used
to denote this structured set and Dβ will be reserved to denote just the underlying set
without the structure. In other words, Dβ is the object in the appropriate concrete
category and Dβ = |Dβ| . Note that it is (DB, fK) , and not (DB, fK) , which is really
a Λ-algebra.
This point of view leads to the following definition: A pair (YB, qK) will be called a
C-based Λ-algebra if YB is a family from C (i.e., Yβ ∈ C for each β ∈ B ) and qK
is a family of morphisms such that qκ ∈ Hom(Y
L
⋄
,Yβ) whenever κ ∈ K is of type
L→ β . Of course, if (YB, qK) is a C-based Λ-algebra and Yβ = |Yβ| for each β ∈ B
then (YB, qK) is a Λ-algebra as defined in Section 2.2.
Clearly each of the pairs (DB, fK) occurring in the basic cases is a C-based Λ-algebra
(with C the associated category).
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Proposition 5.2.2 If (YB, qK) is a C-based Λ-algebra then YB extends uniquely
to a family YS from C such that
YL→β = ε(Y
L
⋄
,Yβ)
for each functional type L→ β .
Proof Define a mapping #′ : FC ×B → C by
#′(L, β) =
{
ε(⊗L,Yβ) if L 6= ∅ ,
Yβ if L = ∅ .
Then (C,#′) is a set of functional types over B , except that C is a class rather than
a set. However, there is still a unique homomorphism π from (S,#) to (C,#′) , i.e.,
a unique mapping π : S → C such that
π(#(L, β)) = #′(π L, β)
for all L ∈ FS , β ∈ B , where π L is the C-typed set having the same underlying set
as L together with the typing 〈·〉′ : L → C defined by 〈η〉′ = π(〈η〉) for each η ∈ L .
(This can be seen by examining the construction of the homomorphism in the proof of
Proposition 2.3.2. Alternatively, π can be defined directly with the help the mapping
| · | : S → N given in Lemma 5.2.1.) Now define Yσ = π(σ) for each σ ∈ S \B ; then
YS is a family of objects from C extending YB , and Yσ = π(σ) for all σ ∈ S , since
π(β) = π(#(∅, β)) = #′(∅, β) = Yβ
for each β ∈ B . Note that if L ∈ FS then ⊗πL = Y
L
⋄ , since π(〈η〉) = Yη for each
η ∈ L . Thus if L→ β is a functional type then
YL→β = π(#(L, β)) = #
′(π L, β) = ε(⊗πL,Yβ) = ε(Y
L
⋄
,Yβ) .
The uniqueness of the family YS follows from the uniqueness of the homomorphism π
(or by induction using the mapping | · | ).
Let C be the concrete category associated with one of the basic cases, let
(DB, fK) be a C-based Λ-algebra and let DS be the family of objects given
by Proposition 5.2.2. Thus in Case 1 DS is a family of bottomed sets and
DL→β = 〈D
L
⋄
→ Dβ〉
for each functional type L→ β . In Case 2 DS is a family of bottomed posets
and for each functional type L→ β
DL→β = (D
L
⋄ → Dβ) .
Finally, in Case 3 DS is a family of bottomed complete posets and
DL→β = [D
L
⋄
→ Dβ ]
for each functional type L→ β .
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In what follows assume that (DB, fK) is a C-based Λ-algebra and let DS be the family
from C given by Proposition 5.2.2. As above put Dσ = |Dσ| for each σ ∈ S , and note
that |DL
⋄
| = DL
⋄
for each L ∈ FS .
The application and partial application operators introduced in Section 5.1 will now be
specialised to the objects in the family DS .
Let σ = L → β be a functional type and let L′ ∈ FC be the C-typed set associated
with L and DS ; then the application operator a
Dβ
L′ will be denoted by aσ . Thus
aσ ∈ Hom(Dσ × D
L
⋄
,Dβ) , since D
L
⋄
= ⊗L′ and Dσ = ε(D
L
⋄
,Dβ) = ε(⊗L
′,Dβ) .
Moreover, aσ : Dσ ×D
L
⋄
→ Dβ is the mapping given by
aσ(h, c) = h(c)
for all h ∈ Dσ , c ∈ D
L
⋄
.
Now let J be a non-empty proper subset of L and let J ′ be the corresponding subset
of L′ (i.e., J ′ has the same underlying set as J but is considered as a C-typed set
with the typing induced from L′ ); then the partial application operator pa
Dβ
L′,J ′ will
be denoted by paJσ . The morphism pa
J
σ is thus an element of Hom(Dσ ×D
J
⋄
,DσL\J )
(recalling that σL\J is the type L \ J → β ), since Dσ = ε(⊗L
′,Dβ) , D
J
⋄ = ⊗J
′ and
DσL\J = ε(D
L\J
⋄ ,Dβ) = ε(⊗(L
′\J ′),Dβ) .
By Lemma 5.1.8 paJσ ∈ Hom(Dσ ×D
J
⋄
,DσL\J ) is the unique morphism such that
aσL\J (pa
J
σ(h, b), c) = aσ(h, sL,J(b, c))
(i.e., such that paJσ(h, b) (c) = h(sL,J(b, c)) ) for all h ∈ Dσ , b ∈ D
J
⋄
and all c ∈ DL\J
⋄
.
To increase the legibility b⊕ c will now be written instead of sL,J(b, c) (with the sets
L and J being determined from the context). Thus
paJσ(h, b) (c) = h(b⊕ c)
for all h ∈ Dσ , b ∈ D
J
⋄
, c ∈ DL\J
⋄
.
As in Section 5.1 it is useful to put paLσ = aσ , in order to include aσ in with the
partial application operators. Note then that paJσ ∈ Hom(Dσ ×D
J
⋄
,DσL\J ) for each
non-empty subset J of L , since σ∅ = β . If it is deemed necessary to emphasise that
paLσ is not really a partial application operator then it will be referred to as a total
application operator .
Proposition 5.2.3 Let σ = L → β be a functional type and let J and J ′ be
non-empty disjoint subsets of L ; then
paJ∪J
′
σ (h, b⊕ b
′) = paJ
′
σL\J
(paJσ(h, b), b
′)
for all h ∈ Dσ , b ∈ D
J
⋄
and b′ ∈ DJ
′
⋄
.
Proof This is a special case of Proposition 5.1.3.
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The following situation has been arrived at:
1. Assuming that (DB, fK) is a C-based Λ-algebra, Proposition 5.2.2 produces a
family DS from C which extends the family DB .
2. For each functional type σ = L→ β the object Dσ can be thought of as a set of
functions endowed with an appropriate structure. In fact, Dσ should be regarded
as consisting of functions from the object DL
⋄
to the object Dβ .
3. For each functional type σ = L→ β and each non-empty subset J of L there is
a partial application operator paJσ ∈ Hom(Dσ ×D
J
⋄ ,DσL\J ) .
Example 5.2.2 Let (DB, fK) be the flat extension of the Λ-algebra (XB, pK)
introduced in Example 2.2.1, so (DB, fK) is a C-based Λ-algebra with C the
concrete category associated with Case 1. Let DS be the family of objects
given by Proposition 5.2.2. Then in particular
Dint→int = 〈Z
⊥ → Z⊥〉 , Dlist list→list = 〈L
⊥ × L⊥ → L⊥〉 ,
Dlist int list→list = 〈L
⊥ × Z⊥ × L⊥ → L⊥〉 ,
Dint→list = 〈Z
⊥ → L⊥〉 ,
D(int→int) int→list = 〈〈Z
⊥ → Z⊥〉 × Z⊥ → L⊥〉 ,
with L = Z∗ (and where Z⊥ and L⊥ are here considered as objects in C , i.e.,
as bottomed sets). This is what is needed to apply the second interpretation
in Section 1.1 to the equations in Example 1.2.1.
The next step is to extend the signature Λ to a signature Σ = (S,N,∆, δ) by adding
names for the partial application operators, and then to extend (DB , fK) to a C-based
Σ-algebra (DS, fN ) by adding these operators to the family fK .
Before doing this, though, there is one small point which has to be dealt with. The
partial application operators occurring above have two arguments, the first being a
function and the remainder the function’s arguments. However, to conform with the
set-up being employed for the mappings occurring in algebras, they should only have a
single argument, and to achieve this it is convenient to introduce the following simple
device: For each functional type σ = L → β ∈ S fix some element ⋄σ not in L , and
for each non-empty subset J of L put σ · J = J ∪ {⋄σ} , considered as an S-typed
set with the typing induced from L and with ⋄σ of type σ . Now define a mapping
tJσ : Dσ ×D
J
⋄ → D
σ·J
⋄ by
tJσ(h, c) (η) =
{
c(η) if η ∈ J ,
h if η = ⋄σ .
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Lemma 5.2.2 The mapping tJσ : Dσ ×D
J
⋄
→ Dσ·J
⋄
is a morphism, i.e., an element of
Hom(Dσ ×D
J
⋄ ,D
σ·J
⋄ ) . Moreover t
J
σ is an isomorphism.
Proof This is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.1.4 and is left the reader.
In order to increase the legibility h ⊳ c will be written instead of tJσ(h, c) (with σ and
J being determined from the context). Thus, since an isomorphism is in particular a
bijection, each element of Dσ·J
⋄
has a unique representation of the form h ⊳ c with
h ∈ Dσ and c ∈ D
J
⋄ .
The morphism tJσ will allow the partial application operator pa
J
σ , which is a mapping
with domain Dσ ×D
J
⋄
, to be converted into a mapping with domain Dσ·J
⋄
.
For each functional type σ = L→ β and each non-empty subset J of L let ⊳{σ, J} be
some element not in K and such that ⊳{σ, J} 6= ⊳{τ, J ′} whenever (σ, J) 6= (τ, J ′) .
Put N = K ∪ A , where A is the set consisting of these new elements and define
mappings ∆ : N → FS and δ : N → S by
∆(ν) =
{
Θ(ν) if ν ∈ K ,
σ · J if ν = ⊳{σ, J} ,
δ(ν) =
{
ϑ(ν) if ν ∈ K ,
σL\J if ν = ⊳{σ, J} with σ = L→ β .
Then Σ = (S,N,∆, δ) is a signature which is an extension of Λ , and in which ⊳{σ, J}
is of type σ · J → σL\J whenever σ = L → β ∈ S \ B and J is a non-empty subset
of L . Σ will be called the functional signature associated with Λ .
Now if σ = L→ β is a functional type and J is a non-empty subset of L then put
f⊳{σ,J} = pa
J
σ ◦ (t
J
σ)
−1 .
Thus f⊳{σ,J} ∈ Hom(D
σ·J
⋄ ,DσL\J ) and the mapping f⊳{σ,J} : D
σ·J
⋄ → DσL\J satisfies
f⊳{σ,J}(h ⊳ b) = pa
J
σ(h, b)
for all h ∈ Dσ , b ∈ D
J
⋄
. In other words, the mapping f⊳{σ,J} satisfies
f⊳{σ,J}(h ⊳ b) (c) = h(b⊕ c)
for all h ∈ Dσ , b ∈ D
J
⋄
, c ∈ DL\J
⋄
. This results in a C-based Σ-algebra (DS, fN )
which will be called the functional C-based Σ-algebra derived from (DB , fK) in C .
The Σ-algebra (DS , fN ) will be called the functional Σ-algebra derived from (DB, fK)
in C .
The functional Σ-algebra (DS , fN ) possesses a couple of properties which will play an
important role in what follows. These are given in the next two results. For each σ ∈ S
denote by ⊥σ the bottom element of Dσ (in the bottomed category C ).
Proposition 5.2.4 Let σ = L → β be a functional type and J be a non-empty
subset of L . Then f⊳{σ,J}(⊥σ ⊳ c) = ⊥σL\J for all c ∈ D
J
⋄
.
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Proof This is a special case of Proposition 5.1.4.
Proposition 5.2.5 Let σ = L→ β be a functional type and J and J ′ be non-empty
disjoint subsets of L (and so in fact L must contain at least two elements). Then
f⊳{σ,J∪J ′}
(
h ⊳ (c⊕ c′)
)
= f⊳{σL\J ,J ′}
(
f⊳{σ,J}(h ⊳ c) ⊳ c
′
)
for all h ∈ Dσ , c ∈ D
J
⋄ and all c
′ ∈ DJ
′
⋄ .
Proof This is a special case of Proposition 5.1.3.
Finally, the following fact will be needed in Chapter 6.
Lemma 5.2.3 If (YS , qN ) is a minimal Σ-algebra (and in particular if (YS, qN ) is an
initial Σ-algebra) then Yσ = ∅ for each functional type σ ∈ S \B .
Proof Let ZS be the family with Zβ = Yβ for each β ∈ B and Zσ = ∅ for each
σ ∈ S \ B . Then it is easily checked that ZS is invariant in (YS , qN ) . (Note that
if σ = L → β is a functional type and J a non-empty subset of L then Zσ·J⋄ = ∅ ,
since σ ·J contains the element ⋄σ of type σ ). Thus Yσ = ∅ for each functional type
σ ∈ S \B .
5.3 Primitive functions
For the whole of the section let C be a bottomed concrete cartesian closed category and
(DB, fK) be a C-based Λ-algebra. As in Section 5.2 put Dβ = |Dβ | for each β ∈ B .
It will be assumed that the Λ-algebra (DB , fK) is a monotone regular extension of the
initial Λ-algebra (XB, pK) (with the bottom element ⊥β of the bottomed set Dβ the
bottom element of the object Dβ for each β ∈ B ).
Before introducing the equations in Chapter 7 there is a further point that has to be
considered which concerns the so-called primitive or built-in functions. These are the
functions occurring in the equations which are really part of what is given (as opposed
to the functions which the equations are supposed to define). For instance, the symbols
+ and − occur in the original equations in Chapter 1 and in the discussion there it was
implicitly assumed that + and − refer to the usual arithmetical operations of addition
and subtraction. Somewhat more importantly, the right-hand sides of the equations for
it , fst and pfb clearly also involve some kind of built-in ‘case’ operation.
As in these original equations, in general there are two kinds of primitive functions
which are needed. On the one hand it is useful to have a few integer operators , and
on the other hand nothing non-trivial can be achieved without a suitable family of case
operators . In this section we explain exactly what these operators are and introduce
the assumptions needed for them to exists.
Integer operators: Recall that Xint = Z , Xbool = B and that Dint = Xint ∪ {⊥int}
and Dbool = Xbool ∪{⊥bool} , since (DB, fK) is a regular extension of (XB, pK) and
int and bool are primitive types.
Let θ be either int or bool and f : Xint × Xint → Xθ be a mapping; then the
mapping f⊥ : Dint ×Dint → Dθ given by
f⊥(m,n) =
{
f(m,n) if m, n ∈ Xint ,
⊥θ otherwise,
will be called the strict extension of f . (DB, fK) is said to support integer operators
if for each mapping f : Xint ×Xint → Xθ the strict extension of f is a morphism,
i.e., an element of Hom(Dint ×Dint,Dθ) .
In each of the three basic cases (DB , fK) supports integer operators. This
holds trivially in Case 1, and it holds in Cases 2 and 3 since if n ∈ Xint then
n′ ⊑int n if and only if n
′ is either n or ⊥int ; moreover, the analogous
statement holds for Dbool .
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In what follows assume that (DB , fK) supports integer operators. Let Add , Sub and
Mul be the mappings from Dint × Dint to Dint which are respectively the strict
extensions of the arithmetical operators + , − and × . Thus, for instance
Add (m,n) =
{
m+ n if m, n ∈ Xint ,
⊥int otherwise.
Moreover, let Eq , Neq , Le and Ge be the mappings from Dint × Dint to Dbool
which are respectively the strict extensions of the relational operators = , 6= , ≤ and
≥ . For instance, this means that
Eq (m,n) =
{
T if m, n ∈ Xint and m = n ,
F if m, n ∈ Xint and m 6= n ,
⊥bool otherwise.
From now on int2 will be used to denote the list int int (this list being considered
as a B-typed set).
Proposition 5.3.1 (1) There exists a unique element add ∈ Dint2→int such that
f⊳{int2→int,int2}(add ⊳ (m,n)) = Add(m,n)
for all m, n ∈ Dint . In the same way there exist unique elements sub and mul of
Dint2→int corresponding to Sub and Mul .
(2) There exists a unique element eq ∈ Dint2→bool such that
f⊳{int2→int,int2}(eq ⊳ (m,n)) = Eq(m,n)
for all m, n ∈ Dint . In the same way there exist unique elements neq , le and ge of
Dint2→bool corresponding to Neq , Le and Ge .
Proof Note first that for any β ∈ B
Hom(Dint ×Dint,Dβ) = |ε(Dint ×Dint,Dβ)|
= |ε(Dint2 ,Dβ)| = |Dint2→β | = Dint2→β .
(1) By assumption Add is an element of Hom(Dint×Dint,Dint) , and thus an element
of Dint2→int . Thus add can just taken to be Add , and it then clearly the unique
element of Dint2→int such that
f⊳{int2→int,int2}(add ⊳ (m,n)) = Add(m,n)
for all m, n ∈ Dint . The other two cases are the same.
(2) This is the same as (1).
As the proof of Proposition 5.3.1 shows, there is really no difference between each entity
starting with an upper case letter and the corresponding entity starting with a lower case
letter. However, the former will be considered as mappings and the latter as elements
of Dint2→β with β either int or bool . For instance, Add is considered simply as
a mapping from Dint × Dint to Dint , whereas add is considered as an element of
Dint2→int .
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Case operators: Let Bf denote the set of ground types θ ∈ B with Kθ finite. For
each κ ∈ K let dom(fκ) ∈ C be such that fκ ∈ Hom(dom(fκ),Dβ) , thus if κ ∈ K
is of type L → β then dom(fκ) = D
L
⋄
and dom(fκ) = |dom(fκ)| = D
L
⋄
is the
domain of the mapping fκ .
Let θ ∈ Bf , X ∈ C and for each κ ∈ Kθ let qκ ∈ Hom(dom(fκ), X) . If u 6= ⊥θ
then, since (DB , fK) is a regular extension of (XB, pK) , there exists a unique κ ∈ K
having type L→ θ for some L ∈ FB and a unique b ∈ D
L
⋄ such that u = fκ(b) . This
means that a mapping ϕ : Dθ → |X | can be defined by putting
ϕ(u) =


qκ(b) if u 6= ⊥θ and u = fκ(b)
for some b ∈ dom(fκ) , κ ∈ Kθ ,
⊥X if u = ⊥θ ,
with ⊥X the bottom element of X . Now (DB , fK) is said to support case operators
if for each θ ∈ Bf , each X ∈ C and for each family of morphisms qKθ , this mapping
ϕ is actually a morphism, i.e., an element of Hom(Dθ, X) .
Remark For those who know what a coproduct is, there might seem to be one involved
here. However, this is not so, since in general it will not be the case that ϕ ◦ fκ = qκ
holds for each κ ∈ Kθ .
In what follows assume that (DB, fK) supports case operators. In particular, and as
is shown on the next page, this is true for the three basic cases.
For each θ ∈ Bf , β ∈ B let Kθ,β be the S-typed set with underlying set Kθ in which
κ has type L→ β in Kθ,β whenever κ is of type L→ θ in Λ .
Let θ ∈ Bf , β ∈ B ; then, again using the fact that (DB, fK) is a regular extension of
(XB, pK) , a mapping Case
θ
β : Dθ ×D
Kθ,β
⋄
→ Dβ can be defined by letting
Caseθβ(u, c) =


f⊳{J→β,J}(c(κ) ⊳ b) if u 6= ⊥θ and u = fκ(b) with
κ of type J → θ and b ∈ DJ
⋄
,
⊥β if u = ⊥θ ,
noting that in fact f⊳{J→β,J}(c(κ)⊳b) is just equal to c(κ) (b) , i.e., the value obtained
by applying the function c(κ) to the argument b .
Lemma 5.3.1 For all θ ∈ Bf , β ∈ B the mapping Case
θ
β is a morphism, i.e., an
element of Hom(Dθ ×D
Kθ,β
⋄
,Dβ) .
Proof Consider κ ∈ Kθ of type J → θ (so dom(fκ) = D
J
⋄ ) and define a mapping
rκ : dom(fκ)×D
Kθ,β
⋄
→ Dβ by letting rκ(b, c) = f⊳{τ,J}(c(κ)⊳b) for all b ∈ dom(fκ) ,
c ∈ DKθ,β
⋄
, where τ = J → β . Then
rκ = f⊳{τ,J} ◦ t
J
τ ◦ ψ ◦ (idZ × pκ) ,
where Z = dom fκ , pκ : D
Kθ,β
⋄
→ Dτ is the morphism occurring in (P2) in the
definition of DKθ,β⋄ and ψ : dom(fκ) ×Dτ → Dτ × dom(fκ) is the mapping given by
ψ(b, a) = (a, b) for all b ∈ dom(fκ) , a ∈ Dτ . Now it is easily checked that ψ is a
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In the three basic cases (DB, fK) supports case operators:
This is trivially true in Case 1, so only Cases 2 and 3 need to be dealt with. Let
θ ∈ Bf , let X ∈ C with bottom element ⊥X , let qκ ∈ Hom(dom(fκ), X)
for each κ ∈ Kθ and let ϕ : Dθ → |X | be defined by putting
ϕ(u) =


qκ(b) if u 6= ⊥θ and u = fκ(b)
for some b ∈ dom(fκ) , κ ∈ Kθ ,
⊥X if u = ⊥θ .
Therefore in Case 2 it must be shown that ϕ is monotone and in Case 3 that
it is continuous.
Consider first Case 2. Let u, u′ ∈ Dθ with u ⊑θ u
′ . If u = ⊥θ then
ϕ(u) = ⊥X ⊑ ϕ(u
′) ,
with ⊑ the partial order on |X | , and so it can be assumed that u 6= ⊥θ (and
hence that u′ 6= ⊥θ ). But by the definition of an associated ordering there
then exists a unique κ of type L→ θ for some L ∈ FB and unique elements
b, b′ ∈ DL
⋄
with b ⊑L
⋄
b′ such that u = fκ(b) and b
′ = fκ(b
′) . Thus
ϕ(u) = qκ(b) ⊑ qκ(b
′) = ϕ(u′) ,
since qκ : dom(fκ)→ |X | is monotone, and this shows that ϕ is monotone.
Consider now Case 3. As above the mapping ϕ is monotone, hence it must
be shown that if A ∈ d(Dθ) with v =
⊔
A then
ϕ(v) =
⊔
{ϕ(u) : u ∈ A } ,
and clearly it can be assumed here that v 6= ⊥θ . There thus exists a unique
κ ∈ K having type L → θ for some L ∈ FB and a unique element b ∈ D
L
⋄
such that v = fκ(b) , and by the definition of an associated ordering it then
follows that each element in A \ {⊥θ} has a unique representation of the form
fκ(b
′) with b′ ∈ DL⋄ . Let
A′ = { b′ ∈ DL
⋄
: fκ(b
′) ∈ A \ {⊥θ} } ;
then it is easily checked that A′ ∈ d(DL
⋄
) and hence
fκ(
⊔
A′) =
⊔
{ fκ(b
′) : b′ ∈ A′ } =
⊔
(A \ {⊥θ}) =
⊔
A = v ,
from which it follows that b =
⊔
A′ . Therefore⊔
{ϕ(u) : u ∈ A } =
⊔
{ϕ(u) : u ∈ A \ {⊥θ} }
=
⊔
{ϕ(fκ(b
′)) : b′ ∈ A′ } =
⊔
{ gκ(b
′) : b′ ∈ A′ } = gκ(b) = ϕ(v) ,
since qκ : dom(fκ)→ |X | is continuous, and this shows that ϕ is continuous.
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morphism (in fact an isomorphism); thus by Lemmas 5.1.3 and 5.2.2 rκ is a morphism,
i.e., an element of Hom(dom(fκ) × D
Kθ,β
⋄ ,Dβ) . Therefore by (E3) there exists a
unique morphism qκ ∈ Hom(dom(fκ), ε(D
Kθ,β
⋄
,Dβ)) such that qκ(b) (c) = rκ(b, c)
for all b ∈ dom(fκ) , c ∈ D
Kθ,β
⋄
. Carrying out this procedure for each κ ∈ Kθ
results in a family of morphisms qKθ with qκ ∈ Hom(dom(fκ), X) for each κ ∈ Kθ ,
and where X = ε(DKθ,β
⋄
,Dβ) . Hence, since (DB, fK) supports case operators, the
mapping ϕ : Dθ → |X | given by
ϕ(u) =


qκ(b) if u 6= ⊥θ and u = fκ(b)
for some b ∈ dom(fκ) , κ ∈ Kθ ,
⊥X if u = ⊥θ ,
is an element of Hom(Dθ, X) . Now put ϕ
′ = a
Dβ
Y ◦ (ϕ× idY ) , where Y = D
Kθ,β
⋄
, and
so ϕ′ ∈ Hom(Dθ ×D
Kθ,β
⋄
,Dβ) . But for all u ∈ Dθ , c ∈ D
Kθ,β
⋄
it follows that
ϕ′(u, c) = ϕ(u) (c)
=


qκ(b) (c) if u 6= ⊥θ and u = fκ(b)
for some b ∈ dom(fκ) , κ ∈ Kθ ,
⊥X (c) if u = ⊥θ ,
=


f⊳{J→β,J}(c(κ) ⊳ b) if u 6= ⊥θ and u = fκ(b) with
κ of type J → θ and b ∈ DJ
⋄
,
⊥β if u = ⊥θ ,
= Caseθβ(u, c)
and hence Caseθβ = ϕ
′ , which shows that Caseθβ ∈ Hom(Dθ ×D
Kθ,β
⋄
,Dβ) .
The device introduced in Section 5.2 will also be employed here to regard Caseθβ as a
function of a single argument: Put θ ·Kθ,β = Kθ,β ∪ {⋄θ} , where ⋄θ is some element
not in Kθ ; consider θ ·Kθ,β as an S-typed set with the typing induced from Kθ,β and
with ⋄θ of type θ . Now define a mapping t
β
θ : Dθ ×D
Kθ,β
⋄
→ Dθ·Kθ,β
⋄
by
t
β
θ (u, c) (η) =
{
c(η) if η ∈ Kθ,β ,
u if η = ⋄σ .
Lemma 5.3.2 The mapping tβθ : Dθ × D
Kθ,β
⋄
→ Dθ·Kθ,β
⋄
is a morphism, i.e., an
element of Hom(Dθ ×D
Kθ,β
⋄
,Dσ·Kθ,β
⋄
) . Moreover tβθ is an isomorphism.
Proof This is the same as Lemma 5.2.2.
In order to increase the legibility u ⋄ c will be written instead of tβθ (u, c) (with θ and
β being determined from the context). Thus, since an isomorphism is in particular a
bijection, each element of Dθ·Kθ,β
⋄
has a unique representation of the form u ⋄ c with
u ∈ Dθ and c ∈ D
Kθ,β
⋄ .
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Proposition 5.3.2 Let θ ∈ Bf , β ∈ B and put L = θ ·Kθ,β . Then there exists a
unique element caseθβ ∈ DL→β such that
f⊳{L→β,L}(case
θ
β ⊳ (u ⋄ c)) = Case
θ
β(u, c)
for all u ∈ Dθ , c ∈ D
θ·Kθ,β
⋄ .
Proof Put caseθβ = Case
θ
β ◦ (t
β
θ )
−1 ; thus caseθβ ∈ Hom(D
θ·Kθ,β
⋄ ,Dβ) and the mapping
caseθβ : D
θ·Kθ,β
⋄
→ Dβ satisfies
caseθβ(u ⋄ c) = Case
θ
β(u, c)
for all u ∈ Dθ , c ∈ D
θ·Kθ,β
⋄
. Note that
Hom(Dθ·Kθ,β
⋄
,Dβ) = |ε(D
θ·Kθ,β
⋄
,Dβ)| = |DL→β| = DL→β
and hence caseθβ ∈ DL→β . Thus case
θ
β is the unique element of DL→β such that
f⊳{L→β,L}(case
θ
β ⊳ (u ⋄ c)) = Case
θ
β(u, c)
for all u ∈ Dθ , c ∈ D
θ·Kθ,β
⋄ .
The requirement that certain integer operators be ‘built-in’ is important if the equations
are to be used as the basis for a practical programming language. In fact, since int
is a primitive type with infinitely many constructor names, the only way to make use
of this type is via the integer operators. However, it is essentially a requirement about
one specific data type.
On the other hand, the inclusion of the ‘case’ operators is of a much more fundamental
character and will facilitate in the present set-up what corresponds to pattern matching
or to the ‘case’ construction in Haskell . These ‘case’ operators (or something equivalent)
are absolutely essential: They are the analogue of the if then else construction
occurring in all imperative programming languages and without them it is impossible
to define any ‘non-trivial’ functions.
The choice of three arithmetical and four relational operators is, of course, somewhat
arbitrary. There is no reason to prevent further operators being added, provided that
each of these is the strict extension of a corresponding (total) operator with domain
Xint ×Xint and codomain either Xint or Xbool .
Now choose a set P to consist of the distinct elements
{ add, sub, mul, eq, neq, le, ge } ∪ { caseθβ : θ ∈ Bf, β ∈ B }
and which is disjoint from K . Regard P as an S-typed set by stipulating that add, sub
and mul be of type int2 → int , that eq, neq, le and ge be of type int2 → bool
and that caseθβ be of type θ ·Kθ,β → β for each θ ∈ Bf , β ∈ B .
Finally, let p ∈ DP
⋄
be the assignment which assigns the corresponding ‘operator’ to
each name of an integer operator (i.e., p(add) = add , p(sub) = sub and so on) and for
which p(caseθβ) = case
θ
β for each θ ∈ Bf , β ∈ B .
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Example 5.3.1 below indicates how some of the primitive functions are involved in the
equations introduced in Chapter 1.
Example 5.3.1 Let C be as in one of the basic cases with (DB , fK) a regular
bottomed extension of the Λ-algebra (XB, pK) introduced in Example 2.2.1.
Let shunx ∈ Dlist int list→list ; then for all a, b ∈ Dlist
Caselistlist( a , { Nil→ b , Cons→ shunx(b, ·, ·) } )
=


⊥list if a = ⊥list ,
b if a = fNil ,
sqshx(b,m, d) if a 6= ⊥list and a = fCons(m, d) .
This should be compared with the right-hand side of the equation for shunt
in Example 2.1.1. Now if b ∈ Dbool and a1, a2 ∈ Dlist then
Caseboollist( b , { True→ a1 , False→ a2 } ) =
{
a1 if b = T ,
a2 if b = F ,
⊥list if b = ⊥bool .
Thus if revs ∈ D(int→int) int→list then
Caseboollist(Eq(n, 0) , { True→ ε , False→ fCons(p(n), revs(Sub(n, 1))) } )
=


⊥list if Eq(n, 0) = ⊥bool ,
fNil if Eq(n, 0) = T ,
fCons(p(n), revs(p, Sub(n, 1)) if Eq(n, 0) = F ,
=


⊥list if n = ⊥int ,
fNil if n = 0 ,
fCons(p(n), revs(p, n− 1)) if n ∈ Z \ {0} ,
for all n ∈ Dint , p ∈ Dint→int . This should be compared with the right-
hand side of the equation for revs in Example 2.1.1.
5.4 The basic set-up
Let us take stock of the various constructions which have been introduced so far. Putting
these together results in the set-up described below, and it is this set-up which forms
the starting point for the rest of the study.
We assume that the following objects are given:
1. A signature Λ = (B,K,Θ, ϑ) to specify the basic data types.
2. An initial Λ-algebra (XB, pK) consisting of the basic data objects together with
their constructors.
3. A bottomed concrete cartesian closed category C which specifies the mathematical
framework within which everything takes place.
4. A C-based Λ-algebra (DB, fK)
— such that (DB , fK) is a monotone regular bottomed extension of (XB, pK)
(with Dβ = |Dβ| for each β ∈ B ), where the bottom element ⊥β of Dβ in
(DB , fK) is the bottom element of Dβ in the bottomed category C .
— and which supports both integer and case operators.
Given these objects, the following steps are then carried out:
5. The signature Λ is extended to a signature Σ = (S,N,∆, δ) by adding to B the
functional types and to K the names for the partial application operators.
6. Using Proposition 5.2.2 and the results in Section 5.1 concerning the existence
of partial application operators, (DB, fK) is extended to a C-based Σ-algebra
(DS , fN) , called the functional C-based Σ-algebra derived from (DB, fK) in C .
7. Putting Dσ = |Dσ| for all σ ∈ S results in a Σ-algebra (DS , fN ) , called the
functional Σ-algebra derived from (DB , fK) in C .
For the three basic cases introduced at the beginning of Chapter 5 the objects presented
above are described on the following page. Note that the choice of the signature Λ and
the initial Λ-algebra (XB, pK) has nothing to do with which case is being considered.
However, we are not going to work directly with the set-up described above, but rather
with another set-up, to be introduced below, which is a bit more general. In this new
approach we do not suppose explicitly that the elements in the sets Dσ , σ ∈ D\B , are
functions and thus cannot suppose that the mappings f⊳{σ,J} are partial application
operators. These assumptions in the original set-up will be replaced by a number of
assumptions concerning the mappings f⊳{σ,J} which are exactly the properties which
we will need in what follows.
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Case 1: C is the class of bottomed sets, for each X ∈ C the underlying set
|X | is the set obtained by forgetting the bottom element, and Hom(X, Y ) is
the set of all mappings from |X | to |Y | for each X, Y ∈ C .
The C-based Λ-algebra (DB, fK) is obtained by starting with any monotone
regular extension (DB , fK) of (XB, pK) and letting DB be the corresponding
family of bottomed sets.
The family DS given by Proposition 5.2.2 is a family of bottomed sets and
DL→β = 〈D
L
⋄
→ Dβ〉
for each functional type L→ β .
Case 2: C is the class of bottomed posets, for each X ∈ C the underlying
set |X | is the set obtained by forgetting the bottom element and the partial
order, and Hom(X, Y ) is the set of all monotone mappings from |X | to |Y |
for each X, Y ∈ C .
(DB, fK) is obtained by starting with a minimal monotone regular extension
(DB , fK) of (XB, pK) . By Proposition 4.1.2 there exists a unique ordering
⊑B associated with (DB , fK) , which by Proposition 4.1.5 is monotone, and
DB is then the corresponding family of bottomed posets.
The family DS given by Proposition 5.2.2 is a family of bottomed posets and
DL→β = (D
L
⋄
→ Dβ)
for each functional type L→ β .
Case 3: C is the class of bottomed complete posets, for each X ∈ C the
underlying set |X | is again the set obtained by forgetting the bottom element
and the partial order, and Hom(X, Y ) is the set of all continuous mappings
from |X | to |Y | for each X, Y ∈ C .
(DB, fK) is obtained by starting with a minimal monotone regular extension
(YB, qK) of (XB, pK) and then letting (DB , fK) be the initial completion of
(YB, qK) . DB is the corresponding family of bottomed complete posets.
The family DS given by Proposition 5.2.2 is a family of bottomed complete
posets and for each functional type L→ β
DL→β = [D
L
⋄ → Dβ] .
If σ = L → β ∈ S \ B and J is a non-empty subset of L then in all three
cases f⊳{σ,J} ∈ Hom(D
σ·J
⋄ ,DσL\J ) is the mapping f⊳{σ,J} : D
σ·J
⋄ → DσL\J
given for all h ∈ Dσ , b ∈ D
J
⋄ , c ∈ D
L\J
⋄ by
f⊳{σ,J}(h ⊳ b) (c) = h(b⊕ c) .
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Note that if (YS, qN ) is any Σ-algebra then (YB, qK) is a Λ-algebra (where (YB, qK)
is obtained from (YS, qN ) by omitting the sets {Yσ : σ ∈ Y \B } from the family YS
and the mappings { qν : ν ∈ N \K } from the family qN ).
In the new set-up we assume that the following objects are given:
1. A bottomed concrete category C with finite products. More precisely, this means
that C is a concrete category possessing canonical finite products (there is thus a
mapping ⊗ : FC → C such that (P1), (P2) and (P3) hold) which is bottomed in
the sense that for each X ∈ C the underlying set |X | contains a bottom element,
denoted by ⊥X , such that (B1) holds.
2. A C-based Σ-algebra (DS, fN ) such that the Λ-algebra (DB , fK) is a monotone
regular bottomed extension of (XB, pK) (where the bottom element ⊥β of Dβ
in (DB , fK) is the bottom element of Dβ in the bottomed category C ),
where as usual Dσ = |Dσ| for each σ ∈ S . Note that the mappings sL,J , t
J
σ and t
β
θ
introduced in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 (and denoted as usual by ⊕ , ⊳ and ⋄ respectively)
are still morphisms (and in fact isomorphisms) in this set-up.
We then assume that the Σ-algebra (DS , fN ) has the following properties:
(A) If σ = L→ β is a functional type and J is a non-empty subset of L then
f⊳{σ,J}(⊥σ ⊳ c) = ⊥σL\J
for all c ∈ DJ⋄ (with ⊥τ the bottom element of Dτ for each τ ∈ S ).
(B) If σ = L→ β is a functional type and J and J ′ are non-empty disjoint subsets
of L then for all h ∈ Dσ , c ∈ D
J
⋄
and all c′ ∈ DJ
′
⋄
f⊳{σ,J∪J ′}
(
h ⊳ (c⊕ c′)
)
= f⊳{σL\J ,J ′}
(
f⊳{σ,J}(h ⊳ c) ⊳ c
′
)
for all h ∈ Dσ , c ∈ D
J
⋄
and all c′ ∈ DJ
′
⋄
.
(C) For each θ ∈ Bf and each β ∈ B there exists an element case
θ
β of DL→β with
L = θ ·Kθ,β such that
f⊳{L→β,L}(case
θ
β ⊳ (u ⋄ c)) = Case
θ
β(u, c)
for all u ∈ Dθ , c ∈ D
Kθ,β
⋄ .
(D) There exists an element add of Dint2→int such that
f⊳{int2→int,int2}(add ⊳ (m,n)) = Add(m,n)
for all m, n ∈ Dint (with int2 the list int int ). In the same way there exist
elements sub and mul of Dint2→int corresponding to Sub and Mul , as well
as elements eq , neq , le and ge of Dint2→bool corresponding to Eq , Neq , Le
and Ge .
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Recall that Caseθβ : Dθ ×D
Kθ,β
⋄
→ Dβ is the mapping defined by letting
Caseθβ(u, c) =


f⊳{J→β,J}(c(κ) ⊳ b) if u 6= ⊥θ and u = fκ(b) with
κ of type J → θ and b ∈ DL
⋄
,
⊥β if u = ⊥θ ,
which still makes sense here because (DB , fK) is a regular extension of (XB, pK) .
Recall also that Add , Sub and Mul are the mappings from Dint × Dint to Dint
which are respectively the strict extensions of the arithmetical operators + , − and
× , and Eq , Neq , Le and Ge are the mappings from Dint ×Dint to Dbool which
are respectively the strict extensions of the relational operators = , 6= , ≤ and ≥ .
As in Section 5.3 let P be the S-typed set specifying the names and types of the
primitive functions and let p ∈ DP
⋄
be the assignment which determines the meaning
of each such function, where now, of course, the meanings are the elements given in (C)
and (D).
This new set-up includes the original one: If C is a bottomed concrete cartesian closed
category then C is clearly a bottomed concrete category with finite products and the
functional Σ-algebra (DS , fN) derived from (DB, fK) in C possesses all the above
properties: Property (A) follows from Proposition 5.2.4, (B) from Proposition 5.2.5, (C)
from Proposition 5.3.2 and (D) from Proposition 5.3.1.
One reason for taking this new approach is that it allows some parts of Case 3 to be
dealt with within the framework of Case 2. More precisely, let C′ be as in Case 3 and
let (DS, fN ) be the C
′-based functional Σ-algebra derived from (DB, fK) in C
′ . Now
let C be as in Case 2. Then (DS, fN ) is also a C-based Σ-algebra and (DS , fN ) has
properties (A), (B), (C) and (D) in the category C .
We end the section by extending the notation involving ⊕ , ⊳ and ⋄ to an arbitrary
Σ-algebra. If L and L′ are disjoint S-typed sets then consider L ∪ L′ as an S-typed
set with the typing induced by the typings on L and L′ . Let YS be a family of sets;
then for each c ∈ Y L
⋄
, c′ ∈ Y L
′
⋄
denote by c⊕ c′ the element of Y L∪L
′
⋄
defined by
(c⊕ c′) (η) =
{
c(η) if η ∈ L ,
c′(η) if η ∈ L′ .
Lemma 5.4.1 Each element of Y L∪L
′
⋄ has a unique representation of the form c⊕ c
′
with c ∈ Y L
⋄
and c′ ∈ Y L
′
⋄
. The mapping (c, c′) 7→ c ⊕ c′ thus defines a bijection
between Y J⋄ × Y
J ′
⋄ and Y
J∪J ′
⋄ .
Proof This is clear.
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Now let σ = L→ β be a functional type and J be a non-empty subset of L , and for
each y ∈ Yσ , c ∈ Y
J
⋄ denote by y ⊳ c the element of Y
σ·J
⋄ given by
(y ⊳ c) (η) =
{
c(η) if η ∈ J ,
y if η = ⋄σ .
(As before σ ·J = J ∪{⋄σ} , with ⋄σ some element not in L , considered as an S-typed
set with the typing induced from L and with ⋄σ of type σ .)
Lemma 5.4.2 Each element of Y σ·J⋄ has a unique representation of the form y ⊳ c
with y ∈ Yσ and c ∈ Y
J
⋄
. The mapping (y, c) 7→ y⊳c thus defines a bijection between
Yσ × Y
J
⋄ and Y
σ·J
⋄ .
Proof This is clear.
Finally, let θ ∈ Bf , β ∈ B , and for each s ∈ Yθ , a ∈ Y
Kθ,β
⋄
denote by s ⋄ a the
element of Y θ·Kθ,β
⋄
given by
(s ⋄ a) (η) =
{
a(η) if η ∈ Kθ,β ,
s if η = ⋄σ .
(As before θ ·Kθ,β = Kθ,β ∪ {⋄θ} , with ⋄θ some element not in Kθ , considered as an
S-typed set with the typing induced from Kθ,β and with ⋄θ of type θ . Recall that
Kθ,β is the S-typed set with underlying set Kθ in which κ has type L→ β in Kθ,β
whenever κ is of type L→ θ in Λ .)
Lemma 5.4.3 Each element of Y θ·Kθ,β
⋄
has a unique representation of the form s ⋄ a
with s ∈ Yθ and a ∈ Y
Kθ,β
⋄ . The mapping (s, a) 7→ s ⋄ a thus defines a bijection
between Yθ × Y
Kθ,β
⋄
and Y θ·Kθ,β
⋄
.
Proof This is the same as Lemma 5.4.2.
This usage of the symbols ⊕ , ⊳ and ⋄ is, of course, compatible with that introduced
in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
The following simple facts will be needed continually in connection with the operations
⊕ , ⊳ and ⋄ : Let YS and DS be families of sets and let πS : YS → DS be a family
of mappings, i.e., πσ : Yσ → Dσ for each σ ∈ S . For each I-typed set I there is then
the mapping πI⋄ : Y
I
⋄ → D
I
⋄ defined for each c ∈ Y
I
⋄ , η ∈ I by
πI
⋄
(c) (η) = πη(c(η)) .
Proposition 5.4.1 (1) If L and L′ are disjoint S-typed sets then
πJ∪J
′
⋄ (c⊕ c
′) = πJ⋄ (c) ⊕ π
J ′
⋄ (c
′)
for all c ∈ Y J
⋄
, c′ ∈ Y J
′
⋄
.
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(2) If σ = L→ β is a functional type and J a non-empty subset of L then
πσ·J⋄ (y ⊳ c) = πσ(y) ⊳ π
J
⋄ (c)
for all y ∈ Yσ , c ∈ Y
J
⋄
.
(3) If θ ∈ Bf and β ∈ B then
πθ·Kθ,β
⋄
(s ⋄ a) = πθ(s) ⋄ π
Kθ,β
⋄
(a)
for all s ∈ Yθ , a ∈ Y
Kθ,β
⋄
.
Proof Straightforward.
5.5 Notes
The concept of a concrete category in the form used here is taken from Mac Lane and
Birkhoff (1967) (Chapter II, Section 10). Cartesian closed categories are often used
in Theoretical Computer Science, see, for example, Barr and Wells (1990) and the
references therein. Purists are probably appalled by some of the proofs in Section 5.1:
Identities involving morphisms such as that occurring in Proposition 5.1.2 have been
established by just showing that the left- and right-hand sides define the same mapping.
However, in a concrete category this is the easiest way to do things.
Each functional type has the form L → β with β ∈ B , i.e., the result is always a
ground type. It is possible to consider types of the form L → τ with τ ∈ S \ B a
functional type. However, there is then a problem of non-unique representation since,
for example, if τ = τ1 · · · τn → β then σ1 · · · σm → τ and σ1 · · · σm τ1 · · · τn → β
are (in any sensible interpretation) the same type.
The construction made in Section 5.2 more-or-less corresponds to what in Mitchell
(1990) is referred to as a type frame. The family DS then corresponds in Case 1 to
the full set-theoretic function hierarchy and in Case 3 to the full continuous function
hierarchy .
Chapter 6 Functionally free term algebras
For the whole of the chapter let C be a bottomed concrete category with finite products
and let (DS , fN) be a C-based Σ-algebra such that (DB , fK) is a monotone regular
bottomed extension of (XB, pK) . We assume that the Σ-algebra (DS , fN) has the
properties (A), (B), (C) and (D) listed in Section 5.4.
Moreover, let P be the S-typed set specifying the names and types of the primitive
functions and let p ∈ DP⋄ be the assignment which determines the meaning of each
such function.
The aim of the present chapter is to find some kind of generalisation of the ground term
algebra (FB ,⊙K) which will allow references to be made to the functions occurring in
the sets in the family DS\B . (We call the elements in the sets in this family ‘functions’
because that is what they are in the three basic cases. In general, however, this will be
a misnomer.)
Now Lemma 5.2.3 shows that there is no simple direct generalisation of the ground
term algebra. In fact the only obvious way of referring to functions is the trivial one
of simply giving some of them names: This at least provides a meaning to expressions
involving these names, and such expressions or terms provide the basic components of
any functional programming language.
The set of names of the functions of interest (together with their types) specifies an
S-typed set I . What is then required is a Σ-algebra (YS, qN ) containing I (i.e., such
that η ∈ Yσ for each η ∈ I of type σ ) with the property that for each c ∈ D
I
⋄
there
exists a unique Σ-homomorphism πcS : (YS , qN )→ (DS , fN) such that π
c
ξ(ξ) = c(ξ) for
each ξ ∈ I . Then πcS can be regarded as giving a meaning, relative to the assignment
c , to the elements in the sets in the family YS : For each y ∈ Yσ the ‘value’ π
c
σ(y)
is interpreted as the meaning of the ‘expression’ y , given that ξ has already been
assigned the meaning c(ξ) for each ξ ∈ I .
Of course, an I-free Σ-algebra (YS, qN ) satisfies the above requirement, but we have
decided to work instead with another kind of free algebra. The reason is that there are
advantages in only considering Σ-algebras having property (B), and such Σ-algebras
will be called functional . Now the class of functional Σ-algebras has its own notion
of being free. To be more precise, if I is an S-typed set then a functional Σ-algebra
(YS, qN ) is said to be functionally I-free if (YS, qN ) contains I and for each functional
Σ-algebra (ZS, rN ) and each c ∈ Z
I
⋄
there exists a unique Σ-homomorphism πcS from
(YS, qN ) to (ZS , rN) such that π
c
η(η) = c(η) for each η ∈ I .
The class of functionally free Σ-algebras includes the term algebras which will provide
the basic building blocks for the rudimentary programming language to be defined in
Chapter 7. Most of the properties of these algebra which are needed in Chapters 7 and
8 are worked out in Section 6.1.
In Section 6.2 the basic terms algebras are introduced: This involves choosing for each
S-typed set I disjoint from P a functionally I ∪ P -free Σ-algebra (F IS ,⊙
I
N ) which
is an extension of the ground term algebra (FB,⊙K) . If c ∈ D
I
⋄
then · cS will be
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used to denote the unique Σ-homomorphism from (F IS ,⊙
I
N ) to (DS , fN) such that
ξ cξ = c(ξ) for each ξ ∈ I and ζ
c
ζ = p(ζ) for each ζ ∈ P . As indicated above, the
homomorphism · cS is regarded as giving a meaning, relative to the assignment c , to
the terms in the family F IS . In Lemma 6.2.1 it is shown that this Σ-homomorphism is
an extension of the Λ-homomorphism · B , i.e., s
c
β = s β for all s ∈ Fβ , β ∈ B
At the end of Section 6.2 a functionally J-free Σ-algebra is explicitly constructed for
each S-typed set J ; this is essentially a term algebra as defined in Section 2.4 and
is an extension of the explicit term algebra introduced in Section 3.1. These algebras
(with sets J of the form I ∪ P ) then provide the basis for a rudimentary functional
programming language.
Let I be an S-typed set disjoint from P . A family N IB with Fβ ⊂ N
I
β ⊂ KF
I
β for
each β ∈ B will be called a support system for (DS , fN ) if s
c
β 6= ⊥β for all s ∈ N
I
β ,
β ∈ B . In Section 6.3 we show that there is a ‘natural’ support system HF IB which is
determined entirely by the trace RB of (DB , fK) . This family will play an important
role in Chapters 7 and 8.
6.1 Functional and functionally free algebras
The present section introduces what will be called functionally free Σ-algebras. This
class of algebras includes the term algebras which will provide the basic building blocks
for the rudimentary programming language to be defined in Chapter 7.
Let I be an S-typed set, which is considered to be fixed in what follows. As already
indicated, I should be thought of as the names (together with their types) of the
functions in which we are interested. What we are looking for is a suitable Σ-algebra
(YS, qN ) containing I with the property that for each c ∈ D
I
⋄ there exists a unique
Σ-homomorphism πcS : (YS , qN ) → (DS , fN ) such that π
c
ξ(ξ) = c(ξ) for each ξ ∈ I .
Then πcS will be regarded as giving a meaning, relative to the assignment c , to the
elements in the sets in the family YS .
The most obvious candidate for (YS, qN ) is an I-free Σ-algebra. However, this is not
what we will use because we have chosen, for reasons to be given later, to consider only
Σ-algebras having property (B) (as introduced in Section 5.4). Having made this choice,
there is then a more appropriate notion of being free, namely that of being functionally
free.
Define a family IS by putting Iσ = { η ∈ I : 〈η〉 = σ } for each σ ∈ S . Thus a
Σ-algebra (YS, qN ) contains I if and only if IS ⊂ YS .
If (YS, qN ) is a Σ-algebra then, to increase the legibility, it is convenient to allow
qσ,J as an alternative notation for q⊳{σ,J} . Thus the assumption that (DS , fN ) has
Property (B) states, in this new notation, that if σ = L → β is a functional type and
J and J ′ are non-empty disjoint subsets of L then
fσ,J∪J ′
(
h ⊳ (c⊕ c′)
)
= fσL\J ,J ′
(
fσ,J (h ⊳ c) ⊳ c
′
)
for all h ∈ Dσ , c ∈ D
J
⋄
and all c′ ∈ DJ
′
⋄
.
In general, a Σ-algebra (YS, qN ) having Property (B) will be called functional . In other
words, a Σ-algebra (YS, qN ) is functional if whenever σ = L→ β is a functional type,
and J and J ′ are non-empty disjoint subsets of L then
qσ,J∪J ′
(
y ⊳ (c⊕ c′)
)
= qσL\J ,J ′
(
qσ,J (y ⊳ c) ⊳ c
′
)
for all y ∈ Yσ , c ∈ Y
J
⋄ and all c
′ ∈ Y J
′
⋄ .
Note that an I-free Σ-algebra (YS, qN ) cannot be functional (since Proposition 2.3.8
implies that the sets Im(qν) , ν ∈ Nσ , form a partition of Yσ \ Iσ for each σ ∈ S ).
This would later cause some difficulties, and is one of the reasons for not using I-free
Σ-algebras.
For the class of functional Σ-algebras the following is the appropriate notion of being
free: A functional Σ-algebra (YS, qN ) will be called functionally I-free if it contains I
and if for each functional Σ-algebra (ZS , rN) and each c ∈ Z
I
⋄
there exists a unique
Σ-homomorphism πcS from (YS, qN ) to (ZS , rN ) such that π
c
ξ(ξ) = c(ξ) for all ξ ∈ I .
This modified definition provides a reasonable framework to work with, at least in as
much as functionally free Σ-algebras exist:
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Proposition 6.1.1 (1) There exists a functionally I-free Σ-algebra (YS , qN ) which
is, in the usual sense, unique: For each functionally I-free Σ-algebra (Y ′S, q
′
N ) there
exists a unique isomorphism πS : (YS, qN ) → (Y
′
S, q
′
N ) such that πη(ξ) = ξ for all
ξ ∈ I .
(2) Let (ZB, rK) be an initial Λ-algebra disjoint from I (i.e., such that Iβ ∩ Zβ = ∅
for each β ∈ B ). Then there exists a functionally I-free Σ-algebra (YS, qN ) which is
an extension of (ZB, rK) . Moreover, if (Y
′
S, q
′
N ) is any such algebra and πS is the
unique isomorphism from (YS , qN ) to (Y
′
S , q
′
N ) such that πη(ξ) = ξ for all ξ ∈ I then
πβ(z) = z for all z ∈ Zβ , β ∈ B .
Proof Later in this section.
A functionally I-free Σ-algebra (YS, qN ) clearly meets the requirements stated above:
If c ∈ DI⋄ then, since the Σ-algebra (DS , fN) is functional, there exists a unique
Σ-homomorphism πcS : (YS , qN )→ (DS , fN) such that π
c
ξ(ξ) = c(ξ) for each ξ ∈ I .
At this point the reader is justified in being somewhat sceptical about the need for
functionally free rather than just free algebras. However, it will now be shown that
functionally free algebras also arise when taking a different approach, which gives a
much more convincing reason for employing them.
This alternative approach begins by noting that in all modern functional programming
languages the functional application operators do not have to be named explicitly. The
reason is essentially that the names of the functions involved (i.e., the elements of I )
are themselves used as names for operators. More precisely, ξ ∈ I is also used as the
name of the operation of applying the function which ξ denotes. This turns out to be
enough, since any expression involving general functional application operators can be
expressed equivalently using only these more elementary operations.
To implement this approach formally names have to be introduced for the operations
of applying elements of I to some or all of their arguments. Thus for each ξ ∈ I
of type L → β and each subset J of L let ξ{J} be some element not in K and
such that ξ{J} 6= ξ′{J ′} whenever (ξ, J) 6= (ξ′, J ′) . The ‘name’ ξ{J} will be used
for the operation of applying the function which ξ denotes just to the arguments in
J . This means that if ξ is of type L → β then ξ{L} refers to a total application
operation, whereas ξ{J} refers to a partial application operation if J is a non-empty
proper subset of L , and ξ{∅} will be essentially a synonym for ξ .
In line with this interpretation there is then the following new signature ΣI : Put
N I = K ∪ AI , where AI is the set consisting of the new elements introduced above,
and define mappings ∆I : N I → FS and δ
I : N I → S by
∆I(ν) =
{
∆(ν) if ν ∈ K ,
J if ν = ξ{J} ,
δI(ν) =
{
ϑ(ν) if ν ∈ K ,
σL\J if ν = ξ{J} with ξ of type σ .
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Then ΣI = (S,N I ,∆I , δI) is a signature which is an extension of Λ . If ξ ∈ I is of
type σ = L → β and J ⊂ L then ξ{J} is of type J → σL\J in Σ
I . In particular,
this means that ξ{L} is of type L→ β and ξ{∅} is of type ∅→ σ (i.e., ξ{∅} is of
type ∅→ 〈ξ〉 ).
If (YS, qNI ) is a Σ
I -algebra then, to increase the legibility, it is convenient to allow
qξ,J as an alternative notation for q{ξ,J} .
Warning: In what follows it will often be the case that expressions of the form qξ,J
and qσ,J (as alternative notation for q{ξ,J} and q⊳{σ,J} respectively) occur in the same
context.
Proposition 6.1.2 Let (YS, qNI ) be an initial Σ
I -algebra and c ∈ DI
⋄
. Then there
exists a unique family of mappings πcS with π
c
σ : Yσ → Dσ for each σ ∈ S such that
(1) πcB is a Λ-homomorphism from (YB, qK) to (DB, fK) .
(2) πcξ
(
qξ,∅(ε)
)
= c(ξ) for each ξ ∈ I .
(3) If ξ ∈ I is of type σ = L→ β and J is a non-empty subset of L then
πcσL\J
(
qξ,J (b)
)
= fσ,J
(
c(ξ) ⊳ (πc)
J
⋄
(b)
)
for all b ∈ Y J
⋄
.
(Note in (1) that (YB, qK) , obtained by omitting the sets {Yσ : σ ∈ S \B } from the
family YS and the mappings { qν : ν ∈ N
I \K } from the family qNI , is a Λ-algebra.)
Proof Define a ΣI -algebra (DS , f
c
NI
) with f cκ = fκ for each κ ∈ K as follows: If ξ ∈ I
is of type σ = L → β and J is a non-empty subset of L then f cξ{J} : D
J
⋄ → DσL\J
is the mapping given by f cξ{J}(b) = fσ,J(c(ξ) ⊳ b) for all b ∈ D
J
⋄
, and for each ξ ∈ I
the mapping f cξ{∅} : I → Dξ is given by f
c
ξ{∅}(ε) = c(ξ) . By construction (DS , f
c
NI
)
is then an extension of (DB , fK) . Let π
c
S be the unique Σ
I -homomorphism from
(YS, qNI ) to (DS , f
c
NI
) . Then it is easy to see that the family πcS satisfies (1), (2) and
(3). The uniqueness follows since, conversely, any family satisfying (1), (2) and (3) is
actually a ΣI -homomorphism from (YS, qNI ) to (DS , f
c
NI
) .
If (YS, qNI ) is an initial Σ
I -algebra and c ∈ DI⋄ then the unique family of mappings
πcS given in Proposition 6.1.2 can be used in the same way as the corresponding families
defined in terms of either an I-free or a functionally I-free Σ-algebra: πcS is considered
as giving a meaning, relative to the assignment c , to the elements in the sets in the
family YS , i.e., for each y ∈ Yσ the ‘value’ π
c
σ(y) is interpreted as the meaning of
the ‘expression’ y , given that ξ has already been assigned the meaning c(ξ) for each
ξ ∈ I .
There are now at least two seemingly different approaches to constructing ‘expressions’
involving the names in I . The first involves functionally I-free Σ-algebras (or even just
I-free Σ-algebras) and the second initial ΣI-algebras. However, as will be seen below,
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initial ΣI -algebras and functionally I-free Σ-algebras are essentially the same objects,
and so the choice of which to use is really just a matter of taste. This is the real reason
for using functionally I-free rather than just I-free Σ-algebras.
A procedure will be developed for switching between functional Σ-algebras containing I
and ΣI -algebras, and it will be shown that under this procedure the initial ΣI-algebras
correspond exactly to the functionally I-free Σ-algebras. These transformations only
change the families of mappings in the algebras and not the family of sets, i.e., there is a
family of sets YS which occurs unchanged in all the algebras which will be constructed.
We start by considering a Σ-algebra (YS, qN ) containing I ; then a Σ
I -algebra can be
defined as follows: Let ξ ∈ I be of type σ = L→ β . If J is a non-empty subset of L
then let qξ{J} : Y
J
⋄
→ YσL\J be the mapping given by
qξ{J}(b) = qσ,J (ξ ⊳ b)
for each b ∈ Y J
⋄
. Moreover, let qξ{∅} : I→ YL→β be the mapping defined by
qξ{∅}(ε) = c(ξ) .
In this way a ΣI-algebra (YS , qNI ) is obtained, which will be called the Σ
I -algebra
associated with (YS , qN ) : The family qNI is derived from the family qN by omitting
the mappings in { qν : ν ∈ A } and replacing them with the mappings { qµ : µ ∈ A
I } .
Let us say that a ΣI -algebra (YS, qNI ) is adapted to I if qξ,∅(ε) = ξ for each ξ ∈ I
(which in particular implies that (YS, qNI ) must contain I ). Note that if (YS , qN ) is
a Σ-algebra containing I then by definition the ΣI -algebra associated with (YS, qN )
is adapted to I .
The following result is really the key to understanding the relationship between initial
ΣI -algebras and functionally I-free Σ-algebras.
Proposition 6.1.3 (1) A functional Σ-algebra (YS , qN ) containing I is functionally
I-free if and only if the ΣI-algebra (YS , qNI ) associated with (YS, qN ) is initial.
(2) Each initial ΣI -algebra (YS, qNI ) adapted to I is the Σ
I -algebra associated with
a unique functionally I-free Σ-algebra (YS, qN ) .
Proof Later.
Proposition 6.1.3 implies that there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between
functionally I-free Σ-algebras and initial ΣI -algebras adapted to I . Moreover, the
following result shows that for each c ∈ DI
⋄
the meaning, relative to the assignment
c , of the elements in the sets in the family YS does not depend on which approach is
taken.
Proposition 6.1.4 Let (YS , qN ) be a functionally I-free Σ-algebra, let c ∈ D
I
⋄
and
πcS : (YS , qN )→ (DS , fN) be the unique Σ-homomorphism such that π
c
η(η) = c(η) for
each η ∈ I . Then πcS is also the unique family of mappings given by Proposition 6.1.2
in terms of the ΣI-algebra (YS, qNI ) associated with (YS , qN ) .
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Proof Condition (3) in Proposition 6.1.2 holds because if ξ ∈ I is of type σ = L→ β
and J is a non-empty subset of L then
πcσL\J
(
qξ{J}(b)
)
= πcσL\J
(
qσ,J (ξ ⊳ b)
)
= fσ,J
(
c(ξ) ⊳ (πc)
J
⋄
(b)
)
for all b ∈ Y J
⋄
. Conditions (1) and (2) hold trivially.
The above results imply that there is very little difference between a functionally I-free
Σ-algebra and an initial ΣI -algebra adapted to I . The choice has been made to work
formally with functionally I-free Σ-algebras, but continual use will be made of the fact
that the associated ΣI -algebras are initial. One advantage of making definitions and
stating results in terms of functionally I-free Σ-algebras rather than initial ΣI-algebras
is that there is only one signature Σ involved (independent of I ) and that the family
πcS is in this case explicitly a homomorphism.
Finally, the following fact will be needed several times:
Proposition 6.1.5 Let (YS, qN ) be a functionally I-free and for each σ ∈ S let
Y˘σ ⊂ Yσ . Suppose that:
(1) The family Y˘B is invariant in the Λ-algebra (YB, qK) .
(2) Iσ ⊂ Y˘σ for each σ ∈ S .
(3) If ξ ∈ I is of type σ = L → β and J is a non-empty subset of L then
qσ,J (ξ ⊳ b) ∈ Y˘σL\J for all b ∈ Y˘
J
⋄
.
Then Y˘S = YS .
Proof The three conditions just say that the family Y˘S is invariant in the Σ
I -algebra
(YS, qNI ) associated with (YS, qN ) . But by Proposition 6.1.3 (1) (YS , qNI ) is initial,
thus by Proposition 2.3.2 it is minimal, and therefore Y˘S = YS .
The rest of the section is taken up with proving Propositions 6.1.1 and 6.1.3.
Until further notice let (YS, qNI ) now be an initial Σ
I-algebra adapted to I . It will be
shown that in this case the above construction can be reversed to obtain a functional
Σ-algebra (YS, qN ) , which in fact turns out to be functionally I-free.
Lemma 6.1.1 Let σ = L→ β be a functional type and y ∈ Yσ ; then there exists a
unique ξ ∈ I having type L′∪L→ β for some L′ ∈ FS disjoint from L and a unique
assignment b ∈ Y L
′
⋄ such that y = qξ,L′(b) .
Proof This follows since by Proposition 2.3.2 (YS, qNI ) is a regular Σ
I -algebra (and
because σ /∈ B ).
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Note that if ξ ∈ Iσ then the unique representation of ξ given in Lemma 6.1.1 is just
qξ,∅(ε) . Conversely, if y ∈ Yσ \ Iσ then the unique representation of y has the form
y = qξ,L′(b) with L
′ ∈ FoS .
Let σ = L → β be a functional type and J be a non-empty subset of L ; consider
y ∈ Yσ and c ∈ Y
J
⋄
. By Lemma 6.1.1 there then exists a unique ξ ∈ I having type
L′ ∪ L → β for some L′ ∈ FS disjoint from L and a unique assignment b ∈ Y
L′
⋄
such that y = qξ,L′(b) . There is thus an element qξ,L′∪J(b ⊕ c) of YσL\J which is it
convenient to denote simply by y(c) . In particular, if y = ξ ∈ Iσ then y(c) = qξ,J (c) .
Lemma 6.1.2 Let σ = L → β be a functional type and J and J ′ be non-empty
disjoint subsets of L . Then for all y ∈ Yσ , c ∈ D
J
⋄
and all c′ ∈ DJ
′
⋄
y(c⊕ c′) = y(c) (c′) .
Proof Let y ∈ Yσ and let qξ,L′(b) be the unique representation of y given in
Lemma 6.1.1. Then it follows that y(c) = qξ,L′∪J(b ⊕ c) , which means qξ,L′∪J (b ⊕ c)
is the unique representation of the element y(c) , and hence that
y(c) (c′) = qξ,(L′∪J)∪J ′((b⊕ c)⊕ c
′)
= qξ,L′∪(J∪J ′)(b⊕ (c⊕ c
′)) = y(c⊕ c′)
for all c ∈ Y J
⋄
, c′ ∈ Y J
′
⋄
.
Let σ = L → β be a functional type and J be a non-empty subset of L . Then a
mapping q⊳{σ,J} : Y
σ·J
⋄ → YσL\J can be defined by letting
q⊳{σ,J}(y ⊳ c) = y(c)
for all y ∈ Yσ , c ∈ Y
J
⋄
. (In particular, if ξ ∈ Iσ then q⊳{σ,J}(ξ ⊳ c) = qξ,J (c) for
each c ∈ Y J
⋄
.) This defines a Σ-algebra (YS , qN ) : The family qN is obtained from
the family qNI by omitting the mappings in { qµ : µ ∈ A
I } and replacing them with
the mappings { qν : ν ∈ A } . Of course, (YS , qN ) contains I because (YS , qNI ) is
adapted to I .
Lemma 6.1.3 (YS, qN ) is a functional Σ-algebra.
Proof Let σ = L → β be a functional type and J and J ′ be non-empty disjoint
subsets of L . Then by Lemma 6.1.2 y(c⊕ c′) = y(c) (c′) , which just means that
qσ,J∪J ′
(
y ⊳ (c⊕ c′)
)
= qσL\J ,J ′
(
qσ,J (y ⊳ c) ⊳ c
′
)
for all y ∈ Yσ , c ∈ Y
J
⋄
and c′ ∈ Y J
′
⋄
.
Let us call (YS, qN ) the functional Σ-algebra associated with (YS, qNI ) , and note that
the first construction introduced above is in the following sense the inverse of the second:
Lemma 6.1.4 If (YS , qN ) is the functional Σ-algebra associated with (YS , qNI ) then
(YS, qNI ) is the Σ
I -algebra associated with (YS , qN ) .
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Proof This follows because if ξ ∈ I is of type σ = L → β and J is a non-empty
subset of L then by definition qσ,J (ξ ⊳ c) = qξ,J (c) for each c ∈ Y
J
⋄ .
At this point the assumption that (YS, qNI ) is an initial Σ
I -algebra will be dropped.
Lemma 6.1.5 Let (YS , qN ) be a functionally I-free Σ-algebra and let (YS, qNI ) be
the ΣI -algebra associated with (YS, qN ) . Then (YS , qN ) is the functional Σ-algebra
associated with (YS, qNI ) .
Proof Let σ = L → β be a functional type and J be a non-empty subset of L ; let
y ∈ Yσ and c ∈ Y
J
⋄ . Then y has a unique representation of the form y = qξ,L′(b)
with ξ ∈ I of type τ = L′ ∪ L → β for some L′ disjoint from L and with b ∈ Y L
′
⋄
.
But then by definition qξ,L′(b) = qτ,L′(ξ ⊳ b) and
qξ,L′∪J (b⊕ c) = qτ,L′∪J (ξ ⊳ (b⊕ c))
and therefore, since (YS, qN ) is a functional Σ-algebra, it follows that
qσ,J (y ⊳ c) = qσ,J
(
qτ,L′(ξ ⊳ b) ⊳ c
)
= qτ,L′∪J(ξ ⊳ (b⊕ c)) = qξ,L′∪J(b⊕ c) ,
i.e., qσ,J (y ⊳ c) = qξ,L′∪J (b⊕ c) .
The construction made before the statement of Proposition 6.1.3 needs to be generalised.
Let (YS, qN ) be any Σ-algebra and c ∈ Y
I
⋄ be an assignment. Then a Σ
I -algebra can
be defined as follows: Let ξ ∈ I be of type σ = L→ β . If J is a non-empty subset of
L then let qξ{J} : Y
J
⋄ → YσL\J be the mapping given by
qξ{J}(b) = qσ,J (c(ξ) ⊳ b)
for each b ∈ Y J⋄ . Moreover, let qξ{∅} : I→ YL→β be the mapping defined by
qξ{∅}(ε) = c(ξ) .
The resulting ΣI -algebra (YS , qNI ) is called the Σ
I-algebra associated with (YS, qN )
and the assignment c . Of course, if (YS, qN ) is a Σ-algebra containing I and i ∈ Y
I
⋄
is the assignment given by i(ξ) = ξ for each ξ ∈ I then this construction just gives
the ΣI-algebra associated with (YS, qN ) .
Proposition 6.1.6 Let (YS, qNI ) be an initial Σ
I -algebra adapted to I . Then the
functional Σ-algebra (YS, qN ) associated with (YS , qNI ) is functionally I-free.
Proof Let (ZS, rN ) be a functional Σ-algebra and c ∈ Z
I
⋄
, and let (ZS , rNI ) be the
ΣI -algebra associated with (ZS , rN) and c . Then, since (YS, qNI ) is initial, there
exists a unique ΣI -homomorphism πS : (YS, qNI ) → (ZS , rNI ) , and it will be shown
that πS is actually the unique Σ-homomorphism from (YS, qN ) to (ZS , rN) with
πη(η) = c(η) for each η ∈ I .
Thus consider a functional type σ = L → β , let J be a non-empty subset of L ,
and let y ∈ Yσ and b ∈ Y
J
⋄ . Let qξ,L′(b
′) be the unique representation of y given
in Lemma 6.1.1 (so L′ ∈ FS is disjoint from L , ξ ∈ I is of type τ = L
′ ∪ L → β
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and b′ ∈ Y L
′
⋄
). Assume first that L′ 6= ∅ . Then, since πS is a Σ
I -homomorphism, it
follows that
πσL\J
(
qσ,J (y ⊳ b)
)
= πσL\J
(
qξ,L′∪J(b
′ ⊕ b)
)
= rξ,L′∪J
(
πL
′∪J
⋄ (b
′ ⊕ b)
)
= rτ,L′∪J
(
c(ξ) ⊳ πL
′∪J
⋄ (b
′ ⊕ b)
)
.
But πL
′∪J
⋄ (b
′ ⊕ b) = πL
′
⋄ (b
′)⊕ πJ⋄ (b) and (ZS, qN ) is a functional Σ-algebra, thus
rτ,L′∪J
(
c(ξ) ⊳ πL
′∪J
⋄
(b′ ⊕ b)
)
= rτ,L′∪J
(
c(ξ) ⊳ (πL
′
⋄
(b′)⊕ πJ
⋄
(b))
)
= rτ,L′∪J
(
(c(ξ) ⊳ πL
′
⋄
(b′)) ⊕ πJ
⋄
(b)
)
= rσ,J
(
rτ,L′(c(ξ) ⊳ π
L′
⋄
(b′)) ⊳ πJ
⋄
(b)
)
.
Moreover, again using that πS is a Σ
I -homomorphism,
rτ,L′(c(ξ) ⊳ π
L′
⋄ (b
′)) = rξ,L′(π
L′
⋄ (b
′)) = πσ(qξ,L′(b
′)) = πσ(y)
and therefore
rσ,J
(
rτ,L′(c(ξ) ⊳ π
L′
⋄ (b
′)) ⊳ πJ⋄ (b)
)
= rσ,J
(
πσ(y) ⊳ π
J
⋄ (b)
)
= rσ,J
(
πσ·J⋄ (y ⊳ b)
)
.
Putting these steps together then gives the equality
πσL\J
(
qσ,J (y ⊳ b)
)
= rσ,J
(
πσ·J
⋄
(y ⊳ b)
)
,
and a somewhat easier calculation shows that this also holds when L′ = ∅ . Therefore
πS is a Σ-homomorphism from (YS, qN ) to (ZS , rN ) (since πB is automatically a
Λ-homomorphism from (YB, qK) to (ZB, rK) ). Moreover,
πη(η) = πη(qη,∅(ε)) = rη,∅(ε) = c(η)
for each η ∈ I , since (YS, qNI ) is adapted to I .
To show the uniqueness, consider any invariant family Y ′S in (YS, qN ) containing IS .
Then qξ,∅(ε) = ξ for each ξ ∈ I and qξ,J (b) = qσ,J (ξ ⊳ b) for each b ∈ Y
J
⋄ whenever
ξ ∈ I is of type σ = L → β and J is a non-empty subset of L ; it thus follows
that the family Y ′S is also invariant in (YS, qNI ) , and so Y
′
S = YS , since (YS, qNI )
is a minimal ΣI -algebra. But if πS and π
′
S are Σ-homomorphisms from (YS, qN ) to
(ZS, rN ) with πη(η) = c(η) = π
′
η(η) for each η ∈ I then the family Y
′
S defined by
Y ′σ = { y ∈ Yσ : π
′
σ(y) = πσ(y) } for each σ ∈ S contains IS and is invariant in
(YS, qN ) . Thus from the above Y
′
S = YS , and therefore π
′
S = πS .
Proof of Proposition 6.1.1 (1) By Proposition 2.3.2 there exists an initial ΣI -algebra
and there then also exists such a ΣI-algebra (YS, qNI ) which is adapted to I . (An
initial ΣI-algebra (YS , qNI ) is unambiguous, and hence qξ,∅(ε) 6= qξ′,∅(ε) whenever ξ
and ξ′ are different elements of Iσ for some σ ∈ S . It is thus easy to arrange that
qξ,∅(ε) 6= qξ′,∅(ε) whenever ξ and ξ
′ are different elements of I , and in this case
qξ,∅(ε) can be identified with ξ for each ξ ∈ I .) By Proposition 6.1.6 the functional
Σ-algebra associated with (YS , qNI ) is then functionally I-free. The uniqueness follows
in the usual way.
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(2) By Proposition 2.5.1 there exists an initial ΣI -algebra which is an extension of
(ZB, rK) , and exactly as in the proof of (1) there then also exists such a Σ
I -algebra
(YS, qNI ) which is adapted to I . Let (YS , qN ) be the functional Σ-algebra associated
with (YS , qNI ) . Proposition 6.1.6 then implies that (YS, qN ) is functionally I-free and
by definition (YS , qN ) is an extension of (ZB , rK) . The final statement follows by
considering the appropriate invariant family in (ZB, rK) .
Proof of Proposition 6.1.3 (1) As in the proof of Proposition 6.1.1 there exists an initial
ΣI -algebra (Y ′S , q
′
NI ) which is adapted to I . Let πS be the unique Σ
I -homomorphism
from (Y ′S, q
′
NI
) to (YS , qNI ) ; then (YS , qNI ) is initial if and only if πS is a Σ
I-
isomorphism, which is the case if and only if the mapping πσ is a bijection for each
σ ∈ S .
Consider also the functional Σ-algebra (Y ′S, q
′
N ) associated with (Y
′
S, q
′
NI ) . Then by
Proposition 6.1.3 (Y ′S, q
′
N ) is functionally I-free and therefore there exists a unique
Σ-homomorphism π′S from (Y
′
S, q
′
N ) to (YS , qN ) such that π
′
ξ(ξ) = ξ for all ξ ∈ I .
Moreover, it is easy to see that (YS, qN ) is functionally I-free if and only if π
′
S is a
Σ-isomorphism, which is again the case if and only if the mapping π′σ is a bijection for
each σ ∈ S .
This means it is enough to to show that πS = π
′
S or, equivalently, that Y
o
S = YS ,
where Y oσ = { y ∈ Y
′
σ : πσ(y) = π
′
σ(y) } for each σ ∈ S . Consider ξ ∈ I having
functional type σ = L→ β and a non-empty subset J of L , and let c ∈ (Y o⋄ )
J . Then
it follows that
πσL\J (q
′
ξ,J (c)) = qξ,J (π
J
⋄ (c)) = qξ,J ((π
′
⋄)
J(c))
= qσ,J
(
ξ ⊳ (π′⋄)
J(c)
)
= qσ,J
(
(π′⋄)
σ·J(ξ ⊳ c)
)
= π′σL\J (q
′
σ,J (ξ ⊳ c)) = π
′
σL\J
(q′ξ,J (c))
and hence q′ξ,J (c) ∈ Y
o
σL\J
. The family Y oS is therefore invariant in (Y
′
S, q
′
NI
) (noting
that the other cases which should be checked hold trivially because πB and π
′
B are
both Λ-homomorphisms from (Y ′B , q
′
K) to (YB, qK) ). Thus Y
o
S = Y
′
S , since (Y
′
S, q
′
NI
)
is a minimal ΣI-algebra.
(2) This follows from (1), Proposition 6.1.6 and Lemmas 6.1.4 and 6.1.5.
6.2 The basic term algebras
In this section we introduce the basic terms algebras. More precisely, this will mean that
for each S-typed set I disjoint from P a suitable functionally I ∪ P -free Σ-algebra
(F IS ,⊙
I
N ) is chosen in order to give a meaning to ‘expressions’ or ‘terms’ involving the
names in I . (Recall that P is the S-typed set specifying the names and types of the
primitive functions).
Recall that in Section 3.1 we introduced an initial Λ-algebra (FB ,⊙K) called the ground
term algebra, and that the unique Λ-isomorphism from (FB,⊙K) to (XB, pK) is
denoted by · B . Note that · B is then also the unique Λ-homomorphism from
(FB,⊙K) to (DB, fK) .
Let us assume (without any real loss of generality) that (FB,⊙K) is disjoint from
every S-typed set. Then by Proposition 6.1.1 (2) we can choose for each S-typed set
I disjoint from P a functionally I ∪P -free Σ-algebra (F IS ,⊙
I
N ) which is an extension
of (FB ,⊙K) . These Σ-algebras are referred to as the basic term algebras . Later in
the section a specific choice of these algebras is made to serve as a basis for an explicit
functional programming language.
For each c ∈ DI
⋄
denote by · cS the unique Σ-homomorphism from (F
I
S ,⊙
I
N ) to the
functional Σ-algebra (DS, fN ) such that ξ
c
ξ = c(ξ) for each ξ ∈ I and ζ
c
ζ = p(ζ)
for each ζ ∈ P (with p ∈ DP
⋄
the assignment which determines the meaning of the
primitive functions). As already stated several times before, · cS is considered as
giving a meaning, relative to the assignment c , to the terms in the family F IS : In other
words, for each s ∈ F Iσ the ‘value’ s
c
σ is interpreted as being the meaning of the
term s , given that ξ has already been assigned the meaning c(ξ) for each ξ ∈ I .
Lemma 6.2.1 For each c ∈ DI⋄ the Σ-homomorphism ·
c
S is an extension of the
Λ-homomorphism · B , i.e., s
c
β = s β for all s ∈ Fβ , β ∈ B .
Proof For each β ∈ B let · ′β be the restriction of ·
c
β to Fβ . Then ·
′
B is
also a Λ-homomorphism from (FB,⊙K) to (DB , fK) and thus ·
′
B = · B , since
· B is the unique such homomorphism, i.e., ·
c
S is an extension of · B .
Let I be an S-typed set disjoint from P which is considered to be fixed in what follows.
It is useful to make the following classification:
— For each β ∈ B denote by KF Iβ the set of all elements in F
I
β having the form
⊙Iκ(b) with κ ∈ K of type L→ β for some L ∈ FS and with b ∈ (F
I
⋄
)L .
— For each σ = L → β ∈ S denote by AF Iσ the set of all elements in F
I
σ having
the form ⊙Iτ,J(ξ ⊳ b) with ξ ∈ I ∪ P having functional type τ = J ∪ L → β for
some J ∈ FoS disjoint from L and with b ∈ (F
I
⋄ )
J .
If J is an S-typed set then as usual put Jσ = { η ∈ J : 〈η〉 = σ } for each σ ∈ S .
The unique representations appearing in the next result will play a decisive role.
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Proposition 6.2.1 (1) For each β ∈ B the sets KF Iβ , AF
I
β and Iβ form a partition
of F Iβ . Furthermore, for each β ∈ B the following statements hold:
— If s ∈ KF Iβ then there exists a unique κ ∈ K having type L → β for some
L ∈ FS and a unique element b ∈ (F
I
⋄
)L such that s = ⊙Iκ(b) .
— If s ∈ AF Iβ then there exists a unique ξ ∈ I∪P having functional type σ = L→ β
for some L ∈ FoS and a unique element b ∈ (F
I
⋄ )
L such that s = ⊙Iσ,L(ξ ⊳ b) .
(2) For each σ ∈ S \B the sets AF Iσ , Iσ and Pσ form a partition of F
I
σ . Moreover,
if σ = L→ β ∈ S \B and s ∈ AF Iσ then there exists a unique ξ ∈ I ∪ P having type
τ = J ∪ L→ β for some J ∈ FoS disjoint from L and a unique assignment b ∈ (F
I
⋄
)J
such that s = ⊙Iτ,J(ξ ⊳ b) .
Proof This follows since Proposition 6.1.3 (1) states that the ΣI∪P -algebra associated
with (F IS ,⊙
I
N ) is initial, and so in particular regular. (Note also that Pβ = ∅ for each
β ∈ B .)
If ξ ∈ I ∪ P is of type σ = L → β then it is convenient introduce the mapping
⊙Iξ : (F
I
⋄ )
L → F Iβ defined by ⊙
I
ξ(ε) = ξ when L = ∅ and by
⊙Iξ(b) = ⊙
I
σ,L(ξ ⊳ b)
for each b ∈ (F I
⋄
)L when L 6= ∅ . One reason for introducing this last notation is
because if β ∈ B and s ∈ F Iβ then Proposition 6.2.1 (1) implies that there exists a
unique element λ ∈ K ∪ I ∪ P having type L → β for some L ∈ FS and a unique
assignment b ∈ (F I
⋄
)L such that s = ⊙Iλ(b) .
Proposition 6.2.2 (1) Let ξ ∈ I be of type σ = L → β with L 6= ∅ and let
b ∈ (F I
⋄
)L . Then for each c ∈ DI
⋄
⊙Iξ(b)
c
β = fσ,L
(
c(ξ) ⊳ ( b c⋄)
L
)
.
(2) Let ζ = caseθβ with θ ∈ Bf , β ∈ B , and let s ∈ F
I
θ , b ∈ (F
I
⋄ )
Kθ,β . Then
⊙Iζ(s ⋄ b)
c
β = Case
θ
β
(
s cθ , ( b
c
⋄
)Kθ,β
)
for all c ∈ DI⋄ .
(3) Let ζ ∈ P be the name of an integer operator (and so ζ is of type int2 → β with
β either int or bool ) and let s1, s2 ∈ F
I
int . Then
⊙Iζ(s1, s2)
c
β = pˆ(ζ)( s1
c
int, s2
c
int)
for all c ∈ DI⋄ , where pˆ(ζ) : Dint × Dint → Dβ is the mapping corresponding to ζ
(i.e., pˆ(add) = Add , pˆ(sub) = Sub and so on).
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Proof (1) By Proposition 5.4.1 (2) it follows that each c ∈ DI
⋄
⊙Iξ(b)
c
β = ⊙
I
σ,L(ξ ⊳ b)
c
β = fσ,L
(
( ξ ⊳ b c
⋄
)σ·L
)
= fσ,L
(
ξ cσ ⊳ ( b
c
⋄
)L
)
= fσ,L
(
c(ξ) ⊳ ( b c
⋄
)L
)
.
(2) As in (1), and then making use of Proposition 5.4.1 (3) and (C), it follows that
⊙Iζ(s ⋄ b)
c
β = fL→β,L
(
ζ cL→β ⊳ ( s ⋄ b
c
⋄)
L
)
= fL→β,L
(
caseθβ ⊳ ( s
c
θ ⋄ ( b
c
⋄)
Kθ,β)
)
= Caseθβ
(
s cθ , ( b
c
⋄)
Kθ,β
)
for each c ∈ DI
⋄
, where L = θ ·Kθ,β .
(3) This is the same as (2), but using (D) instead of (C).
In what follows the Λ-algebra (F IB ,⊙
I
K) will usually play a more important role than
the Σ-algebra (F IS ,⊙
I
N ) itself. In this regard the following two facts will be needed:
Lemma 6.2.2 F IB is the only invariant family F`
I
B in the Λ-algebra (F
I
B,⊙
I
K) such
that AF Iβ ∪ Iβ ⊂ F`
I
β for each β ∈ B .
Proof Let F` IB be invariant in (F
I
B,⊙
I
K) and such that AF
I
β ∪ Iβ ⊂ F`
I
β for each
β ∈ B . For each σ ∈ S \ B put F` Iσ = F
I
σ ; then the family F`
I
S satisfies the three
conditions in Proposition 6.1.5. Hence F` IS = F
I
S , and so in particular F`
I
B = F
I
B .
Lemma 6.2.3 There exists a family of mappings ℓB with ℓβ : F
I
β → N for each
β ∈ B such that:
(1) If κ ∈ K is of type ∅→ β then ℓβ(⊙
I
κ(ε)) = 0 .
(2) If κ ∈ K is of type L→ β with L 6= ∅ and a ∈ (F I
⋄
)L then
ℓβ(⊙
I
κ(a)) > max{ ℓη(a(η)) : η ∈ L } .
(3) If ξ ∈ Iβ for some β ∈ B then ℓβ(ξ) = 0 .
(4) If ξ ∈ Iσ with σ = L → β a functional type then ℓβ(⊙
I
ξ(a)) > 0 for all
a ∈ (F I
⋄
)L .
(5) If ζ = caseθβ for some β ∈ B , θ ∈ Bf then
ℓβ(⊙
I
ζ(s ⊳ a)) > ℓθ(s)
for all s ∈ F Iθ , a ∈ (F
I
⋄
)Kθ,β .
(6) If ζ ∈ P is the name of an integer operator (so ζ is of type int2 → β with β
either int or bool ) then
ℓβ(⊙
I
ζ(s1, s2) ) > max{ℓint(s1), ℓint(s2)}
for all s1, s2 ∈ F
I
int .
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Proof Let ℓS be the family of mappings obtained by applying Lemma 2.3.4 to the
ΣI∪P -algebra (F IS ,⊙
I
NI∪P
) associated with (F IS ,⊙
I
N ) . (This Σ
I∪P -algebra is initial
and so minimal and regular.) Then it is easily checked that the restricted family ℓB
satisfies (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) and (6).
The final topic considered in this section is the explicit construction of a functionally
J-free Σ-algebra (GJS,∇
J
N ) for each S-typed set J . Each of these algebras involves a
term algebra as defined in Section 2.4 and is an extension of the term algebra (EB, K)
introduced in Section 3.1. If I is an S-typed set disjoint from P then the functionally
I ∪P -free Σ-algebra (GI∪PS ,∇
I∪P
N ) will be denoted just by (E
I
S,
I
N ) . These algebras
will be used as the basis for an explicit functional programming language.
Consider the S-typed set J to be fixed. The functionally J-free Σ-algebra (GJS ,∇
J
N )
will be obtained with the help of Proposition 6.1.6, which means the first task is to
construct an initial ΣJ -algebra (GJS ,∇
J
NJ
) adapted to J .
Recall that in Section 3.1 (EB, K) was defined to be the standard term Λ-algebra
defined by some family of enumerations iK (which means that if κ is of type L→ β
then iκ is a bijective mapping from [m] to the set L , where m = |L| is the cardinality
of L ). This family iK must now be extended to a family of enumerations i
J
NJ
for the
signature ΣJ : For each κ ∈ K let iJκ = iκ , and for each ξ ∈ J of type L → β and
each subset V of L choose a bijective mapping iJξ{V } : [m] → V , where m = |V | .
Without loss of generality it can be assumed that K is disjoint from J , and hence a
term algebra specifier ΓJ : NJ → K ∪ J can then be defined by letting
ΓJ(ν) =
{
κ if ν = κ ∈ K ,
ξ if ν = ξ{V } ∈ NJ \K .
Let (GJS ,∇
J
NJ
) be the term ΣJ -algebra specified by ΓJ and the family of enumerations
iJ
NJ
. Thus GJσ ⊂ (K ∪ J)
∗ for each σ ∈ S and the family GJS can be regarded as
being defined by the following rules:
(1) If κ ∈ K is of type ∅ → β then the list consisting of the single component κ
is an element of GJβ .
(2) If κ ∈ K is of type L→ β with L 6= ∅ and ej ∈ G
J
βj
for j = 1, . . . , m , where
βj = 〈iκ(j)〉 and m = |L| , then κ e1 · · · em is an element of G
J
β .
(3) If ξ ∈ J is of type σ then the list consisting of the single component ξ is an
element of GJσ .
(4) If ξ ∈ J is of type L → β , V is a non-empty subset of L and ej ∈ G
J
σj
for
j = 1, . . . , m , where σj = 〈 i
J
ξ{V }(j) 〉 and m = |V | , then ξ e1 · · · em is an
element of GJσ with σ = L \ V → β .
(5) The only elements in GJσ are those obtained using (1), (2), (3) and (4).
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Proposition 6.2.3 (GJS ,∇
J
NJ
) is an initial ΣJ -algebra adapted to J . Moreover, it
is an extension of (EB, K) .
Proof If σ = L→ β and ξ{V } ∈ NJσ then the sets V and L are disjoint and ξ is of
type V ∪ L → β . This implies that the restriction of ΓJ to NJσ is injective for each
σ ∈ S and hence by Proposition 2.4.5 (GJS ,∇
J
NJ
) is an initial ΣJ -algebra. Moreover,
by definition ∇Jξ{∅}(ε) = ξ for each ξ ∈ J (recalling that each set Z is considered to
be a subset of Z∗ by identifying z ∈ Z with the list whose single component is equal to
z ) and therefore (GJS ,∇
J
NJ
) is adapted to J . Finally, Proposition 2.5.5 implies that
(GJS ,∇
J
NJ
) is an extension of (EB, K) , since Σ
J is an extension of the signature Λ
and the family of enumerations iJ
NJ
is an extension of the family iK .
Now let (GJS ,∇
J
N ) be the functional Σ-algebra associated with (G
J
S,∇
J
N ) . Then by
Proposition 6.1.6 (GJS,∇
J
N ) is functionally J-free, and clearly it is also an extension of
(EB, K) .
As already stated, these algebras (at least for sets J of the form I ∪ P ) will provide
the basis for a rudimentary functional programming language.
Consider ξ ∈ J of type σ = L→ β , let V be a non-empty subset of L and b ∈ (GJ
⋄
)V .
Then the term ∇Jσ,V (ξ ⊳b) is by definition equal to ∇
J
ξ,V (b) and this is a list whose first
component is equal to ξ . In the same way, if κ ∈ K is of type L→ β and b ∈ (GJ
⋄
)L
then the term ∇Jκ(b) is a list whose first component is equal to κ .
Some care must be taken with the operations in the Σ-algebra (GJS,∇
J
N ) : Suppose,
for example, that ξ ∈ J is of type L → β , where L = {η1, η2, η3, η4} and for
j = 1, 2, 3, 4 let ej ∈ G
J
ηj
. Consider V = {η2, η4} and suppose that i
J
ξ{L}(j) = ηj
for each j and that iJξ{V }(1) = η2 and i
J
ξ{V }(2) = η4 . Then ξ e2 e4 is an element of
GJτ with τ = L \ V → β and so there is the following element
∇Jτ,L\V ( ξ e2 e4 ⊳ {η1 → e1, η3 → e3} )
of GJβ . However, this term has the unique representation ξ e1 e2 e3 e4 (and not
ξ e2 e4 e1 e3 ). Moreover, this problem cannot be avoided by a ‘better’ choice of the
enumerations, since for any choice of iJξ{L} there will be subsets V of L for which the
order is then not ‘correct’. Of course, the problem does not arise in the usual functional
programming languages, because they restrict partial application to subsets V which
are compatible with the enumeration on L (more precisely, to initial segments of L ).
If ξ ∈ J is of type L → β with L = σ1 · · · σm (and so [m] is the underlying set
of the S-typed set L ) then iJξ{L} : [m] → [m] will always chosen to be the identity
mapping. Moreover, if V is a non-empty subset of L then iJξ{V } will taken to be the
induced enumeration (i.e., so that the elements in V occur in the same relative order
as they occur in L ).
The S-typed sets J which occur in what follows are usually of the form I ∪P , and so
the enumerations corresponding to each name of a primitive function have to be decided
upon. The names of the integer operators were already dealt with above (since each is
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of type int int→ β with β either int or bool ). It thus remains to consider a name
ζ = caseθβ with β ∈ B and θ ∈ Bf , and here an enumeration of the elements of V for
each non-empty subset V of θ ·Kθ,β has to be chosen. However, in all the examples
to be given the only terms which occur involving ζ are of the form ∇Jζ,V (s ⊳ a) with
V = θ ·Kθ,β (i.e., total applications), and instead of fixing an enumeration of the set
θ ·Kθ,β once and for all, it is preferable rather to write such a term more ‘legibly’ as
case s of {κ1 -> a(κ1) , · · · , κm -> a(κm) }
where κ1, . . . , κm is any enumeration of the elements of the set Kθ,β = Kθ (which can
be chosen arbitrarily by the author of the term). It is clear that θ and β , which have
been omitted here from the name caseθβ , can always be uniquely determined from the
context.
Finally, when working with explicit examples of terms it is sensible to allow the use of
brackets if this increases the legibility. The bracketing that will be employed here is
essentially that used in Haskell .
As already stated, if I is an S-typed set disjoint from P then (GI∪PS ,∇
I∪P
N ) will
be denoted just by (EIS,
I
N ) , so (E
I
S,
I
N ) is the functionally I ∪ P -free Σ-algebra
corresponding to (F IS ,⊙
I
N ) . Example 6.2.1 below gives a first indication of how these
term algebras will be involved in the equations from Chapter 1. The meanings of the
terms occurring in this example should be compared with the right-hand sides of the
equations in Example 2.1.1.
Example 6.2.1 Let (XB, pK) be as in Example 2.2.1 and (DS , fN ) be as in
one of the three basic Cases. Let
I = { revs, sq, shunt, shunx, sqs }
be the S-typed set with
revs of type (int→ int) int→ list , sq of type int→ int ,
shunt of type list list→ list ,
shunx of type list int list→ list and sqs of type int→ list .
Let L be the S-typed set consisting of the element n of type int . Then
shunt (revs sq n) Nil
is an element of EI∪Llist which will be denoted by esqs . This corresponds to
the right-hand side of the equation for sqs in Example 1.2.1.
(Example 6.2.1 is continued on the next page.)
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Example 6.2.1 (continued) Consider n ∈ Dint and an assignment c ∈ D
I∪L
⋄
with c(n) = n . Then by Proposition 6.2.2 (1)
esqs
c
list = shunt (revs sq n) Nil
c
list
= cshunt( revs sq n
c
list, Nil
c
list)
= cshunt(crevs( sq
c
int→int, n
c
int), fNil)
= cshunt(crevs(csq, n), fNil) ,
where, to increase the legibility, cη is used as an alternative notation for c(η) .
If L is a S-typed set consisting of the element n of type int then mul n n
is an element of EI∪Lint which will be denoted by esq and corresponds to the
right-hand side of the equation for sq in Example 1.2.1.
Let n ∈ Dint and consider an assignment c ∈ D
I∪L
⋄
with c(n) = n . Then
by Proposition 6.2.2 (3) it follows that
esq
c
int = Mul( n
c
int, n
c
int) = Mul(n, n) .
Now let L be the S-typed set consisting of the element n of type int and
elements a and b of type list . Then the following element eshunx of E
I∪L
list
shunt b (Cons n a)
corresponds to the right-hand side of the equation for shunx in Example 1.2.1.
Let n ∈ Dint , a, b ∈ Dlist and consider an assignment c ∈ D
I∪L
⋄ with
c(n) = n , c(a) = a and c(b) = b . Then by Proposition 6.2.2 (1)
eshunx
c
list = cshunt( b
c
list, Cons n a
c
list)
= cshunt(b, fCons( n
c
int, a
c
list)) = cshunt(b, fCons(n, a)) .
Next let L be the S-typed set consisting of the elements a and b of type
list . Then the following element eshunt of E
I∪L
list
case a of { Nil -> b, Cons -> shunx b }
corresponds to the right-hand side of the equation for shunt in Exampls 1.2.1.
(Example 6.2.1 is continued on the next page.)
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Example 6.2.1 (continued) Let a, b ∈ Dlist and consider an assignment
c ∈ DI∪L
⋄
with c(a) = a and c(b) = b . Then by Proposition 6.2.2 (2)
eshunt
c
list
= Caselistlist( a
c
list , { Nil→ b
c
list , Cons→ shunx b
c
list } )
= Caselistlist( a , { Nil→ b , Cons→ cshunx(b, ·, ·) } )
=


⊥list if a = ⊥list ,
b if a = fNil ,
cshunx(b,m, d) if a 6= ⊥list and a = fCons(m, d) .
Finally, consider the S-typed set L consisting of the element n of type int
and p of type int→ int . Then the following element erevs of E
I∪L
list
case (eq n 0) of { True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (p n) (revs (sub n 1)) }
corresponds to the right-hand side of the equation for revs in Example 1.2.1.
Let n ∈ Dint , p ∈ Dint→int and c ∈ D
I∪L
⋄ be an assignment with c(n) = n
and c(p) = p . Then by Proposition 6.2.2 (3)
eq n 0 cbool = Eq(n, 0) =


⊥bool if n = ⊥int ,
T if n = 0 ,
F if n ∈ Z \ {0} .
Thus, putting z = eq n 0 cbool , it follows from Proposition 6.2.2 that
erevs
c
list = Case
bool
list( z , { True→ Nil
c
list ,
False → Cons (p n) (revs (sub n 1)) clist }
= Caseboollist(Eq(n, 0) , { True→ ε ,
False→ fCons(p(n), crevs(Sub(n, 1))) } )
=


⊥list if n = ⊥int ,
fNil if n = 0 ,
fCons(p(n), crevs(n− 1)) if n ∈ Z \ {0} .
6.3 Support systems and the trace
In the previous section the basic term algebras were introduced: For each S-typed set
I disjoint from P we have chosen a functionally I ∪P -free Σ-algebra (F IS ,⊙
I
N ) which
is an extension of the ground term algebra (FB ,⊙K) .
For the whole of the section let I be some fixed S-typed set disjoint from P . The
problem which will be addressed here is to find reasonable sufficient conditions on a
term s ∈ KF Iβ (with β ∈ B ) which will ensure that s
c
β 6= ⊥β for all c ∈ D
I
⋄
.
A typical situation in which such conditions will be needed is the following: Let β ∈ B ,
θ ∈ Bf , and suppose we are interested in evaluating Case
θ
β( s
c
θ, b) for some c ∈ D
I
⋄ ,
where s ∈ KF Iθ and b ∈ (D⋄)
Kθ,β (and where b will be of the form ( a c⋄)
Kθ,β for
some a ∈ (F I⋄ )
Kθ,β ). Now by Proposition 6.2.1 (1) there exists a unique κ ∈ Kθ having
type J → θ for some J ∈ FS and a unique element a
′ ∈ (F I
⋄
)J such that s = ⊙Iκ(a
′) .
Therefore, if we knew that s cθ 6= ⊥θ then we could conclude that
Caseθβ
(
s cθ, b
)
= Caseθβ
(
⊙Iκ(a
′) cθ, b
)
= Caseθβ
(
fκ( ( a
′ c
⋄
)J), b
)
= f⊳{J→β,J}
(
b(κ) ⊳ ( a′ c
⋄
)J
)
.
But we will not usually have any detailed information about c , and so the only practical
way to be sure that this conclusion is valid is to know that s is such that s cθ 6= ⊥θ
for all c ∈ DI
⋄
.
Let us say that a family N IB is a support system for (DS , fN ) if Fβ ⊂ N
I
β ⊂ KF
I
β
for each β ∈ B and s cβ 6= ⊥β for all s ∈ N
I
β , β ∈ B . The above problem is thus
that of finding suitable support systems for (DS , fN) . To be more precise, what we are
looking for is a support system N IB which is, on the one hand, not too small and for
which, on the other hand, it is possible to effectively determine whether a given term
s ∈ KF Iβ is an element of N
I
β .
For example, the family FB provides a somewhat trivial example of a support system
(since by Lemma 6.2.1 s cβ = s β ∈ Xβ for all s ∈ Fβ , c ∈ D
I
⋄
). However, except
when (DB , fK) is the flat extension of (XB, pK) this family is too small to be of any
use. At the other extreme, the family N IB defined for each β ∈ B by
N Iβ = { s ∈ KF
I
β : s
c
β 6= ⊥β for all c ∈ D
I
⋄
}
is trivially the maximal support system, but in general this will certainly not satisfy the
second requirement.
As we will see, there is, however, a ‘natural’ support system HF IB for (DS , fN) which
satisfies both of the requirements. In fact this family also complies with the general
principle formulated in Section 3.3, since it is determined entirely by the trace RB of
(DB , fK) .
Before coming to the definition of the support system HF IB it is first necessary to extend
the bottomed ground term algebra to a Σ-algebra and then to look at the relationship
between this Σ-algebra and the Σ-algebra (F IS ,⊙
I
N ) .
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Recall from Chapter 3 that the bottomed ground term algebra (F ♭B,⊙
♭
K) is a Λ-algebra
which is an initial bottomed extension of (FB,⊙K) (but with the bottom element of
F ♭β being denoted by ♭β rather than ⊥β ). The unique bottomed Λ-homomorphism
from (F ♭B,⊙
♭
K) to (DB , fK) (i.e., the unique Λ-homomorphism with ♭β
⊥
β = ⊥β for
each β ∈ B ) is denoted by · ⊥B . By Proposition 2.5.3 ·
⊥
B is an extension of
· B , i.e., s
⊥
β = s β for all s ∈ Fβ , β ∈ B . Recall also that the trace RB of
(DB , fK) is the family with RB ⊂ F
♭
B defined by putting
Rβ = { s ∈ F
♭
β : s
⊥
β 6= ⊥β }
for each β ∈ B .
The bottomed ground term algebra (F ♭B ,⊙
♭
K) will now be extended in a trivial way
to obtain a bottomed Σ-algebra (F ♭S ,⊙
♭
N ) : For each σ ∈ S \ B let F
♭
σ consist of
a single element ♭σ (which is considered to be the bottom element of F
♭
σ ), and if
σ = L → β is a functional type and J is a non-empty subset of L then define
⊙♭⊳{σ,J} : (F
♭
⋄ )
J → F ♭σL\J simply to be the mapping given by
⊙♭⊳{σ,J}(c) = ♭σL\J
for all c ∈ (F ♭
⋄
)J .
Lemma 6.3.1 (F ♭S ,⊙
♭
N ) is a functional Σ-algebra.
Proof If σ = L→ β is a functional type, J and J ′ are non-empty disjoint subsets of
L and s ∈ F ♭σ then the terms ⊙
♭
σ,J∪J ′
(
s⊳ (c⊕ c′)
)
and ⊙♭σL\J ,J ′
(
⊙♭σ,J (s⊳ c) ⊳ c
′
)
are
both equal to ♭σL\(J∪J′) for each c ∈ (F
♭
⋄
)J , c′ ∈ (F ♭
⋄
)J
′
. This implies that (F ♭S,⊙
♭
N )
is a functional Σ-algebra.
The Λ-homomorphism · ⊥B will also be extended to a family ·
⊥
S by letting
· ⊥σ : F
♭
σ → Dσ be the mapping with ♭σ
⊥
σ = ⊥σ for each σ ∈ S \B .
Lemma 6.3.2 · ⊥S is a Σ-homomorphism, and in fact it is the unique bottomed
Σ-homomorphism from (F ♭S ,⊙
♭
N ) to (DS , fN) .
Proof Consider a functional type σ = L→ β and a non-empty subset J of L . Then
from Property (A) and Proposition 5.4.1 (1) it follows for all s ∈ F ♭σ , c ∈ (F
♭
⋄
)J that
fσ,J
(
( s ⊳ c ⊥
⋄
)σ·J
)
= fσ,J
(
s ⊥σ ⊳ ( c
⊥
⋄
)J
)
= fσ,J
(
⊥σ ⊳ ( c
⊥
⋄
)J
)
= ⊥σL\J = ♭σL\J
⊥
σL\J
= ⊙♭σ,J (s ⊳ c)
⊥
σL\J
.
On the other hand, if κ ∈ K is of type L → β then ⊙♭κ(c)
⊥
β = fκ(( c
⊥
⋄
)L)
holds for all c ∈ (F ♭⋄ )
L because · ⊥B is a Λ-homomorphism. This implies that ·
⊥
S
is a Σ-homomorphism, which by definition is bottomed. The uniqueness now follows
from the fact that · ⊥B is the unique bottomed Λ-homomorphism from (F
♭
B,⊙
♭
K) to
(DB , fK) .
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By Lemma 6.3.1 (F ♭S,⊙
♭
N ) is a functional Σ-algebra and (F
I
S ,⊙
I
N ) is functionally
I ∪ P -free; there thus exists a unique Σ-homomorphism ΩIS : (F
I
S ,⊙
I
N ) → (F
♭
S,⊙
♭
N )
such that ΩIξ(ξ) = ♭ξ for each ξ ∈ I ∪ P .
It is important to note that ΩIS has nothing to to with the Σ-algebra (DS , fN ) . In
fact, in the sense in which a functionally I ∪ P -free Σ-algebra is unique, it can be said
that ΩIS is uniquely determined by the signature Σ and the S-typed sets I and P .
Now define a family HF IB with HF
I
B ⊂ F
I
B by putting
HF Iβ = { s ∈ F
I
β : Ω
I
β(s) ∈ Rβ }
for each β ∈ B , with RB again the trace of (DB , fK) . Thus HF
I
B depends on
(DB , fK) (but not on the whole of (DS , fN) ), and it only depends on (DB, fK) via
the trace RB .
Proposition 6.3.1 The family HF IB is a support system for (DB , fK) . Moreover,
if (DB, fK) is the flat extension of (XB, pK) then HF
I
B = FB , and if (DB , fK) is a
fully regular bottomed extension of (XB, pK) then HF
I
B = KF
I
B .
Proof Later.
In what follows the Λ-algebra (F IB ,⊙
I
K) will usually play a more important role than
the Σ-algebra (F IS ,⊙
I
N ) itself. Note that the family Ω
I
B (obtained by omitting the
mappings {ΩIσ : σ ∈ S \ B } from the family Ω
I
S ) is then a Λ-homomorphism from
(F IB,⊙
I
K) to (F
♭
B,⊙
♭
K) . In this regard the following facts will be needed:
Lemma 6.3.3 (1) ΩIβ(s) = ♭β for all s ∈ AF
I
β , β ∈ B .
(2) ΩIβ(s) = s for all ground terms s ∈ Fβ , β ∈ B .
(3) { s ∈ F Iβ : Ω
I
β(s) ∈ Fβ } = Fβ for each β ∈ B .
Proof (1) and (2) are special cases of Lemma 6.3.4 below.
(3) Part (2) implies that ΩIβ(s) ∈ Fβ for all s ∈ Fβ , β ∈ B . The proof of the converse
is essentially the same as the proof of Proposition 3.3.3. Consider the family F` IB with
F` IB ⊂ F
I
B given by
F` Iβ = Fβ ∪ { s ∈ F
I
β \ Fβ : Ω
I
β(s) ∈ F
♭
β \ Fβ }
for each β ∈ B . If κ ∈ K is of type ∅ → β then ⊙Iκ(ε) = ⊙κ(ε) ∈ Fβ ⊂ F`
I
β . Now
let κ ∈ K be of type L → β with L 6= ∅ and let a ∈ (F` I
⋄
)L , i.e., a(η) ∈ F` Iη for
each η ∈ L . Suppose ΩIβ(⊙
I
κ(a)) = ⊙
♭
κ((Ω
I
⋄)
L(a)) ∈ Fβ . Then by Proposition 3.2.6
(ΩI⋄)
L(a) ∈ FL⋄ (since (F
♭
B,⊙
♭
K) is an initial bottomed extension of (FB,⊙K) ), i.e.,
ΩIη(a(η)) ∈ Fη for each η ∈ L . Then by assumption a(η) ∈ Fη for each η ∈ L and
thus ⊙Iκ(a) = ⊙κ(a) ∈ Fβ . This shows that ⊙
I
κ(a) ∈ F`
I
β , and hence that the family
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F` IB is invariant in (F
I
B,⊙
I
K) . But by definition Iβ ⊂ F`
I
β and by part (1) AF
I
β ⊂ F`
I
β
for each β ∈ B . Therefore by Lemma 6.2.2 F` IB = F
I
B , which of course implies that
ΩIβ(s) ∈ F
♭
β \ Fβ for all s ∈ F
I
β \ Fβ , β ∈ B .
Lemma 6.3.4 Let πS : (F
I
S ,⊙
I
N )→ (F
♭
S,⊙
♭
N ) be any Σ-homomorphism. Then:
(1) πβ(s) = ♭β for all s ∈ AF
I
β , β ∈ B .
(2) πβ(s) = s for all ground terms s ∈ Fβ , β ∈ B .
Proof (1) This follows since if ξ ∈ I ∪ P is of functional type σ = L → β and
b ∈ (F I
⋄
)L then πβ
(
⊙Iσ,L(ξ ⊳ b)
)
has the form ⊙♭σ,L(a) for some a ∈ (F
♭
⋄
)σ·L , which
is by definition is equal to ♭β .
(2) This is a special case of Lemma 3.2.1.
Proposition 6.3.2 FB ⊂ HF
I
B ⊂ KF
I
B . Moreover, if (DB, fK) is the flat extension
of (XB, pK) then HF
I
B = FB , and if (DB , fK) is a fully regular bottomed extension
of (XB, pK) then HF
I
B = KF
I
B .
Proof Since Fβ ⊂ Rβ ⊂ F
♭
β \ { ♭β} for each β ∈ B , the first statement follows from
parts (1) and (2) of Lemma 6.3.3. The rest then follows from Lemma 6.3.3 (3), since
if (DB , fK) is the flat extension of (XB, pK) then by Lemma 3.3.2 RB = FB , and if
(DB , fK) is a fully regular bottomed extension then Proposition 3.3.2 (2) implies that
Rβ = F
♭
β \ { ♭β} for each β ∈ B .
The first statement in Proposition 6.3.2 implies that HF Iβ = Fβ for each primitive type
β ∈ B (since then KF Iβ = Fβ ). Thus in particular HF
I
int = Fint .
Denote by ̺IS the unique Σ-homomorphism from (F
I
S ,⊙
I
N ) to (DS , fN ) such that
̺Iξ(ξ) = ⊥ξ for each ξ ∈ I ∪ P .
Lemma 6.3.5 · ⊥S Ω
I
S = ̺
I
S , i.e., Ω
I(s) ⊥σ = ̺
I
σ(s) for all s ∈ F
I
σ , σ ∈ S .
Proof By Proposition 2.2.1 ωIS = ·
⊥
S Ω
I
S a Σ-homomorphism from (F
I
S ,⊙
I
N ) to
(DS , fN ) and ω
I
ξ (ξ) = Ω
I(ξ) ⊥ξ = ♭ξ
⊥
ξ = ⊥ξ for each ξ ∈ I ∪ P . Thus by the
uniqueness of ̺IS it follows that ω
I
S = ̺
I
S .
Of course, Lemma 6.3.5 implies in particular that HF Iβ = { s ∈ F
I
β : ̺
I
β(s) 6= ⊥β }
for each β ∈ B . Note that the family ̺IB is a Λ-homomorphism from (F
I
B,⊙
I
K) to
(DB , fK) .
Lemma 6.3.6 F IB is the only invariant family in (F
I
B ,⊙
I
K) containing UB , where
Uβ = { s ∈ F
I
β : ̺
I
β(s) = ⊥β } for each β ∈ B ; in other words, in the terminology of
Section 3.5, the Λ-homomorphism ̺IB is fat bottomed.
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Proof If ξ ∈ I ∪ P has functional type σ = L→ β then by Proposition 5.4.1 (1) and
Property (A) it follows that
̺Iβ
(
⊙Iξ(b)
)
= ̺Iβ
(
⊙Iσ,L(ξ ⊳ b)
)
= fσ,L
(
(̺I
⋄
)σ·L(ξ ⊳ b)
)
= fσ,L
(
̺Iσ(ξ) ⊳ (̺
I
⋄
)L(b)
)
= fσ,L
(
⊥σ ⊳ (̺
I
⋄
)L(b)
)
= ⊥β
for all b ∈ (F I
⋄
)L . Moreover, by definition ̺Iβ(ξ) = ⊥β for each ξ ∈ Iβ , and hence
AF Iβ ∪ Iβ ⊂ Uβ for each β ∈ B . Thus by Lemma 6.2.2 F
I
B is the only invariant family
in (F IB ,⊙
I
K) containing UB .
Proof of Proposition 6.3.1 By Proposition 6.3.2 it is enough to show that s cβ 6= ⊥β
for all s ∈ HF Iβ , c ∈ D
I
⋄
. Consider s ∈ HF Iβ , so by Lemma 6.3.5 ̺
I
β(s) 6= ⊥β . But
by Lemma 6.3.6 the Λ-homomorphism ̺IB is fat bottomed and by Proposition 3.5.5
(DB , fK) is strongly monotone. Therefore πβ(s) 6= ⊥β for every Λ-homomorphism
πB : (F
I
B ,⊙
I
K)→ (DB , fK) , and so in particular s
c
β 6= ⊥β for each c ∈ D
I
⋄
.
6.4 Notes
Proposition 6.1.3, which gives the exact relationship between initial ΣI -algebras and
functionally I-free Σ-algebras, should be well-known, at least at an intuitive level, to
any experienced functional programmer.
Chapter 7 Equations
In the present chapter we explain what is meant by a system of equations and what the
solutions of such a system are. The problem of computing values will then be considered.
As before let C be a bottomed concrete category with finite products and (DS, fN )
be a C-based Σ-algebra such that (DB , fK) is a monotone regular bottomed extension
of (XB, pK) . It is again assumed that the Σ-algebra (DS , fN ) has the properties (A),
(B), (C) and (D) listed in Section 5.4. Moreover, we assume that for each S-typed set I
disjoint from P a functionally I∪P -free Σ-algebra (F IS ,⊙
I
N ) has been chosen which is
an extension of the ground term algebra (FB,⊙K) (with P the S-typed set specifying
the names and types of the primitive functions).
Equations are introduced in Section 7.1. Let I be a non-empty finite S-typed set
disjoint from P . Consider ξ ∈ I of type σ = L → β and assume that L is disjoint
from I and P . Then F I∪Lβ is regarded as the set of possible (right-hand sides of)
equations for ξ and this set will be denoted by Eq(ξ, I) . The set of solutions Sol(s)
of an equation s ∈ Eq(ξ, I) is the set of assignments c ∈ DI
⋄
for which
fσ,L(c(ξ) ⊳ b) = s
c⊕b
β
for all b ∈ DL
⋄
if L 6= ∅ , and for which c(ξ) = s cβ if L = ∅ .
A system of equations then consists of a family of equations, one for each name in I ,
i.e., a family of the form sI , where sξ ∈ Eq(ξ, I) for each ξ ∈ I , and the set of all
such families is denoted by Eq(I) . If α = sI ∈ Eq(I) is a system of equations then an
assignment c ∈ DI
⋄
is said to be a solution of the equations α if c ∈ Sol(sξ) for each
ξ ∈ I ; the set of solutions will be denoted by Sol(α) .
In Section 7.2 the problem of computing values is looked at, which means something
like the following: Let α ∈ Eq(I) be a system of equations for which Sol(α) 6= ∅ and
consider the family FαB with F
α
B ⊂ F
I
B defined by
Fαβ = { s ∈ F
I
β : there exists x ∈ Xβ such that s
c
β = x for all c ∈ Sol(α) }
for each β ∈ B . (In particular, FB ⊂ F
α
B , since if s ∈ Fβ then Lemma 6.2.1 implies
that s cβ = s β for all c ∈ D
I
⋄ and so in particular for c ∈ Sol(α) .) For which
elements s ∈ Fαβ is it then possible to compute the value of s , i.e., the unique element
x ∈ Xβ such that s
c
β = x for all c ∈ Sol(α) ?
To answer this question some kind of algorithm is needed which will manipulate the
elements from the sets in the family F IB : In response to the ‘input’ s it should either
produce the ‘output’ s′ (whenever possible) or produce no output at all. We will look for
such an algorithm defined in terms of a Λ-homomorphism ΦB : (F
I
B ,⊙
I
K)→ (F
I
B,⊙
I
K)
as follows: For each β ∈ B let
FΦβ = { s ∈ F
I
β : Φ
n
β(s) ∈ Fβ for some n ≥ 0 } ,
where {ΦnB}n≥0 is the sequence of iterates of ΦB . Now it is easy to see that Φβ(s) = s
for each s ∈ Fβ and hence a mapping Φ
∞
β : F
Φ
β → Fβ can be defined by putting
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Φ∞β (s) = Φ
n
β(s) , where n ≥ 0 is chosen so that Φ
n
β(s) ∈ Fβ . Then ΦB can be
considered as defining an algorithm which produces the ‘output’ Φ∞β (s) if s ∈ F
Φ
β and
which produces no output if s ∈ F Iβ \ F
Φ
β .
Of course, if the algorithm should compute values then there must be some relationship
between the equations α and the homomorphism ΦB , and this leads to the following
definition: The homomorphism ΦB is said to be α-consistent if
Φβ(s)
c
β = s
c
β
for all c ∈ Sol(α) for each s ∈ F Iβ , β ∈ B . Proposition 7.2.1 will show that if ΦB is
α-consistent then FΦB ⊂ F
α
B and moreover, that
Φ∞β (s) β = s
c
β
for all c ∈ Sol(α) for each s ∈ FΦβ , β ∈ B . This says that the algorithm defined by an
α-consistent homomorphism only outputs correct values. However, this is of limited use
if the family FΦB is much smaller than F
α
B . For example, the identity Λ-homomorphism
idB : (F
I
B,⊙
I
K) → (F
I
B,⊙
I
K) is always α-consistent, but, as must be expected, it does
not really provide any information at all, since F idB = FB .
The best to be hoped for is an α-consistent Λ-homomorphism ΦB with F
Φ
B = F
α
B and
such a homomorphism ΦB will be called α-complete. Thus if ΦB is α-complete then
the corresponding algorithm computes the value whenever this exists.
In Section 7.3 an α-consistent Λ-homomorphism ΦB is constructed for each system of
equations α . ΦB depends, of course, on the system of equations under consideration.
However, apart from this it only depends on the trace RB of the bottomed extension
(DB , fK) . In Chapter 8 the main results of the study are presented. They imply that
in Case 3 the equations α always have a solution and that ΦB is α-complete.
Finally, in Section 7.4 replacement rules are introduced which allow valid assertions to
be made about the solutions of equations. These are rules which should be thought
of as tools which a human being (rather than a machine) can apply to prove that the
solutions have certain properties.
7.1 Equations and their solutions
This section explains what is meant by equations and their solutions. An S-typed set
I will be called global if I is disjoint from P and if L is disjoint from I ∪P whenever
ξ ∈ I is of type L→ β . For the whole of the section let I be a non-empty finite global
S-typed set.
In general, what is meant by an equation for the names in I is a pair (s1, s2) , where
s1, s2 ∈ F
I∪V
β for some β ∈ B and where V is some S-typed set disjoint from I and
P . Here s1 should be thought of as the left-hand and s2 as the right-hand side of the
equation. A solution of this equation is then any assignment c ∈ DI⋄ for which
s1
c⊕b
β = s2
c⊕b
β
for all b ∈ DV
⋄
. Given a system (i.e., a family) of such equations, the solutions of the
system are those assignments which are solutions of each of the equations in the family.
However, this notion of an equation is much too general. Note that in these equations
there is really no difference in the role played by the left-hand and the right-hand side,
whereas in the equations in Chapter 1 this is not the case, since there the left-hand sides
of the equations clearly have a very special form. Thus the elements which can occur
as the left-hand side of an equation will now be restricted, and this involves what will
be called an abstractor.
Until further notice let ξ be an element of I of type σ = L→ β (and so L is disjoint
from I and P ). Define an element aξ ∈ F
I∪L
β , called the ξ-abstractor , by putting
aξ = ⊙
I∪L
ξ (aL) ,
where aL ∈ (F
I∪L
⋄
)L is given by aL(η) = η for each η ∈ L (with the η on the
right-hand side of this definition considered as an element of F I∪Lη ). Thus
aξ = ⊙
I∪L
σ,L (ξ ⊳ aL)
when L 6= ∅ , and aξ = ξ if L = ∅ . Of course, if the ‘genuine’ term algebra
(EI∪LS ,
I∪L
N ) is being used then aξ is simply the list
ξ η1 · · · ηm
where m = |L| and η1, . . . , ηm is the enumeration of the elements of L which comes
with the definition of EI∪LS .
Lemma 7.1.1 If L = ∅ then aξ
c
β = c(ξ) for all c ∈ D
I
⋄
, and if L 6= ∅ then
aξ
c⊕b
β = fσ,L(c(ξ) ⊳ b)
for all c ∈ DI
⋄
and all b ∈ DL
⋄
.
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Proof This holds trivially if L = ∅ , and if L 6= ∅ then by Proposition 5.4.1 (1)
aξ
c⊕b
β = ⊙
I∪L
σ,L (ξ ⊳ aL)
c⊕b
β
= fσ,L
(
( ξ ⊳ aL
c⊕b
⋄
)σ·L
)
= fσ,L
(
ξ c⊕bσ ⊳ ( aL
c⊕b
⋄
)L
)
= fσ,L
(
c(ξ) ⊳ ( aL
c⊕b
⋄ )
L
)
= fσ,L(c(ξ) ⊳ b)
since ( aL
c⊕b
⋄
)L (η) = aL(η)
c⊕b
η = η
c⊕b
η = b(η) for each η ∈ L , which implies
that ( aL
c⊕b
⋄ )
L = b .
The set F I∪Lβ will be denoted by Eq(ξ, I) . Thus to each element s ∈ Eq(ξ, I) there
corresponds the equation (aξ, s) , and with this correspondence s can also be regarded
as being an equation for ξ .
If s ∈ Eq(ξ, I) is an equation for ξ then Sol(s) will denote the set of solutions, i.e.,
Sol(s) is the set of assignments c ∈ DI
⋄
for which
aξ
c⊕b
β = s
c⊕b
β
for all b ∈ DL
⋄
. Because of the special form of the left-hand side aξ , Lemma 7.1.1
implies that if L 6= ∅ then Sol(s) is the set of assignments c ∈ DI⋄ for which
fσ,L(c(ξ) ⊳ b) = s
c⊕b
β
for all b ∈ DL
⋄
, while if L = ∅ then then Sol(s) is just the set of assignments c ∈ DI
⋄
for which c(ξ) = s cβ .
Now a system of equations is just a family, made up of one equation for each name
in I . More precisely, denote by Eq(I) the set of all families sI , where sξ ∈ Eq(ξ, I)
for each ξ ∈ I . Each element of Eq(I) will be regarded as a system of equations for
the names in I . Note that the definition of the set Eq(I) has nothing to do with the
Σ-algebra (DS , fN ) . It really only depends on the the signature Σ and the S-typed
set I .
If α = sI ∈ Eq(I) is a system of equations then an assignment c ∈ D
I
⋄ is said to be a
solution of the equations α if c ∈ Sol(sξ) for each ξ ∈ I ; the set of such solutions will
be denoted by Sol(α) . An assignment c ∈ DI
⋄
being a solution thus means that
fσ,L(c(ξ) ⊳ b) = sξ
c⊕b
β
must hold for all b ∈ DL
⋄
whenever ξ ∈ I is of type σ = L→ β with L 6= ∅ and that
c(ξ) = sξ
c
β whenever ξ is of type β . (Of course, if (DS , fN) is as in one of the
three basic cases then fσ,L(c(ξ) ⊳ b) is just equal to c(ξ) (b) , i.e., equal to the value
obtained by applying the function c(ξ) to the argument b .)
Although the definition of Eq(I) has nothing to do with (DS , fN) , the set Sol(α) is
a subset of DI
⋄
, and for this trivial reason it thus depends on (DS , fN ) . In fact, the
dependence is perhaps more subtle than would at first be expected. Examples 7.1.2 and
7.1.3 towards the end of the section indicate the typical kind of behaviour which occurs.
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In what follows consider the explicit programming language obtained using the ‘genuine’
term algebras. An equation e ∈ Eq(I) for ξ will here be written as
aξ = eˆ
where aξ is the ξ-abstractor (and, as already noted, aξ just has the form ξ η1 · · · ηm ),
and eˆ is the ‘legible’ notation for the term e introduced in Section 6.2 (i.e., with the
particular notation for the case operators and permitting the use of brackets). For a
system of equations this notation will be used for each single equation. Moreover, such
a system will be represented as a list, with each single equation written on a separate
line. (This involves, of course, choosing some enumeration of the elements of I .)
To prepare for the examples there a further point which has to be dealt with. In all
of these examples each element ξ ∈ I has a type of the form σ1 · · · σm → β . Now
the underlying set of the S-typed set σ1 · · · σm is just [m] , which means that the
left-hand side of the equation for ξ should always have the form
ξ 1 2 · · · m
with the ‘names’ 1 2, . . . , m also occurring as the ‘local variables’ on the right-hand
side of the equation. This is not very satisfactory, in particular since these ‘names’ give
no information about their types. Moreover, the problem then arises of representing the
‘name’ k ∈ [m] in a way which distinguishes it from the constructor name k of type
int (i.e., from the element k of Int ).
To avoid these problems it is convenient to replace each j ∈ [m] in the equation for ξ
by some more suggestive alias ηj . The left-hand side of the equation then becomes
ξ η1 η2 · · · ηm
with the right-hand side changed accordingly. In any example the choice of the aliases
used in an equation can of course be determined from the modified left-hand side.
It should be emphasised that this aliasing device is simply a method of making explicit
examples more readable, and there is no reason compelling its use. (The procedure also
has a more elegant interpretation, which the interested reader is left to work out.)
The system of equations introduced at the end of Chapter 1 is treated in Example 7.1.1.
These equations are first presented without aliasing, just to show how unreadable they
are. In this version it is necessary to distinguish each element of [m] from the cor-
responding element of Int , which is done by enclosing the elements of [m] in single
quotes (so 1 will be represented as ‘1’ , 2 as ‘2’ , and so on). In all the remaining
examples in these notes aliasing is employed without comment.
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Example 7.1.1 Let (XB, pK) be as Example 2.2.1. As in Example 6.2.1 let
I = { revs, sq, shunt, shunx, sqs }
be the S-typed set with
revs of type (int→ int) int→ list , sq of type int→ int ,
shunt of type list list→ list ,
shunx of type list int list→ list and sqs of type int→ list .
Consider that following terms (each being an element of EI∪γβ for some list of
types γ ∈ S∗ and some β ∈ B ):
erevs = case (eq ‘2’ 0) of { True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (‘1’ ‘2’) (revs ‘1’ (sub ‘2’ 1)) }
∈ EI ∪ intlist ,
esq = mul ‘1’ ‘1’ ∈ E
I ∪ int
int ,
eshunt = case ‘1’ of { Nil -> ‘2’,
Cons -> shunx ‘2’ } ∈ EI ∪ list listlist ,
eshunx = shunt ‘3’ (Cons ‘2’ ‘1’) ∈ E
I ∪ list int list
list ,
esqs = shunt (revs sq ‘1’) Nil ∈ E
I ∪ int
list ,
Then α = eI is an element of Eq(I) which should be written as
revs ‘1’ ‘2’
= case (eq ‘2’ 0) of { True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (‘1’ ‘2’) (revs ‘1’ (sub ‘2’ 1)) }
sq ‘1’ = mul ‘1’ ‘1’
shunt ‘1’ ‘2’ = case ‘1’ of { Nil -> ‘2’,
Cons -> shunx ‘2’ }
shunx ‘1’ ‘2’ ‘3’ = shunt ‘3’ (Cons ‘2’ ‘1’)
sqs ‘1’ = shunt (revs sq ‘1’) Nil
(Example 7.1.1 is continued on the next page.)
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Example 7.1.1 (continued) However, with an appropriate choice of aliases, α
can be written more ‘legibly’ as
revs p n
= case (eq n 0) of { True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (p n) (revs p (sub n 1)) }
sq n = mul n n
shunt a b = case a of { Nil -> b, Cons -> shunx b }
shunx a n b = shunt b (Cons n a)
sqs n = shunt (revs sq n) Nil
Again let (DS , fN) be as in one of the three basic cases. Exactly the same
calculations as in Example 6.2.1 show that an assignment c ∈ DI
⋄
is in Sol(α)
if and only if for all a, b ∈ Dlist , n ∈ Dint , p ∈ Dint int
crevs(p, n) =


⊥list if n = ⊥int ,
fNil if n = 0 ,
fCons(p(n), crev(p, n− 1)) if n ∈ Z \ {0} ,
csq(n) = mul(n, n) ,
cshunt(a, b) =


⊥list if a = ⊥list ,
b if a = fNil ,
cshunx(b,m, d) if a 6= ⊥list and a = fCons(m, d) ,
cshunx(a, n, b) = cshunt(b, fCons(n, a)) ,
csqs(n) = cshunt(crevs(csq, n), fNil) .
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As already mentioned, Examples 7.1.2 and 7.1.3 below show that the dependence of the
solutions on (DS, fN ) is perhaps more subtle than would at first be expected.
Example 7.1.2 Let (XB, pK) be as in Example 2.2.1 and let
I = { fst, fstx, inf, one }
be the S-typed set with
fst of type pair→ int , fstx of type int int→ int ,
inf and one of type int .
Consider the system of equations α ∈ Eq(I) given by
fst p = case p of { Pair -> fstx }
fstx m n = m
inf = add inf 1
one = fst (Pair 1 inf)
Let (DS , fN) be as in one of the three basic cases. Note that cinf = ⊥int
for all c ∈ Sol(α) . From this it follows that for all c ∈ Sol(α)
cone =
{
1 if fPair(1,⊥int) 6= ⊥pair ,
⊥int otherwise .
Therefore if (DB , fK) is the flat extension of (XB, pK) then cone = ⊥int for
all c ∈ Sol(α) . On the other hand, if (DB , fK) is a fully regular extension
of (XB, pK) then cone = 1 for all c ∈ Sol(α) . Note that these equations do
have a solution (i.e., Sol(α) 6= ∅ ) and this fact does not depend on (DB , fK) .
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Example 7.1.3 Let (XB, pK) be as in Example 2.2.1 and let
I = { hd, hdx, ones, one }
be the S-typed set with
hd of type list→ int , hdx of type int list→ int ,
ones of type list and one of type int .
Consider the system of equations α ∈ Eq(I) given by
hd xs = case xs of { Nil -> hd xs, Cons -> hdx }
hdx x xs = x
ones = Cons 1 ones
one = hd ones
Let (DS , fN) be as in one of the three basic cases. Then
cones = fCons(1, cones)
for all c ∈ Sol(α) and from this it follows that
cone =
{
1 if cones 6= ⊥list ,
⊥int otherwise .
Thus if (DB , fK) is the flat extension of (XB, pK) then cone = ⊥int for
all c ∈ Sol(α) (since here cones = ⊥list for each c ∈ Sol(α) ). Moreover,
if (DB , fK) is a fully regular extension of (XB, pK) then cone = 1 for all
c ∈ Sol(α) (since here cones 6= ⊥list for each c ∈ Sol(α) ).
Nevertheless, the situation here is quite different to that in Example 7.1.2. For
simplicity suppose that (DS , fN ) is as in Case 1. Then the present system of
equations has a solution if (DB, fK) is the flat extension of (XB, pK) , but
whether or not there are solutions for a fully regular extension depends on the
extension.
In particular, if (DB , fK) is an initial extension of (XB, pK) then it is easy to
see that are no solutions to the equations, since the equation for ones cannot
be satisfied by any finite list. However, if the fully regular extension is obtained
as an initial completion (as in Section 4.3) then there will be a solution, which
can be considered as an infinite list in which each component is equal to 1 .
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The equations in Example 7.1.1 are not first order in that they contain the name for
a function revs which has a higher-order type. Example 7.1.4 provides a further and
very typical system of equations which is not first order.
Example 7.1.4 Let (XB, pK) be as in Example 2.2.1 and I = { map, mapx }
be the S-typed set with
map of type (int→ int) list→ list ,
mapx of type (int→ int) int list→ list .
Let α ∈ Eq(I) be the system of equations written ‘legibly’ as
map p ns = case ns of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> mapx f }
mapx p m ms = Cons (p m) (map p ms)
As usual let (DS , fN ) be as in one of the three basic cases, and let c ∈ D
I
⋄ ;
then a simple calculation shows that c ∈ Sol(α) if and only if
cmap(p, z) =


⊥list if z = ⊥list ,
cmapx(p,m
′, z′) if z 6= ⊥list and z = fCons(m
′, z′) ,
fNil if z = fNil ,
cmapx(p,m, z) = fCons(p(m), cmap(p, z)) ,
for all p ∈ Dint→int , m ∈ Dint and z ∈ Dlist In particular, if c ∈ Sol(α)
then it follows that
cmap(p, z) =


⊥list if z = ⊥list ,
fCons(p(m), cmap(p, z
′)) if z 6= ⊥list
and z = fCons(m, z
′) ,
fNil if z = fNil ,
for all p ∈ Dint→int , z ∈ Dlist .
7.2 Computing values
Very roughly speaking, ‘computing values’ means something like the following: Given a
system of equations α ∈ Eq(I) and an element s ∈ F Iσ , the value s
c
σ ∈ Dσ should be
determined for some, or for all, of the solutions c ∈ Sol(α) . Now we take the standpoint
that the only way of directly representing an element from one of the sets in the family
DS is with the help of the ground algebra (FB ,⊙K) . This means that the only hope
is to compute values which lie in the family XB . (The restriction here to ground types
can hardly be avoided, since there is no way of directly representing an element in the
set Dσ when σ ∈ S\B is a functional type. The restriction to the family XB , i.e., the
exclusion of values in the family {Dβ \Xβ : β ∈ B } , could be avoided by making use
of a suitable extension of the ground algebra (FB,⊙K) , but to keep things as simple
as possible this possibility will not be considered here.)
A further restriction will be imposed. This is based on the plausible assumption that
a simple explicit algorithm will be unable to distinguish between different solutions
in Sol(α) , and hence only values s cβ which are independent of c ∈ Sol(α) can
be computed. (Even if this assumption is not acceptable in general, the argument in
Chapter 1 shows that it will be certainly satisfied by an algorithm based on interpreting
equations as replacement rules.)
In what follows let I be a non-empty finite global S-typed set and let α ∈ Eq(I) be
a system of equations with Sol(α) 6= ∅ . The above restrictions suggest looking at the
family FαB with F
α
B ⊂ F
I
B defined for each β ∈ B by
Fαβ = { s ∈ F
I
β : there exists x ∈ Xβ such that s
c
β = x for all c ∈ Sol(α) } .
In particular, FB ⊂ F
α
B , since if s ∈ Fβ then by Lemma 6.2.1 s
c
β = s β for all
c ∈ DI
⋄
(and so in particular for all c ∈ Sol(α) ). Example 7.2.1 on the next page
illustrates this definition using the equations first considered in Chapter 1.
The problem of ‘computing values’ can now be formulated as the following question:
For which elements s ∈ Fαβ is it possible to compute the value of s , i.e., the unique
element x ∈ Xβ such that s
c
β = x for all c ∈ Sol(α) ?
It is important to note that, although FαB ⊂ F
I
B and (DS , fN) is not involved in the
definition of F IB , the family F
α
B will in general depend on this Σ-algebra. Example 7.2.1
shows in particular how FαB can depend on the Λ-algebra (DB , fK) .
In what follows the Λ-algebra (F IB ,⊙
I
K) will play a more important role than the
whole of the Σ-algebra (F IS ,⊙
I
N ) . This means that if c ∈ D
I
⋄
is an assignment then it
is usually only the Λ-homomorphism · cB from (F
I
B ,⊙
I
K) to (DB , fK) which will
be of interest (and not the whole Σ-homomorphism · cS ).
It is convenient to state the problem of ‘computing values’ in a slightly different form,
and for this the following simple fact is needed:
Lemma 7.2.1 The family FαB is invariant in the Λ-algebra (F
I
B,⊙
I
K) .
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Example 7.2.1 Let (XB, pK) be as in Example 2.2.1 and let
I = { fst, fstx, und }
be the S-typed set with
fst of type pair→ int , fstx of type int int→ int ,
und of type int .
Consider the system of equations α ∈ Eq(I) given by
fst p = case p of { Pair -> fstx }
fstx m n = m
und = und
Let e ∈ EIint be the term fst (Pair 1 und) . Then
e cint =
{
1 if fPair(1, cund) 6= ⊥pair ,
⊥int otherwise ,
for all c ∈ Sol(α) . Thus if (DB , fK) is a fully regular extension of (XB, pK)
then e cint = 1 for all c ∈ Sol(α) , and hence in this case e ∈ E
α
int .
On the other hand, if (DS , fN) is as in Case 1 with (DB , fK) the flat extension
of (XB, pK) then there exists a solution c ∈ Sol(α) with cund = ⊥int and
then e cint = ⊥int . This implies that here e /∈ E
α
int .
Of course, this example is in essence the same as Example 7.1.2.
Proof If κ ∈ K is of type ∅ → β then ⊙Iκ(ε) ∈ F
α
β , since ⊙
I
κ(ε)
c
β = fκ(ε) for
all c ∈ DI
⋄
and fκ(ε) = pκ(ε) ∈ Xβ . Suppose then that κ ∈ K is of type L → β
with L 6= ∅ and let b ∈ (Fα⋄ )
L ; then for each η ∈ L there exists xη ∈ Xη such that
b(η) cη = xη for all c ∈ Sol(α) . Let b
′ ∈ XL
⋄
be the assignment given by b′(η) = xη
for each η ∈ L ; then for all c ∈ Sol(α)
⊙Iκ(b)
c
β = fκ
(
( b c
⋄
)L
)
= fκ(b
′) ,
and fκ(b
′) = pκ(b
′) ∈ Xβ ; thus ⊙
I
κ(b) ∈ F
α
β . This means that the family F
α
B is
invariant in (F IB ,⊙
I
K) .
For each κ ∈ K of type L → β let ⊙ακ denote the restriction of ⊙
I
κ to (F
α
⋄
)L . By
Lemma 7.2.1 (FαB ,⊙
α
K) is then a Λ-algebra which is an extension of the ground term
algebra (FB,⊙K) .
Now for each β ∈ B define a mapping · αβ : F
α
β → Xβ by putting s
α
β = x , where
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x is the (unique) element of Xβ such that s
c
β = x for all c ∈ Sol(α) . In other
words, s αβ is defined so that s
α
β = s
c
β for all c ∈ Sol(α) .
Lemma 7.2.2 The family · αB is a Λ-homomorphism from (F
α
B ,⊙
α
K) to (XB, pK)
which extends the Λ-isomorphism · B : (FB,⊙K) → (XB, pK) (i.e., s
α
β = s β
for all s ∈ Fβ ).
Proof This is what the proof of Lemma 7.2.1 shows.
The problem of ‘computing values’ can now be stated in terms of the following question:
For which elements s ∈ Fαβ is it possible to compute the unique ground element s
′ ∈ Fβ
such that s′ β = s
α
β ?
To answer this question some kind of algorithm is needed which will manipulate the
elements from the sets in the family F IB : In response to the ‘input’ s it should either
produce the ‘output’ s′ (whenever possible) or produce no output at all. Such an
algorithm is presented in Section 7.3, and is given in terms of a Λ-homomorphism from
the Λ-algebra (F IB,⊙
I
K) to itself.
In what follows let ΦB : (F
I
B,⊙
I
K) → (F
I
B,⊙
I
K) be a Λ-homomorphism. Some of the
elementary properties of such a homomorphism will now be looked at with a view to
seeing how ΦB could form the basis of an algorithm for ‘computing values’.
Lemma 7.2.3 Φβ(s) = s for each ground term s ∈ Fβ .
Proof For each β ∈ B let Φ′β be the restriction of Φβ to the ground terms Fβ ;
then Φ′B : (FB,⊙K) → (F
I
B,⊙
I
K) is a Λ-homomorphism. But a Λ-homomorphism
id′B : (FB,⊙K) → (F
I
B ,⊙
I
K) can also be defined by letting id
′
β(s) = s for all s ∈ Fβ .
Hence by Proposition 2.2.3 (1) Φ′B = id
′
B , since (FB,⊙K) is minimal, i.e., Φβ(s) = s
for each s ∈ Fβ .
The iterates {ΦnB}n≥0 of ΦB will also be needed: For each β ∈ B the mappings
Φnβ : F
I
β → F
I
β , n ≥ 0 , are defined by letting Φ
0
β(s) = s for each s ∈ F
I
β , Φ
1
β = Φβ
and (for n > 0 ) Φnβ = Φβ Φ
n−1
β . By Proposition 2.2.1 Φ
n
B is a Λ-homomorphism for
each n ≥ 0 . Now for each β ∈ B let
FΦβ = { s ∈ F
I
β : Φ
n
β(s) ∈ Fβ for some n ≥ 0 } .
Lemma 7.2.4 The family FΦB is invariant in the Λ-algebra (F
I
B,⊙
I
K) .
Proof If κ ∈ K is of type ∅→ β then ⊙Iκ(ε) ∈ Fβ ⊂ F
Φ
β . Suppose then that κ ∈ K
is of type L → β with L 6= ∅ and let b ∈ (FΦ
⋄
)L ; then for each η ∈ L there exists
nη ≥ 0 such that Φ
nη
η (b(η)) ∈ Fη . Put n = max{nη : η ∈ L } ; then Φ
n
η (b(η)) ∈ Fη
for each η ∈ L , thus (Φb⋄)
L(b) ∈ FL⋄ and hence
Φnβ(⊙
I
κ(b)) = ⊙
I
κ
(
(Φb
⋄
)L(b)
)
= ⊙κ
(
(Φb
⋄
)L(b)
)
∈ Fβ ;
i.e., ⊙Iκ(b) ∈ F
Φ
β . This means that the family F
Φ
B is invariant in (F
I
B ,⊙
I
K) .
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For each κ ∈ K of type L → β let ⊙Φκ denote the restriction of ⊙
I
κ to (F
Φ
⋄
)L . By
Lemma 7.2.4 (FΦB ,⊙
Φ
K) is then a Λ-algebra which is an extension of the ground term
algebra (FB,⊙K) .
By Lemma 7.2.3 Φβ(s) = s for each s ∈ Fβ and hence a mapping Φ
∞
β : F
Φ
β → Fβ can
be defined by putting Φ∞β (s) = Φ
n
β(s) , where n ≥ 0 is chosen so that Φ
n
β(s) ∈ Fβ .
Lemma 7.2.5 Φ∞B : (F
Φ
B ,⊙
Φ
K)→ (FB ,⊙K) is a Λ-homomorphism.
Proof This is similar to the proof of Lemma 7.2.4.
The homomorphism ΦB is now said to be α-consistent if
Φβ(s)
c
β = s
c
β
for all c ∈ Sol(α) for each s ∈ F Iβ , β ∈ B . It is important to note that in general the
α-consistency of ΦB depends not only on the equations α but also on the Σ-algebra
(DS , fN ) .
Proposition 7.2.1 Suppose ΦB is α-consistent; then F
Φ
B ⊂ F
α
B . Moreover, Φ
∞
β (s)
is the (unique) ground term which denotes s αβ for all s ∈ F
Φ
β , β ∈ B , i.e.,
Φ∞β (s) β = s
α
β
for all s ∈ FΦβ , β ∈ B .
Proof Let s ∈ FΦβ ; then for each n > 0 it follows that
Φnβ(s)
c
β = Φβ(Φ
n−1
β (s))
c
β = Φ
n−1
β (s)
c
β
and thus Φ∞β (s)
c
β = Φ
0
β(s)
c
β = s
c
β for each c ∈ Sol(α) . But Φ
∞
β (s) ∈ Fβ
and so by Lemma 6.2.1 Φ∞β (s)
c′
β = Φ
∞
β (s) β for all c
′ ∈ DI⋄ . Hence
Φ∞β (s) β = s
c
β
for all c ∈ Sol(α) . This shows that s ∈ Fαβ and also that Φ
∞
β (s) β = s
α
β .
If ΦB is α-consistent then by Proposition 7.2.1 the iterates {Φ
n
β}n≥0 of Φβ can be
used to compute the element denoting s αβ for each s ∈ F
Φ
β . Of course, the iterates
give no information when starting with an element s ∈ Fαβ \ F
Φ
β .
Consider for a moment the identity Λ-homomorphism idB : (F
I
B,⊙
I
K) → (F
I
B,⊙
I
K)
(given by idβ(s) = s for all s ∈ F
I
β ). In this case (F
id
B ,⊙
id
K) = (FB,⊙K) , and id
∞
B
is just the identity Λ-homomorphism from (F idB ,⊙
id
K) = (FB,⊙K) to itself. Moreover,
idB is always trivially α-consistent. But, of course, applying Proposition 7.2.1 to idB
does not really provide any information at all.
The best to be hoped for is an α-consistent Λ-homomorphism ΦB with F
Φ
B = F
α
B
and such a homomorphism ΦB will be called α-complete. If ΦB is α-complete then
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Proposition 7.2.1 implies that Φ∞β (s) is the ground element denoting s
α
β for all
s ∈ Fαβ . (Note, however, that the iterates {Φ
n
β}n≥0 cannot be used to effectively
decide that a given term s ∈ F Iβ is an element of F
I
β \ F
α
β .)
In Section 7.3 an α-consistent Λ-homomorphism ΦB is constructed for each system of
equations α ∈ Eq(I) . In Chapter 8 it is then shown that in Case 3 ΦB is α-complete.
Finally, note that the definition of ΦB being α-consistent still makes sense when
Sol(α) = ∅ (although in this case every Λ-homomorphism is trivially α-consistent).
Thus in the next section, where an α-consistent Λ-homomorphism ΦB is constructed,
it is not necessary to assume that Sol(α) 6= ∅ .
7.3 An algorithm for computing values
Again let I be a non-empty finite global S-typed set and let α = sI ∈ Eq(I) be a
system of equations. In this section an α-consistent Λ-homomorphism
ΦB : (F
I
B,⊙
I
K) → (F
I
B,⊙
I
K)
will be defined which, as explained in Section 7.2, will form the basis of an algorithm
for computing values.
The Λ-homomorphism ΦB will depend, of course, on the system of equations α .
Moreover, ΦB will also depend on (DS , fN) , because its definition involves choosing
a support system for (DS , fN ) , i.e., a family N
I
B with FB ⊂ N
I
B ⊂ KF
I
B such that
s cβ 6= ⊥β for all s ∈ N
I
β , β ∈ B and for all c ∈ D
I
⋄ .
Recall that by Proposition 6.3.1 the family HF IB defined for each β ∈ B by
HF Iβ = { s ∈ F
I
β : Ω
I
β(s) ∈ Rβ }
is a support system for (DS , fN ) , where here Ω
I
S : (F
I
S ,⊙
I
N )→ (F
♭
S,⊙
♭
N ) is the unique
Σ-homomorphism such that ΩIξ(ξ) = ♭ξ for each ξ ∈ I ∪ P , and RB is the trace
of (DB , fK) . In fact, this is really the only support system of interest (since it turns
out to be the ‘correct’ one). Nevertheless, in the present section the results are first
formulated in terms of an arbitrary support system.
Before coming to the definition of the Λ-homomorphism ΦB we must first introduce
some generalised substitution or replacement operators as well as evaluation operators
for the integer operations.
Let L be an S-typed set disjoint from I and P and a ∈ (F I
⋄
)L be an assignment.
Then, since (F I∪LS ,⊙
I∪L
N ) is functionally I ∪ L ∪ P -free and (F
I
S ,⊙
I
N ) is a functional
Σ-algebra, there exists a unique Σ-homomorphism δaS : (F
I∪L
S ,⊙
I∪L
N )→ (F
I
S ,⊙
I
N ) such
that δaξ (ξ) = ξ for each ξ ∈ I ∪ P and δ
a
η (η) = a(η) for each η ∈ L . In particular, if
L = ∅ then δ∅S is just the identity homomorphism idS : (F
I
S ,⊙
I
N )→ (F
I
S ,⊙
I
N ) .
For each s ∈ F I∪Lσ the (perhaps) more suggestive notation
s[a/L]
will also be used for the element δaσ(s) of F
I
σ . Moreover, when working with examples
it is convenient to allow the more explicit notation
s[ a(η1)/η1, . . . , a(ηm)/ηm ]
where η1, . . . , ηm is some enumeration of the elements of L . The mapping δ
a
σ should
be thought of as a generalised substitution or replacement operator. In the special
case of the ‘genuine’ term algebras introduced in Section 6.2 it really is a replacement
operator:
Lemma 7.3.1 Let a ∈ (EI⋄ )
L and let δaS : (E
I∪L
S ,
I∪L
N )→ (E
I
S,
I
N ) be the special
case of the homomorphism defined above. Then for each s ∈ EI∪Lσ the term δ
a
σ(s) is
obtained by replacing for each η ∈ L each occurrence of η in s by a(η) .
184
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Proof For each σ ∈ S let E˘Iσ be the set of terms in E
I
σ for which statement to
be proved actually holds. Then it is easily checked that the family E˘IS satisfies the
hypotheses of Proposition 6.1.5 and hence E˘IS = E
I
S .
The following fact will be required later:
Lemma 7.3.2 Let a ∈ (F I⋄ )
L , c ∈ DI⋄ and put d = ( a
c
⋄)
L , i.e., d ∈ DL⋄ is the
assignment given by d(η) = a(η) cη for each η ∈ L . Then
s[a/L] cσ = s
c⊕d
σ
for all s ∈ F I∪Lσ , σ ∈ S .
Proof Put πS = ·
c
S δ
a
S . Then by Proposition 2.2.1 πS is a Σ-homomorphism
from (F I∪LS ,⊙
I∪L
N ) to (DS , fN) and πξ(ξ) = δ
a
ξ (ξ)
c
ξ = ξ
c
ξ = c(ξ) for each
ξ ∈ I , and in the same way it follows that πζ(ζ) = p(ζ) for each ζ ∈ P . Moreover,
πη(η) = δ
a
η(η)
c
η = a(η)
c
η = d(η) for each η ∈ L . But ·
c⊕d
S is the unique
such Σ-homomorphism, and hence πS = ·
c⊕d
S , i.e.,
s[a/L] cσ = δ
a
σ(s)
c
σ = s
c⊕d
σ
for all s ∈ F I∪Lσ , σ ∈ S .
We next consider evaluation operators. Let ζ ∈ P be the name of an integer operator
(and so ζ is of type int2 → β with β either int or bool , recalling that int2 is
being used to denote the list int int ).
Lemma 7.3.3 There exists a unique mapping Evalζ : Fint × Fint → Fβ such that
Evalζ(s1, s2) β = oζ ( s1 int, s2 int)
for all s1, s2 ∈ Fint , where oζ : Xint ×Xint → Xβ is the original integer operation
corresponding to ζ (i.e., oadd(m,n) = m+ n , osub(m,n) = m− n and so on).
Proof This follows from the fact that both the mappings · int : Fint → Xint and
· bool : Fbool → Xbool are bijections.
The mapping Evalζ : Eint × Eint → Eβ in the special case of the ‘genuine’ term
algebras is just the ‘syntactic’ version of the operator whose name is ζ . This means,
for example, that Evaladd(10, 4) = 14 and Evaleq(10, 4) = False .
Lemma 7.3.4 For all s1, s2 ∈ Fint
Evalζ(s1, s2) β = fint2→β,int2
(
p(ζ) ⊳ ( s1 int, s2 int)
)
.
Proof Let pˆ(ζ) : Dint×Dint → Dβ be the strict extension of oζ : Xint×Xint → Xβ .
Then by definition pˆ(add) = Add , pˆ(sub) = Sub and so on, and therefore by (D)
oζ(n1, n2) = pˆ(ζ) (n1, n2) = fint2→β,int2
(
p(ζ) ⊳ (n1, n2)
)
for all n1, n2 ∈ Xint . Taking n1 = s1 int and n2 = s2 int gives the result.
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The following result is stated in terms of a concept weaker than that of a support system:
The family N IB is said to be a pre-support system if just FB ⊂ N
I
B ⊂ KF
I
B . (This
notion has nothing to do with (DS , fN) .)
Note that if N IB is a support system and N˘
I
B a pre-support system with N˘
I
B ⊂ N
I
B
then N˘ IB is also a support system.
Proposition 7.3.1 Let N IB be a pre-support system. Then there exists a unique
Λ-homomorphism ΦB : (F
I
B,⊙
I
K)→ (F
I
B ,⊙
I
K) such that the following hold:
(1) Let ξ ∈ I be of type L→ β ; then for all a ∈ (F I
⋄
)L
Φβ(⊙
I
ξ(a) ) = sξ[a/L] .
In particular, Φβ(ξ) = sξ if L = ∅ (in which case ξ is of type β ).
(2) Let ζ = caseθβ for some β ∈ B , θ ∈ Bf ; then
Φβ(⊙
I
ζ(s ⋄ a)) =


⊙Iζ(Φθ(s) ⋄ a) if s /∈ N
I
θ ,
⊙IJ→β,J(a(κ) ⊳ a
′) if s = ⊙Iκ(a
′) ∈ N Iθ
with κ ∈ K of type J → θ ,
for all s ∈ F Iθ , a ∈ (F
I
⋄
)Kθ,β . (Note that, since N Iθ ⊂ KF
I
θ , s does have a
unique representation of the form ⊙Iκ(a
′) for some κ ∈ Kθ whenever s ∈ N
I
θ .)
(3) Let ζ ∈ P be the name of an integer operator (so ζ is of type int2 → β with
β either int or bool ) and let s1, s2 ∈ F
I
int . Then
Φβ(⊙
I
ζ(s1, s2) ) =
{
Evalζ(s1, s2) if s1, s2 ∈ Fint ,
⊙Iζ(Φint(s1),Φint(s2)) otherwise.
Proof Let ℓB be a family of mappings satisfying the conditions in the statement
of Lemma 6.2.3. Φβ(s) will be defined by induction on ℓβ(s) , making use of the
unique representations given in Proposition 6.2.1 (1). Suppose first that s ∈ F Iβ with
ℓβ(s) = 1 . Then either s = ⊙
I
κ(ε) for some κ ∈ K of type ∅ → β , in which case
Φβ(s) is defined to be s , or s = ξ for some ξ ∈ I of type β and here Φβ(s) is defined
to be sξ .
Now let k > 1 and suppose for each θ ∈ B that Φθ(t) has already been defined for
all t ∈ F Iθ with ℓθ(t) < k . Consider s ∈ F
I
β with ℓβ(s) = k ; there are four cases:
1. The element s has the form ⊙Iκ(a) , where κ ∈ K is of type L → β with L 6= ∅
and a ∈ (F I
⋄
)L . Then, since ℓη(a(η)) < k for each η ∈ L , Φβ(s) can be defined to be
⊙Iκ(Φ
L
⋄
(a)) .
2. The element s has the form ⊙Iξ(a) with ξ ∈ I of type L → β with L 6= ∅ and
a ∈ (F I
⋄
)L . Here Φβ(⊙
I
ξ(a) ) can be defined directly using condition (1).
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3. The element s has the form ⊙Iζ(s
′ ⋄ a) , where ζ = caseθβ with β ∈ B and θ ∈ Bf
and where s′ ∈ F Iθ and a ∈ (F
I
⋄ )
Kθ,β . Then, since ℓθ(s
′) < k , condition (2) can be
used to actually define Φβ(⊙
I
ζ(s
′ ⋄ a) ) .
4. The element s has the form ⊙Iζ(s1, s2) with ζ ∈ P the name of an integer operator
(so ζ is of type int2 → β with β either int or bool ) and s1, s2 ∈ F
I
int . Then, since
ℓint(sj) < k for each j = 1, 2 , condition (3) can be used to define Φβ(⊙
I
ζ(s1, s2) ) .
The uniqueness of ΦB also follows using induction on ℓβ(s) .
The Λ-homomorphism ΦB : (F
I
B,⊙
I
K) → (F
I
B,⊙
I
K) given by Proposition 7.3.1 will be
called the Λ-homomorphism defined by α and the pre-support system N IB .
Proposition 7.3.2 Suppose N IB is a support system. Then the Λ-homomorphism
ΦB defined by α and N
I
B is α-consistent, i.e., Φβ(s)
c
β = s
c
β for all c ∈ Sol(α)
for each s ∈ F Iβ , β ∈ B .
Proof The family of mappings ℓB employed in the proof of Proposition 7.3.1 will be
needed again, as well as the unique representations given in Proposition 6.2.1 (1). Put
Gβ = { s ∈ F
I
β : Φβ(s)
c
β = s
c
β for all c ∈ Sol(α) }
for each β ∈ B ; the task is thus to show that GB = F
I
B . First consider s ∈ F
I
β with
ℓβ(s) = 1 . If s = ⊙
I
κ(ε) for some κ ∈ K of type ∅ → β then s ∈ Gβ holds trivially
because Φβ(s) = s . On the other hand, if s = ξ for some ξ ∈ I of type β then
Φβ(s) = sξ , and thus for each c ∈ Sol(α)
Φβ(s)
c
β = sξ
c
β = c(ξ) = ξ
c
β = s
c
β ;
hence again s ∈ Gβ .
Now let k > 1 and suppose for each θ ∈ B it is known that t ∈ Gθ for all t ∈ F
I
θ
with ℓθ(t) < k . Consider s ∈ F
I
β with ℓβ(s) = k ; there are four cases:
1. The element s has the form ⊙Iκ(a) , where κ ∈ K is of type L → β with L 6= ∅
and a ∈ (F I
⋄
)L . Let c ∈ Sol(α) , then Φη(a(η))
c
η = a(η)
c
η for each η ∈ L , since
ℓη(a(η)) < k , and hence ( Φ
L
⋄
(a) c
⋄
)L = ( a c
⋄
)L . Thus
Φβ(s)
c
β = ⊙
I
κ(Φ
L
⋄ (a))
c
β = fκ
(
( ΦL⋄ (a)
c
⋄)
L
)
= fκ
(
( a c
⋄
)L
)
= ⊙Iκ(a)
c
β = s
c
β
for all c ∈ Sol(α) , i.e., s ∈ Gβ .
2. The element s has the form ⊙Iξ(a) with ξ ∈ I of type L → β for some L 6= ∅
and with a ∈ (F I⋄ )
L . Let c ∈ Sol(α) and put d = ( a c⋄)
L ; thus by Lemma 7.3.2
sξ[a/L]
c
β = sξ
c⊕d
β . Hence by Lemma 7.1.1
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Φβ(s)
c
β = sξ[a/L]
c⊕b
β = sξ
c⊕d
β = fσ,L(c(ξ) ⊳ d)
= fσ,L
(
c(ξ) ⊳ ( a c⋄)
L
)
= ⊙Iξ(a)
c
β = s
c
β ,
and this shows that s ∈ Gβ .
3. The element s has the form ⊙Iζ(s
′ ⋄ a) , where ζ = caseθβ with β ∈ B and θ ∈ Bf
and where s′ ∈ F Iθ and a ∈ (F
I
⋄ )
Kθ,β .
Assume first that s′ /∈ N Iθ . Then Φθ(s
′) cθ = s
′ c
θ for each c ∈ Sol(α) , since
ℓθ(s
′) < k , and therefore
Φβ(s)
c
β = ⊙
I
ζ(Φθ(s
′) ⋄ a) cβ
= fσ,L
(
p(ζ) ⊳ ( Φθ(s
′) cθ ⋄ ( a
c
⋄
)Kθ,β )
)
= fσ,L
(
p(ζ ⊳ ( s′ cθ ⋄ ( a
c
⋄)
Kθ,β )
)
= ⊙Iζ(s
′ ⋄ a) cβ = s
c
β
for all c ∈ Sol(α) , which again implies that s ∈ Gβ .
Assume next that s′ ∈ N Iθ and so s
′ c
θ 6= ⊥θ for each c ∈ D
I
⋄ . Moreover, since
N Iθ ⊂ KF
I
θ , s
′ has the form ⊙Iκ(a
′) with κ ∈ K of type J → θ for some J ∈ FB
and with a′ ∈ (F I⋄ )
J . Then
fκ
(
( a′ c⊕b⋄ )
J
)
= ⊙I∪Uκ (a
′) c⊕bθ = s
′ c⊕b
θ 6= ⊥θ
and therefore by Proposition 6.2.2 (2) and Proposition 5.4.1 (2) it follows that
s cβ = ⊙
I
ζ(s
′ ⋄ a) cβ = Case
θ
β
(
s′ cθ, ( a
c
⋄)
Kθ,β
)
= Caseθβ
(
fκ( ( a
′ c
⋄)
J ), ( a c⋄)
Kθ,β
)
= fJ→β,J
(
( a c⋄)
Kθ,β (κ) ⊳ ( a′ c⋄)
J
)
= fJ→β,J
(
a(κ) cJ→β ⊳ ( a
′ c
⋄
)J
)
= fJ→β,J
(
( a(κ) ⊳ a′ c
⋄
)σ·J
)
= ⊙IJ→β,J (a(κ) ⊳ a
′) cβ = Φβ(s)
c
β
for all c ∈ DI⋄ , and thus in particular for all c ∈ Sol(α) , i.e., s ∈ Gβ .
4. The element s has the form ⊙Iζ(s1, s2) with ζ ∈ P the name of an integer operator
(so ζ is of type int2 → β with β either int or bool ) and s1, s2 ∈ F
I
int .
Assume first that both s1 and s2 are ground terms; then by Lemma 7.3.4
Φβ(s)
c
β = Evalζ(s1, s2)
c
β = Evalζ(s1, s2) β
= fint2→β,int2
(
p(ζ) ⊳ ( s1 int, s2 int)
)
= ⊙Iζ(s1, s2)
c
β = s
c
β
for all c ∈ DI
⋄
, and thus in particular for all c ∈ Sol(α) , i.e., s ∈ Gβ .
Finally, assume that not both of s1 and s2 are ground terms. Then, since ℓint(sj) < k
for each j = 1, 2 , it follows that Φint(sj)
c
int = sj
c
int for all c ∈ Sol(α) , and thus
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Φβ(s)
c
β = ⊙
I
ζ(Φint(s1),Φint(s2))
c
β
= fint2→β,int2( Φint(s1)
c
int, Φint(s2)
c
int)
= fint2→β,int2( s1
c
int, s2
c
int) = ⊙
I
ζ(s1, s2)
c
β = s
c
β
for all c ∈ Sol(α) , and so once again s ∈ Gβ .
Therefore by induction on k it follows that GB = F
I
B , and this shows that ΦB is
α-consistent.
If ΦB : (F
I
B,⊙
I
K)→ (F
I
B,⊙
I
K) is a Λ-homomorphism then, as in Section 7.2, put
FΦβ = { s ∈ F
I
β : Φ
n
β(s) ∈ Fβ for some n ≥ 0 }
for each β ∈ B , and define a mapping Φ∞β : F
Φ
β → Fβ by letting Φ
∞
β (s) = Φ
n
β(s) ,
where n ≥ 0 is chosen so that Φnβ(s) ∈ Fβ . If s ∈ F
Φ
β (s) then Φ
∞
β (s) (or perhaps
better Φ∞β (s) β ) can be considered as the ‘value’ of s computed by ΦB . The next
result says, very roughly, that the ‘values’ computed by the Λ-homomorphism defined
by α and N IB do not depend on which pre-support system N
I
B is used.
Proposition 7.3.3 Let N IB and N˘
I
B be pre-support systems and let ΦB (resp. Φ˘B )
be the Λ-homomorphism defined by α and N IB (resp. defined by α and N˘
I
B ). Then
Φ∞β (s) = Φ˘
∞
β (s) for each s ∈ F
Φ
β ∩ F
Φ˘
β .
Proof Let (DS , fN ) be as in Case 3 with, in addition, (DB , fK) an initial completion
of an initial bottomed extension of (XB, pK) . Then KF
I
B and hence also both of N
I
B
and N˘ IB are support systems. Therefore by Proposition 7.3.2 ΦB and Φ˘B are both
α-consistent. Moreover, Proposition 8.1.3 will show that the set Sol(α) is non-empty.
Thus by Proposition 7.2.1 it follows that
Φ∞β (s) β = s
α
β = Φ˘
∞
β (s) β
for each s ∈ FΦβ ∩ F
Φ˘
β , and hence that Φ
∞
β (s) = Φ˘
∞
β (s) .
Of course, Proposition 7.3.3 does not say anything about the relationship between the
families FΦB and F
Φ˘
B .
Let ΦB be the Λ-homomorphism defined by α and some support system N
I
B . If
Sol(α) 6= ∅ then Proposition 7.3.2 and Proposition 7.2.1 imply that FΦB ⊂ F
α
B and
s αβ = Φ
∞
β (s) β for all s ∈ F
Φ
β , β ∈ B , i.e., Φ
∞
β (s) is the (unique) ground
term which denotes s αβ . Note however the requirement here that Sol(α) 6= ∅ . If
Sol(α) = ∅ then no conclusions can be made about an element s ∈ FΦβ .
The Λ-homomorphism defined by α and the support system HF IB will now be called
simply the Λ-homomorphism defined by α . As already mentioned, this is really the
only case of interest. Starting on the next page some examples are given illustrating
how this Λ-homomorphism works in practice.
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Example 7.3.1 Again let α ∈ Eq(I) be as in Example 7.1.1 the following
system of equations:
revs p n = case (eq n 0) of { True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (p n) (revs p (sub n 1)) }
sq n = mul n n
shunt a b = case a of { Nil -> b, Cons -> shunx b }
shunx a n b = shunt b (Cons n a)
sqs n = shunt (revs sq n) Nil
Let ΦB be the Λ-homomorphism defined by α and e ∈ E
I
list be the term
sqs 2
If (DB , fK) is a fully regular extension of (XB, pK) (and so HE
I
B = KE
I
B )
then the iterates Φnlist(e) , 0 ≤ n ≤ 24 , are those listed below:
sqs 2
shunt (revs sq 2) Nil
case (revs sq 2) of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> shunx Nil }
case (case (eq 2 0) of
{ True -> Nil, False -> Cons (sq 2) (revs sq (sub 2 1)) })
of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> shunx Nil }
case (case False of
{ True -> Nil, False -> Cons (sq 2) (revs sq (sub 2 1)) })
of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> shunx Nil }
case (Cons (sq 2) (revs sq (sub 2 1)))
of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> shunx Nil }
shunx Nil (sq 2) (revs sq (sub 2 1))
shunt (revs sq (sub 2 1)) (Cons (sq 2) Nil)
case (revs sq (sub 2 1)) of
{ Nil -> Cons (sq 2) Nil,
Cons -> shunx (Cons (sq 2) Nil) }
(Example 7.3.1 is continued on the next page.)
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Example 7.3.1 (continued)
case (case (eq (sub 2 1) 0) of
{ True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (sq (sub 2 1)) (revs sq (sub (sub 2 1) 1)) })
of { Nil -> Cons (sq 2) Nil,
Cons -> shunx (Cons (sq 2) Nil) }
case (case (eq 1 0) of
{ True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (sq (sub 2 1)) (revs sq (sub (sub 2 1) 1)) })
of { Nil -> Cons (sq 2) Nil,
Cons -> shunx (Cons (sq 2) Nil) }
case (case False of
{ True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (sq (sub 2 1)) (revs sq (sub (sub 2 1) 1)) })
of { Nil -> Cons (sq 2) Nil,
Cons -> shunx (Cons (sq 2) Nil) }
case (Cons (sq (sub 2 1)) (revs sq (sub (sub 2 1) 1))) of
{ Nil -> Cons (sq 2) Nil,
Cons -> shunx (Cons (sq 2) Nil) }
shunx (Cons (sq 2) Nil) (sq (sub 2 1))
(revs sq (sub (sub 2 1) 1))
shunt (revs sq (sub (sub 2 1) 1))
(Cons (sq (sub 2 1)) (Cons (sq 2) Nil))
case (revs sq (sub (sub 2 1) 1)) of
{ Nil -> (Cons (sq (sub 2 1)) (Cons (sq 2) Nil))
Cons -> shunx (Cons (sq (sub 2 1))
(Cons (sq 2) Nil)) }
case (revs sq (sub 1 1)) of
{ Nil -> (Cons (sq (sub 2 1)) (Cons (sq 2) Nil))
Cons -> shunx (Cons (sq (sub 2 1))
(Cons (sq 2) Nil)) }
(Example 7.3.1 is continued on the next page.)
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Example 7.3.1 (continued)
case (revs sq 0) of
{ Nil -> (Cons (sq (sub 2 1)) (Cons (sq 2) Nil))
Cons -> shunx (Cons (sq (sub 2 1))
(Cons (sq 2) Nil)) }
case (case (eq 0 0) of { True -> Nil,
False -> Cons 0 (revs sq (sub 0 1)) })
of { Nil -> (Cons (sq (sub 2 1))
(Cons (sq 2) Nil))
Cons -> shunx (Cons (sq (sub 2 1))
(Cons (sq 2) Nil)) }
case (case True of { True -> Nil,
False -> Cons 0 (revs sq (sub 0 1)) })
of { Nil -> (Cons (sq (sub 2 1))
(Cons (sq 2) Nil))
Cons -> shunx (Cons (sq (sub 2 1))
(Cons (sq 2) Nil)) }
case Nil of
{ Nil -> (Cons (sq (sub 2 1)) (Cons (sq 2) Nil))
Cons -> shunx (Cons (sq (sub 2 1))
(Cons (sq 2) Nil)) }
Cons (sq (sub 2 1)) (Cons (sq 2) Nil)
Cons (mul (sub 2 1) (sub 2 1)) (Cons (mul 2 2) Nil)
Cons (mul 1 1) (Cons 4 Nil)
Cons 1 (Cons 4 Nil)
Thus Φnlist(e) = Cons 1 (Cons 4 Nil) for all n ≥ 24 .
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Example 7.3.2 Consider the same situation as in Example 7.3.1, but now
with (DB , fK) the flat extension of (XB, pK) (and so HE
I
B = EB ). Then
the iterates Φnlist(e) , 0 ≤ n ≤ 21 , are those given below.
sqs 2
shunt (revs sq 2) Nil
case (revs sq 2) of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> shunx Nil }
case (case (eq 2 0) of
{ True -> Nil, False -> Cons (sq 2) (revs sq (sub 2 1)) })
of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> shunx Nil }
case (case False of
{ True -> Nil, False -> Cons (sq 2) (revs sq (sub 2 1)) })
of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> shunx Nil }
case (Cons (sq 2) (revs sq (sub 2 1)))
of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> shunx Nil }
case (Cons (mul 2 2) (case (eq (sub 2 1) 0) of
{ True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (sq (sub 2 1)) (revs sq (sub (sub 2 1) 1)) })
of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> shunx Nil }
case (Cons 4 (case (eq 1 0) of
{ True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (sq (sub 2 1)) (revs sq (sub (sub 2 1) 1)) })
of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> shunx Nil }
case (Cons 4 (case False of
{ True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (sq (sub 2 1)) (revs sq (sub (sub 2 1) 1)) })
of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> shunx Nil }
case (Cons 4 (Cons (sq (sub 2 1))
(revs sq (sub (sub 2 1) 1)))
of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> shunx Nil }
case (Cons 4 (Cons (mul (sub 2 1) (sub 2 1))
(case (eq (sub (sub 2 1) 1) 0) of
{ True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (sq (sub (sub 2 1)))
(revs sq (sub (sub (sub 2 1) 1) 1)) })
of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> shunx Nil }
(Example 7.3.2 is continued on the next page.)
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Example 7.3.2 (continued)
case (Cons 4 (Cons (mul 1 1)
(case (eq (sub 1 1) 0) of
{ True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (sq (sub (sub 2 1)))
(revs sq (sub (sub (sub 2 1) 1) 1)) })
of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> shunx Nil }
case (Cons 4 (Cons 1
(case (eq 0 0) of
{ True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (sq (sub (sub 2 1)))
(revs sq (sub (sub (sub 2 1) 1) 1)) })
of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> shunx Nil }
case (Cons 4 (Cons 1
(case True of
{ True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (sq (sub (sub 2 1)))
(revs sq (sub (sub (sub 2 1) 1) 1)) })
of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> shunx Nil }
case (Cons 4 (Cons 1 Nil)) of
{ Nil -> Nil, Cons -> shunx Nil }
shunx Nil 4 (Cons 1 Nil)
shunt (Cons 1 Nil) (Cons 4 Nil)
case (Cons 1 Nil) of { Nil -> Cons 4 Nil,
Cons -> shunx (Cons 4 Nil) }
shunx (Cons 4 Nil) 1 Nil
shunt Nil (Cons 1 (Cons 4 Nil))
case Nil of { Nil -> (Cons 1 (Cons 4 Nil)),
Cons -> shunx (Cons 1 (Cons 4 Nil)) }
Cons 1 (Cons 4 Nil)
Thus Φnlist(e) = Cons 1 (Cons 4 Nil) for all n ≥ 21 . Proposition 7.3.3
implies, of course, that the ‘answer’ here is the same as that for a fully regular
extension.
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Example 7.3.3 Let (XB, pK) be as in Example 2.2.1 and let
I = { map, mapx, plus, hd, hdx, uint }
be the S-typed set with
map of type (int→ int) list→ list ,
mapx of type (int→ int) int list→ list ,
plus of type int int→ int ,
hd of type list→ int , hdx of type int list→ int ,
uint of type int .
Let α ∈ Eq(I) be the following system of equations:
map f ns = case ns of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> mapx f }
mapx f m ms = Cons (f m) (map f ms)
plus m n = add m n
hd ms = case ms of { Nil -> uint, Cons -> hdx }
hdx n ns = n
uint = uint
Let ΦB be the Λ-homomorphism defined by α and e ∈ E
I
list be the term
map (plus 1) (Cons 1 (Cons 2 Nil))
Then for any monotone regular extension (DB, fK) of (XB, pK) the iterates
Φnlist(e) , for 0 ≤ n ≤ 8 , are those listed below:
map (plus 1) (Cons 1 (Cons 2 Nil))
case (Cons 1 (Cons 2 Nil)) of
{ Nil -> Nil, Cons -> mapx (plus 1) }
mapx (plus 1) 1 (Cons 2 Nil)
Cons (plus 1 1) (map (plus 1) (Cons 2 Nil))
Cons (add 1 1) (case (Cons 2 Nil) of
{ Nil -> Nil, Cons -> mapx (plus 1) })
Cons 2 (mapx (plus 1) 2 Nil)
Cons 2 (Cons (plus 1 2) (mapa (plus 1) Nil))
(Example 7.3.3 is continued on the next page.)
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Example 7.3.3 (continued)
Cons 2 (Cons (add 1 2) (case Nil of
{ Nil -> Nil, Cons -> mapx (plus 1) }))
Cons 2 (Cons 3 Nil)
Therefore for all n ≥ 9
Φnlist(e) = Cons 2 (Cons 3 Nil)
Now consider the term e′ ∈ EIint given by
hd (map (plus 1) (Cons 1 (Cons 2 Nil)))
If (DB , fK) is here a fully regular extension of (XB, pK) (so HE
I
B = KE
I
B )
then the iterates Φnlist(e
′) , for 0 ≤ n ≤ 8 , are those listed below:
hd (map (plus 1) (Cons 1 (Cons 2 Nil)))
case (map (plus 1) (Cons 1 (Cons 2 Nil))) of
{ Nil -> uint, Cons -> hdx }
case (case (Cons 1 (Cons 2 Nil)) of
{ Nil -> Nil, Cons -> mapx (plus 1) }) of
{ Nil -> uint, Cons -> hdx }
case (mapx (plus 1) 1 (Cons 2 Nil)) of
{ Nil -> uint, Cons -> hdx }
case (Cons (plus 1 1) (map (plus 1) (Cons 2 Nil))) of
{ Nil -> uint, Cons -> hdx }
hda (plus 1 1) (map (plus 1) (Cons 2 Nil))
plus 1 1
add 1 1
2
Thus Φnint(e
′) = 2 for all n ≥ 9 .
(Example 7.3.3 is continued on the next page.)
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Example 7.3.3 (continued) Suppose now (DB , fK) is the flat extension of
(XB, pK) (so HE
I
B = EB ). In this case the iterates Φ
n
int(e
′) , 0 ≤ n ≤ 10 ,
are the following:
hd (map (plus 1) (Cons 1 (Cons 2 Nil)))
case (case (Cons 1 (Cons 2 Nil)) of
{ Nil -> Nil, Cons -> mapx (plus 1) }) of
{ Nil -> uint, Cons -> hdx }
case (mapx (plus 1) 1 (Cons 2 Nil)) of
{ Nil -> uint, Cons -> hdx }
case (Cons (plus 1 1) (map (plus 1) (Cons 2 Nil))) of
{ Nil -> uint, Cons -> hdx }
case (Cons (add 1 1) (case (Cons 2 Nil) of
{ Nil -> Nil, Cons -> mapx (plus 1) })) of
{ Nil -> uint, Cons -> hdx }
case (Cons 2 (mapx (plus 1) 2 Nil)) of
{ Nil -> uint, Cons -> hdx }
case (Cons 2 (Cons (plus 1 2) (mapx (plus 1) Nil))) of
{ Nil -> uint, Cons -> hdx }
case (Cons 2 (Cons (add 1 2) (case Nil of
{ Nil -> Nil, Cons -> mapx (plus 1) }))) of
{ Nil -> uint, Cons -> hdx }
case (Cons 2 (Cons 3 Nil)) of { Nil -> uint, Cons -> hdx }
hda 2 (Cons 3 Nil)
2
Thus again Φnint(e
′) = 2 for all n ≥ 11 (although this time it takes longer
to get to the ‘answer’).
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Example 7.3.4 The following is very similar to the situation looked at in
Example 7.1.2. Let (XB, pK) be as in Example 2.2.1 and let
I = { fst, fstx, uint }
be the S-typed set with
fst of type pair→ int , fstx of type int int→ int ,
uint of type int .
Consider the following system of equations α ∈ Eq(I) :
fst p = case p of { Pair -> fstx }
fstx m n = m
uint = uint
Let ΦB be the Λ-homomorphism defined by α and e ∈ E
I
int be the term
fst (Pair 1 uint)
If (DB , fK) is the flat extension of (XB, pK) (and hence HE
I
B = EB ) then
Φnint(e) = case (Pair 1 uint) of { Pair -> fstx } for all n ≥ 1 . Thus
in this case e /∈ EΦint .
On the other hand, if (DB, fK) is a fully regular extension (in which case
HEIB = KE
I
B ) then Φ
1
int(e) = case (Pair 1 uint) of { Pair -> fstx } ,
Φ2int(e) = fstx 1 uint and thus Φ
n
int(e) = 1 for all n ≥ 3 . This means
that here e ∈ EΦint and Φ
∞
int(e) = 1 .
Next let I = { hd, hdx, ones } be the S-typed set with
hd of type list→ int , hdx of type int list→ int ,
ones of type list .
Consider the following system of equations α ∈ Eq(I) :
hd xs = case xs of { Nil -> hd xs, Cons -> hdx }
hdx x xs = x
ones = Cons 1 ones
Let ΦB be the Λ-homomorphism defined by α and e ∈ E
I
int be the term
hd ones
(Example 7.3.4 is continued on the next page.)
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Example 7.3.4 (continued) Now if (DB , fK) is a fully regular extension of
(XB, pK) (and so HE
I
B = KE
I
B ) then the iterates Φ
n
int(e) , 0 ≤ n ≤ 4 , are
those listed below:
hd ones
case ones of { Nil -> hd ones, Cons -> hdx }
case (Cons 1 ones) of { Nil -> hd ones, Cons -> hdx }
hdx 1 ones
1
Therefore Φnint(e) = 1 for all n ≥ 4 . This means that here e ∈ E
Φ
int and
Φ∞int(e) = 1 . (However, although e ∈ E
Φ
int , it is still possible for Sol(α) to
be empty.)
However, if (DB , fK) is the flat extension of (XB, pK) (and so HE
I
B = EB )
then the iterates Φnint(e) , n ≥ 0 , are the following:
hd ones
case ones of { Nil -> hd ones, Cons -> hdx }
case (Cons 1 ones) of { Nil -> hd ones, Cons -> hdx }
case (Cons 1 (Cons 1 ones)) of { Nil -> hd ones, Cons -> hdx }
case (Cons 1 (Cons 1 (Cons 1 ones))) of
{ Nil -> hd ones, Cons -> hdx }
case (Cons 1 (Cons 1 (Cons 1 (Cons 1 ones)))) of
{ Nil -> hd ones, Cons -> hdx }
...
Thus in this case e /∈ EΦint .
7.4 Replacement rules
In this section we are going to introduce rules which allow valid assertions to be made
about the solutions of equations. As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, these
are rules which should be thought of as tools which a human being (rather than a
machine) can apply. The aim is to give the reader an idea of how equations can be used
to make deductions about their solutions. The presentation is not very systematic and
the material will not be required in Chapter 8.
Consider, for instance, the system of equations α given in Example 7.1.1 and for each
n ∈ N let An be the assertion that
csqs(n) = 1 4 9 · · · n
2 for all c ∈ Sol(α) .
The rules to be introduced below can be used to formally verify that An is true for
all n ∈ N . In fact, rules of this kind already occurred implicitly in the algorithm
for computing values, and were used to show that if s ∈ F Iβ for some β ∈ B then
Φβ(s)
c
β = s
c
β for all c ∈ Sol(α) . However, the power of those rules is limited: They
are able to verify that An is true for any specific value of n (for instance, that A42 is
true) but they cannot verify the assertion that An is true for all n ∈ N .
For the whole of the section let I be a non-empty finite global S-typed set and let
α = sI ∈ Eq(I) be a system of equations for which Sol(α) 6= ∅ . The following
situation will be considered: Let U be a fixed S-typed set disjoint from I and P .
Then, given a term s ∈ F I∪Uσ and an assignment b ∈ D
U
⋄ , we want to find rules which
allow us to replace s with an new (and hopefully simpler) term s′ ∈ F I∪Uσ such that
s′ c⊕bσ = s
c⊕b
σ
for all c ∈ Sol(α) . The elements of the set U should be thought of as the names of
variables which are universally quantified by letting b vary over the elements in DU
⋄
.
If s, s′ ∈ F I∪Uσ and b ∈ D
U
⋄ then we write s ≡b s
′ to mean that s c⊕bσ = s
′ c⊕b
σ
for all c ∈ Sol(α) . However, we almost always just write ≡ instead of ≡b . It will be
clear from the context whether the b in ≡b (and thus implicitly in ≡ ) is bound or
free. For example, three of the rules have the conditional form
if C then s ≡ s′
where C is some assertion involving b . Here b is bound and the rule is:
if b ∈ DU⋄ is such that C holds then s ≡b s
′
The second rule has the unconditional form s ≡ s′ , by which is meant that s ≡b s
′
for all b ∈ DU
⋄
(and so b is here free).
Let s ∈ F I∪Uβ with β ∈ B ; the assertion s is grounded is defined to be equivalent to
the assertion there exists s0 ∈ Fβ such that s ≡ s0 and in this case s0 will be referred
to as the value of s . The assertion s is not undefined is defined to be equivalent to
the assertion that s c⊕bβ 6= ⊥β for all c ∈ Sol(α) .
Note that if η ∈ L is of type β ∈ B then the assertion η is grounded just means
that b(η) ∈ Xβ , and if s0 is the value of η then b(η) = s0 β .
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Four replacement rules will be introduced. Each of these rules appeared implicitly in
Section 7.3 in the special case with U = ∅ . Only the second rule actually involves the
equations α being considered, and only the third and the fourth rule depend on any
property of the Σ-algebra (DS , fN ) being employed.
Replacement rule 1: Let ν ∈ N be of type L→ σ ; the first rule is:
(R1) Let a, a′ ∈ (F I∪U
⋄
)L . If a(η) ≡ a′(η) for all η ∈ L then
⊙I∪Uν (a) ≡ ⊙
I∪U
ν (a
′) .
Lemma 7.4.1 The replacement rule (R1) is valid.
Proof Let c ∈ Sol(α) ; then by assumption a(η) c⊕bη = a
′(η) c⊕bη for each η ∈ L ,
thus ( a c⊕b⋄ )
L = ( a′ c⊕b⋄ )
L and therefore
⊙I∪Uν (a)
c⊕b
σ = fν
(
( a c⊕b
⋄
)L
)
= fν
(
( a′ c⊕b
⋄
)L
)
= ⊙I∪Uν (a
′) c⊕bσ .
Hence ⊙I∪Uν (a) ≡ ⊙
I∪U
ν (a
′) .
The replacement rule (R1), at least when it is applied recursively, is a form of what is
called referential transparency .
Replacement rule 2: The second replacement rule involves substitution. Roughly
speaking it says that a term which matches the left-hand side of an equation can be
replaced with the corresponding right-hand side. It is a generalisation of the situation
considered at the beginning of Section 7.3.
Let L be an S-typed set disjoint from I and P and a ∈ (F I∪U⋄ )
L be an assignment.
Then, since (F I∪US ,⊙
I∪U
N ) is a functional Σ-algebra and (F
I∪L
S ,⊙
I∪L
N ) is functionally
I ∪ L ∪ P -free, there exists a unique Σ-homomorphism δaS from (F
I∪L
S ,⊙
I∪L
N ) to
(F I∪US ,⊙
I∪U
N ) such that δ
a
ξ (ξ) = ξ for each ξ ∈ I ∪ P and δ
a
η(η) = a(η) for each
η ∈ L .
Let s ∈ F I∪Lσ ; as in Section 7.3 the (perhaps) more suggestive notation
s[a/L]
will also be used for the element δaσ(s) ∈ F
I∪U
σ . Moreover, when working with examples
it is convenient to allow the more explicit notation
s[ a(η1)/η1, . . . , a(ηm)/ηm ]
where η1, . . . , ηm is some enumeration of the elements of L . The mapping δ
a
σ should
again be thought of as a generalised substitution or replacement operator:
Lemma 7.4.2 Let a ∈ (EI∪U⋄ )
L and let δaS : (E
I∪L
S ,
I∪L
N ) → (E
I∪U
S ,
I∪U
N ) be
the homomorphism defined above using the ‘genuine’ term algebras. Then for each
s ∈ EI∪Lσ the term δ
a
σ(s) is obtained by replacing for each η ∈ L each occurrence of
η in s by a(η) .
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Proof This is the same as the proof of Lemma 7.3.1.
The second rule is:
(R2) Let ξ ∈ I be of type L→ β and a ∈ (F I∪U⋄ )
L ; then
⊙I∪Uξ (a) ≡ sξ[a/L] ,
where sξ is the right-hand side of the equation for ξ . In particular, if L = ∅ ,
in which case ξ is of type β and a = ε , then ξ ≡ sξ[ε/∅] = sξ .
The following fact (which corresponds to Lemma 7.3.2) is required in order to show that
rule (R2) is valid:
Lemma 7.4.3 Let a ∈ (F I∪U⋄ )
L , c ∈ DI⋄ , and b ∈ D
U
⋄ , and put d = ( a
c⊕b
⋄ )
L ,
i.e., d ∈ DL
⋄
is the assignment given by d(η) = a(η) c⊕bη for each η ∈ L . Then
s[a/L] c⊕bσ = s
c⊕d
σ
for all s ∈ F I∪Lσ , σ ∈ S .
Proof Put πS = ·
c⊕b
S δ
a
S . Then by Proposition 2.2.1 πS is a Σ-homomorphism
from (F I∪LS ,⊙
I∪L
N ) to (DS, fN ) and πξ(ξ) = δ
a
ξ (ξ)
c⊕b
ξ = ξ
c⊕b
ξ = c(ξ) for each
ξ ∈ I , and in the same way it follows that πζ(ζ) = p(ζ) for each ζ ∈ P . Moreover,
πη(η) = δ
a
η(η)
c⊕b
η = a(η)
c⊕b
η = d(η) for each η ∈ L . But ·
c⊕d
S is the unique
such Σ-homomorphism, and hence πS = ·
c⊕d
S , i.e.,
s[a/L] c⊕bσ = δ
a
σ(s)
c⊕b
σ = s
c⊕d
σ
for all s ∈ F I∪Lσ , σ ∈ S .
Lemma 7.4.4 The replacement rule (R2) is valid.
Proof Let a ∈ (F I∪U
⋄
)L , c ∈ Sol(α) and b ∈ DU
⋄
and put d = ( a c⊕b
⋄
)L ; thus by
Lemma 7.4.3 sξ[a/L]
c⊕b
β = sξ
c⊕d
β . If L 6= ∅ then by Lemma 7.1.1
sξ[a/L]
c⊕b
β = sξ
c⊕d
β = fσ,L(c(ξ) ⊳ d)
= fσ,L
(
c(ξ) ⊳ ( a c⊕b⋄ )
L
)
= ⊙I∪Uξ (a)
c⊕b
β .
On the other hand, if L = ∅ then, again by Lemma 7.1.1,
sξ[ε/∅]
c⊕b
β = sξ
c⊕d
β = c(ξ) = ξ
c⊕b
β .
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Example 7.4.1 For all the examples in this section let α = eI be as in
Example 7.1.1 the equations written (without aliasing) as
revs ‘1’ ‘2’
= case (eq ‘2’ 0) of { True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (‘1’ ‘2’) (revs ‘1’ (sub ‘2’ 1)) }
sq ‘1’ = mul ‘1’ ‘1’
shunt ‘1’ ‘2’ = case ‘1’ of { Nil -> ‘2’,
Cons -> shunx ‘2’ }
shunx ‘1’ ‘2’ ‘3’ = shunt ‘3’ (Cons ‘2’) ‘1’)
sqs ‘1’ = shunt (revs sq ‘1’) Nil
and let U = {n, a, b, p} with n of type int , a and b of type list and p
of type int→ int . Then
erevs[ sq / ‘1’ , n / ‘2’ ]
= case (eq sq 0) of { True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (sq n) (revs sq (sub n 1)) }
esq[ n / ‘1’ ] = mul n n
eshunt[ Nil / ‘1’ , b / ‘2’ ]
= case Nil of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> shunx b }
eshunt[ Cons n a / ‘1’ , b / ‘2’ ]
= case (Cons n a) of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> shunx b }
eshunx[ b / ‘1’ , n / ‘2’ , a / ‘3’ ] = shunt a (Cons n b)
esqs[ n / ‘1’ ] = shunt (revs sq n) Nil
(Example 7.4.1 is continued on the next page.)
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Example 7.4.1 (continued) Moreover, by rule (R2)
revs sq n ≡ case (eq sq 0) of { True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (sq n) (revs sq (sub n 1)) }
sq n ≡ mul n n
shunt Nil b ≡ case Nil of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> shunx b }
shunt (Cons n a) b
≡ case (Cons n a) of { Nil -> Nil, Cons -> shunx b }
shunx b n a ≡ shunt a (Cons n b)
sqs n ≡ shunt (revs sq n) Nil
Replacement rule 3: The third replacement rule involves the integer operators.
Let ζ ∈ P be the name of an integer operator (and so ζ is of type int2 → β with β
either int or bool , and where int2 is being used to denote the list int int ).
Recall by Lemma 7.3.3 there is a unique mapping Evalζ : Fint × Fint → Fβ such that
Evalζ(s1, s2) β = oζ ( s1 int, s2 int)
for all s1, s2 ∈ Fint , with oζ : Xint×Xint → Xβ the integer operation corresponding
to ζ (i.e., oadd(m,n) = m+ n and so on). The third replacement rule is:
(R3) If s1, s2 ∈ F
I∪U
int are both grounded then
⊙I∪Uζ (s1, s2) ≡ Evalζ(s
′
1, s
′
2) ,
where s′j is the value of sj for each j = 1, 2 .
Lemma 7.4.5 The replacement rule (R3) is valid.
Proof If c ∈ Sol(α) then by Proposition 6.2.2 (3) and Lemma 6.2.1
⊙I∪Uζ (s1, s2)
c⊕b
β = pˆ(ζ)
(
s1
c⊕b
int , s2
c⊕b
int
)
= pˆ(ζ)
(
s′1
c⊕b
int , s
′
2
c⊕b
int
)
= pˆ(ζ)
(
s′1 int, s
′
2 int
)
= oζ( s
′
1 int, s
′
2 int) = Evalζ(s
′
1, s
′
2) β = Evalζ(s
′
1, s
′
2)
c⊕b
β
(with pˆ(ζ) the strict extension of oζ ) and hence ⊙
I∪U
ζ (s1, s2) ≡ Evalζ(s
′
1, s
′
2) .
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Replacement rule 4: The final replacement rule involves the case operators.
Let ζ = caseθβ for some β ∈ B , θ ∈ Bf . Let a ∈ (F
I∪U
⋄
)Kθ,β and s ∈ F I∪Uθ
with s = ⊙I∪Uκ (a
′) , where κ ∈ K is of type J → θ for some J ∈ FB and where
a′ ∈ (F I∪U
⋄
)J . Then the fourth rule is:
(R4) If s is not undefined then ⊙I∪Uζ (s ⋄ a) ≡ ⊙
I∪U
J→β,J(a(κ) ⊳ a
′) .
Note that if J = ∅ (i.e., if κ is of type ∅→ θ ) then s = ⊙I∪Uκ (ε) and in this case s
is automatically not undefined, since here s c⊕bθ = fκ(ε) for all c ∈ D
I
⋄
, b ∈ DU
⋄
.
Lemma 7.4.6 The replacement rule (R4) is valid.
Proof Let c ∈ Sol(α) ; then by assumption
fκ
(
( a′ c⊕b
⋄
)J
)
= ⊙I∪Uκ (a
′) c⊕bθ = s
c⊕b
θ 6= ⊥θ
and therefore by Proposition 6.2.2 (2) and Proposition 5.4.1 (2) it follows that
⊙I∪Uζ (s ⋄ a)
c⊕b
β = Case
θ
β
(
s c⊕bθ , ( a
c⊕b
⋄ )
Kθ,β
)
= Caseθβ
(
fκ( ( a
′ c⊕b
⋄ )
J ), ( a c⊕b⋄ )
Kθ,β
)
= fJ→β,J
(
( a c⊕b
⋄
)Kθ,β (κ) ⊳ ( a′ c⊕b
⋄
)J
)
= fJ→β,J
(
a(κ) c⊕bJ→β ⊳ ( a
′ c⊕b
⋄
)J
)
= fJ→β,J
(
( a(κ) ⊳ a′ c⊕b
⋄
)σ·J
)
= ⊙I∪UJ→β,J(a(κ) ⊳ a
′) c⊕bβ .
Hence ⊙I∪Uζ (s ⋄ a) ≡ ⊙
I∪U
J→β,J(a(κ) ⊳ a
′) .
If (DB , fK) is a fully regular bottomed extension of (XB, pK) then the condition in
rule (R4) that s is not undefined is always satisfied, since here
s dθ = ⊙
I∪U
κ (a
′) dθ = fκ
(
( a′ d
⋄
)L
)
6= ⊥θ
for all d ∈ DI∪U
⋄
. Therefore if (DB , fK) is fully regular and s has the form ⊙
I∪U
κ (a
′)
for some κ ∈ Kθ then this rule can always be applied to the element ⊙
I∪U
ζ (s ⊳ a) .
Of course, in order to be able apply rule (R3) it is necessary to have suitable criteria
for a term to be grounded, and in the same way for rule (R4) criteria are needed for a
term to be not undefined.
Let us start with some rules for establishing that a term is grounded. First, however, a
general remark. Let η ∈ L be of type β ∈ B and s ∈ Fβ ; then the statement
let η be grounded with value s
is defined to be equivalent to the statement: let b ∈ DU
⋄
be such that b(η) = s β .
Clearly this requirement can be satisfied, i.e., there exists an assignment b ∈ DU
⋄
such
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that b(η) = s β . In fact, if η1, . . . , ηn are n different elements of L , with ηj of
type βj ∈ B , and sj ∈ Fβj for each j = 1, . . . , n then there exists an assignment
b ∈ DU
⋄
such that b(ηj) = sj βj for each j . This means that the requirement
let ηj be grounded with value sj for each j = 1, . . . , n
can be satisfied.
The following rules can be useful for establishing that a term is grounded:
(G1) Let β ∈ B ; then each s ∈ Fβ ⊂ F
I∪U
β is grounded with value s .
(G2) Let κ ∈ K be of type L → β and let a ∈ (F I∪U⋄ )
L be such that a(η) is
grounded for each η ∈ L . Then the term ⊙I∪Uκ (a) is grounded with value
⊙κ(a
′) , where a′ ∈ FL⋄ is the assignment with a
′(η) ∈ Fη the value of a(η) for
each η ∈ L . In particular, if κ ∈ K is of type ∅ → β then the term ⊙I∪Uκ (ε)
is grounded with value ⊙κ(ε) .
(G3) Let ζ ∈ P be the name of an integer operator and let s1, s2 ∈ F
I∪U
int be
grounded. Then the term ⊙I∪Uζ (s1, s2) is grounded with value Evalζ(s
′
1, s
′
2) ,
with s′j the value of sj for each j = 1, 2 .
Lemma 7.4.7 The rules (G1), (G2) and (G3) are valid.
Proof It is only necessary to consider (G2), since (G1) follows immediately from
Lemma 6.2.1 and (G3) is just a disguised form of (R3). Let c ∈ Sol(α) ; then by
assumption and by Lemma 6.2.1 a(η) c⊕bη = a
′(η) c⊕bη = a
′(η) η for each η ∈ L ,
thus ( a c⊕b
⋄
)L = a′
L
⋄
and therefore, again making use of Lemma 6.2.1,
⊙I∪Uκ (a)
c⊕b
β = fκ
(
( a c⊕b⋄ )
L
)
= fκ
(
a′
L
⋄
)
= ⊙κ(a
′) β = ⊙κ(a
′) c⊕bβ .
Hence the term ⊙I∪Uκ (a) is grounded with value ⊙κ(a
′) .
There is only one simple general rule for establishing that a term is not undefined, and
that is given by the following trivial fact:
(N1) Every grounded term is not undefined.
In particular, (N1) and (G2) imply that if κ ∈ K is of type L→ β and a ∈ (F I∪U⋄ )
L
is such that a(η) is grounded for each η ∈ L then the term ⊙I∪Uκ (a) is not undefined.
As a special case of this, if κ ∈ K is of type ∅ → β then the term ⊙I∪Uκ (ε) is not
undefined.
Less trivial rules for a term to be not undefined will involve the trace RB of (DB, fK) ,
and to be more explicit let us assume in what follows that (DB , fK) is (HB, ⋄K)-cored
for some monotone core type (HB, ⋄K) . (In fact, the trace only enters implicitly below,
via the characterisation given in Proposition 3.4.3.)
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The following rule can be used to establish that a term is not undefined:
(N2) Let κ ∈ K be of type L→ β and a ∈ (F I∪U
⋄
)L ; let d ∈ HL
⋄
be given by
d(η) =
{
♮η if a(η) is not undefined,
♭η otherwise.
If ⋄κ(d) = ♮β then the term ⊙
I∪U
κ (a) is not undefined.
Lemma 7.4.8 The rule (N2) is valid.
Proof For each β ∈ B let εβ : Dβ → Hβ be the mapping given by
εβ(u) =
{
♮β if u 6= ⊥β ,
♭β if u = ⊥β .
Then by the definition of (DB , fK) being (HB, ⋄K)-cored εB is a homomorphism from
(DB , fK) to (HB, ⋄K) . Let c ∈ Sol(α) and put a˘ = ( a
c⊕b
⋄ )
L ; if d(η) = ♮η then
a˘(η) = ( a c⊕b
⋄
)L (η) = a(η) c⊕bη 6= ⊥η
and hence εη(a˘(η)) = ♮η . But ⋄κ(d) = ♮β and (HB, ⋄K) is monotone, and from this
it follows that ⋄κ(ε
L
⋄
(a˘)) = ♮β . Therefore
εβ
(
fκ(( a
c⊕b
⋄ )
L)
)
= εβ(fκ(a˘)) = ⋄κ(ε
L
⋄ (a˘) = ♮β ,
which implies that ⊙I∪Uκ (a)
c⊕b
β = fκ(( a
c⊕b
⋄
)L) 6= ⊥β . This shows that the term
⊙I∪Uκ (a) is not undefined.
If ⋄K = ⋄
⊤
K (which just means that (DB , fK) is fully regular) then the condition in
(N2) is automatically satisfied. Thus in this case a term of the form ⊙I∪Uκ (a) is always
not undefined, a fact that was already noted after the statement of rule (R4).
As well as the rules introduced in this section there is are two further ingredients which
are needed to make non-trivial assertions about the solutions of equations. The first is
a form of what is called structural induction, which for our purposes can be stated as
follows: For each β ∈ B let Pβ : Fβ → B be a mapping and suppose the family PB
satisfies the two conditions:
(1) If κ ∈ K is of type ∅→ β then Pβ(⊙κ(ε)) = T .
(2) If κ ∈ K is of type L → β with L 6= ∅ and a ∈ FL
⋄
is an assignment with
Pη(a(η)) = T for each η ∈ L then Pβ(⊙κ(a)) = T .
Then Pβ(s) = T for all s ∈ Fβ , β ∈ B . This property holds, of course, because the
ground term algebra (FB,⊙K) is minimal (and it is, in fact, equivalent to (FB,⊙K)
being minimal).
The second ingredient is needed when making assertions about terms of type int , and
this is just the usual principle of mathematical induction (i.e., the particular property
of the subset N of Z = Xint ).
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Example 7.4.2 Note that the set Eint is essentially equal to Int , since each
element of Eint is a list whose single component is an element of Int . As
preparation for the further analysis of the equations in Example 7.4.1 it is
useful to represent the elements in the set Elist by ‘real’ lists from the set
Int . More precisely, let ϕ : Int∗ → Elist be the mapping defined by putting
ϕ(ε) = Nil and
ϕ(a1 · · · an) = Cons a1 (Cons a2 (Cons · · · (Cons an Nil) · · ·))
whenever n ≥ 1 . Then ϕ is a bijection, and it is convenient to identify the
element e ∈ Elist with the list ϕ
−1(e) . Moreover, the list a1 · · · an will
here be written as [a1,a2, . . . ,an] (with ε written as [] ).
By rule (R4)
case Nil of { Nil -> b, Cons -> shunx b } ≡ b
which, together with one of the deductions in Example 7.4.1, implies that
shunt Nil b ≡ b
Suppose now that n and a are both grounded. Then by (G2) Cons n a is
also grounded, and so in particular by (N1) it is not undefined. Thus by (R4)
case (Cons n a) of { Nil -> b, Cons -> shunx b }
≡ shunx b n a
Combining this with the deductions in Example 7.4.1, it follows that
shunt (Cons n a) b ≡ shunt a (Cons n b)
Now let [a1,a2, . . . ,an] and [b1,b2, . . . ,bm] be elements of Elist (with
m, n ≥ 0 ) and a0 ∈ Eint . Let a , b and n be grounded to have respectively
these three values. Then by (G2) it follows that Cons n a is grounded with
the value [a0,a1,a2, . . . ,an] and Cons n b is grounded with the value
[a0,b1,b2, . . . ,bm] . Thus with several applications of (R1)
shunt [a0,a1,a2, . . . ,an] [b1,b2, . . . ,bm]
≡ shunt [a1,a2, . . . ,an] [a0,b1,b2, . . . ,bm]
and also with two applications of (R1) it follows that
shunt [] [b1,b2, . . . ,bm] ≡ [b1,b2, . . . ,bm]
(Example 7.4.2 is continued on the next page.)
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Example 7.4.2 (continued) Define a mapping Plist : Elist → B by letting
Plist([a1,a2, . . . ,an]) = T if and only if
shunt [a1,a2, . . . ,an] [b1,b2, . . . ,bm]
≡ [an,an−1, . . . ,a1,b1,b2, . . . ,bm]
for all [b1,b2, . . . ,bm] ∈ Elist . Moreover, for each β ∈ B \ {list} let
Pβ : Eβ → B be the constant mapping with the value T .
By the last assertion on the previous page Plist([]) = T . Now let a be
an element of Eint and s = [a1,a2, . . . ,an] ∈ Elist with Plist(s) = T .
Then by the penultimate assertion on the previous page
shunt [a,a1,a2, . . . ,an] [b1,b2, . . . ,bm]
≡ shunt [a1,a2, . . . ,an] [a,b1,b2, . . . ,bm]
≡ [an,an−1, . . . ,a1,a,b1,b2, . . . ,bm]
for all [b1,b2, . . . ,bm] ∈ Elist . This implies that Plist( Cons a s) = T .
Thus by structural induction Pβ(s) = T for all s ∈ Eβ , β ∈ B , and in
particular Plist(s) = T for all s ∈ Elist , i.e.,
shunt [a1,a2, . . . ,an] [b1,b2, . . . ,bm]
≡ [an,an−1, . . . ,a1,b1,b2, . . . ,bm]
for all a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bm ∈ Eint , m, n ≥ 0 .
The equation for revs will now be looked at. Let m ∈ Z and let n be
grounded with value m ∈ Int = Eint . If m 6= 0 then by (G1) and (R3)
eq n 0 ≡ Evaleq(m, 0) = False
and so by (R1)
case (eq n 0) of { True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (sq n) (revs sq (sub n 1)) }
≡ case False of { True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (sq n) (revs sq (sub n 1)) }
Moreover, by (R4)
case False of { True -> Nil,
False -> Cons (sq n) (revs sq (sub n 1)) }
≡ Cons (sq n) (revs sq (sub n 1)) }
(Example 7.4.2 is continued on the next page.)
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Example 7.4.2 (continued) But this, together with one of the deductions in
Example 7.4.1, implies that
revs sq n ≡ Cons (sq n) (revs sq (sub n 1))
Now by (R3) and a deduction from Example 7.4.1 it follows that
sq n ≡ mul n n ≡ Evalmul(m,m) = m×m
and by (R3) sub n 1 ≡ Evalsub(m, 1) = m− 1 . Therefore applying (R1)
three times gives us that if m 6= 0 then
revs sq m ≡ Cons m×m (revs sq m− 1)
Moreover, if m = 0 then a much easier argument implies that
revs sq m ≡ Nil
From these two assertions it can be shown by induction on m that
revs sq m ≡ [m×m , · · · 2× 2 , 1× 1 ]
for all m ≥ 0 .
Finally, the equation for revs will be looked at. Let m ≥ 0 and let n
be grounded with value m ∈ Int = Eint . Thus by the last deduction in
Examples 7.4.1 and two applications of (R1) it follows that
sqs m ≡ shunt (revs sq m ) []
Therefore by (R1) and the deduction made on the previous page
sqs m ≡ shunt [m×m , · · · 2× 2 , 1× 1 ] []
Hence by the deductions made about shunt it follows that
sqs m ≡ [ 1× 1 , 2× 2 , · · · m×m ]
for all m ≥ 0 , which imples that
csqs(m) = sqs m
c
list
= [ 1× 1 , 2× 2 , · · · m×m ] clist = 1 4 · · · m
2
for all m ≥ 0 for each c ∈ Sol(α) .
7.5 Notes
As already mentioned in the Preface, the approach to equations presented here is an
instance of the ‘initial algebra semantics’ philosophy propagated by the ADJ group,
for example in the papers Goguen, Thatcher, Wagner and Wright (1977) and Goguen,
Thatcher and Wagner (1978). Note that in this framework the bottomed extension only
really influences the solutions of equations via the ‘case’ operators.
The algorithm presented in Section 7.3 can be seen as giving an operational semantics
to the rudimentary programming language: The meaning of a term is the meaning of
the ground term computed by the algorithm. In many accounts, for example Chapter 9
of Winskel (1993), the operational semantics consists of a list of rules for evaluating
terms. The algorithm in Section 7.3 is based on these rules; in addition it also specifies
which rule to apply when more than one could be applied to a given term.
The algorithm could of course be used to actually implement the language. The reader
interested in how functional programming languages are implemented in practice is
recommended to consult Peyton Jones (1987) and Peyton Jones and Lester (1991).
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Chapter 8 Completeness of the algorithm
For the whole of the chapter let α = sI ∈ Eq(I) be a system of equations (so I is a
non-empty finite global S-typed set) and let ΦB be the Λ-homomorphism defined by
α (i.e., defined by α and the support system HF IB ). Recall from Section 7.2 that the
family FΦB ⊂ F
I
B is defined by
FΦβ = { s ∈ F
I
β : Φ
n
β(s) ∈ Fβ for some n ≥ 0 }
for each β ∈ B , and if Sol(α) is non-empty then the family FαB ⊂ F
I
B is defined by
Fαβ = { s ∈ F
I
β : there exists x ∈ Xβ such that s
c
β = x for all c ∈ Sol(α) }
for each β ∈ B . Two of the results of this chapter (Propositions 8.1.3 and 8.2.3) imply
that in Case 3 the system of equations α has a solution, and that ΦB is α-complete,
i.e., FΦB = F
α
B .
The main result of the chapter is Proposition 8.2.1. This applies to both Case 3 and
Case 2, and in Case 3 it immediately implies the α-completeness of ΦB . The proof
of this result rely heavily on a technique which goes under the name of the method of
logical relations .
8.1 Solutions as fixed-points
For the moment we continue with the set-up employed in Chapters 6 and 7. Thus C is a
bottomed concrete category with finite products and (DS, fN ) is a C-based Σ-algebra
such that (DB , fK) is a monotone regular bottomed extension of (XB, pK) . Moreover,
it is assumed that the Σ-algebra (DS , fN ) has the properties (A), (B), (C) and (D)
listed in Section 5.4.
We need to make an additional assumption about the category C , namely that constant
mappings are morphisms. More precisely, if X, Y ∈ C and y ∈ |Y | then we will
assume that the mapping x 7→ y from |X | to |Y | is an element of Hom(X, Y ) . This
requirement is clearly met in each of the three basic cases.
The starting point for both the proof of Proposition 8.2.3 and the analysis of Case 2 is
to represent the set of solutions Sol(α) as the set of fixed-points of a certain mapping
Uα : D
I
⋄
→ DI
⋄
. In order to define Uα the following fact is needed:
Lemma 8.1.1 Let J be a non-empty finite S-typed set disjoint from P . Then for
each σ ∈ S and each s ∈ F Jσ the mapping c 7→ s
c
σ from D
J
⋄ to Dσ is a
morphism, i.e., an element of Hom(DJ
⋄
,Dσ) .
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Proof For each s ∈ F Jσ define a mapping hs : D
J
⋄
→ Dσ by letting hs(c) = s
c
σ
for each c ∈ DJ
⋄
, and for each σ ∈ S let F` Jσ be the set of elements s ∈ F
J
σ for which
hs is a morphism, i.e., an element of Hom(D
J
⋄
,Dσ) . It will be shown that the family
F` JS satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 6.1.5, and thus that F`
J
S = F
J
S .
First consider ξ ∈ J ∪ P . If ξ ∈ P then hξ(c) = ξ
c
ξ = p(ξ) for each c ∈ D
J
⋄ ;
this is a constant mapping, which by assumption is a morphism. On the other hand,
if ξ ∈ J then hξ(c) = ξ
c
ξ = c(ξ) for each c ∈ D
J
⋄
; hence hξ is the mapping pξ
occurring in (P2) in the definition of DJ⋄ , and so in particular hs is a morphism. Thus
in both cases hξ ∈ F`
J
ξ . This shows that ξ ∈ F`
J
ξ for each ξ ∈ J ∪ P , and hence that
F` JS satisfies condition (1) in Proposition 6.1.5.
Next consider κ ∈ K having type L→ β , let a ∈ (F` J⋄ )
L (which means that ha(ξ) is
a morphism for each ξ ∈ L ) and put s = ⊙Jκ(a) . Then for each c ∈ D
J
⋄
hs(c) = ⊙
J
κ(a)
c
β = fκ
(
( a c⋄)
L
)
= fκ(γ(c)) ,
where γ : DJ
⋄
→ DL
⋄
is the mapping given for each c ∈ DJ
⋄
, ξ ∈ L by
γ(c) (ξ) = a(ξ) cξ = ha(ξ)(c) .
But this means that pξ ◦γ = ha(ξ) for each ξ ∈ L , where pξ is the morphism occurring
in (P2) in the definition of DJ
⋄
, and thus by Lemma 5.1.2 γ is a morphism. Hence
hs = fκ ◦ γ , as the composition of two morphisms, is itself a morphism, i.e., hs ∈ F`
J
β .
(The reader should check that the argument above still makes sense when L = ∅ .)
This shows that the family F` JB is invariant in the Λ-algebra (F
J
B ,⊙
J
K) , i.e., condition
(2) in Proposition 6.1.5 is satisfied.
Now let ξ ∈ J ∪P be of type σ = L→ β , let L′ be a non-empty subset of L and let
a ∈ (F` J
⋄
)L
′
. Put s = ⊙Jσ,L′(ξ ⊳ a) . Then for all c ∈ D
J
⋄
hs(c) = ⊙
J
σ,L′(ξ ⊳ a)
c
σL\L′
= fσ,L′
(
ξ cσ ⊳ ( a
c
⋄
)L
′ )
= fσ,L′(hξ(c) ⊳ γ(c)) ,
where here γ : DJ⋄ → D
L′
⋄ is the mapping given for each c ∈ D
J
⋄ , η ∈ L
′ by
γ(c) (η) = a(η) cη = ha(η)(c) .
Thus hs = fσ,L′ ◦ t
L′
σ ◦ (hξ×γ)◦δ , where δ : D
J
⋄ → D
J
⋄ ×D
J
⋄ is the mapping given by
δ(c) = (c, c) for all c ∈ DJ⋄ . But by Lemma 5.1.2 δ is a morphism, it was shown above
that hξ is a morphism, and the same proof as above implies that γ is a morphism.
Hence by Lemmas 5.1.3 and 5.2.2 hs is a morphism, i.e., hs ∈ F`
J
σL\L′
. Condition (3)
in Proposition 6.1.5 is therefore satisfied.
This shows that the family F` JS satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 6.1.5 and hence
that F` JS = F
J
S .
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For the remainder of the section we specialise to the set-up considered at the beginning
of Section 5.4. We thus assume now that C is a bottomed concrete cartesian closed
category and that (DS, fN ) is the C-based functional Σ-algebra derived from (DB, fK)
in C .
Let us continue to assume that constant mappings are morphisms, which means that
Lemma 8.1.1 is still valid.
Consider ξ ∈ I of type σ = L→ β with L 6= ∅ ; then by Lemmas 8.1.1 and 5.1.6 the
mapping (c, b) 7→ sξ
c⊕b
β from D
I
⋄
×DL
⋄
to Dβ is a morphism. Thus by (E3), and
since ε(DL⋄ ,Dβ) = Dσ , there exists a unique morphism Uξ ∈ Hom(D
I
⋄ ,Dσ) such that
Uξ(c) (b) = sξ
c⊕b
β
for all c ∈ DI
⋄
, b ∈ DL
⋄
. Moreover, if ξ ∈ I is of type β ∈ B then by Lemma 8.1.1
the mapping Uξ : D
I
⋄ → Dβ defined by letting Uξ(c) = sξ
c
β for each c ∈ D
I
⋄ is a
morphism, i.e., an element of Hom(DI
⋄
,Dβ) . Combining these mappings then results
in the mapping Uα : D
I
⋄
→ DI
⋄
defined by
Uα(c) (ξ) = Uξ(c)
for all c ∈ DI⋄ , ξ ∈ I .
Proposition 8.1.1 The mapping Uα is a morphism, i.e., an element of Hom(D
I
⋄
,DI
⋄
) .
Proof This follows immediately from Lemma 5.1.2, since pξ ◦Uα = Uξ for each ξ ∈ I ,
with pξ the morphism occurring in (P2) in the definition of D
I
⋄
.
Proposition 8.1.2 The set of solutions Sol(α) of the system of equations α is exactly
the set of fixed-points of the mapping Uα : D
I
⋄
→ DI
⋄
. In other words,
Sol(α) = { c ∈ DI
⋄
: Uα(c) = c } .
Proof By definition Uα(c) = c if and only if Uξ(c) = c(ξ) for each ξ ∈ I , and clearly
Uξ(c) = c(ξ) if and only if c ∈ Sol(sξ) . Thus Uα(c) = c if and only if c ∈ Sol(α) .
Proposition 8.1.3 In Case 3 the set Sol(α) is non-empty.
Proof In this case DI
⋄
is a bottomed complete poset and by Proposition 8.1.1 the
mapping Uα : D
I
⋄
→ DI
⋄
is continuous. Thus by Propositions 4.2.9 and 8.1.2 the set of
solutions Sol(α) is non-empty.
8.2 The Kleene sequence
In the present section we will work with a set-up based on that employed in Chapters
6 and 7, but with C the bottomed concrete category with finite products occurring in
Case 2.
Thus in what follows C is the category having as objects the class C of bottomed posets
and in which the underlying set |X | of the object X is the set obtained by forgetting the
bottom element and the partial order, Hom(X, Y ) is the set of all monotone mappings
from |X | to |Y | and ⊗ : FC → C is defined as in Section 5.1. Of course, in this
category constant mappings are morphisms.
We assume that (DS, fN ) is a C-based Σ-algebra such that (DB, fK) is a monotone
regular bottomed extension of (XB, pK) , and that the Σ-algebra (DS , fN) has the
properties (A), (B), (C) and (D).
In addition we assume that the family ⊑B is an ordering associated with (DB, fK) ,
(where ⊑σ denotes the partial order order on Dσ for each σ ∈ S ).
Of course, Case 2 fits into this set-up, but it can also be used to make statements about
Case 3: Let C′ be the bottomed concrete cartesian closed category in Case 3 and let
(D′S, f
′
N ) be the corresponding C
′-based functional Σ-algebra. Then (D′S, f
′
N ) is also
a C-based Σ-algebra and the Σ-algebra (D′S, f
′
N ) satisfies all the requirements made
above. This situation will be referred to as Case 3′.
The final assumption we make in this section is that a mapping Uα is given which is
essentially the mapping occurring in Section 8.1. More precisely, it is assumed that a
monotone mapping Uα : D
I
⋄
→ DI
⋄
is given such that:
(1) If ξ ∈ I is of type σ = L→ β with L 6= ∅ then
fσ,L
(
Uα(c) (ξ) ⊳ b
)
= sξ
c⊕b
β
for all c ∈ DI⋄ , b ∈ D
L
⋄ .
(2) If ξ ∈ I is of type β ∈ B then Uα(c) (ξ) = sξ
c
β for each c ∈ D
I
⋄
.
In particular, in Cases 2 and 3′ these two conditions actually define the mapping Uα ,
which is then the mapping occurring in Section 8.1. Note that each fixed-point of Uα
will be a solution of the equations; moreover, in Cases 2 and 3′ the converse also holds.
Now define a sequence {kn}n≥0 of elements of D
I
⋄
by starting with k0 = ⊥
I and
letting kn+1 = Uα(kn) for each n ≥ 0 . This sequence {kn}n≥0 is called the Kleene
sequence of α .
Lemma 8.2.1 The sequence {kn}n≥0 is monotone, i.e., kn ⊑
I
⋄ kn+1 for all n ≥ 0 .
Proof Clearly k0 = ⊥
I ⊑I⋄ k1 , and if kn ⊑
I
⋄ kn+1 for some n ≥ 0 then, since Uα is
monotone, kn+1 = Uα(kn) ⊑
I
⋄ Uα(kn+1) = kn+2 . Therefore by induction kn ⊑
I
⋄ kn+1
for all n ≥ 0 .
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In the special case when DS is a family of complete bottomed posets and the mapping
Uα is continuous then the proof of Proposition 4.2.9 shows that the least upper bound
k∞ of the directed set { kn : n ≥ 0 } is the least fixed-point of the mapping Uα .
In particular, k∞ is a then a solution of the equations (and in Case 3
′ it is the least
solution).
As in Section 6.3 let ̺IS denote the unique Σ-homomorphism from (F
I
S ,⊙
I
N ) to
(DS , fN ) such that ̺
I
ξ(ξ) = ⊥ξ for each ξ ∈ I ∪ P . The next result is really a
generalisation of Lemma 6.3.6:
Lemma 8.2.2 ̺Iβ(s) ⊑β πβ(s) for all s ∈ F
I
β , β ∈ B for any Λ-homomorphism
πB : (F
I
B ,⊙
I
K)→ (DB , fK) .
Proof For each β ∈ B put F` Iβ = { s ∈ F
I
β : ̺
I
β(s) ⊑β πβ(s) } . Now if κ ∈ K is of
type L→ β and a ∈ (F` I
⋄
)L then
̺Iβ(⊙
I
κ(a) ) = fκ((̺
I
⋄
)L(a)) ⊑β fκ(π
L
⋄
(a)) = πβ(⊙
I
κ(a) )
(since the mapping fκ is monotone), and thus ⊙
I
κ(a) ∈ F`
I
β . This implies that the
family F` IB is invariant in (F
I
B ,⊙
I
K) . But in the proof of Lemma 6.3.6 it was shown
that ̺Iβ(s) = ⊥β for each s ∈ AF
I
β ∪ Iβ , and hence AF
I
β ∪ Iβ ⊂ F`
I
β for each β ∈ B .
Therefore by Lemma 6.2.2 F` IB = F
I
B .
Lemma 8.2.3 ̺Iβ(s) ⊑β ̺
I
β(Φβ(s)) for all s ∈ F
I
β , β ∈ B .
Proof This follows immediately from Lemma 8.2.2 and Proposition 2.2.1.
Lemma 8.2.4 The sequences { s knβ }n≥0 and {̺
I
β(Φ
m
β (s))}m≥0 are both monotone
for each s ∈ F Iβ , β ∈ B .
Proof The first sequence is monotone by Lemmas 8.1.1 and 8.2.1 and the second by
Lemma 8.2.3.
The following is the main result of this chapter (and, in fact, of the whole study). Note
that it does not require there to be any solutions to the equations.
Proposition 8.2.1 (1) For each s ∈ F Iβ , β ∈ B , and each n ≥ 0 there exists m ≥ 0
such that s knβ ⊑β ̺
I
β(Φ
m
β (s)) .
(2) ̺Iβ(Φ
n
β(s)) ⊑β s
kn
β for all s ∈ F
I
β , β ∈ B , n ≥ 0 .
Proof (1) This is given in Section 8.4.
(2) This is given at the end of the section.
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Let s ∈ F Iβ with β ∈ B ; then Lemma 8.2.4 implies that { s
kn
β : n ≥ 0 } and
{ ̺Iβ(Φ
n
β(s)) : n ≥ 0 } are directed subsets of Dβ , and Proposition 8.2.1 implies that
they are mutually cofinal.
One reason why the sequence {̺Iβ(Φ
m
β (s))}m≥0 is important is the following:
Lemma 8.2.5 For each β ∈ B
FΦβ = { s ∈ F
I
β : ̺
I
β(Φ
m
β (s)) ∈ Xβ for some m ≥ 0 } .
Proof This follows since Proposition 3.3.3, Lemma 6.3.3 (3) and Lemma 6.3.5 imply
that { t ∈ F Iβ : ̺
I
β(t) ∈ Xβ } = Fβ for each β ∈ B .
Proposition 8.2.2 For each β ∈ B
FΦβ = { s ∈ F
I
β : s
km
β ∈ Xβ for some m ≥ 0 } .
Proof By Proposition 4.1.3 (1) each element of Xβ is a maximal element of the poset
Dβ , and so the result follows from Proposition 8.2.1 and Lemma 8.2.5.
Until further notice let us make the additional assumptions that DS is a family of
complete bottomed posets, that the mapping Uα is continuous and that the mapping
c 7→ s cβ is continuous for each s ∈ F
I
β , β ∈ B . Of course, by Lemma 8.1.1 and
Proposition 8.1.1 (applied to Case 3 with its ‘correct’ category) this includes Case 3′.
Lemma 8.2.6 The least upper bound k∞ of the directed set { kn : n ≥ 0 } is a
solution of the equations α .
Proof By Proposition 4.2.9 k∞ is the least fixed-point of the mapping Uα , and hence
k∞ is also a solution of the equations.
Proposition 8.2.3 The Λ-homomorphism ΦB is α-complete, i.e., F
Φ
B = F
α
B .
Proof By Propositions 7.2.1 and 7.3.2 FΦB ⊂ F
α
B , and hence it only remains to show
that FαB ⊂ F
Φ
B . Let s ∈ F
α
β , thus in particular by Lemma 8.2.6 s
k∞
β = x ∈ Xβ . But
by Proposition 4.1.3 (2) the set { u ∈ Dβ : u ⊑β x } is finite, and hence s
kn
β = x for
some n ≥ 0 (since the mapping c 7→ s cβ is continuous). Proposition 8.2.2 therefore
implies that s ∈ FΦβ .
Proposition 8.2.4 For all s ∈ F Iβ , β ∈ B⊔
{ ̺Iβ(Φ
m
β (s)) : m ≥ 0 } = s
k∞
β .
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Proof By Proposition 8.2.1 and Lemma 8.2.4 it immediately follows that⊔
{ ̺Iβ(Φ
m
β (s)) : m ≥ 0 } =
⊔
{ s knβ : n ≥ 0 } ,
and
⊔
{ s knβ : n ≥ 0 } = s
k∞
β , since by assumption the mapping c 7→ s
c
β is
continuous.
For each m ≥ 0 the element ̺Iβ(Φ
m
β (s)) of Dβ can be considered as the partial
information obtained about the ‘value’ of s after m applications of the mapping Φβ .
Proposition 8.2.1 thus says that this partial information converges to the value of s with
respect to the solution k∞ of the equations (which in Case 3
′ is the least solution).
It remains to prove Proposition 8.2.1 (2), and hence the additional assumptions that
DS is a family of complete bottomed posets and the mapping Uα is continuous will
now be dropped. The main part of the proof is contained in the following lemma:
Lemma 8.2.7 Let c ∈ DI⋄ , put c
′ = Uα(c) and suppose that c ⊑
I
⋄ c
′ . Then
Φβ(s)
c
β ⊑β s
c′
β
for all s ∈ F Iβ , β ∈ B .
Proof This is more-or-less the same as the proof of Proposition 7.3.2. Let ℓB be the
family of mappings employed in the proof of Proposition 7.3.1 and put
Gβ = { s ∈ F
I
β : Φβ(s)
c
β ⊑β s
c′
β }
for each β ∈ B ; the task is thus to show that GB = F
I
B . First consider s ∈ F
I
β with
ℓβ(s) = 1 . If s = ⊙
I
κ(ε) for some κ ∈ K of type ∅ → β then s ∈ Gβ holds trivially
because Φβ(s) = s . On the other hand, if s = ξ for some ξ ∈ I of type β then
Φβ(s) = sξ , and thus again s ∈ Gβ , since
Φβ(s)
c
β = sξ
c
β = c
′(ξ) = ξ c
′
β = s
c′
β .
Now let k > 1 and suppose for each θ ∈ B it is known that t ∈ Gθ for all t ∈ F
I
θ
with ℓθ(t) < k . Consider s ∈ F
I
β with ℓβ(s) = k ; there are four cases:
1. The element s has the form ⊙Iκ(a) , where κ ∈ K is of type L → β with L 6= ∅
and a ∈ (F I
⋄
)L . Then Φη(a(η))
c
η ⊑η a(η)
c′
η for each η ∈ L , since ℓη(a(η)) < k ,
and hence ( ΦL
⋄
(a) c
⋄
)L ⊑L
⋄
( a c
′
⋄
)L . Thus s ∈ Gβ , since
Φβ(s)
c
β = ⊙
I
κ(Φ
L
⋄
(a)) cβ = fκ
(
( ΦL
⋄
(a) c
⋄
)L
)
⊑β fκ
(
( a c
′
⋄ )
L
)
= ⊙Iκ(a)
c′
β = s
c′
β .
2. The element s has the form ⊙Iξ(a) with ξ ∈ I of type σ = L→ β for some L 6= ∅
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and with a ∈ (F I
⋄
)L . Put d = ( a c
⋄
)L ; then by Lemma 7.3.2
Φβ(s)
c
β = sξ[a/L]
c
β = sξ
c⊕d
β .
On the other hand, putting b = ( a c
′
⋄ )
L , it follows from the definition of Uα that
s c
′
β = ⊙
I
ξ(a)
c′
β = fσ,L(c
′(ξ) ⊳ b) = fσ,L(Uα(c) (ξ) ⊳ b) = sξ
c⊕b
β .
But c ⊕ d ⊑I∪L⋄ c ⊕ b , since by Lemma 8.1.1 d(η) = a(η)
c
η ⊑η a(η)
c′
η = b(η) for
each η ∈ L . Thus, again making use of Lemma 8.1.1, sξ
c⊕d
β ⊑β sξ
c⊕b
β , and hence
Φβ(s)
c
β ⊑β s
c′
β , i.e., s ∈ Gβ .
3. The element s has the form ⊙Iζ(s
′ ⋄ a) , where ζ = caseθβ with β ∈ B and θ ∈ Bf
and where s′ ∈ F Iθ and a ∈ (F
I
⋄
)Kθ,β . Put L = θ ·Kθ,β and σ = L→ β .
Assume first that s′ /∈ HF Iθ . Then Φθ(s
′) cθ ⊑θ s
′ c′
θ , because ℓθ(s
′) < k , and thus
by Lemma 8.1.1 and Proposition 5.4.1 (and since fσ,L is monotone)
Φβ(s)
c
β = ⊙
I
ζ(Φθ(s
′) ⋄ a) cβ
= fσ,L
(
p(ζ) ⊳ ( Φθ(s
′) cθ ⋄ ( a
c
⋄
)Kθ,β)
)
⊑β fσ,L
(
p(ζ) ⊳ ( s′ c
′
θ ⋄ ( a
c′
⋄
)Kθ,β)
)
= ⊙Iζ(s
′ ⋄ a) c
′
β = s
c′
β
which implies that s ∈ Gβ .
Assume next that s′ ∈ HF Iθ and so s
′ c
θ 6= ⊥θ . Moreover, since HF
I
θ ⊂ KF
I
θ ,
s′ has the form ⊙Iκ(a
′) with κ ∈ K of type J → θ for some J ∈ FB and with
a′ ∈ (F I
⋄
)J . Therefore by (C), Proposition 5.4.1 and Lemma 8.1.1 (and again since
fσ,L is monotone) it follows that s ∈ Gβ , since
Φβ(s)
c
β = ⊙
I
J→β,J(a(κ) ⊳ a
′) cβ = fJ→β,J
(
a(κ) cJ→β ⊳ ( a
′ c
⋄
)J
)
= fJ→β,J
(
( a c⋄)
Kθ,β (κ) ⊳ ( a′ c⋄)
J
)
= Caseθβ
(
fκ( ( a
′ c
⋄)
J ), ( a c⋄)
Kθ,β
)
= Caseθβ
(
s′ cθ, ( a
c
⋄)
Kθ,β
)
= fσ,L
(
p(ζ) ⊳ ( s′ cθ ⋄ ( a
c
⋄
)Kθ,β )
)
⊑β fσ,L
(
p(ζ) ⊳ ( s′ c
′
θ ⋄ ( a
c′
⋄
)Kθ,β )
)
= ⊙Iζ(s
′ ⋄ a) c
′
β = s
c′
β .
4. The element s has the form ⊙Iζ(s1, s2) with ζ ∈ P the name of an integer operator
(so ζ is of type int2 → β with β either int or bool ) and s1, s2 ∈ F
I
int .
Assume first that both s1 and s2 are ground terms; then s ∈ Gβ , since
Φβ(s)
c
β = Evalζ(s1, s2)
c
β = Evalζ(s1, s2) β
= fint2→β,int2
(
p(ζ) ⊳ ( s1 int, s2 int)
)
= ⊙Iζ(s1, s2)
c′
β = s
c′
β .
Finally, assume that not both of s1 and s2 are ground terms. Then, since ℓint(sj) < k
for each j = 1, 2 , it follows that Φint(sj)
c
int ⊑β sj
c′
int , and thus
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Φβ(s)
c
β = ⊙
I
ζ(Φint(s1),Φint(s2))
c
β
= fint2→β,int2( Φint(s1)
c
int, Φint(s2)
c
int)
⊑β fint2→β,int2( s1
c′
int, s2
c′
int) = ⊙
I
ζ(s1, s2)
c′
β = s
c′
β ,
since fint2→β,int2 is monotone, and so once again s ∈ Gβ .
Therefore by induction on k it follows that GB = F
I
B .
Proof of Proposition 8.2.1 (2) This holds when n = 0 by Lemma 8.2.2. Thus let n ≥ 0
and suppose that ̺Iβ(Φ
n
β(s)) ⊑β s
kn
β for all s ∈ F
I
β , β ∈ B . Then by Lemma 8.2.7
̺Iβ(Φ
n+1
β (s)) = ̺
I
β(Φ
n
β(Φβ(s))) ⊑β Φβ(s)
kn
β ⊑β s
kn+1
β
for all s ∈ F Iβ , β ∈ B . The result therefore follows by induction.
8.3 Logical relations and functionally free algebras
The preparations for the proof of the first part of Proposition 8.2.1 involve looking
at how a concept called the method of logical relations fits in with the notion of a
functionally free algebra. The results in this direction considered here (in particular
Proposition 8.3.3) will then be applied in the next section to prove Proposition 8.2.1 (1).
For the whole of the section let (DS , fN ) and (YS , qN ) just be fixed, but arbitrary,
functional Σ-algebras.
If D and Y are sets then a relation on D × Y is just a subset of D × Y . However,
infix notation will always be employed, and so u  y will be used to mean that the
pair (u, y) belongs to the relation  .
Let B be a family of relations, with β a relation on the set Dβ × Yβ for each
β ∈ B . This family is considered to be fixed for the whole of the section. For each
B-typed set L there is then a relation L
⋄
on the set DL
⋄
× Y L
⋄
given as usual by
c L
⋄
a if and only if c(η) η a(η) for each η ∈ L . The single assumption that will be
made about the family B is the following:
(*) If κ ∈ K is of type L→ β and c ∈ DL
⋄
, a ∈ Y L
⋄
are such that c L
⋄
a then
fκ(c) β qκ(a) .
In particular, this means that fκ(ε) β qκ(ε) whenever κ is of type ∅→ β .
The method of logical relations involves extending the family B in an appropriate
way to a family S , with σ a relation on the set Dσ × Yσ for each σ ∈ S . Note
that if S is any such family then for each S-typed set L there is the corresponding
relation L⋄ defined on the set D
L
⋄ × Y
L
⋄ (in the same way as above).
Proposition 8.3.1 The family of relations B can be extended uniquely to a family
of relations S , with σ a relation on Dσ × Yσ for each σ ∈ S , in such a way that
if σ = L→ β is a functional type and u ∈ Dσ , s ∈ Yσ , then u σ s if and only if
fσ,L(u ⊳ c) β qσ,L(s ⊳ a)
for all c ∈ DL⋄ and all a ∈ Y
L
⋄ such that c 
L
⋄ a .
Proof Let | · | : S → N be the mapping given in Lemma 5.1.1 with |β| = 0 for each
β ∈ B and such that |L → β| = 1 +
∑
η∈L |〈η〉| for each functional type L → β .
The family S will be defined by induction on |σ| : If |σ| = 0 then σ ∈ B and so σ
is a member of the original family B . Thus suppose that k > 0 and that τ has
already been defined for all τ ∈ S with |τ | ≤ k . Consider σ ∈ S with |σ| = k . Then
σ = L → β is a functional type and |〈η〉| < k for each η ∈ L . This means that σ
can be defined by stipulating that u σ s if and only if
fσ,L(u ⊳ c) β qσ,L(s ⊳ a)
for all c ∈ DL
⋄
and all a ∈ Y L
⋄
such that c(η) η a(η) for each η ∈ L . The family S
obtained in this way then has the required property by construction. The uniqueness
also follows by induction on |σ| .
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Now for each S-typed set I fix a functionally I-free Σ-algebra (ZIS, r
I
N ) . If c ∈ D
I
⋄
then πcS will denote the unique Σ-homomorphism from (Z
I
S, r
I
N ) to (DS , fN ) such
that πcξ(ξ) = c(ξ) for each ξ ∈ I . Moreover, if a ∈ Y
I
⋄ then δ
a
S will denote the unique
Σ-homomorphism from (ZIS , r
I
N ) to (YS, qN ) such that δ
a
ξ (ξ) = a(ξ) for each ξ ∈ I .
If I is an S-typed set then c ∈ DI⋄ will be called compatible with a ∈ Y
I
⋄ if
πcσ(s) σ δ
a
σ(s)
for all s ∈ ZIσ , σ ∈ S .
Proposition 8.3.2 Let I be an S-typed set and let c ∈ DI
⋄
, a ∈ Y I
⋄
. Then c is
compatible with a if and only if c I
⋄
a .
Proof Since c(ξ) = πcξ(ξ) and a(ξ) = δ
c
ξ(ξ) for each ξ ∈ I , it follows that c 
I
⋄ a
whenever c is compatible with a . Conversely, suppose that c I⋄ a . Then, since the
assignments c and a are fixed throughout the proof, it is convenient to just write πS
instead of πcS and δS instead of δ
a
S . Define a family GS ⊂ Z
I
S by putting
Gσ = { s ∈ Z
I
σ : πσ(s) σ δσ(s) }
for each σ ∈ S . It will be shown that the family GS satisfies the hypotheses of
Proposition 6.1.5. In particular, condition (2) in Proposition 6.1.5 is satisfied, since by
assumption ξ ∈ Gξ for each ξ ∈ I .
Note that if L is an S-typed set and b ∈ GL
⋄
then b(η) ∈ Gη for each η ∈ L and
hence πη(b(η))η η δη(b(η)) , and this means that π
L
⋄
(b) L
⋄
δL
⋄
(b) .
It will next be shown that the family GB is invariant in the Λ-algebra (ZB, rK) , and
thus that condition (1) in Proposition 6.1.5 is satisfied. Consider κ ∈ K of type L→ β
and let b ∈ GL⋄ . Then π
L
⋄ (b) 
L
⋄ δ
L
⋄ (b) and therefore by assumption (*)
πβ(r
I
κ(b)) = fκ(π
L
⋄
(b)) β qκ(δ
L
⋄
(b)) = δβ(r
I
κ(b)) ,
which shows that rIκ(b) ∈ Gβ . In particular, if κ is of type ∅→ β then r
I
κ(ε) ∈ Gβ .
Now consider ξ ∈ I of type σ = L → β , let J be a non-empty subset of L and
b ∈ GJ
⋄
. To show that condition (3) in Proposition 6.1.5 is satisfied it must be verified
that rIσ,J (ξ ⊳ b) ∈ GσL\J , and the case with J a proper subset of L will be dealt with
first. Put τ = σL\J = L\J → β ; by the definition of τ it must be shown that
fτ,L\J
(
πτ (r
I
σ,J(ξ ⊳ b)) ⊳ c
′
)
β qτ,L\J
(
δτ (r
I
σ,J(ξ ⊳ b)) ⊳ a
′
)
whenever c′ ∈ DL\J⋄ and a
′ ∈ Y L\J⋄ are such that c
′ L\J⋄ a
′ . But (as noted above)
πI⋄ (b) 
J
⋄ δ
J
⋄ (b) , and hence also π
J
⋄ (b)⊕ c
′ L⋄ δ
J
⋄ (b)⊕ a
′ . Thus, since πξ(ξ) ξ δξ(ξ)
and since (DS , fN) and (YS, qN ) are both functional Σ-algebras, it follows that
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fτ,L\J
(
πτ (r
I
σ,J (ξ ⊳ b)) ⊳ c
′
)
= fτ,L\J
(
fσ,J(πσ(ξ) ⊳ π
J
⋄
(b)) ⊳ c′
)
= fσ,L
(
πσ(ξ) ⊳ (π
J
⋄ (b)⊕ c
′)
)
β qσ,L
(
δσ(ξ) ⊳ (δ
J
⋄ (b)⊕ a
′)
)
= qτ,L\J
(
qσ,J (δσ(ξ) ⊳ δ
J
⋄
(b)) ⊳ a′
)
= qτ,L\J
(
δτ (r
I
σ,J (ξ ⊳ b)) ⊳ a
′
)
and this shows that rIσ,J(ξ ⊳ b) ∈ Gτ . Finally there is the case J = L : Here it must
be shown that πβ(r
I
σ,L(ξ ⊳ b)) β δβ(r
I
σ,L(ξ ⊳ b)) and this follows since
πβ(r
I
σ,L(ξ ⊳ b)) = fσ,L(πσ(ξ) ⊳ π
L
⋄ (b))
β qσ,L(δσ(ξ) ⊳ δ
L
⋄
(b)) = δβ(r
I
σ,L(ξ ⊳ b)) .
Thus by Proposition 6.1.5 GS = Z
I
S , i.e., c is compatible with a .
Now fix an S-typed set I and an assignment i ∈ Y I
⋄
. (This is denoted by i because
in the application in the next section (YS, qN ) will contain I and i will be given by
i(ξ) = ξ for each ξ ∈ I .) The proof of Proposition 8.1.1 (1) given there involves showing
that certain assignments k ∈ DI⋄ are compatible with this particular assignment i . Of
course, Proposition 8.3.2 says that k is compatible with i if and only if k I⋄ i .
However, the main technique needed for establishing compatibility turns out to be
Proposition 8.3.3 below.
Let U be an S-typed set disjoint from I . An assignment k ∈ DI⋄ is then said to be
U -compatible with i if whenever a ∈ Y U⋄ , c ∈ D
U
⋄ are such that c 
U
⋄ a then
πk⊕cσ (s) σ δ
i⊕a
σ (s)
for all s ∈ ZI∪Uσ , σ ∈ S . In particular, this means that k is compatible if and only
if it is ∅-compatible with i . (Some care must be taken here: If the set Y U⋄ is empty
then any assignment k ∈ DI
⋄
is trivially U -compatible with i . Moreover, Y U
⋄
will
be empty if and only if Yη = ∅ for some η ∈ U , and this is quite possible when, for
example, (YS, qN ) is some kind of term algebra.)
Proposition 8.3.3 An assignment k ∈ DI
⋄
is compatible with i if and only if it is
U -compatible with i for all S-typed sets U disjoint from I .
Proof If k is U -compatible with i for all S-typed sets U such that U ∩ I = ∅ then
in particular it is ∅-compatible and thus compatible with i .
Suppose conversely that k is compatible with i , and let U be an S-typed set disjoint
from I . Consider a ∈ Y U
⋄
, c ∈ DU
⋄
with c U
⋄
a . Then
(k ⊕ c) (η) = c(η) η a(η) = (i⊕ a) (η)
for each η ∈ U and, since k is compatible with i ,
(k ⊕ c) (ξ) = k(ξ) ξ i(ξ) = (i⊕ a) (ξ)
for each ξ ∈ I , i.e., (k ⊕ c) (ξ) ξ (i ⊕ a) (ξ) for all ξ ∈ I ∪ U . Proposition 8.3.2
(applied to the S-typed set I∪U and the assignments k⊕c and i⊕a ) thus implies that
πk⊕cσ (s) σ δ
i⊕a
σ (s) for all s ∈ Z
I∪U
σ , σ ∈ S , and therefore that k is U -compatible
with i .
8.4 An application of the method of logical relations
The set-up of Section 8.2 will be used here. Thus C is the bottomed concrete category
with finite products occurring in Case 2, (DS, fN ) is a C-based Σ-algebra such that
(DB , fK) is a monotone regular bottomed extension of (XB, pK) , and such that the
Σ-algebra (DS , fN) has the properties (A), (B), (C) and (D). In addition it is assumed
that the family ⊑B is an ordering associated with (DB, fK) , (where ⊑σ denotes the
partial order order on Dσ for each σ ∈ S ). Moreover, we are given a monotone
mapping Uα : D
I
⋄ → D
I
⋄ satisfying the two conditions:
(1) If ξ ∈ I is of type σ = L→ β with L 6= ∅ then
fσ,L
(
Uα(c) (ξ) ⊳ b
)
= sξ
c⊕b
β
for all c ∈ DI
⋄
, b ∈ DL
⋄
.
(2) If ξ ∈ I is of type β ∈ B then Uα(c) (ξ) = sξ
c
β for each c ∈ D
I
⋄ .
This section is taken up with the proof of Proposition 8.2.1 (1), which states that for
each s ∈ F Iβ , β ∈ B , and each n ∈ N there exists m ∈ N such that
s knβ ⊑β ̺
I
β(Φ
m
β (s)) .
The proof relies heavily on Proposition 8.3.3 and thus uses the method of logical relations
introduced in Section 8.3.
The family of relations B which provide the key to the proof of Proposition 8.2.1 (1)
is specified in the next result, which lists the important properties of this family:
Proposition 8.4.1 For each β ∈ B let β be the relation on Dβ × F
I
β defined by
stipulating that u β s if and only if u ⊑β ̺
I
β(Φ
m
β (s)) for some m ≥ 0 . Then the
family B has the following properties:
(P1) ⊥β β s for all s ∈ F
I
β , β ∈ B .
(P2) Let κ ∈ K be of type L → β , let c ∈ DL
⋄
with fκ(c) 6= ⊥β and a ∈ (F
I
⋄
)L .
Then fκ(c) β ⊙
I
κ(a) if and only if c 
L
⋄
a , i.e., if and only if c(η) η a(η)
for each η ∈ L . In particular, if κ is of type ∅→ β then fκ(ε) β ⊙
I
κ(ε) .
(P3) Let ζ ∈ P be the name of an integer operator (so ζ is of type int2 → β
with β either int or bool ) and for j = 1, 2 let nj ∈ Xint , tj ∈ Fint with
nj int tj . Then fint2→β,int2
(
p(ζ) ⊳ (n1, n2)
)
β Evalζ(t1, t2) .
(P4) If u ∈ Dβ and s ∈ F
I
β then u β Φβ(s) if and only if u β s .
(P5) If u ∈ Dβ and s ∈ F
I
β with ⊥β 6= u β s then there exists m ≥ 0 such that
Φmβ (s) ∈ HF
I
β .
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Proof (P1): This holds trivially.
(P2): For each m ≥ 0 put ψ
(m)
B = ̺
I
B Φ
m
B ; thus ψ
(m)
B is a Λ-homomorphism from
(F IB,⊙
I
K) to (DB , fK) . Let κ ∈ K be of type L → β , let c ∈ D
L
⋄ with fκ(c) 6= ⊥β
and a ∈ (F I
⋄
)L . Then ̺Iβ(Φ
m
β (⊙
I
κ(a))) = ψ
(m)
β (⊙
I
κ(a)) = fκ((ψ
(m)
⋄
)L(a)) and thus
fκ(c) β ⊙
I
κ(a) if and only if fκ(c) ⊑β fκ((ψ
(m)
⋄
)L(a)) for some m ≥ 0 . But by
the definition of an associated ordering this holds if and only if c ⊑L
⋄
(ψ(m)
⋄
)L(a) for
some m ≥ 0 , i.e., if and only if there exists m ≥ 0 such that c(η) η ̺
I
η(Φ
m
η (a(η)))
for all η ∈ L . In particular, this shows that c L
⋄
a whenever fκ(c) β ⊙
I
κ(a) .
Conversely, suppose that c L
⋄
a ; then for each η ∈ L there exists mη ≥ 0 such that
c(η) η ̺
I
η(Φ
mη
η (a(η))) . Put m = max {mη : η ∈ L } . Then by Lemma 8.2.3 it follows
that c(η) η ̺
I
η(Φ
m
η (a(η))) for all η ∈ L , and hence fκ(c) β ⊙
I
κ(a) .
(P3): If t ∈ Fint then Φ
m
int(t) = t for all m ≥ 0 and ̺
I
int(t) = t int . Thus if
n ∈ Xint and t ∈ Fint then n int t just means that t int = n . Therefore (P3)
holds more-or-less by the definition of Evalζ .
(P4): This follows immediately from Lemma 8.2.3.
(P5): If u ∈ Dβ and s ∈ F
I
β are such that ⊥β 6= u β s then ̺
I
β(Φ
m
β (s)) 6= ⊥β for
some m ≥ 0 . Hence Φmβ (s) ∈ HF
I
β for some m ≥ 0 , since Lemma 6.3.5 implies that
HF Iβ = { s ∈ F
I
β : ̺
I
β(s) 6= ⊥β } for each β ∈ B .
It should be clear from the formulation of Proposition 8.4.1 that the results of Section 8.3
will be applied taking the functional Σ-algebra (YS, qN ) there to be (F
I
S ,⊙
I
N ) . Note
then that condition (P2) is just the assumption (*) made in Section 8.3.
Proposition 8.2.1 (1) is now an immediate corollary of the following result:
Proposition 8.4.2 For each β ∈ B let β be a relation on the set Dβ × F
I
β , and
suppose the family B has the properties (P1), (P2), (P3), (P4) and (P5). Then
s knβ β s for all n ≥ 0 and all s ∈ F
I
β , β ∈ B .
Proof First note a couple of facts which follow from the properties enjoyed by the
family B .
Lemma 8.4.2 Let κ ∈ K be of type L→ β .
(1) If c ∈ DL⋄ and a ∈ (F
I
⋄ )
L are such that c L⋄ a then fκ(c) β ⊙
I
κ(a) .
(2) Let c ∈ DL⋄ with fκ(c) 6= ⊥β , let s ∈ F
I
β with fκ(c) β s and let m ≥ 0 be
such that Φmβ (s) ∈ HF
I
β (the existence of such an m being guaranteed by (P5)). Then
there exists a unique a ∈ (F I
⋄
)L such that Φmβ (s) = ⊙
I
κ(a) , and then c 
L
⋄
a .
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Proof (1) If fκ(c) = ⊥β then this follows immediately from (P1), and if fκ(c) 6= ⊥β
then it is just a part of (P2).
(2) By Proposition 6.2.1 there exists a unique a ∈ (F I
⋄
)L such that Φmβ (s) = ⊙
I
κ(a) ,
since Φmβ (s) ∈ HF
I
β ⊂ KF
I
β . Then fκ(c) β Φ
m
β (s) = ⊙
I
κ(a) (by (P4)), and hence
(P2) implies that c L⋄ a .
Now by Proposition 8.3.1 the family of relations B can be extended uniquely to a
family of relations S , with σ a relation on Dσ×F
I
σ for each σ ∈ S , in such a way
that if σ = L→ β ∈ S \B and u ∈ Dσ , s ∈ F
I
σ , then u σ s if and only if
fσ,L(u ⊳ c) β ⊙
I
σ,L(s ⊳ a)
for all c ∈ DL
⋄
and all a ∈ (F I
⋄
)L such that c L
⋄
a .
Lemma 8.4.3 ⊥σ σ s for all s ∈ F
I
σ , σ ∈ S .
Proof If σ ∈ B then this is just (P1), so let σ = L → β be a functional type and
consider c ∈ DL
⋄
, a ∈ (F I
⋄
)L with c L
⋄
a . Then by (P1) and (A)
fσ,L(⊥σ ⊳ c) = ⊥β β ⊙
I
σ,L(s ⊳ a)
from which ⊥σ σ s follows by the definition of σ .
Proposition 8.3.3 will be applied with the S-typed set I occurring there being replaced
by I ∪ P . If J is an S-typed set disjoint from P then (F JS ,⊙
J
N ) will play the role
of the functionally free algebra (ZJ∪PS , r
J∪P
N ) occurring in Section 8.3. Moreover, if
b ∈ (F J
⋄
)J∪P then πbS will again be used to denote the unique Σ-homomorphism from
(F JS ,⊙
J
N ) to (DS , fN ) such that π
b
ξ(ξ) = b(ξ) for each ξ ∈ J ∪ P . (Thus if c ∈ D
J
⋄
then in fact · cS = π
c⊕p
S .) In the same way, if a ∈ (F
I
⋄
)J∪P then δaS denotes the
unique Σ-homomorphism from (F JS ,⊙
J
N ) to (F
I
S ,⊙
I
N ) such that δ
a
ξ (ξ) = a(ξ) for each
ξ ∈ J ∪ P .
Consider the assignment i ∈ (F I
⋄
)I∪P given by i(ξ) = ξ for each ξ ∈ I ∪ P . Then
clearly δiS : (F
I
S ,⊙
I
N ) → (F
I
S ,⊙
I
N ) is just the identity homomorphism, i.e., δ
i
σ(s) = s
for all s ∈ F Iσ , σ ∈ S . The following lemma indicates how the notions introduced in
Section 8.3 could (and will) be used to prove Proposition 8.4.2:
Lemma 8.4.4 Let k ∈ DI
⋄
and suppose k ⊕ p is compatible with the assignment i .
Then s kβ β s for all s ∈ F
I
β , β ∈ B .
Proof By definition, k ⊕ p being compatible with i means that πk⊕pσ (s) σ δ
i
σ(s) ,
and thus s kσ σ s , for all s ∈ F
I
σ , σ ∈ S . In particular, s
k
β β s for all s ∈ F
I
β ,
β ∈ B .
Lemma 8.4.5 p(ζ) ζ ζ for each ζ ∈ P .
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Proof Suppose first that ζ ∈ P is the name of an integer operator (so ζ is of type
int2 → β with β either int or bool ). Then for any nj ∈ Dint , sj ∈ F
I
int with
nj int sj for j = 1, 2 it must be shown that
fint2→β,int2
(
p(ζ) ⊳ (n1, n2)
)
β ⊙
I
ζ(s1, s2) .
By (P1) this holds immediately if n1 = ⊥int or n2 = ⊥int , since then (D) implies
fint2→β,int2
(
p(ζ) ⊳ (n1, n2)
)
= ⊥β . It can thus be assumed in what follows that
n1, n2 ∈ Dint \ {⊥int} = Xint . Now ⊥int 6= nj int sj , thus by (P5) there exists
mj ≥ 0 with Φ
mj
int(sj) ∈ HF
I
int = Fint . Let
m = min { k ≥ 0 : Φkint(sj) ∈ Fint for j = 1, 2 } ;
then Φm+1β (⊙
I
ζ(s1, s2)) = Evalζ(t1, t2) with tj = Φ
m
int(sj) for j = 1, 2 . But by (P4)
nj int tj for j = 1, 2 and therefore by (P3) it follows that
fint2→β,int2
(
p(ζ) ⊳ (n1, n2)
)
β Evalζ(t1, t2) = Φ
m+1
β (⊙
I
ζ(s1, s2)) .
Hence, again using (P4), fint2→β,int
(
p(ζ) ⊳ (n1, n2)
)
β ⊙
I
ζ(s1, s2) .
Suppose next that ζ = caseθβ for some β ∈ B , θ ∈ Bf . Consider assignments
c ∈ DKθ,β
⋄
, a ∈ (F I
⋄
)Kθ,β and elements u ∈ Dθ , s ∈ F
I
θ with u ⋄ c 
θ·Kθ,β
⋄
s ⋄ a , i.e.,
with u θ s and c 
Kθ,β
⋄ a . Put L = θ ·Kθ,β . Then, since p(ζ) = case
θ
β , it must be
shown that fL→β,L
(
caseθβ ⊳ (u ⋄ c)
)
β ⊙
I
ζ(s ⋄ a) . If u = ⊥θ then by (P1) and (C)
fL→β,L
(
caseθβ ⊳ (u ⋄ c)
)
= ⊥β β ⊙
I
ζ(s ⋄ a)
so in what follows it can be assumed that u 6= ⊥θ . Then u has a unique representation
of the form fκ(b) with κ ∈ K of type J → θ for some J ∈ FB and with b ∈ D
J
⋄ .
Now ⊥θ 6= u θ s , thus by (P5) there exists m ≥ 0 with Φ
m
θ (s) ∈ HF
I
θ , and by taking
the least such m it can be assumed that Φiθ(s) /∈ HF
I
θ whenever 0 ≤ i < m . Moreover,
by Lemma 8.4.2 (2) Φmθ (s) is of the form ⊙
I
κ(t) with t ∈ (F
I
⋄ )
J and b J⋄ t , and it
therefore follows that
Φm+1β
(
⊙Iζ(s ⋄ a)
)
= Φβ
(
⊙Iζ(Φ
m
θ (s) ⋄ a)
)
= Φβ
(
⊙Iζ(⊙
I
κ(t) ⋄ a)
)
= ⊙IJ→β,J(a(κ) ⊳ t) .
But b J
⋄
t and by assumption c(κ) J→β a(κ) , and hence by (C)
fL→β,L
(
caseθβ ⊳ (u ⋄ c)
)
= Caseθβ(u ⋄ c)
= fJ→β,J(c(κ) ⊳ b) β ⊙
I
J→β,J(a(κ) ⊳ t) = Φ
m+1
β
(
⊙Iζ(s ⋄ a)
)
.
Thus by (P4) fL→β,L
(
caseθβ ⊳ (u ⋄ c)
)
β ⊙
I
ζ(s ⋄ a) .
Lemma 8.4.6 Let k ∈ DI⋄ and suppose k ⊕ p is compatible with the assignment i .
Then Uα(k) (ξ) ξ ξ for each ξ ∈ I .
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Proof First note that if L is an S-typed set and a ∈ (F I
⋄
)L then , with the notation
from Section 7.3, s[a/L] = δi⊕aσ (s) for each s ∈ F
I∪L
σ , σ ∈ S .
Put k′ = Uα(k) . Let ξ ∈ I be of type σ = L → β and assume first that L 6= ∅ .
Consider c ∈ DL⋄ , a ∈ (F
I
⋄ )
L with c L⋄ a . Now Proposition 8.3.3 implies that k ⊕ p
is L-compatible with the assignment i , and therefore
fσ,L(k
′(ξ) ⊳ c) = fσ,L(Uξ(k) ⊳ c)
= sξ
k⊕c
β = π
k⊕p⊕c
β (sξ) β δ
i⊕a
β (sξ) = sξ[a/L]
= Φβ(⊙
I
ξ(a)) = Φβ
(
⊙Iσ,L(ξ ⊳ a)
)
.
Thus by (P4) fσ,L(k
′(ξ) ⊳ c) β ⊙
I
σ,L(ξ ⊳ a) also holds, which by the definition of σ
implies that k′(ξ) ξ ξ . The case with L = ∅ is somewhat easier, since here (without
making use of Proposition 8.3.3) it follows that
k′(ξ) = Uξ(k) = sξ
k
β = π
k⊕p
β (sξ) β δ
i
β(sξ) = sξ = Φβ(ξ) ,
and so again by (P4) k′(ξ) ξ ξ .
Lemma 8.4.7 Let k ∈ DI⋄ and suppose k ⊕ p is compatible with the assignment i .
Then Uα(k)⊕ p is also compatible with i .
Proof Again put k′ = Uα(k) . By Lemma 8.4.5 p(ζ) ζ ζ = i(ζ) for each ζ ∈ P
and by Lemma 8.4.5 k′(ξ) ξ ξ = i(ξ) for each ξ ∈ I . But this just means that
k′ ⊕ p I∪P
⋄
i , and therefore by Proposition 8.3.2 k′ ⊕ p is compatible with i .
Lemma 8.4.8 Let ⊥I ∈ DI
⋄
be the bottom assignment given by ⊥I (ξ) = ⊥ξ for each
ξ ∈ I . Then ⊥I ⊕ p is compatible with i .
Proof By Lemma 8.4.3 ⊥I (ξ) = ⊥ξ ξ ξ for each ξ ∈ I , and thus by Lemma 8.4.5
and Proposition 8.3.2 it follows, exactly as in the proof of Lemma 8.4.6, that ⊥I ⊕ p is
compatible with i .
Now by definition k0 = ⊥
I and kn+1 = Uα(kn) for each n ∈ N . Therefore by
Lemmas 8.4.8 and 8.4.7 and induction it follows that kn ⊕ p is compatible with the
assignment i for each n ∈ N . This, together with Lemma 8.4.4, completes the proof
of Proposition 8.4.2.
8.5 Notes
The proof of Proposition 8.2.1 is adapted from the proofs of Lemmas 11.14 and 11.23
in Winskel (1993). For more information regarding the method of logical relations, on
which these proofs are based, see Mitchell’s survey article Mitchell (1990).
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